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PREFACE.

I HAD destined my contributions to the Edinburgh

Review to that early forgetfulness which, with a very

few remarkable exceptions, attends and befits the

whole mass of the periodical literature of our age.

But it has seemed good to certain American book

sellers to publish, with my name, repeated editions of

a series of those contributions. I am thus an author

in my own despite.

In these circumstances I have had to make my

choice between publishing an enlarged and corrected

edition of those papers, or continuing to appear, to

such persons in the United States as are readers of

such books, the author of a volume replete with

defects and errors. Some of those faults are the re

sult of the mere want of learning and ability to do

better ; and are therefore incorrigible. But some of

them are the result of the haste with which our pe

riodical works are got up by most of the writers of

them, and especially by those who, like myself, have

been compelled to write in the very scanty leisure of

a life 00f almost ceaseless labour. Such faults are

corrigible ; and I trust that, in the following volumes,
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they are corrected. I am thus an author in my own

defence.

I prefix these few words to these volumes, not to

deprecate criticism, which is always a vain and is not

always a sincere attempt, but in order to explain that

such censures as may justly be due to what I have

written, have not been provoked by any inordinate

solicitude of mine to appear before the world in my

own person as the writer of a book, nor by any wish

to assume to myself the character of a teacher on

the sacred topics to which so large a part of this

book is devoted.

J. S.

RICHMOND-ON-THAMES.

May, 1849.
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HILDEBRAND.

HE had been a shrewd, if not a very reverent, observer

of human life, who bowed to the fallen statue of

Jupiter, by way of bespeaking the favour of the god

in the event of his being again lifted on his pedestal.

Hildebrand, the very impersonation of Papal arro

gance and of Spiritual Despotism (such had long been

his historical character), is once more raised up for

the homage of the faithful. Dr. Arnold vindicates

his memory. M. Guizot hails him as the Czar Peter

of the Church. Mr. Voight, a professor at Halle,

celebrates him as the foremost and the most faultleSS

of heroes. Mr. Bowden, an Oxford Catholic, repro

duces the substance of Mr. Voight’s eulogy, though

without the fire which warms, or the light which

irradiates, the pages of his guide. M. Delécluze, and
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2 HILDEBRAND.

the Bibliothéque Universelle de Genéve, are elevated by

the theme into the region where rhetoric and poetry

are conterminous; while M. l’Abbé Jager absolutely

shouts with exultation, to witness the subsidence, at

the voice of Protestants, of those mists which had so

long obscured the glory of him, by whom the pontifi

cal tiara was exalted far above the crowns of every

earthly potentate. Wholly inadequate as are our

necessary limits to the completion of such an enquiry,

we would fain explore the grounds of this revived

worship, and judge how far it may be reasonable to

join in offering incense at the shrine of this reinstated

Jupiter Ecclesiasticus.

Except in the annals of Eastern despotisms, no

parallel can be found for the disasters of the Papacy

during the century and a half which followed the ex

tinction of the Carlovingian dynasty. Of the twenty

four Popes who, during that period, ascended the

apostolic throne, two were murdered, five were driven

into exile, four were deposed, and three resigned their

hazardous dignity. Some of these Vicars of Christ

were raised to that awful pre-eminence by arms, and

some by money. Two received it from the hands of

princely courtesans. One was self-appointed. A

well-filled purse purchased one papal abdication; the

promise of a fair bride another. One of those holy

fathers pillaged the treasury, fled with the spoil, re

turned to Rome, ejected his substitute, and mutilated

him in a manner too revolting for description. In

one page of this dismal history, we read of the disin

terred corpse of a former Pope brought before his

successor to receive a retrospective sentence of depo

sition; and in the next we find the judge himself

undergoing the same posthumous condemnation,

though without the same filthy ceremonial. Of these
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heirs of St. Peter, one entered on his infallibility in

his eighteenth year, and one before he had seen his

twelfth summer. One again took to himself a coad

jutor, that he might command in person such legions

as Home then sent into the field. Another, Judas

like, agreed for certain. pieces of silver to recognise

the Patriarch of Constantinople as universal bishop.

All sacred things had become venal. Crime and de

bauchery held revel in the Vatican ; while the afflicted

Church, wedded at once to three husbands, (such was

the language of the times,) witnessed the celebration

of as many rival masses in the metropolis of Christen

dom. It would be heretical to say that the gates of

hell had prevailed against the seat and centre of

Catholicism; but Baronius himself might be cited to

prove that they had rolled back on their infernal

hinges, to send forth malignant spirits, commissioned

to empty on her devoted head the vials of bitterness

and wrath.

How, from this hotbed of corruption, the seeds of a

new and prolific life derived their vegetative power,

and how, in an age in which the Papacy was surren

dered to the scorn and hatred of mankind, the inde

pendence of the Holy See on the Imperial Crown

became first a practical truth, and then a hallowed

theory, are problems over which we may not now

linger. Suffice it to say, that in the middle of the

eleventh century, Europe once more looked to Rome

as the pillar and the ground of the truth; while Rome

herself looked forth on a long chain of stately monas

teries, rising like distant bulwarks of her power in

every land which owned her spiritual rule.

Of these, Clugni was the foremost in numbers,

wealth, and piety; and at Clugni, towards the end

B 2
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of the year 1048, Bruno, the Bishop of Toul, arrayed

in all the splendour, and attended by the retinue, of a

Pontiff elect, demanded at once the hospitality and

the homage of the monks. At the nomination of the

Emperor Henry the Third, and in a German synod,

he had recently been elected to the vacant Papacy,

and was now on his way to Rome, to take possession

of the Chair of Peter. Hildebrand, the Prior of

Clugni, was distinguished above all his brethren by

the holiness of his life, the severity of his self-disci

pline, and by that ardent zeal to obey which indicates

the desire and the ability to command. He was then

in the prime of manhood, and his countenance (if his

extant portraits may be trusted) announced him as

one of those who are born to direct and subjugate the

wills of ordinary men. Such a conquest he achieved

over him on whose brows the triple crown was then

impending. An election made beyond the precincts

of the Holy City, and at the bidding of a secular

power, was regarded by Hildebrand as a profane title

to the seat once occupied by the Prince of the Apostles.

At his instance, Bruno laid aside the vest-merits, the

insignia, and the titles of the pontificate; and, pursu

ing his way in the humble garb of a pilgrim to the

tomb of Peter, entered Rome with bare feet, and a

lowly aspect, and with no attendant (or none dis

cernible by human sense) except the adviser of this

politic self-abasement. To Bruno himself indeed was

revealed the presence of an angelic choir, who chanted

in celestial harmonies the return of peace to the long

afilicted people of Christ. Acclamations less seraphic,

but of less doubtful reality, from the Roman clergy

and populace, rewarded this acknowledgment of their

electoral privileges, and conferred on Leo the Ninth

(as he was thenceforth designated) a new, and, as he
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judged, a better title to the supreme government of
the Church. I

The reward of the service thus rendered by Hilde

brand was prompt and munificent. He was raised

to the rank of a Cardinal, and received the offices of

sub-deacon of Rome, and superintendent of the church

and convent of St. Paul.

The Pope and the Cardinal were not less assiduous

to soothe, than they had been daring to provoke, the

resentment of the Emperor. Bruno became once

more a courtier and a pilgrim, while Hildebrand re

mained in Rome to govern the city and the church.

The Pontifl“ thrice visited the German court, bringing

with him papal benedictions to Henry, and papal

censures on Henry’s rebellious vassals. So grateful

and so effective was the aid thus rendered to the

monarch, that, on his last return to Italy, Leo was per“

mitted to conduct thither a body of Imperial troops,

to expel the Norman invaders of the papal territory.

At Civitella, however, the axes of Humphrey and

Robert, brothers of William of the Iron-hand, pre

vailed over the sword and the anathemas of Peter.

Whether Hildebrand .bore a lance in that bloody field,

is debated by his biographers. But no one disputes

that he more than divided the fruits of it with the

conquerors. To them were conceded the three great

fiefs of Calabria, Apnlia, and Sicily. To the Holy

See was assigned the suzerainté over them. Humili

ated and broken-hearted by his defeat, Bruno pined

away and died. Strong in this new feudal dominion,

and in the allegiance of these warlike vassals, Hilde

brand directed his prescient gaze to the distant con

flicts and the coming glories in which these Norman

liegemen were to minister to his vast designs. The

B 3
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auspicious hour was not yet come. His self-command

tranquilly abided the approach of it.

Gebhard, Bishop of Eichstadt, enjoyed the un

bounded confidence and afi'ection of Henry. He had

ever lent the weight of his personal advice, and the

sanction of his episcopal authority, to sustain his

friend and master in his opposition to papal encroach

ments. Yet Gebhard was selected by the discerning

Cardinal, as of all men the best qualified to succeed

to the vacant Papacy. Hildebrand represented to

the Emperor that the choice had been made from an

anxious respect for his feelings, and with a loyal

desire to promote his interest and his honour. The

thoughtful German perceived the net spread for him

by the wily Italian. He struggled to avoid it, but in

vain. He suggested many other candidates; but

Hildebrand had some conclusive objection to each of

them. He urged that Gebhard had been raised, by

the favour of Henry himself, to an eminence unassail—

able by reproach, and beyond the reach of suspicion,

and that no other man could boast an equal, or a similar

advantage. Importuned and flattered, his afl'ections

moved but his understanding unconvinced, the Em

peror at length yielded. If our own second Henry

had studied this passage of history, the darkest page

of his own had perhaps never been written.

Gebhard became Pope, assumed the title of Victor

the Second, adopted, even to exaggeration, the anti

imperial principles of Hildebrand, and rewarded his

services by a commission to act as his Legate a latere

in the kingdom of France. By Victor, this high

employment was probably designed as an honourable

exile for a patron to whom he had contracted so

oppressive a debt of gratitude. But the new Legate

was not a man on whom any dignity could fall as a
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mere unfruitful embellishment. He cited before him

the bishops and ecclesiastical dignitaries subjected to

his legant-ine power, and preferred against the whole

body one comprehensive charge of simony. Of the

accused, one alone stoutly maintained his innocence.

‘ Believest thou,’ exclaimed the judge, ‘ that there

are three persons of one substance?’ ‘ I do.’ ‘ Then

repeat the doxology.’ The task was successfully

accomplished, until the prelate reached the name of

Him whose gifts Simon Magus had desired to pur

chase. That name he could not utter. The culprit

cast himself at the Legate’s feet, confessed his guilt,

and was deposed. More than eighty of his brethren

immediately made the same acknowledgment. The

rumour spread on every side, that the papal emissary

was gifted with a preternatural skill to discern the

presence in the human heart of any thoughts of Satanic

origin. Popular applause followed the steps of the

stern disciplinarian; and the wonder of the ignorant

was soon rivalled by the admiration of the learned and

the great. Such was the fame of his wisdom, that the

claim of Ferdinand of Castile to bear the title of

Emperor of Spain, was referred to his arbitrament by

the Spanish and the German sovereigns. He decided

that the Imperial name and dignity belonged to Henry

and to his heirs, to the exclusion of every other Poten—

tate. Ill had Henry divined the future 1 Rashly had

he consented to hold the honours of his crown by the

judicial sentence of a man, who, within twenty years,

was to pluck that crown, with every mark of infamy,

from the brows of his only son and successor!

When that son ascended the throne of his progeni

tors, and assumed the kingly title of Henry the

Fourth, he was yet a child. Agnes, his widowed

mother, became the regent of his dominions, and

B 4
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Victor the guardian of his person. But the Pope

soon followed the deceased Emperor to the grave, and

another election placed the vacant Tiara on the head

of Frederick of Lorraine.

Frederick was the brother of Godfrey, who, in right

of his wife Beatrice, and during the minority of her

daughter Matilda, exercised the authority, and en

joyed the title, of Duke of Tuscany. His promotion

to the Papacy cemented the alliance between the

Holy See and the most powerful of those Italian states

by which the northern frontier of the papal territo-

ries might be either defended or assailed. The choice

was, in appearance, the unpremeditated result of a

popular tumult. Frederick seemed to be borne to

the apostolic throne by the acclamations of a Roman

mob, and to be seated there in a half reluctant ac

quiescence in their good pleasure. Some excuse was

necessary for so flagrant a disregard of the rights of

the infant Emperor, and the turbulent enthusiasm of

the people was at least a specious apology. But by

what informing spirit the rude mass had been agi

tated, was sufficiently disclosed by the first act of the

new Pontiff. He had scarcely assumed the title of

Stephen the Ninth, before he conferred on Hildebrand

the dignities of Cardinal-Archdeacon of Rome, and of

Legate at the Imperial Court.

After a reign of eight months, Stephen, conscious

of the approach of death, left to the Romans his last

injunction to postpone the choice of his successor

until the return from Germany of this great dispenser

of ecclesiastical promotions. The command was

obeyed. The Cardinal-Archdeacon reappeared, bring

ing with him the consent of the Empress'Regent to the

choice of Gerard, Bishop of Florence, another adhe

rent of the ducal house of Tuscany. Gerard ac
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cordingly ascended the chair of St. Peter. Like each

of his three immediate predecessors, he sat there at

the nomination of Hildebrand, and, like each of them,

he called, or permitted, his patron to become the one

great minister of his reign, and director of his mea

sures. At the instance of Hildebrand, Nicholas the

Second (so was he now called) summoned a council

at which was first effected, in the year 1059, a revo

lution, the principle of which, at the distance of

eight centuries, still flourishes in unimpaired'vitality.

It, for the first time, conferred on the College of

Cardinals the exclusive right of voting at papal elec

tions. It set aside not only the acknowledged rights

of the Emperor to confirm, but the still more ancient

privilege of the Roman clergy and people to nominate,

their bishop. For Hildebrand was now strong

enough in his Norman alliance, to defy that popular

power before which so many churchmen had trem

bled. At his summons, Robert Guiscard broke down

the fortresses of the Roman counts and barons, who,

with their retainers, had been accustomed, in the

comitia of papal Rome, to rival the exploits of

Clodius and his gladiators. Their authority was

subverted for ever, and from that period their name

ceases to appear in the history of pontifical elections.

The title of Duke, and a recognition of his sovereignty,

over all the conquests which he had made, or should

ever make, rewarded the obedience of the Norman

freebooter.

After rendering this service to the cause of sacer

dotal independence, Nicholas died. It was a cause

which, however much advanced by the profound

sagacity and promptitude of Hildebrand, could never

finally triumph over its powerful antagonists by any

means less hazardous, or less costly, than that of open
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and protracted war. During the minority of Henry

such a conflict could hardly be commenced, still less

brought to a decisive issue. The rights of the royal

child derived from his very weakness a sanctity in the

hearts, and a safeguard in the arms, of his loyal Ger

man subjects. The time of mortal struggle was not

yet come. The aspiring Cardinal judged that by

again resigning to another the nominal conduct, he

could best secure to himself the real guidance, of that

impending controversy.

To obtain from the Empress-Regent an assent to

the observance by the Sacred College of the new elec

toral law, was the first object of the conclave which

assembled after the death of Nicholas, at the com

mand of Hildebrand. At his instance an envoy was

despatched to the Imperial Court, with the ofier that

the choice should fall on any ecclesiastic whom Agnes

might nominate, if she would consent that the Cardi

nals alone should appear and vote at the ceremonial.

The compromise was indignantly rejected. A synod

of imperialist prelates was convened at Basil, and by

them Cadolous, Bishop of Parma, (the titular Hono

rius the Second,) was elevated to the vacant Papacy.

To this defiance Hildebrand and his brother Cardinals

answered by the choice of Anselm, Bishop of Lucca,

afterwards known in history as Alexander, the second

of that name. After a brief but sanguinary conflict

in the open field, each of the rival Popes, at the

mediation ofGodfrey, retired from Rome to his diocese,

there to await the judgment of a future council on

their pretensions. But Alexander did not quit the

city until he had acknowledged and rewarded the

services of the head and leader of his cause. Hilde

brand now received the office of Chancellor of the

Holy See, the best and the highest recompense which
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he could earn by raising others to supreme ecclesias

tical dominion. Two successive councils confirmed

the election of Alexander, who continued, during

twelve years, to rule the Church with dignity, if not

in peace.

The time had at length arrived when Hildebrand

was to receive the high and hazardous reward which

his unfaltering hopes had so long contemplated, and

his self-controlling policy so often declined. Leo,

Victor, Stephen, Nicholas, and Alexander, had each

been indebted to his authority for the pontificate, and

to his councils for the policy with which it had been

administered. Successively Cardinal-Deacon, Arch

deacon, Legate, and Chancellor of the Apostolic See,

one height alone was yet to be scaled. In the great

church of the Lateran the corpse of Alexander was

extended on the bier. A solemn requiem commended

to the Supreme Judge the soul of the departed, when

the plaintive strain was broken by a shout, which,

rising, as it seemed, spontaneously and without con

cert from every part of the crowded edifice, pro

claimed that, by the will of the Holy Peter himself,

the Cardinal-Chancellor was Pope. From the funeral

procession Hildebrand flew to the pulpit. With im

passioned gestures, and in a voice inaudible amidst

the uproar, he seemed to be imploring silence; but

the tempest was not to be allayed until one of the

Cardinals announced, in the name of the Sacred Col—

lege, their unanimous election of him whom the

Apostle and the multitude had thus simultaneously

chosen. Crowned with the tiara, and arrayed in the

gorgeous robes, of a Pope-elect, Gregory the Seventh

was then presented to the people. Their joyous

exultation, and the pomp of the inaugural ceremonies,

blended and contrasted strangely with the studied
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gloom and the melancholy dirge of the funeral

rites.

That this electoral drama was a mere improvisation,

may be credited by those before whose faith all the

mountains of improbability give way. But thus to

reach the summit of sacerdotal dominion as if by

constraint ; and thus, without forfeiting the praise of

severe sanctity, to obtain the'highest of this world’s

dignities; and thus to anticipate and defeat the too

probable resistance of the Imperial Court; and thus

to afi'ord the Cardinals the opportunity and the ex

cuse for the prompt exercise of their yet precarious

electoral privilege _was a combination and a coinci

dence of felicities such as fortune, unaided by policy,

seldom, if ever, bestows even on her choicest favour

ites. He who had nominated five Popes, was, as

suredly, no passive instrument in his own nomination.

His letters, written on the occasion, would alone be

sufficient to prove, if proof were wanting, that a career

thus far guided by the most profound sagacity, was

not abandoned at its crisis to the caprice ofa dissolute

multitude. To several of his correspondents he

addressed pathetic descriptions of his alarm and sor

row, but with such a remarkable uniformity of terms

as to force on the reader of them the belief, that the

elegiac strain was repeated as often as necessary by

his secretaries, with such variations as their taste

suggested. To the Emperor he breathed nothing but

submission and humility. The most unimpeachable

decorum presided over the whole of the ceremonial

that followed. Envoys passed and repassed. Men of

grave aspect instituted tedious enquiries. Solemn

notaries attested prolix reports ; and in due time the

world was informed, that, of his grace and clemency,

Henry, King of Germany and Italy, calling himself
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Emperor, had ratified the election of his dearly be

loved father, Gregory the Seventh—the world, mean

while, well knowing that, despite the Emperor’s hos

tility, the Pope was able and resolved to maintain his

own; and that the Emperor would, if possible, have

driven the Pope from Rome, as the most dangerous

of rebels and the most subtle of usurpers.

But Henry was ill prepared for such an effort.

During the first six years of his reign the affairs of

his vast hereditary empire had been conducted by

his widowed mother. She was formed to love, to

reverence, and to obey. In an age less rude, or in a

station less exalted, her much long-suffering, her self—

sustaining dignity, and the tenderness of her gentle

spirit, might have enabled her to Win the obedience of

the heart. But her mind was ductile, her conscience

enfeebled by a morbid sensibility, and her character

formed by nature and by habit for subservience to

any form of superstitious terror. She was surrounded

by rapacious nobles whom no sacrifices could conci

liate, and by lordly churchmen, who at once exacted

and betrayed her confidence. Though severely virtu

ous, she was assailed by shameless calumnies. Her

female rule was resented by the pride of Teutonic

chivalry; and fraud and violence combined to inflict

the deepest wound on her rights as a sovereign, and

her feelings as a mother.

At Kaiscrworth, on the Rhine, Agnes and her son,

then in his thirteenth year, were reposing from the

fatigues of an'imperia-l progress. A galley, impelled

by long lines of oars, and embellished with every

ornament which art and luxury could command,

appeared on the broad stream before them. Attended

by a train of lords and servitors, Anno, the Arch

bishop of Cologne, descended from the gallant barge,
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and pressed the royal youth to inspect so superb a

specimen of aquatic architecture and episcopal mag

nificence. Henry gladly complied, and, as the rowers

bent to their cars, he enjoyed with boyish delight the

rapidity with which one object after another receded

from his view, till, turning to the companions of what

had hitherto seemed a mere holiday voyage, he read

in the anxious countenances of the commanders, and

the vehement efforts of the boatmen, that he was a

prisoner, and more than ever an orphan. With cha

racteristic decision, he at once plunged into the water,

and endeavoured to swim to shore; but the toils were

upon him. A confederacy, formed by the Archbishops

of Cologne and Mentz, and supported by the Dukes

of Bavaria and Tuscany, consigned their young Sove

reign to a captivity at once sumptuous and debili

tating. They usurped the powers, and plundered the

treasures, of the crown. They bestowed on themselves

and their adherents forests, manors, abbeys, and 10rd

ships. But to the future ruler of so many nations,

they denied the discipline befitting his age, and the

instruction due to his high prospects. They encou

raged him, and with fatal success, to enervate by

ceaseless amusement, and to debase by precocious

debauchery, a mind naturally brave and generous.

Anne has been canonised by the see of Rome. By

the same ghostly tribunal, the Monarch whom he

kidnapped, betrayed, and corrupted, was excluded

from the communion of the Church when living, and

from her consecrated soil when dead. Impartial his

tory will reverse either sentence, and will pronounce

her anathemas rather on St. Anne, by whom the

princely boy was exposed to the furnace of tempta

tion, than on him in whose yOung mind the seeds of
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vice, so unsparingly sown, sprung up with such deadly

luxurianee.

The heart of youth was never won by habitual

indulgence. As Henry advanced towards manhood,

the Archbishops of Cologne and Mentz discovered

that they were the objects of his settled antipathy,

and that they had to dread the full weight of a re

sentment at once just, vindictive, and unscrupulous.

To avert that danger they transferred the charge of

the royal youth to Adalbert, Archbishop of Bremen,

rightly judging that his skill in courtly arts (for he

had lived on affectionate terms with the deceased

emperor) might enable him to win his pupil’s regard,

but erroneously believing that his ecclesiastical zeal

(for it seemed the master passion of his soul) would

induce him to employ that advantage in the defence

and service of the hierarchy.

Adalbert, Whose life is written in the Church His

tory of Adam of Bremen, was a man whose character

was so strangely composite, and whose purposes were

so immutably single, that he might have suggested

portraits to Scott, epigrams to Young, antitheses to

Pope, an analysis to Dryden, or to Shakspeare himself

some rich and all-reconciling harmony. According to

the aspect in which he was viewed, he might with

equal justice be regarded as a saint or a man of

pleasure, as a scholar or a courtier, as a politician or

a wit. Now washing the feet of beggars, eloquently

expounding Christian truth, or indignantly denounc

ing the sins of the rich and the great, the shifting

scene exhibited him amidst a throng of actors, jug

glers, and bufl’oons, or as the soul and centre of a

society where lords and ambassadors, prelates and

priests of low degree, met to enjoy his good cheer, to

partake of his merriment, and to endure his relentless
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sarcasms. At the very moment when, with irresist

ible address, he was insinuating himself into the

favour of some potent count or bishop, the approach

of another dignitary would rouse him to bitter and

unmeasured invective. From the laughing playfellow

of his companions he would pass at once into their

fierce assailant, and then atone for the extravagance

of his passion by a bounty not less extravagant. But

whether he preached or gave ahns, whether philo

sophy, or fun, or satire, was his passing whim, he

still enjoyed one luxury which habit had rendered

indispensable. Parasites were ever at hand to con

firm his own conviction, that Adalbert of Bremen

was an universal genius, and that, under his fostering

care, the see of Bremen was destined to become the

northern capital of the universal Church.

Nor was it strange that he believed them. Of the

countless victims of self-idolatry, few have had so

many seductions to that intoxicating worship. A

military as well as an ecclesiastical prince, he wit

nessed the extension of his archiepiscopal dominion

far along the shores of the Elbe and the Baltic.

Kings solicited his personal friendship. Sweden and

the Empire accepted him as the mediator of peace.

Envoys from every state in Europe, not excepting

Constantinople, thronged his palace. He was at once

the confidential adviser of the Pope and the chief

minister of the Emperor, and even boasted (with

whatever truth) that he had declined the papacy

itself. But this earlier Wolsey, like his great anti

type, longed for some imperishable monument of his

glory. Bremen was the Ipswich of Adalbert; the

site selected, but in vain, for perpetuating to the re

motest ages the memory of an ambition less ennobled

by the greatness of its aims, than debased by an in
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satiable vanity. To aggrandise his diocese, he builded

and fortified, negotiated and intrigued; became by

turns a suitor and an oppressor; conciliated attach

ments and braved enmities; and lived and died the

imaginary patriarch of the imaginary patriarchate of

the German and Scandinavian nations.

Brightly dawned on the young Henry the day

which transferred the change of his person and of

his education from the austere Anno to the princely

Adalbert. The Archbishop of Cologne had rebuked

the vices he indulged. The stonter conscience of the

Archbishop of Bremen stood in need of no such self

soothing compromise. He fairly threw the reins on

the neck of his royal charge, who invoked the aid of

young and profligate companions in the use or the

abuse of this welcome indulgence. His tutors had

sown the wind; his people were now to reap the

whirlwind. Of the domestic life of the young Em

peror, the dark tale recorded by the chroniclers of

his age would not be endured by the delicacy of our

own. His public acts might seem to have been

prompted by the determination to exasperate to mad

ness the national pride, the moral sense, and the re

ligious feelings of his subjects. Yet even when they

were thus provoked, their resentment slumbered. A

popular address, a noble presence, and the indulgence

so liberally yielded to the excesses of the great, the

prosperous, and the young, gave scope for the full

eXpansion of his crimes and follies. At the Lateran

the influence of his personal qualities was unfelt.

Roused to a just indignation by the frequent intelli

gence of a life so debauched, and of a reign so im

pious, Alexander cited the Emperor to appear at

Rome, there to answer in person to the apostolic

throne for the simony and the other offences imputed

VOL. I. c
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to him. The voice was Alexander’s voice, but the

hand was the hand of Gregory.

Between the day on which Hildebrand had con

ducted Leo the Ninth into Rome as a. simple pilgrim,

to the time of his own tumultuary election, the

quarter of a century had intervened. During the

whole of that period he had been the confidential

minister and guide of the papacy. In each of the

five pontificates which he had nominally served, and

really governed, the Holy See had pursued the same

aggressive policy, with a steadfastness indicating the

guidance of one far-seeing mind, gifted with patience

to await, with promptitude to discern, and with cou-'

rage to seize, the moments of successful advance.

\Vhen, therefore, the citation of Henry was issued in

the name of the dying Pope, none doubted that this

audacious act, then without a parallel in history, had

been dictated by the same stern and unrelenting

councillor. When tidings reached the Imperial Court

that the voice of the people and the votes of the

cardinals had placed in Gregory’s hands the mys

terious keys and the sharp sword of Peter, none

doubted the near approach of the conflict which was to

assign the supreme dominion over the Christian world,

either to the German sceptre, or to the Roman crosier.

That, after ages of war and controversy, they should

peacefully exercise a concurrent Jyet divided rule,

would have seemed an idle dream to a generation,

whose feudal theory of government had for its basis

the principle of various gradations of dependency on

some one common head, or suzerain.

With a life stained by no sensual or malignant

crime, (a praise of which his contemporary and ran

corous biographer, Cardinal Benno, is the reluctant

and unconscious witness,) and degraded by the pur
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suit of no ends exclusively selfish (for except as the

champion of the Church he neither obtained nor

sought any personal aggrandisement), Pope Hilde

brand yielded himself freely to the current of those

awful thoughts which have peopled the brain of each

in turn of the successors of Peter, the basest and

the most impure of them scarcely excepted. A mys

tery to himself, he had become the supreme vicar

of Christ on earth; the predestined heir of a throne

among those saints who should one day judge the

world; the mortal head of an immortal dynasty; the

depositary of a power delegated yet divine; the Viceroy

to whom had been entrusted by God himself the care

of interests, and the dispensation of blessings and of

curses, which, by comparison, reduced to inappreciable

vanities all the good and evil of this transitory world.

Resolute as he was, he appears to have trembled at

the contrast between the weakness of his human na

ture, and the weight of these majestic responsibilities.

With the Abbots of Clugni and of Monte Cassino he

maintained a relation as much resembling friendship

as was compatible with the austerity of his nature

and of his habits; and to them he depicted the secret

tumults of his mind, in terms of which it would be

impossible to deny either the sincerity or the eloquence.

Before his prophetic eye arose a vast theocratic

state, in which political and religious society were to

be harmonised, or .rather were to be absorbed into

each other. At the head of this all-embracing polity,

the Bishop of Rome was to assert his legitimate au

thority over all the kings and rulers of the earth. In

immediate dependence on him was to be ranged the

circle of his liege spiritual lords—some residing at

the seat of empire as electors, councillors, and mini

sters to the supreme potentate; others presiding over

0 2
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the fraternities, the provinces, and the sees of which

his empire was to be composed. At the capital of

this hierarchal state were to be exercised the various

powers of government—legislative, administrative,

and judicial. There also were to be held the occa~

sional meetings of the extraordinary 0r ecumenical

legislature. To the infallible sovereign of this new

Jerusalem were to be assigned prerogatives limited

only by his own conscience, and restrained by no

power but that of God himself. T0 the Emperor, the

Kings, the Dukes, and Counts, his feudatories, was to

be entrusted a ministry altogether subordinate and

auxiliary to his. They were to maintain order, to

command armies, to collect revenues, to dispense jus

tice. But they were to hold their crowns or coronets

at the pleasure of the Autocrat, to justify to him the

use of their inferior authority, and to employ it in

support of his power, which, as it was derived from

heaven itself, could acknowledge no superior, equal,

or competitor on earth. But woe — such woe as ven

geance, almighty and unrelenting, could inflict—0n

him who, wielding the pontifical sceptre in the sacred

name of Christ, should inipiously use it in any spirit,

or for any ends, not in accordance with these awful

purposes which once made Christ himself a sojourner

among men! Heathen Rome had been raised up to

conquer and to eivilise. To Christian Rome was ap

pointed a far loftier destiny. It was hers to mediate

between hostile nations - to reconcile sovereigns and

their people — to superintend the policy, restrain the

ambition, redress the injustice, and punish the crimes

of princes -_ and to render the Apostolic Throne the

source and centre of an holy influence, which, dif

fused through every member of the social body, should

inform, and animate, and amalgamate the whole, and
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realise the inspired delineation of that yet unborn

age, when the lion and the lamb should lie down

together, with a little child their leader.

Sublime as were the visions which thus thronged

on the soul of Gregory the Seventh, and which still

shed a glowing light over his three hundred and fifty

extant letters, life was never, for a single day, a state

of mere visionary existence to him. Before him lay the

approaching struggle with Henry, with Honorius, with

the ecclesiastics of Lombardy, with the German peo

ple, whose loyalty had so long survived the sorest

provocation, and even with many of the German pre

lates, who ascribed to the successor of Charlemagne

and of Otho the same rights which these great an

narchs had exercised over the Pontiffs of an earlier

generation. Nor was he unconscious that the way

for his theocracy must be paved by reforms so painful,

as to convert into inexorable antagonists a large num

ber of those on whose attachment to his person and his

laws he might otherwise have most implicitly relied.

Yet it was with no doubtful prospects of success

that he girded himself for the battle. His Norman

feudatories to the south, and his Tuscan alliance to

the north, promised security to the papal city. Dis

affection was widely spread among the commonalty

of the Empire. The Saxons were on the verge of

revolt. The Dukes of Swabia, Carinthia, and Bavaria,

were brooding over insufferable wrongs. From the

young and debauched Emperor it seemed idle to

dread any resolved or formidable hostility. From the

other powers of Europe Henry could expect no suc

cour. From every region of Christendom the Church,

in a voice which, though inarticulat-e, was audible to

the supreme Pontiff, invoked a remedy for the traffic

in holy things, and for the fearful pollutions beneath

c 8
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which she was groaning; and that heavenly Bride

assured him that when he should have strangled the

monsters of iniquity by whom she was oppressed, he

should be recompensed by every honour which man

could confer, and by every benediction which God

bestows on his most favoured servants. He heard,

and he obeyed.

From the most remote Christian antiquity, the

marriage of clergymen had been regarded with the

dislike, and their celibacy rewarded by the commenda

tion, of the people. Among the ecclesiastical heroes

of the first four centuries, it is scarcely possible to

point to one who was not, in this respect, an imitator

of Paul rather than of Peter. Among the ecclesias

tical writers of those times, it is scarcely possible to

refer to one by whom the superior sanctity of the

unmarried to the conjugal state is not either directly

inculcated or tacitly assumed. This prevailing senti

ment had ripened into a customary law, and the ob

servance of that custom had been enforced by edicts

and menaces, by rewards and penalties. But nature

had triumphed over tradition, and had proved too

strong for Councils and for Popes.

When Hildebrand ascended the chair first occupied

by a married Apostle, his spirit burned within him

to see that marriage held in her impure and unhal

lowed bonds a large proportion of those who ministered

at the altar, and who handled there the very substance

of the incarnate Deity. It was a profanation well

adapted to arouse the jealousy, not less than to wound

the conscience, of the Pontifi“. Secular cares suited ill

with the stern duties of a theocratic ministry. Domes

tic affections would choke or enervate that corporate

passion which might otherwise be directed with unmi

tigated ardour towards their chief and centre. Clerical

celibacy, on the other hand, would exhibit to those who
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trod the outer courts of the great Christian temple,

the impressive image of a transcendental perfection,

too pure not only for the coarser delights of sense,

but even for the alloy of conjugal or parental love.

It would fill the world with adherents of Rome, in

whom every feeling would be quenched which could

rival that sacred allegiance. From every monastery

might be summoned a phalanx of allies to overpower

the more numerous, but dispersed and feeble anta

gonists of such an innovation. In every mitred

churchman it would find an active partisan. The

people, ever rigid in exacting eminent virtue from

their teachers, would be rude but effective zealots of

a ghostly discipline from which they were themselves

to be exempt.

With such anticipations, Gregory, within a few

weeks from his accession, convened a council at the

Lateran, and proposed a law, not, as formerly, for

bidding the marriage of priests, but commanding

every priest to put away his wife, and requiring

all laymen to absent themselves from any sacred

office which any wedded priest might presume to

celebrate. Never was legislative foresight so verified

by the result. What the great Council of Nicaea had

attempted in vain, the Bishops assembled in the pre

sence of Hildebrand accomplished, at his instance, at

once, effectually, and for ever. Lamentable indeed

were the complaints, and bitter the reproaches, of the

sufferers. ‘Were the most sacred ties thus to be torn

asunder at the ruthless bidding of an Italian priest?

Were men to become angels, or were angels to be

brought down from heaven to minister among men ?’

Eloquence was never more pathetic, more just, or

more unavailing. Prelate after prelate silenced these

remonstrances by austere rebukes. Legate after legate

c 4
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arrived with papal menaces to the remonstrants.

Monks and abbots preached the continency which

they at least professed. Kings and barons laughed

over their cups at many a merry tale of compulsory

divorce. Mobs pelted, hooted, and besmeared with

profane and filthy baptisms the unhappy victims of

pontifical rigour. It was a‘struggle not to be pro

longed. Broken hearts pined and died away in

silence. Expostulations subsided into murmurs, and

murmurs were drowned in the general shout of vic

tory. Eight hundred years have since passed away.

Amidst the wreck of laws, opinions, and institutions,

this decree of Hildebrand’s at this day rules the Latin

Church, in every land where sacrifices are still offered

on her altars. Among us, but not of us,_va1uing

their rights as citizens, chiefly as instrumental to

their powers as churchmen—ministers of love, to

whom the heart of a husband and a father is an

inscrutable mystery—teachers of duties, the most

sacred of which they may not practise—compelled

daily to gaze 'on the most polluted imagery of man’s

fallen heart, but denied the refuge of nature from

a polluted imagination—professors of a virtue of

which, from the death of the righteous Abel down

to the birth of the fervent Peter, no solitary example

is recorded in Holy Writ— excluded from that post

humous life in remote descendants, in the devout an

ticipation of which the patriarchs were enabled to.

walk meekly, but exultingly, with their God -_ the

sacerdotal caste yet flourishes in every Christian land,

the imperishable and gloomy monument both of that

far-sighted genius which thus devised the means of

papal despotism, and of that short-sighted wisdom

which proposed to itself that despotism as a legiti

mate and a laudable end.
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With this Spartan rigour towards his adherents,

Gregory combined a more than Athenian address and

audacity towards his rivals and antagonists. So long

as the monarchs of the West might freely bestow on

the objects of their choice the sees and abbeys of their

states, papal dominion could be but a passing dream,

and papal independency an empty boast. Corrupt mo

tives usually determined their choice; and the objects

of it were but seldom worthy. Ecclesiastical dignities

were often sold to the highest bidder, and then the

purchaser indemnified himself by a use no less mer

cenary of his own patronage; or they were given

as a reward to some martial retainer, and the new

churchman could not forget that he had once been

a soldier. The cope and the coat-of-mail were worn

alternately. The same hand bore the crucifix in the

holy festival, and the sword in the day of battle.

Episcopal warriors and abbatial courtiers thus learned

to regard themselves rather as feudatories holding

of their temporal lord, than as liegemen owing obedi

ence to their spiritual chief. In the hands of the

newly consecrated Bishop was placed a staff, and on

his finger a ring, which, received, as they were, from

his temporal sovereign, proclaimed that homage and

fealty were due to him alone. And thus the sacer

dotal Proconsuls of Rome became, in sentiment at

least, and by the powerful obligation of honour, the

vicegerents, not of the Pontifex Maximus, but of the

Imperator.

To dissolve this trinoda necessitas of simoniacal

preferments, military service, and feudal vassalage, a

feebler spirit would have exhorted, negotiated, and

compromised. To Gregory it belonged first to subdue

men by courage, and then to rule them by reverence.

Addressing the world in the language of his genera
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tion, he proclaimed to every potentate, from the

Baltic to the Straits of Calpé, that all human autho

rity being holden of the divine, and God himself

having delegated his own sovereignty over men to

the Prince of the Sacred College, a divine right to

universal obedience was the inalienable attribute of

the Roman Pontifi's, of whom, as the supreme earthly

suzerain, emperors and kings held their crowns,

patriarchs and bishops their mitres; and held them

not mediately through each other, but immediately,

as tenants in capite, from the one legitimate repre

sentative of the great Apostle.

In turning over the collection of the epistles of

Hildebrand, we are every where met by this doctrine

asserted in a tone of the calmest dignity and the most

serene conviction. Thus he informs the French mo

narch that every house in his kingdom owed to Peter,

as their father and pastor, an annual tribute of a

penny, and he commands his legates to collect it in

token of the subjection of France to the Holy See.

He assures Solomon the King of Hungary, that his

territories are the property ofthe Holy Roman Church.

Solomon being incredulous and refractory, was de

throned by his competitor for the Hungarian crown.

His more prudent successor, Ladislaus, acknowledged

himself the vassal of the Pope, and paid him tribute.

To Corsica a legate was sent to govern the demesnes of

the Papacy in the island, and to recover the rest of it

from the Saracens. To the Sardinians an account was

despatched of Gregory’s title to their obedience, with

menaces of aNorman invasion if it should be withheld.

On Demetrius, Duke of Dalmatia, we'find him confer

ring the kingly title, reserving a yearly payment of two

hundred pieces of silver ‘to the holy Pope Gregory,

and his successors lawfully elected, as supreme lords
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of the Dalmatian kingdom.’ Among the visitors of

Rome was a youth, described in one of these epistles

as son of the King of Russia. The letter informs the

sovereign so designated, that, at the request of the

young Prince, the Pontiff had administered to him the

oath of fealty to St. Peter and his successors, not

doubting that ‘it would be approved by the king and

all the lords of his kingdom, since the Apostle would

henceforth regard their country as his own, and

defend it accordingly.’ From Sweno the Dane he

exacted a promise of subjection. From the recently

converted Polanders he demanded and received, as

sovereign lord of the country, an annual tribute ofan

hundred marks in silver. From every part of the

European continent Bishops were summoned by these

imperial missives to Rome, and there were either con

demned and deposed, or absolved and confirmed in

their sees. In France, in Spain, and in Germany, we

find his legates exercising the same power; and the

correspondence records many a stern rebuke, some

times for their undue remissness, sometimes for their

misapplied severity. The rescripts of Trajan scarcely

exhibit a firmer assurance both of the right and the

power to control every other authority, whether secu

lar or sacerdotal, throughout the civilised world.

There was, however, in the case of the Normans, a

memorable exception. Robert the Norman conqueror of

Sicily, and William the Norman conqueror of England,

steeped in blood and sacrilege, were the most shameless

and cruel of usurpers. The groans and curses of the

oppressed cried aloud for vengeance against them. But

the apostolic indignation, though roused by the active

vices of the Emperor, and by the apathetic depravity

of Philip of France, had for these tyrants no menaces

of wrath, no exhortations to repentance. Robert
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was embraced and honoured as the faithful ally

of Rome. VV'lliam was addressed in the blandest

accents of esteem and tenderness. ‘ You exhibit to

wards us’ (such is the style) ‘the attachment of a

dutiful son, yea, of a son whose heart is moved by the

love of his mother. Therefore, my beloved son, let

your conduct be all that your language has been.

Let what you have promised he effectually performed.’

The injunction was not disobeyed; for even of pro

mises the grim conqueror 0f the north had been suffi

ciently parsimonious. As Duke of Normandy, he

remitted to the Pope the amount of certain dues.

As King of England, he indignantly refused the re

quired oath of fealty. ‘I hold my kingdom of God

and of my sword,’ was his stern and decisive answer.

Something the papal legate dared to mutter of the

worthlessness of gold without obedience; but the gold

was accepted, and the disobedience endured. These

were not the days of John, surnamed Lackland; and

for Innocent the Third was reserved, by his great pre

decessor, the glory of receiving, from an English sove

reign on his bended knee, the crown which, while it

rested on the head of William, challenged equal ho

nours with the papal tiara. For concessions more

favourable to his hopes of unlimited dominion, the

Pontiff turned to a sovereign whose crimes no tri

umphs had sanctified, and no heroism redeemed.

Alexander’s citation had been despised by Henry,

and was not revived by Hildebrand. Every post

from Germany brought fresh proof that, without the

use of weapons so hazardous, the Emperor must, ere

long, be reduced to solicit the aid of Rome on such

terms as Home might see fit to dictate. Dark as

were the middle ages, the German court bad light

enough (if we may credit the chroniclers) to anti
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cipate our own enlightened Irish policy. The ancient

chiefs of Saxony were imprisoned, and their estates

confiscated and granted to absent lords and prelates.

Tithe proctors hovered like birds of prey over the

Saxon fields. A project was formed for driving the

ancient inhabitants into a Saxon pale, and for con

verting the land into a great Swabian colony. Castles

frowned on every height. Their garrisons pillaged

and enslaved the helpless people. Alliances were

formed with the Bavarian and the Dane to crush a

race hated for their former pre-eminence, and despised

for their recent sufferings. Nothing was wanting

to complete the parallel but discord and dejection

amongst the intended victims.

Groaning under the oppressions, and penetrating

the designs, of their sovereign, the Saxons solicited

for their leaders an audience at Goslar. The ap

pointed day arrived. The deputies presented them

selves at the palace. Henry was engaged at a game

of hazard, and bade them wait till he had played it

out. A- stern and indignant demand for justice

repelled the insult. A second time, in all the in

solence of youth, Henry returned a contemptuous

answer. In a few hours he found himself blockaded

at his castle of Hartzburg by a vast assemblage of

armed men, under the command of Otho of Nordheim;

the Tell or Hofer of his native land.

Escaping with difliculty, the Emperor traversed

Western Germany to collect forces for crushing the

Saxon insurgents. But the spell of his Imperial

name, and of his noble presence, were broken. The

crimes of a defeated fugitive were unpardonable.

His allies made common cause with the Saxons,

whom they had so lately leagued to destroy. Long

repressed resentment burst out in the grossest in—
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dignities against the recreant sovereign. Unworthy

to wear his spurs or his crown, (so ran the popular

arraignment,) he descended at a step from the sum

mit of human greatness, to the condition of an out

cast from human society. A Diet had been summoned

for his deposition. His sceptre had been offered to

Rudolf of Swabia. A. few days more, and his crown,

if not his life, would have been forfeited, when an

opportune illness, and a rumour of his death, awakened

among his subj ects the dormant feelings of attachment

and compassion. Haggard from disease, abject in

appearance, destitute, deserted, and unhappy, he pre

sented himself to the citizens of Worms. The ebbing

tide of loyalty rushed violently back into its wonted

channels. Shouts of welcome ran along the walls.

Every house-top rang with acclamations. Women

Wept over his wrongs. Men-at-arms devoted their

lives, and rich burghers their purses, to his cause.

The Diet was dissolved, Rudolf fled, and it remained

for Henry to practise, on his recovered throne, the

lessons he had learned in the school of adversity.

Those lessons had been unfolded and enforced by

the parental admonitions of Gregory. The royal

penitent answered by promises of amendment, ‘full’

(as the Pope declared) ‘of sweetness and of duty.’

Nor was this a mere lip homage. To prove his sin

cerity, he abandoned to the Pope the government of

the great see and city of Milan, the strongest hold of

the lmpcrialists in Italy. A single desire engrossed

the heart of Henry. No sacrifice seemed too costly

which might enable him to inflict an overwhelming

vengeance on the Saxon people; no price excessive

by which he could purchase the aid, or at least the

neutrality, of Hildebrand in the impending struggle.

The concessions were accepted by the Pope, the mo
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tive understood, and the equivalent rendered. With

gracious words to the Emperor and to Rudolf, 'with

pacific councils and vague promises to the Saxons,

Hildebrand retired from all further intervention in a

strife of which it remained for him to watch the issue,

and to reap the advantage.

It was in the depth of a severe winter that Henry,

hoping to surprise the insurgents, marched from

Worms at the head of forces furnished by the wealth

and zeal of that faithful city. Drifts of snow ob

structed his advance. The frozen streams could no

longer turn the mills on which he depended for sub

sistence. Meteors blazed in the skies, and the dispi—

rited soldiers trembled at such accumulated omens of

disaster. In that anxious host, one bosom alone was

heedless of danger, and unconscious of suffering. He,

who had hitherto been known only as a profiigate

and luxurious youth, now urged on his followers

through cold, disease, and famine, to the Saxon fron

tier. But there Otho awaited him at the head of a

large and well-disciplined army. The Imperialists

declined the unequal encounter. Again Henry was

reduced to capitulate. Humbled a second time be

fore his subjects, he bound himself to dismantle his

fortresses, to withdraw his garrisons, to restore the

confiscated fiefs, to confirm their ancient Saxon pri

vileges, and to grant an amnesty unlimited and

universal.

The treaty of Gerstungen (so it was called) was

dictated by animosity and distrust, and was carried

into execution by the conquerors in the spirit of

vindictive triumph. They expelled from his residence

at Goslar their dejected king and his household, and

destroyed the town of Hartzburg with its royal se

pulchre, where lay the bones of his infant son, and
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of others of his nearest kindred. The graves were

broken open, and their ghastly contents exposed to

shameful and inhuman contumelies — a wild revenge,

and a too plausible pretext for a fearful and not dis

tant retribution.

Henry returned to his Rhenish provinces to medi

tate vengeance. Reckless of any remoter danger in

which the indulgence of that fierce passion might in

volve him, be invoked the arbitrament of the Pope,

and called on him to excommunicate the sacrilegious

race who had burned the church, and desecrated the

sepulchres, of his forefathers. Gregory watched the

gathering tempest of civil war, received the appeals

of the contending parties, and answered both, by re

newed injunctions of obedience to himself. To the

Saxons he sent homilies; to the Emperor an embassy,

graced by the name and the presence of his mother,

Agnes. She bore a papal mandate to her son to

enforce the celibacy of the clergy, and to restore to

its lawful channels the patronage of the Church.

Henry promised obedience. The legates then con

voked a national Synod, to be held in Germany under

their own presidency. To this encroachment also,

Henry submitted. A remonstrance against it from

the Archbishop of Bremen was answered by a legan

tine sentence suspending him from his see. Still the

Emperor was passive. Another sentence of the papal

ambassadors exiled from the court and presence of

Henry, five of his councillors whom Alexander had

excommunicated. No signal of resistance was given

by their insulted sovereign. Edicts for the govern

ment of the Teutonic Church were promulgated with

out the usual courtesy of asking his concurrence.

They provoked from him no show of resentment.

Their work accomplished, the legates returned to
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Rome, the messengers of successes over the autho

rity of the Caesar, more important than any former

Pope had ventured to anticipate. Applause, honours,

and preferments rewarded the associates of Agnes;

while to herself were given assurances of celestial joy,

and of a distinguished place among the choristers of

heaven.

Her less aspiring son fed his mind with hopes of

vengeance, rendered as he thought more sure by all

his concessions to the Roman Pontifl‘. Twice, indeed,

he had recoiled ignominiously from the Saxon fron

tier. But from defeat itself he might draw the means

of victory. By the great feudatories of the Empire,

the spectacle of armed peasants and wealthy burghers

imposing terms of peace on the successor of Charle

magne, had been regarded with proud scorn and

indignation. They resented the rising fame and in

fluence of Otho. He and his followers might become

strong enough to resume by arms the estates they

had lost by confiscation. Rumours were already rife

of such designs. To fan these flames, and deepen

these alarms, and thus to excite among restless chiefs

and predatory bands the appetite for war and plunder,

became the easy and successful labour of the im

patient Emperor. At Henry’s summons, the whole

strength of Germany was collected on the Elbe to

crush, in his quarrel, the power they had so lately aided

to depose him. There were to be seen the crucifix of

the Abbot of Fulda, and there the sacred banner of

the Archbishop of Mentz. There Guelph, the Bavarian,

raised his ducal standard to reconquer the broad

lands restored to their former owners by the treaty

of Gerstungen. There, surrounded by the chivalry

of Lorraine, and restored by the Emperor to that

forfeited principality, Godfrey repaid the boon by the

VOL. I. D
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desertion of the alliance, conjugal as well as political,

which bound him to the House of Tuscany. There

appeared the King of Hungary, lured by the hope of

new provinces to be assigned to him on the dismem

berment of Saxony. And there, in the centre of

countless pennons, came Rudolf, to prove his loyalty

to the prince whose throne he had so recently endea

voured to usurp.

The tide of war rolled on towards the devoted land.

It had been saved, if penitence, humility, and prayer

were of the same power in the courts of earth as in

those of heaven. It had been saved, if courage

gathered from despair, and guided by patriotism,

could have availed against such a confederacy of

numbers and of discipline. But prayer was vain, and

patriotism impotent. A long summer’s day had

reached its close, when, under the command of their

great leader Otho, the Saxon lines approached the

Unstrut. On the opposite banks of that stream the

Imperialists had already encamped. Neither army

was aware of the vicinity of the other, and Henry had

retired to rest, when Rudolf roused him with the in

telligence that the insurgent forces were at hand, un

armed, and heedless of their danger, the ready prey

of a sudden and immediate attack. The Emperor

threw himself in a transport of gratitude at the feet

of his adviser, and, leaping on his horse, led forward

his forces to the promised victory.

In this strange world of ours, tragedies, of which

the dire plot and dark catastrophe might seem to be

borrowed from hell, are not seldom depicted by

historical dramatists in colours clear and brilliant as

those which may be imagined to repose over Paradise.

One of the mitred combatants has sung, and Lam

bert, the chronicler of Aschafnaburg, has narrated,
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the battle of the Unstrut. The Bishop’s hexameters

have all the charm which usually belongs to epis

copal charges. But Lambert is among the most

graphic and animated of historians. His picture of

the field glows with his own military ardour, and is

thronged with incidents and with figures which might

well be transferred to the real canvass. Among them

we distinguish the ill-arranged Saxon lines broken,

flying, and again forming at the voice of Otho as it

rises above the tumult, and then rushing after him

with naked swords, and naked bosoms, on the main

battle of the triumphant invaders. And still the eye

follows Otho wherever there are fainting hearts to

rally, or a fierce onslaught to repel;_and we seem

almost to hear the shrill war-cry of the Swabians from

the van-of the Imperial host, where, by a proud here

ditary right, they had claimed to stand ;--and Rudolf

their leader, the very minister of death, is ever in the

midst of the carnage, himself, as if in covenant with

the grave, unharmed ; -_ and in the agony and crisis

of the strife, Henry, the idol to whom this bloody

sacrifice is offered, is seen in Lambert’s battle-piece

leaping at the head of his reserve on his exhausted

enemies, sweeping whole ranks into confused masses,

and amidst shrieks, and groans, and fruitless prayers,

and fruitless curses, immolating them to his insatiable

revenge.

The sun went down on that Aceldama amidst the

' exultations of the victorious allies. It rose on them

the following morning agitated by grief, by discord,

and by disaffection. Many nobles who had fought

the day before under the Imperial banner, were

stretched on the field of battle. The enthusiasm of

the Saxons had proved at how fearful a price, if at all,

the selfish ends of the confederacy must be attained.

n 2
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They mourned the extinction ofone of the eyes of Ger

many. Silently but rapidly the armament dissolved.

Godfrey alone remained to prosecute the war. With

his aid it was brought by Henry to a successful issue.

A capitulation placed Ctho and the other leaders in the

Emperor’s power. With their persons secured, their

estates forfeited, and their resources destroyed, he re

turned to join with the loyal citizens of Worms in

chanting the ‘ Te Deum laudamus.’ The same sacred

strain had but a few days before celebrated at Rome

a still more important and enduring victory.

Gregory had rightly judged, that while the rival

princes were immersed in civil war, he might securely

convene the princes of the Church to give effect to

designs of far deeper significance. The long aisles of

the Lateran were crowded with grave Canonists and

mitred Abbots, with Bishops and Cardinals, with the

high functionaries, and the humble apparitors, of the

Papal State. Proudly eminent above them all, sat

the Vicar and Vicegerent of the King of Kings.

Masses were sung, and homilies were delivered, and

rites were performed, of which the origin might be

traced back to the worship of the Capitoline Jove;

and then was enacted, by the ecclesiastical Senate, a

law, not unlike the most arrogant of those which

eleven centuries before had been promulgated in the

Capitol. It forbade the kings and rulers of the earth

to exercise their ancient right of investiture of any

spiritual dignitary, and transferred to the Pope alone

a patronage and an influence more than sufficient to

balance, within their own dominions, all the powers of

all the monarchs of Christendom. In the darkest hours

of Imperial despotism, the successors of Julius had

never enjoyed, or demanded, an authority so wide or

so absolute. Even the daring spirit by which the
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decree had been dictated, drew back from the imme

diate publication of it. The Pope intimated to the

German court and prelates the other acts of the

council, but passed over in silence the great edict for

which they had been assembled, and by which they

were to be immortalised. It reposed in the Papal

Chancery as an authority to be invoked at a more con

venient season, and, in the mean time, as a text for

the rulers of the earth to ponder, and for the learned

to interpret. To Hildebrand it belonged neither to

expound nor to threaten, but to act.

The Bishop of Lucca was dead: the Pope nomi

nated his successor. The Bishop of Bamberg was ac

cused of simony: the Pope suspended him. The

Archbishop of Bremen still denied the right of Papal

legates to preside in a German synod: the Pope de

prived him of his see, and of the holy sacraments.

The Bishops of Pavia, Turin, and Placentia adhered

to Honorius: the Pope deposed them. Henry’s five

exiled councillors gave no signs of repentance: the

Pope again excommunicated them. The Normans

invaded the Roman territory: the Pope assailed them

by a solemn anathema. Philip of France continued

to indulge himself, and to pillage every one else: the

Pope upbraided and menaced him. Thus with maledic

tions, sometimes as deadly as the Pomptine miasma,

sometimes as innocuous as the Mediterranean breeze,

he waged war with his antagonists, and exercised, in

reality, the powers which he yet hesitated to assert in

words.

To the conqueror of Saxony these encroachments

and anathemas of the Pontiff appeared more offensive

than formidable. He retaliated rather by scorn, than

by active hostility. He heaped favours on his own ex

communicated councillors sent one of his chaplains 

n3
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to ascend the vacant episcopal throne of Lucca-_

nominated an obscure and scandalous member of his

own household for the princely mitre of Cologne—

and forbade his Saxon subjects to appeal to Rome,

even in cases exclusively ecclesiastical. To Henry,

the Pontiif seemed an angry, arrogant, vituperative,

old man, best to be encountered by contempt. To

Gregory, the Emperor appeared as the feeble and

unconscious agent in a providential scheme for sub

jecting the secular to the spiritual dynasty. To such

as could read the signs of the times, it was evident

that, on either side, this contempt was misplaced; and

that a long and sanguinary conflict drew near, by

which the future destinies of the world would be

determined.

Events hurried rapidly onward to that crisis.

Complaints were preferred to the Holy See of crimes

committed by Henry against the Saxon Church

which cried for vengeance, and of vices practised by

him in private, which rendered him unfit for com

munion with his fellow Christians. Gregory cited

the Emperor to appear before him to answer these

charges. The Emperor, if we may believe the papal

historians, answered by an attempt to assassinate the

author of so presumptuous a citation.

On Christmas eve, in the year 1075, the city of

Rome was visited by a dreadful tempest. Not even

the full moon of Italy could penetrate the dense mass

of superincumbent clouds. Darkness brooded over

the land, and the trembling spectators believed that

the day of final judgment was about to dawn. In

this war of the elements, however, two processions

were seen advancing to the Church of Santa Maria

Maggiore. At the head of one was the aged Hilde

brand, conducting a few priests to worship at the
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shrine of the Virgo Deipara. The other was pre

ceded by Cencius, a Roman noble. His followers

were armed as for some desperate enterprise. At

each pause in the roar of the tempest might be heard

the hallelujahs of the worshippers, or the voice of the

Pontiff pouring out benedictions on the little flock

which knelt before him—when the arm of Cencius

grasped his person, and the sword of some yet more

daring rufiian inflicted a wound on his forehead.

Bound with cords, stripped of his sacred vestments,

beaten, and subjected to the basest indignities, the

venerable minister of Christ was carried to a fortified

mansion within the walls of the city, again to be re

moved, at daybreak, to exile, or to death. Women

were there with women’s sympathy and kindly oflices,

but they were rudely put aside; and a drawn sword

was already aimed at the Pontiff’s bosom, when the

cries of a fierce multitude, threatening to burn or

batter down the house, arrested the arm of the

assassin. An arrow, discharged from below, reached,

and slew him. The walls rocked beneath the strokes

of the maddened populace, and Cencius, falling at

his prisoner’s feet, became himself a suppliant for

pardon, and for life.

In profound silence, and undisturbed serenity, Hil

debrand had thus far submitted to these atrocious

indignities. The occasional raising of his eyes to

wards heaven, alone indicated his consciousness of

them. But to the supplication of his prostrate

enemy he returned an instant, and a calm, assurance

of forgiveness. He rescued Cencius from the exas

perated besiegers, dismissed him in safety and in

peace, and returned, amidst the acclamations of the

whole Roman people, to complete the interrupted

solemnities of Santa Maria Maggiore.

n 4
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That Henry instigated this crime, is an accusation of

which no proof is extant, and to which all probabilities

are opposed. But such a belief was current at the time ;

and the contest thenceforward assumed all the bitter

ness of personal animosity. To the charges of sacri

lege, impurity, and assassination, preferred against the

Emperor, his partisans answered by denouncing the

Pope himself, at a Synod convened at \Vorms, as base

born, and as guilty of murder, simony, necromancy,

and devil worship, of habitual, though concealed, pro

fligacy, and of an impious profanation of the Eucharist.

Fortunately for the fame of Gregory, his enemies

have written a book. Cardinal Benno, one of the most

inveterate of them, has bequeathed to us a compen

dium of all those synodal invectives. The guilt of a

base birth is established; for Hildebrand’s father was

a carpenter in the little Tuscan town of Saone. The

other imputations are refuted by the evident malignity

of the writer, and by the utter failure, or the wild ex

travagan 3c, of his proofs.

Such, however, was not the judgment of the Synod

of Worms. A debate, of two days’ continuance, closed

with an unanimous vote that Gregory the Seventh

should be abjured and deposed. Henry first affixed

his signature to the act of abjuration. Then each

Archbishop, Bishop, and Abbot, rising in his turn,

subscribed the same fatal scroll. Scarcely was the as

sembly dissolved, before Imperial messengers were on

their way to secure the concurrence of other Churches,

and the support of the temporal princes. On every

side, but especially in Northern Italy, a fierce and

sudden flame attested the long smouldering resent

ment of the priests whom the Pope had divorced from

their wives; of the lords whose simoniacal traffic he

had arrested ; of the princes whose Norman invaders
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he had cherished; ofthe ecclesiasticswhom his haughty

(lemeanour had incensed ; of the licentious Whom his

discipline had revolted; and of the patriotic whom

his ambition had alarmed. The abjuration of Worms

was adopted with enthusiasm by another Synod at

Placenza. Oaths of awful significance cemented the

confederacy. Acts of desperate hostility bore witness

to the determination of the confederates to urge the

quarrel to extremities. Not a day was to be lost in

intimating to Gregory that the apostolic sceptre had

fallen from his hands, and that the Christian Church

was once more free.

It was now the second week in Lent, in the year

1076. From his throne, beneath the sculptured roof

of the Vatican, Gregory, arrayed in the rich mantle,

the pall, and the other mystic vestments of pontifical

dominion, looked down the far-receding vista of the

sacred edifice on the long array of ecclesiastical Lords

and Princes, before whom ‘ Henry King of Germany

and Italy, calling himself Emperor,’ had been sum

moned to appear, not as their sovereign to receive

their homage, but as a culprit to await their sentence.

As he gazed on that new senate, asserting a juris

diction so majestic -and listened to harmonies which

might not unfitly have accompanied the worship of

Eden - and joined in anthems which in far distant

ages had been sung by blessed saints in their dark

crypts, and by triumphant martyrs in their dying

agonies - and inhaled the incense symbolical of the

prayers offered by the Catholic Church to her eternal

Head—what wonder, if, under the intoxicating in

fluence of such a scene and of such an hour, the old

man believed that he was himself the apostolic Rock

on which her foundations were laid, and that his

cause and person were sacred as the will, and invin—
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cible as the power, of heaven itself! The ‘Veni

Creator’ was on the lips of the papal choir, when

Roland, an envoy from the Synods of Worms and

Placenza, presented himself before the assembled

hierarchy of Rome. His demeanour was fierce, and

his speech abrupt. ‘The King and the united

Bishops both of Germany and Italy,’ (such was his

apostrophe to the Pope,) ‘transmit to thee this com

mand : _Descend without delay from the throne of

St. Peter. Abandon the usurped government of the

Roman Church. To such honours none must aspire

without the general choice, and the sanction of the

Emperor.’ Then addressing the conclave _‘ To you,

brethren,’ he said, ‘it is commanded, that at the

feast of Pentecost ye present yourselves before the

King my master, to receive a pope and father from

his hands. This pretended pastor is a ravenous

wolf.’ A brief pause of mute astonishment gave

way to shouts of fury. Swords were drawn, and

the audacious herald was about to expiate his teme

rity with his blood. But Gregory descended from

his throne, received from the hands of Roland the

letters of the Synods, and, resuming his seat, read

them, in a clear and deliberate voice, to the indignant

council. Again the sacred edifice rang with a tem

pest of passionate invective. Again swords were

drawn on Roland, and again the storm was composed

by the voice of the Pontiff. He spake of prophecies

fulfilled in the contumacy of the King, and in the

troubles of the faithful. He assured them, that vic

tory would reward their zeal, or divine consolations

soothe their defeat; but whether victory or defeat

should be their doom, the time, he said, had come

when the avenging sword must be drawn to smite

the enemy of God, and of his Church.
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The speaker ceased, and turned for approbation, or

at least for acquiescence, not to the enthusiastic

throng of mitred or of armed adherents, but to one

who, even in that eventful moment, divided with

himself the gaze, and the sympathy, ofthat illustrious

assemblage. For by his side, though in an inferior

station, sat Agnes the Empress-mother, brought there

to witness and to ratify the judgment to be pro

nounced on her only child, whom she had borne

amidst the proudest hopes, and trained for empire be

neath the griefs and anxieties of widowhood. She

bore, or strove to bear, herself as a daughter of the

Church, but could not forget that she was the mother

of Henry, when, in all the impersonated majesty of

that holy fellowship, Hildebrand, raising his eyes to

heaven, with a voice echoing, amidst the breathless

silence of the Synod, through the remotest arches of

the lofty pile, invoked the holy Peter, prince of the

apostles, to hear, and ‘Mary the mother of God,’

and the blessed Paul, and all the saints, to bear wit

ness, while for the honour and defence of Christ’s

Church, in the name of the sacred Trinity, and by the

power and authority of Peter, he interdicted to King

Henry, son of Henry the Emperor, the government

of the whole realm of Germany and Italy, absolved

all Christians from their oaths and allegiance to him,

and bound him with the bond of anathema, ‘that

the nations may know and acknowledge that thou art

Peter, and that, upon thy rock, the Son of the living

God hath built his church, and that the gates of hell

shall not prevail against it.’

When intelligence of the deposition of Henry first

astounded the nations of Europe, the glories of Papal

Rome seemed to the multitude to have been madly

staked on one most precarious issue. Men foretold
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that the Emperor would promptly and signally punish

a treason so audacious, and that the Holy See would,

ere long, descend to the level of the Patriarchate of

Constantinople. Nor did the wisest deem such an

ticipations unreasonable. They reflected that Henry

was still in the very prime of life -_ that he possessed a

force of will which habitual luxury had not impaired,

and a throne, in the hearts of his people, which the

wildest excess of vice and folly had not subverted —

that he reigned over the fairest and the wealthiest

portion of the Continent—that he commanded nu

merous vassals, and could bring into the field powerful

armies—that he had crushed rebellion among his

subjects, and had no rival to dread among his neigh

bours—and that the Papacy had flourished under

the shelter of the Imperial crown, the authority of

which had been so arrogantly defied, and the fierce

resentment of which was now inevitably to be encoun

tered. But in the seeming strength of the Imperial

resources, there was an inherent weakness ; and in the

seeming weakness of the Papal cause, a latent but in

vincible strength. Even Teutonic loyalty had been

undermined by the cruelties, the faithlessness, and

the tyranny, of the monarch, and the doom of the op

pressor was upon him. The cause of Gregory was,

on the other hand, in popular estimation, the cause of

sanctity and of truth, of primacval discipline and tra

ditionary reverence, and the Pope himself a martyr,

who, in all the majesty of superhuman power, was

resolved either to repel the spoiler from the Christian

fold, or to lay down his life for the sheep. That

these high and lofty purposes really animated the

soul, or kindled the imagination, of him to whom they

were thus ascribed, it would be presumptuous to

deny. But whatever may have been his reliance on
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the promises of heaven, he certainly combined with

it a penetrating insight into the policy of earth. He

summoned to his aid his Norman feudatories, and

invoked the succour of his Tuscan allies. She who

now reigned in Tuscany might be supposed to have

been called into being for the single purpose of sus

taining, like another Deborah or Judith, the fainting

hopes of another Israel.

On the death of Boniface, Duke and Marquis of

Tuscany, in 1054, his states descended to his only

surviving child, who, under the title of ‘ The Great

Countess,’ ruled there until her own death in 1116,

first in tutelage, then in conjunction with her mother

Beatrice, and, during the last thirty-nine years of that

long period, in her own plenary and undivided right.

Though she married Godfrey of Lorraine in her youth,

and Guelph of Bavaria in her more mature age, neither

the wit and military genius of her first husband, nor

the wisdom and dignity of his successor, could win

the heart of Matilda. Her biographer has entered

into an elaborate inquiry to establish the fact, that,

notwithstanding her nuptial vows with two of the

most accomplished princes of that age, she lived and

died as in a state of celibacy. Even they who cannot

concur with him in pronouncing the sacrifice sublime,

will admit that it was at least opportune. While per

suading the clergy to put away their wives, she herself

repudiated both her husbands. The story, indeed, is

not very tractable. Schools for scandal preceded, as

they have survived, all the other schools of modern

Italy; and whoever has read Goldasti’s ‘Replication

for the Sacred Caesarean and Royal Majesty of the

Franks,’ is aware that if Florence had then possessed

a comic stage and an Aristophanes, he would have

exhibited no less a personage than the great Hilde
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brand in the chains of no meaner an Aspasia than the

great Countess of Tuscany. But large as is the space

occupied by this charge, and by the refutation of it,

in the annals of those times, it may safely be rejected

as altogether incredible and absurd. At that period,

the anatomists of the human heart seem not to have

described, if indeed they had detected, that hieropathic

affection so familiarly known among ourselves, of

which the female spirit is the seat, and the ministers

of religion the objects—a flame usually as pure as it

is intense, and which burned as brightly in the soul

of Matilda eight centuries ago, as in the most ardent

of the fair bosoms which it warms and animates now.

She was in truth in love, but in love with the Papacy.

Six aged Popes successively acknowledged and rejoiced

over her, as at once the most zealous adherent of their

cause, and the most devoted worshipper of their per

sons. And well might those holy fathers exult in

such a conquest. Poets, in their dreams, have scarcely

imaged, heroes, in the hour of their triumph, have

rarely attained, so illustrious a trophy of their genius

or of their valour.

The life of Matilda is told by Donnizone, a member

of her household, in three books of lamentable hexa

meters; and by Fiorentini, an antiquarian and gene

alogist of Lucca in the seventeenth century, in three

other books scarcely less wearisome ; though his

learning, his love of truth, and his zeal for the glory

of his heroine, secure for him the respect and the

sympathy of his readers. That she should have in

spired no nobler eulogies than theirs, may be ascribed

partly to her having lived in the times when the

Boethian had subsided into the Boeotian age of Italian

literature, and partly to the uninviting nature of the

ecclesiastical feuds and alliances in which her days
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were consumed. Otherwise, neither Zenobia, nor

Isabella, nor Elizabeth, had a fairer claim to inspire,

and to live in immortal verse. Not even her somnolent

chaplain, as he beat out his Latin doggerel, could

avoid giving utterance to the delight with which her

delicate features, beaming with habitual gaiety, had

inspired him. Not even her severe confessor, Saint

Anselm of Lucca, could record without astonishment,

how her feeble frame sustained all the burdens of civil

government, and all the fatigues of actual war; bur

dens indeed, which, but for a series of miraculous

cures wrought for her at his own intercession, she

could not (he assures us) have sustained at all.

Supported either by miracle, or by her own indomi

table spirit, Matilda wielded the sword of justice with

masculine energy both in the field, against the enemies

of the Holy See, and in the tribunal, against such as

presumed to violate her laws. He who knew her best,

regarded these stern exercises of her authority but as

the promptings of a heart which loved too wisely and

too well to love with fondness. In the camp, such

was the serenity of her demeanour, and the graceful

flow of her discourse, that she appeared to him a

messenger of mercy, in the garb of a Penthiselea. On

the judgment-seat he saw in her not the stern avenger

of crime, but rather the compassionate mother of the

feeble and the oppressed.

Nor did she allow to herself any of the weak indul

gence she denied to others. In a voluptuous age she

lived austerely, subduing her appetites, and torturing

her natural affections with the perverse ingenuity

which her ghostly councillors inculcated and extolled.

In a superstitious age she subdued her desire for the

devotional abstractions of the cloister; and with

greater wisdom, and more real piety, consecrated
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herself to the active duties of her princely office. In

an illiterate age, her habits of study were such that

she could make herself intelligible to all the troops

among whom she lived, though levied from almost

every part of Europe, and especially to her Italian,

French, and German soldiers, whose tongues she used

with equal facility. Donnizone assures us, that,

though he was ever at hand as her Latin secretary,

she wrote with her own pen all her letters in that

language to the Pontiffs and Sovereigns of her times

-- a proof, as his readers will think, of her discern

ment no less than of her learning. On his testimony,

also, may be claimed for her the praise of loving, col

lecting, and preserving books; for thus he sings -

‘ Copia librorum non deficit huic, ve bonorum;

Libros ex cunctis habet artibus atque figuris.’

How well she understood the right use of them,

may be inferred from her employment of Werner, a

jurist, to revise the ‘Corpus Juris Civilis;’ and of

Anselm, her confessor, to compile a collection of the

Canon Law, and to write a commentary on the

Psalms of David. Such, indeed, was her profi

ciency in scriptural knowledge, that her versifying

chaplain maintains her equality in such studies with

the most learned of the Bishops, her contemporaries.

Warrior, ascetic, and scholar as she was, the spirit

of Matilda was too generous to be imprisoned within

the limits of the camp, the cell, or the library. It

was her nobler ambition to be the refuge of the 0p

pressed, and the benefactor of the miserable, and the

champion of what she deemed the cause of truth.

Mortifying the love of this world’s glory, she laboured

with a happy inconsistency, to render it still more

glorious. At her bidding, castles and palaces, con
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vents and cathedrals, statues and public monuments,

arose throughout Tuscany. Yet, so well was her

munificence sustained by a wise economy, that to the

close of her long reign, she was still able to maintain

her hereditary title to the appellation of ‘the rich,’ by

which her father, Boniface, had been also distinguished.

She might, with no less propriety, have been desig

nated as ‘ the powerful ;’ since, either by direct

authority, or by irresistible influence, she ruled nearly

the whole of Northern Italy, from Lombardy to the

Papal States, and received from the other monarchs

of the West, both the outward homage, and the real

deference, reserved for sovereign potentates.

Matilda attained to the plenary dominion over her

hereditary states at the very crisis of the great con

troversy of her age, when Henry had procured, and

promulgated, the sentence of the Synod of Worms for

the deposition of Gregory. Heedless, or rather un

conscious, of the resources of that formidable adver

sary, he had made no preparation for the inevitable

contest; but, as though smitten by a judicial blindness,

selected that critical moment for a new outrage on the

most sacred feelings of his own subjects. He marched

into Saxony; and there, as if in scorn of the free Ger

man spirit, erected a stern military despotism, confis

cated the estates of the people, exiled their nobles,

imprisoned their bishops, sold the peasants as slaves, or

compelled them to labour in erecting fortresses, from

which his mercenary troops might curb and ravage

the surrounding country. The cry of the oppressed

rose on every side from the unhappy land. It entered

into the ears of the Avenger.

As Henry returned from this disastrous triumph to

Utrecht, the Imperial banner floated over a vast as

semblage of courtiers, churchmen, vassals, ministers

VOL. I. E
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ofjustice, men-at-arms, and sutlers, who lay encamped,

like some nomad tribe, round their chief; when the

indignant bearing of some of his followers, and the

alarmed and half-averted gaze of others, disclosedto

him the awful fact, that a pontifical anathema had

cast him down from his Imperial state, and exiled

him from the society of all Christian people. His

heart fainted within him at these dismal tidings as at

the sound of his own passing bell. But that heart

was kingly still, and resolute either to dare or to

endure, in defence of his hereditary crown. Shame

and sorrow might track him to the grave, but he

would hold no counsel with despair. The world had

rejected him—the Church had cast him out-_his

very mother had deserted him. In popular belief,

perhaps in his own, God himself had abandoned him.

Yet all was not lost. He retained, at least, the hope

of vengeance. On his hated adversary he might

yet retaliate blow for blow, and malediction for

malediction.

On Easter-day, in the year 1076, surrounded by a

small and anxious circle of prelates, William the Arch

bishop of Utrecht ascended his archiepiscopal throne,

and recited the sacred narrative which commemorates

the rising of the Redeemer from the grave. But no

strain of exulting gratitude followed. A fierce in

vective depicted, in the darkest colours, the character

and the career of Hildebrand, and with bitter scorn

the preacher denied the right of such a Pope to cen

sure the Emperor of the West, to govern the Church,

or to live in her communion. In the name of the

assembled Synod, he then pronounced him excom

municate.

At that moment the summons of death reached the

author of this daring defiance. While the last fatal
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struggle convulsed his body, a yet sorer agony affected

his soul. He died self-abhorred, rejecting the sym

pathy, the prayers, and the sacraments with which

the terrified bystanders would have soothed his

departing spirit. The voice of heaven itself seemed

to rise in wild concert with the cry of his tortured con

science. Thunderbolts struck down both the church

in which he had abjured the Vicar of Christ, and

the adjacent palace in which the Emperor was re

siding. Three other of the anti-papal prelates quickly

followed William to the grave, by strange and violent

deaths. Godfrey of Lorraine fell by the hand of an

assassin. These facts, though recorded by the con

temporary chroniclers, will of course be received in our

own times with the judicious scepticism which has been

so deeply impressed on all modern readers of histori

cal marvels. But there can be no doubt that the belief

in these accumulated portents was everywhere diffused

and awakened universal horror. Each day announced

to Henry some new secession. His guards deserted his

standard; his personal attendants avoided his presence.

The members of the Synod of Worms fled to Rome,

to make their peace with the justly-irritated Pontiif.

The nobles set free the Saxon prisoners who had been

confined to their custody. Otho appeared once more

in arms to lead a new insurrection of ‘ his fellow

countrymen. The great Princes of Germany con

vened a council to deliberate on the deposition of their

Sovereign. To every eye but his own, all seemed to

be lost. Even to him it was but too evident that the

loyalty of his subjects had been undermined, and that

his throne was tottering beneath him. A single re

source remained. He might yet assemble the faith

ful, or the desperate, adherents of his cause - inspire

E 2
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dread into those whose allegiance he had forfeited _

make one last strenuous effort in defence of his crown

—and descend to the tomb, if so it must be, the

anointed Chief of the Carlovingian Empire.

With a mind wrought up to such resolves, he

traversed the north of Germany to encounter the

Saxon insurgents --- published to the world the sen

tence of Utrecht—and called on the Lombard Bishops

to concur in the excommunication it denounced. He

reaped the usual reward of audacity. Though re

pelled by Otho, and compelled to retrace his march

to the Rhine, he found every city, village, and con

vent, by which he passed, distracted with the contro

versy between the Diadem and the Tiara. Religion,

and awakening loyalty, divided the Empire. Though

not yet combining into any definite form, the ele

ments of a new confederacy were evidently at work

in favour of a Monarch who thus knew how to draw

courage and energy from despair.

Yet the moral sentiment of the German people was

as yet unequivocally against their Sovereign. The

Imperialists mournfully acknowledged that their chief

was justly condemned. The Papalists indignantly

denied the truth of the reproaches cast on their

leader. In support of that denial, Gregory defended

himself in epistles addressed to all the greater Teu

tonic prelates. Among them is a letter to Herman,

Bishop of Mentz, which vividly exhibits both the

strength of the writer’s character and the weakness

of his cause. Although (he says) such as, from their

exceeding folly, deny the papal right of excommuni

cating kings, hardly deserve an answer, (the right to

depose kings was the real point in debate,) yet, in

condescension to their weakness, he will dispel their

doubts. Peter himself had taught this doctrine, as
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appeared by a letter from St. Clement (in the au

thenticity of which no one believes). When Pepin

coveted the crown of Childeric, Pope Zachary was in

vited, by the Mayor of the Palace, to give judgment

between them. On his ambiguous award the usurper

had founded the title of his dynasty. Saint Gregory

the Great had threatened to depose any monarch

who should resist his decrees. The story of Ambrose

and Theodosius, rightly interpreted, gave proof that

the Emperor held his crown at the will of the Apostle.

Every king was one of the ‘ sheep’ whom Peter had

been commanded to feed, and one of the ‘things’

which Peter had been empowered to bind. Who

could presume to place the Sceptre on a level with the

Crosier, the one the conquest of human, pride, the

other the gift of divine mercy: the one conducting to

the vain glories of earth, the other pointing the way

to heaven? As gold surpasses lead, so does the Epis

copal transcend the Imperial dignity. Could Henry

justly refuse to the universal Bishop that precedence

which Constantine had yielded to the meanest Pre

late at Nicaea? Must not he be supreme above all

terrestrial thrones, to whom all ecclesiastical domina

tions aresubordinate '3

To employ good arguments, one must be in the

right. To make the best possible use of such as are

to be had, is the privilege of genius, even when in

the wrong. Nothing could be more convincing to

the spiritual lords of Germany, nothing more wel

come to her secular chiefs, than this array of great

names and sonorous authorities against their falling

Sovereign. To overcome the obstinate loyalty of

the burghers and peasantry to their young and gal

lant King, religious terrors were indispensable; and

1; 8
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continual reinforcements of pontifical denunciations

were therefore solicited and obtained. At length, in

the autumn of 1076, appeared from Rome a rescript

which, in the event (no longer doubtful) of Henry’s

continued resistance to the sentence of the last papal

council, required the German princes and prelates,

counts and barons, to elect a new Emperor, and as

sured them of the Apostolical confirmation of any

choice which should be worthily made. These were

no idle words. The death-struggle COllld no longer

be postponed. Legates arrived from Rome, to guide

the proceedings of the Diet to be convened for this

momentous deliberation. It met during the autumn

at Tribur.

The annals of mankind scarcely record so solemn,

or so dispassionate, an act of national justice. Some

princely banner waved over every adjacent height, and

groups of unarmed soldiers might be traced along

the furthest windings of the neighbouring Rhine,

joining in the pleasant toils, and swelling the gay

carols, of the mature vintage. In the centre, and

under the defence, of that vast encampment, rose a

pavilion, within which were collected all whose dig

nity entitled them to a voice in that high debate.

From the only extant record of what occurred, and

of what was spoken there, it may be inferred that

Henry’s offences against the Church were regarded

lightly in comparison with the criminality of his civil

government. Stationed on the opposite bank of the

river, he received quick intelligence of the progress

and tendency of the discussion. The prospect dark

ened hourly. Soldiers had already been despatched

to secure him; and his person was in danger of

unknightly indignities, which might for ever have

estranged the reverence borne to him by the ruder
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multitude, when he attempted to avert the impending

sentence of deposition by an offer to abdicate all the

powers of government to his greater feudatories,

stipulating for himself only that he should retain his

Imperial title as the nominal head of the Teutonic

Empire.

Palpable as was the snare to the subtle Italian

legates, the simple-minded Germans appear to have

nearly fallen into it. For seven successive days,

speech answered speech on this proposal, and when

men could neither speak nor listen more, the project

of a nominal reign, shorn of all substantial authority,

was adopted by the Diet; but (in modern phrase)

with amendments obviously imposed by the repre

sentatives of the sacerdotal power. The Pope was

to be invited to hold a Diet at Augsburg in the

ensuing spring. He was meanwhile to decide whether

Henry should be restored to the bosom of the Church.

If so restored, he was at once to resume all his im

perial rights. But if the sun should go down on

him, still an excommunicate person, on the 23d of

February, 1077, his crown was to be transferred to

another. Till then he was to dwell at Spires, with

the title of Emperor, but without a court, an army,

or a place of public worship.

The theocratic theory, hitherto regarded as a mere

Utopian extravagance, had thus passed into a prac—

tical and a sacred reality. The fisherman of Galilee

had triumphed over the conqueror of Pharsalia. The

vassal of Otho had reduced Otho’s successor to vas

salage. The universal monarchy which Heathen Rome

had wrung from a bleeding world, had been extorted

by Christian Rome from the superstition or the re

verence of mankind. The relation of thc Papacy and

the Empire had been inverted; and Churchmen fore

E 4
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told with unhesitating confidence the exaltation of

their order above all earthly potentates, and the

resort to their capital of countless worshippers, there

to do homage to an oracle more profound than that

of Delphi, to mysteries more pure than those of

Eleusis, and to a pontifieate more august than that

of Jerusalem. Strains of unbounded joy resounded

through the papal city. Solitude and shame and

penitential exercises attested the past crimes, and the

abject fortunes, of the exile of Spires.

But against this regimen of sackcloth and fasting,

the body and the soul of Henry revolted. At the

close of the Diet of Tribur, he had scarcely completed

his twenty-sixth year. Degraded, if not finally de

posed, hated and reviled, abandoned by man, and

compelled by conscience to anticipate his abandon

ment by God, be yet, in the depths of -his misery,

retained the remembrance and the hope of dominion.

The future was still bright with the anticipations of

youth. He might yet retrieve his reputation, resume

the blessings he had squandered, and take a signal

vengeance on his great antagonist. And amidst the

otherwise universal desertion, there remained one

faithful bosom on which to repose his own aching

heart. Bertha, his wife, who had retained her purity

unsullied amidst the license of his court, now re

tained her fidelity unshaken amidst the falsehood of

his adherents. Her wrongs had been such as to

render a deep resentment nothing less than a duty.

Her happiness and her honour had been basely as

sailed by the selfish profligate to whom the most

solemn vows had in vain united her. But to her,

those vows were a bond stronger than death, and

indissolublc by all the confederate powers of earth

and hell. To suffer was the condition-t0 pardon
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and to love, the necessity -of her existence. Vice

and folly could not have altogether depraved him who

was the object of such inalienable tenderness, and who

at length learnt to return it with a devotion almost

equal to her own, after a bitter experience had taught

him the real value of the homage and caresses of the

world.

In her society, though an exile from every other,

Henry wore away two months at Spires in a fruitless

solicitation to the Pope to receive him in Italy as a

penitent suitor for reconcilement with the Church.

December had now arrived; and, in less than ten

weeks, would be fulfilled the term, when, if still ex

communicate, he must, according to the sentence of

Tribur, finally resign, not the prerogatives alone, but

with them the title and rank of Head of the Empire.

No sacrifices seemed too great to avert this danger;

and history tells of none more singular than those to

which the heir of the Franconian dynasty was con

strained to submit. In the garb of a pilgrim, and in

a season so severe as, during more than four months,

to have converted the Rhine into a solid mass of ice,

Henry and his faithful Bertha, carrying in her arms

their infant child, undertook to cross the Alps, with

no escort but such menial servants as it was yet in

his power to hire for that desperate enterprise.

Among the courtiers who had so lately thronged

his palace, not one would become the companion of

his toil and dangers. Among the neighbouring princes

who had so lately solicited his alliance, not one would

grant him the poor boon of a safe-conduct and a free

passage through their states. Even his wife’s mother

exacted from him large territorial cessions as the price

of allowing him, and her own daughter, to scale one of

the Alpine passes; apparently that of the Great St.
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Bernard. Day by day, peasants cut out an upward

path through the long windings of the mountain. In

the descent from the highest summit, when thus at

length gained, Henry had to encounter fatigues and

dangers from which the chamois-hunter would have

turned aside. Vast trackless wastes of snow were

traversed, sometimes by mere crawling, at other times

by the aid of rope-ladders, or still ruder contrivances,

and not seldom by a sheer plunge along the inclined

steep; the Empress and her child being enveloped, on

those occasions, in the raw skins of beasts slaughtered

on the march.

The transition from these-dangers to security, from

the pine forests, glaciers, and precipices of the Alps,

to the sunny plains of Italy, was not so grateful to

the wearied travellers as the change from the gloom

of Spires to the rapturous greetings which hailed

their advance along the course of the Po. A splen

did court, a numerous army, and an exulting popu

lace, once more attested the majesty of the Emperor;

nor was the welcome of his Italian subjects destitute

of a deeper significance than usually belongs to the

paeans of the worshippers of kings. They dreamed

of the haughty Pontiff humbled, of the See of Ambrose

exalted to civil and ecclesiastical supremacy, and of

the German yoke lifted from their necks. Doomed

as were these soaring hopes to an early disappoint

ment, the enthusiasm of Henry’s partisans justified

those more sober expectations which had prompted

his perilous journey across the Alps. He could now

prosecute his suit to the Pope with the counte

nance, and in the vicinity, of those zealous adherents,

and at a secure distance from the enemies towards

whom Hildebrand was already advancing to hold the

contemplated Diet of Augsburg. In the personal
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command of a military escort, Matilda attended

the Papal progress; and was even pointing out to

her guards their line of march through the snowy

peaks which closed in her northern horizon, when

tidings of the rapid approach of the Emperor at the

head of a formidable force induced her to retreat

to the fortress of Canossa. There, in the bosom of

the Apennines, her sacred charge would be secure

from any sudden assault; nor had she any thing to

dread from the regular leaguer of such powers as

could, in that age, have been brought to the siege

of it.

Canossa was the cradle and the original seat of her

ancient race. It was also the favourite residence of

the Great Countess ; and when Gregory found shelter

within her halls, they were crowded with guests of

the highest eminence in social and in literary rank.

So imposing was the scene, and so superb the assem

blage, that the drowsy muse of her versifying chap

lain awakened for once to an hyperbole, and declared

Canossa to be nothing less than a new Rome, the

rival of that of Romulus. Thither, as if to verify the

boast, came a long line of mitred penitents from

Germany, whom the severe Hildebrand consigned on

their arrival to solitary cells with bread and water

for their fare; and there also appeared the German

Emperor himself, not the leader of the rumoured host

of Lombard invaders, but surrounded by a small and

unarmed retinue-mean in his apparel, and contrite

in outward aspect, a humble suppliant for pardon

and acceptance to the communion of the faithful.

Long centuries had passed away since the sceptre of

the West had been won by Italian armies in Italian

fields, and Henry declined to put the issue of this

great contest on the swords of his Milanese vassals.
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He well knew that, to break the alliance of patriotism,

cupidity, and superstition, which had degraded him

at Tribur, it was necessary to rescue himself from

the anathema which he had but too justly incurred,

and that his crown must be redeemed, not by force,

but by submission to his formidable antagonist. And

Hildebrand! fathomless as are the depths of the

human heart, who can doubt that, amidst the conflict

of emotions which now agitated him, the most domi

nant was the exulting sense of victory over the earth’s

greatest Monarch ? His rival at his feet, his calum

niator self-condemned, the lips which had rudely

summoned him to abdicate the Apostolic crown now

suing to him for the recovery of the Imperial diadem,

the exaltation in his person of decrepid age over fiery

youth, of mental over physical power, of the long

enthralled church over the long-tyrannising world,

all combined to form a triumph too intoxicating even

for that capacious intellect.

The veriest sycophant of the Papal Court, even in

that superstitious age, would scarcely have ventured

to describe, as a serious act of sacramental devotion,

the religious masquerade which followed between the

high priest and the imperial penitent; or to extol as

politic and wise, the base indignities to which the

Pontiff subjected his prostrate enemy, and of which

his own pastoral letters contain the otherwise incre

dible record. Had it been his object to compel Henry

to drain to its bitterest dregs the cup of unprofitable

humiliation _to exasperate to madness the Emperor

himself, and all who would resent as a personal wrong

an insult to their sovereign — and to transmit to the

latest age a monument and a hatred alike imperish

able, of the extravagances of spiritual despotism, -

he could have devised no fitter course.
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Environed by many of the greatest Princes of Italy

who owed fealty and allegiance to the Emperor,

Gregory affected to turn a deaf ear to his solicita

tions. His humblest offers were spurned; his most

unbounded acknowledgments of the sacerdotal au

thority over the kings and kingdoms of the world

Were rejected. For the distress of her royal kinsman,

Matilda felt as women and as monarchs feel; but

eVen her entreaties seemed to be fruitless. Day by

day, the same cold stern appeal to the future decisions

of the Diet to be convened at Augsburg, repelled the

suit even of that powerful intercessor. The critical

point, at which prayers for reconcilement would give

way to indignation and defiance, had been almost

reached. Then, and not till then, the Pope con

descended to offer his ghostly pardon, on the condition

that Henry would surrender into his hands the

custody of the crown, the sceptre, and the other

ensigns of royalty, and acknowledge himself un

worthy to bear the royal title. This, however, was a

scandal on which not even the proud spirit of the

now triumphant Priest dared to insist, and to which

not even the now abject heart of the Emperor could

be induced to submit. But the shame which was

spared to the Sovereign, was inflicted with relentless

severity on the Man.

It was towards the end of January. The earth was

covered with snow, and the mountain streams were

arrested by the keen frost of the Apennines, when,

clad in a thin penitential garment of white linen, and

bare of foot, Henry, the descendant of so many kings,

and the ruler of so many nations, ascended slowly and

alone the rocky path which led to the outer gate of

the fortress of Canossa. With strange emotions of

pity, of wonder, and of scorn, the assembled crowd
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gazed on his majestic form and noble features, as,

passing through the first and the second gateway, he

stood in the posture of humiliation before the third,

which remained inexorably closed against his further

progress. The rising sun found him there fasting;

and there the setting sun left him stiff with cold,

faint with hunger, and devoured by shame and ill

suppressed resentment. A second day dawned, and

wore tardily away, and closed, in a continuance of

the same indignities, poured out on Europe at large

in the person of her chief, by the Vicar of the meek,

the lowly, and the compassionate Redeemer. A third

day came, and, still irreverently trampling on the

hereditary lord of the fairer half of the civilised world,

Hildebrand once more compelled him to prolong till

nightfall this profane and hollow parody on the real

workings of the broken and contrite heart.

Nor was he unwarned of the activity and the

strength of the indignation aroused by this pro

tracted outrage on every natural sentiment, and

every honest prejudice, of mankind. Lamentations

and reproaches rang through the castle of Canossa.

Murmurs from Henry’s inveterate enemies, and his

own zealous adherents, upbraided Gregory as exhi

biting rather the cruelty of a tyrant, than the rigour

of an apostle. But the endurance of the sufferer was

the only measure of the inflexibility of the tormentor;

nor was it till the unhappy Monarch had burst away

from the scene of his mental and bodily anguish, and

sought shelter in a neighbouring convent, that the

Pope, yielding at length to the instances of Matilda,

would admit the degraded suppliant into his presence.

It was the fourth day on which he had borne the

humiliating garb of an affected penitence, and, in that

sordid raiment, he drew near on his bare feet to the
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more than imperial Majesty of the Church, and pros

trated himself, in more than servile deference, before

the diminutive and emaciated old man, ‘from the

terrible glance of whose countenance,’ we are told,

‘ the eye of every beholder recoiled as from the light

ning.’ Hunger, cold, nakedness, and shame had, for

the moment, crushed the gallant spirit of the sufferer.

He wept and cried for mercy, again and again re

newing his entreaties, until he had reached the lowest

level of abasement to which his own enfeebled heart,

or the haughtiness of his great antagonist, could

depress him. Then, and not till then, did the Pope

condescend to revoke the anathema of the Vatican.

Cruel, however, were the tender mercies of the now

exulting Pontiff. He restored his fallen enemy at

once to the communion, and to the contempt, of his

Christian brethren. The price of pardon was a

promise to submit himself to the future judgment of

the Apostolic See; to resign his crown if that judg

ment should be unfavourable to him; to abstain

meanwhile from the enjoyment of any of his royal

prerogatives or revenues; to acknowledge that his

subjects had been lawfully released from their

allegiance; to banish his former friends and ad

visers; to govern his states, should he regain them,

in obedience to the papal counsels; to enforce all

papal decrees; and never to revenge his present

humiliation. To the observance of the terms thus

dictated by the conqueror, the oaths of Henry himself,

and of several Prelates and Princes as his sponsors,

were pledged; and then, in the name of Him who

had declared that his kingdom was not of this world,

and as the successor of him who had forbidden to all

Bishops any lordship over the heritage of Christ, the

solemn words of pontifical absolution rescued the
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degraded Emperor from the forfeit to which he had

been conditionally sentenced by the confederates at

Tribur.

Another expiation was yet to be made to the in

jured majesty of the Tiara. He in whom the dynasties

of Caesar, of Charlemagne, and of Otho had their

representative, might still be compelled to endure

one last and galling contumely. Holding in his hand

the seeming bread, which (as he believed) words

of far more than miraculous power had just trans

muted into the very body which died and was en

tombed at Calvary _ ‘ Behold!’ exclaimed the

Pontiff, fixing his keen and flashing eye on the jaded

countenance of the unhappy Monarch, ‘ behold the

body of the Lord! Be it this day the witness of

my innocence. May the Almighty God now free me

from the suspicion of the guilt of which I have

been accused by thee and thine, if I be really inno

cent! May He this very day smite me with asudden

death, if I be really guilty !’ Amidst the acclama

tions of the bystanders, he then looked up to heaven,

and broke and ate the consecrated element. ‘ And

now,’ he exclaimed, turning once more on the awe

stricken Henry that eye which neither age could

dim nor pity soften; ‘if thou art conscious of thine

innocence, and assured that the charges brought

against thee by thine own opponents are false and

calumnious, free the Church of God from scandal,

and thyself from suspicion, and take as an appeal to

heaven this body of the Lord.’

That, in open contradiction to his own recent prayers

and penances, the penitent should have accepted this

insulting challenge, was obviously impossible. He

trembled, and evaded it. At length when his wounded

spirit, and half-lifeless frame, could endure no more,
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a banquet was served, where, suppressing the agonies

of shame and rage with which his bosom was to heave

from that moment to his last, he closed this scene of

wretchedness, by accepting the hospitalities, sharing

in the familiar discourse, and submitting to the bene

dictions, of the man who had in his person given

proofs, till then unimagined, of the depths of ignominy

to which the Temporal chief of Christendom might be

depressed by an audacious use of the powers of her

Ecclesiastical head.

The Lombard lords who had hailed the arrival of

their Sovereign in Italy, had gradually overtaken his

rapid advance to Canossa. There, marshalled in the

adjacent valleys, they anxiously awaited, from day to

day, intelligence of what might be passing within the

fortress, when at length the gates were thrown open,

and, attended only by the usual episcopal retinue, a

bishop was seen to descend from the steep path which

led to their encampment. He announced that Henry

had submitted himself to the present discipline and to

the future guidance of the Pope, and had received his

ghostly absolution; and that on the same terms his

Holiness was ready to bestow the same grace on his

less guilty followers. As the tidings of this papal

victory flew from rank to rank, the mountains echoed

with one protracted shout of indignation and defiance.

The Lombards spurned the pardon of Hildebrand-—

an usurper 0f the Apostolic throne, himself excommu

nicated by the decrees of German and Italian Synods.

They denied the authority of the Emperor, debased

as he now was by concessions unworthy of a king,

and by indignities disgraceful to a soldier. They

vowed to take the crown from his dishonoured head,

to place it on the brows of his son, the yet infant,

Conrad; to march immediately to Rome, and there

VOL. I. F
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to depose the proud Churchman who had thus dared

to humble to the dust the majesty of the Franconian

line, and of the Lombard name.

In the midst of this military tumult, the gates of

Canossa were again thrown open, and Henry himself

was seen descending to the camp, his noble figure

bowed down, and his lordly countenance overcast

with unwonted emotions. As he passed along the

Lombard lines, every eye expressed contempt, and

derision was on every tongue. But the Italian was

not the German spirit. They could at once despise

and obey. Following the standard of their degraded

monarch, they conducted him to Reggio, where, in

a conclave of ecclesiastics, he instantly proceeded to

concert schemes for their deliverance, and for his own

revenge.

Within a single week from the absolution of Canossa,

Gregory was on his way to Mantua to hold a council,

to which the Emperor had invited him, with the

treacherous design (if the papal historians may be

credited) of seizing and imprisoning him there. The

vigilance of Matilda rescued her Holy Father from

the real or imaginary danger. From the banks of

the Po she conducted him back, under the escort of

her troops, to the shelter of her native mountain fast

ness. His faith in his own infallibility must have

undergone a severe trial. The Imperial sinner he

had pardoned, was giving daily proof that the heart

of man is not to be penetrated even by Papal eyes.

Henry was exercising, with ostentation, the preroga

tives he had so lately vowed to forego. He had cast

off the abject tone of the confessional. All his royal

instincts were in full activity. He breathed defiance

against the Pontifl'_ seized and imprisoned his legates

_-recalled to his presence his excommunicated coun
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cillors—became once more strenuous for his rights

—and was recompensed by one simultaneous burst

of sympathy, enthusiasm, and devotedness, from his

Italian subjects.

To balance the ominous power thus rising against

him, Gregory now received an accession of dignity

and of influence on which his eulogists are unwilling

to dwell. The discipline of the Church, and the fate

of the Empire, were not the only subjects of his solici

tude while sheltered in the castle and city of the

Tuscan heroine. The world was startled and scan

dalised by the intelligence, that his princely hostess

had granted all her hereditary states to her Apostolic

guest, and to his successors for ever, in full allodial

dominion. By some sage of the law, who drew up

the act of cession, it is ascribed to her dread of the

Emperor’s hostility. A nobler impulse is ascribed to

the mistress of Liguria and Tuscany, in the hobbling

verses of her more honest chaplain. Peter, he says,

bore the keys of heaven, and Matilda had resolved to

bear the Etrurian keys of Peter’s patrimony, in no

other character than that of doorkeeper to Peter.

With What benignity the splendid inheritance was

accepted, may also be learned from the worthy versi

fier. At this hour Pope Gregory the Sixteenth holds

some parts of his territorial dominion in virtue of this

grant. Hildebrand is one of the saintsyof the Church,

and one of the heroes of the world. He, therefore,

escapes the reproach of so grave an abuse of the

hospitality of the Great Countess, and of the con

fidence she reposed in her spiritual guide. The

coarser reproach in which it has involved them both,

will be adopted by no one who has ever watched the

weaving of the mystic bonds which knit together the

female and the sacerdotal hearts. It was the age

12‘ 2
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of feudalism, not of chivalry. Yet when chivalry

came, and St. Louis himself adorned it, would he,

if so tried, have resisted the temptation under which

St. Gregory fell? It is, probably, well for the fame

of that illustrious prince that his virtue was never

subjected to so severe a test.

Canossa, the scene of this memorable cession, was,

at the same time, the prison of him to whom it was

made. All the passes were beset with Henry’s troops.

All the Lombard and Tuscan cities were in Henry’s

possession. His reviving courage had kindled the

zeal of his adherents. He was no longer an outcast

to be trampled down with impunity ; but the leader

of a formidable host, with whom even the Vicar of

Christ must condescend to temporise.

In the wild defiles of the Alps, swift messengers

from the Princes to the Pope hurried past solemn

legates from the Pope to the Princes— they urging his

instant appearance at Augsburg—he exhorting them

to avoid any decision in his absence. Mitred emissaries

also passed from Gregory to the Emperor, summoning

him to attend the Diet within a time by which no one

unwafted by wings or steam could have reached the

place, and requesting from him a suicidal safe-conduct

for his pontifical judge. The Pope was now confined

to the weapons with which men of the gown contend

with men of the sword. His prescience foreboded a

civil war. His policy was to assume the guidance of

the German league just far enough to maintain his

lofty claims, not far enough to be irrevocably com

mitted to the leaguers. A plausible apology for his

absence was necessary. It was afforded by Henry’s

rejection of demands which were made only that they

might be rejected.

To Otho and to the aspiring Rudolf such subtle
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ties were alike unfamiliar and unsuspected. Those

stout soldiers and simple Germans, knew that the

Pope had deposed their King and had absolved them

from their allegiance. They doubted not, therefore,

that he was bound heart and soul to their cause. Or

if, in the assembly which they held at Forcheim, a

doubt was whispered of Italian honour or of Pontifical

faith, it was silenced by the presence there of Papal

legates, who sedulously swelled the tide of invective

against Henry. At first, indeed, they dissuaded the

immediate choice of a rival sovereign. But to the

demand of the Princes for prompt and decisive mea

sures, they gave their ready assent. They advised

them, it is true, to confer no hereditary title on the

object of their choice. Yet when, in defiance of that

advice, the choice was made, they solemnly confirmed

it in the name, and by the authority, of Gregory.

They did not, certainly, vote for the election of

Rudolf; but, when the shouts of the multitude an

nounced his accession to the Teutonic throne, they

placed the crown on his head. That Hildebrand did

not disavow these acts of his representatives, but

availed himself of the alliances and aids to be derived

from them, appeared to these downright captains

abundantly sufficient to bind him in conscience and

in honour. That the Pope had not the slightest in

tention of being so bound, unless it should chance to

suit his own convenience, is, however, past dispute.

Even in the nineteenth century he has found, in

M. l’Abbé Jager, an apologist who absolves him from

all responsibility for the acts of his legates at the Diet

of Forcheim, because they were adopted without

awaiting his own personal arrival. The Diet might

just as reasonably have awaited the arrival of the

Millennium.

r 3
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The decretals of Rome, of Tribur, of Canossa, and

of Forcheim, were now to bear their proper fruits

fruits of bitter taste, and of evil augury. At the

moment when the cathedral of Mentz was pouring

forth the crowds who had just listened to the corona

tion oath of Rudolf, the clash of arms, the cries of

combatants, and the shrieks of the dying, mingled,

strangely and mournfully, with the sacred anthems

and the songs of revellers. An idle frolic of some

Swabian soldiers had kindled into rage the sullen

spirit with which the partisans of Henry had gazed

on that unwelcome pageant; and the first rude and

exasperated voice was echoed by thousands who

learned, from those acclamations, the secret of their

numbers and their strength. The discovery and the

agitation spread from city to city, and reused the

whole German people from the Rhine to the Oder.

Men’s hearts yearned over their exiled King. They

remembered that, but twelve short years before, he

had been basely stolen from his mother by church

men, who had yet more basely corrupted him. They

commemorated his courage, his courtesy, and his

munificence. They pardoned his faults as the ex

cesses of youth, and resented, as insults to themselves,

the indignities of Canossa, and the treason of Forcheim.

In this reflux of public opinion, the loyal and the

brave, all who cherished the honours of the crown,

and all who desired the independence of the state,

were supported by the multitudes to whom the papal

edicts against simony and clerical marriages were

fraught with disaster, and by that still more nume

rous body who, at all times, lend their voices and their

arms to swell the triumph of every rising cause. To

this confederacy Rudolf had to oppose the alliance

of the princes, secular and ecclesiastical, the devoted
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zeal of the Saxon people, and the secret support,

rather than the frank and open countenance, of the

Pope. The shock of these hostile powers was near

and inevitable.

In the spring of 1077, tidings were spread through

out Germany of the Emperor’s arrival to the north

ward of the Alps. From Franconia, the seat of his

house, from the fruitful province of Burgundy, and

from the Bohemian mountains, he was greeted with

an enthusiastic welcome. Many even of the Bava

rians and Swabians, revolted in his favour. His

standard once more floated over all the greater citadels

of the Rhine. He who, six months before, had fled

from Spires a solitary wanderer, was now at the head

of a powerful army, controlling the whole of Southern

Germany, laying waste the territories of his rivals,

and threatening them with a signal retribution.

Amidst the rising tempest the voice of Gregory was

heard; but it was no longer trumpet-tongued and

battling with the storm. The supreme earthly

judge, the dread avenger, had subsided into the

pacific mediator. In. the name of Peter he enjoined

either king to send him a safe conduct, that he might,

in person, arbitrate between them and stop the effu

sion of Christian blood. A safe but an impracticable

offer ; an indirect but significant avowal of neutrality

between the sovereign he had so lately deposed, and

the sovereign whom, by his legates, he had so lately

crowned 1 Thus ignobly withdrawing from the contest

he had kindled, Hildebrand returned from Canossa to

the papal city. The Great Countess, as usual, attended

as the commander of his guard. Rome received in

triumph her new Germanicus, and decreed an ovation

to his ever faithful Agrippina.

While the glories of Canossa were thus celebrated

r 4
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by rejoicings in the Christian Capital, they were ex

piated by blood in the plains of Saxony. Confiding

in the solemn acts of the Pope and his Legates, the

Saxons had thronged toithe defence of the crown of

Rudolf, and they had sustained it undauntedly. But

the bravest quailed at the intelligence that Gregory

had disowned the cause of the Church, and of their

native land; and that, even in the palace of the

Lateran, the ambassadors of Henry were received

with honours, and with a deference, denied to the

humbler envoys of his rival. Sagacity far inferior to

that of Hildebrand, could, at that time, have divined

that the sword alone could decide such a quarrel -

that the sword of Henry was the keener of the two

and that, by the cordial adoption of the cause of

either, the Pope might draw on himself the vengeance

of the conqueror. To pause, to vacillate, and to

soothe, had, therefore, become the policy of the sove

reign of the papal states; but to be silent or inactive

in such a strife, would have been to abdicate one of

the highest prerogatives of the Papacy. Pontifical

legates traversed Europe. Pontifical epistles de

manded the submission of the combatants. Pontifical

warnings denounced woes on the disobedient. But

no pontifical voice explained who was to be obeyed or

who opposed, what was to be done or what forborne.

Discerning readers of these mandates understood them

as an intimation that, on the victorious side, (which

ever that side might be,) the pontifical power would

ultimately be found.

The appeal from these dark oracles to the unambi

guous sword was first made by the rival kings in the

autumn of 1078. They met on the banks of the

Stren, on the plains of Melrichstadt. Each was driven

from the field with enormous loss; Henry by his in
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veterate antagonist Otho; Rudolf by Count Herbard,

the lieutenant of Henry. Each claimed the victory.

An issue so indecisive could draw from the circum

spect Pontiff nothing more definite than renewed

exhortations to rely on the Holy Peter; and could

urge him to no measure more hazardous than that

of convening a new Council at the Lateran. There

appeared the Imperial envoys with hollow vows of

obedience, and Saxon messengers invoking some in

telligible intimation of the judgment and purposes of

the Apostolic See. Again the Pope listened, spoke,

exhorted, threatened; and left the bleeding world to

interpret, as it might, the mystic sense of the In

fallible.

To that brave and truth-loving people, from whom,

at the distance offour centuries, Luther was to rise for

the deliverance of mankind, these subterfuges appeared

in their real light. The Saxon annalist has preserved

three letters sent by his countrymen on this occasion

to Gregory, which he must have read with admiration

and with shame. ‘You know, and the letters of

your Holiness attest’ (such is their. indignant remon

strance) ‘that it was by no advice, nor for any in

terest, of ours, but for wrengs done to the Holy See,

that you deposed our King, and forbade us, under

fearful menaces, to acknowledge him. We have

obeyed you at great danger, and at the expense of

horrible sufferings. Many of us have lost their pro

perty and their lives, and have bequeathed hopeless

poverty to their children. We who survive are

without the means of subsistence, delivered over to

the utmost agonies of distress. The reward of our

sacrifices is, that he who was compelled to cast him

self at your feet has been absolved without punish

ment, and has been permitted to crush us to the very
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abyss of misery. After our King had been solemnly

deposed in a Synod, and another chosen in virtue of

the Apostolic authority, the very matter thus decided

is again brought into question. What especially per

plexes us simple folk is, that the legates of Henry,

though excommunicated by your legates, are well

received at Rome. Holy Father, your piety assures

us that you are guided by honourable, not by subtle

views; but we are too gross to understand them. We

can only explain to you that this management of two

parties has produced civil war, murder, pillage, con

flagration. If we, helpless sheep! had failed in any

point of duty, the vengeance of the Holy See would

have overtaken us. Why exhibit so much forbear

ance, when you have to do with wolves who have

ravaged the Lord’s fold? We conjure you to look

into your own heart, to remember your own honour, to

fear the wrath of God, and for your own sake, if not

for love of us, rescue yourself from responsibility for

the torrents of blood poured out in our land.’

To these pathetic appeals Gregory answered slowly

and reluctantly, by disavowing the acts of his legates

at Forcheim; by extolling his own justice, courage,

and disinterestedness; by invoking the support of all

orders of men in Germany; and by assuring them,

in scriptural language, of the salvation of such ‘as

should persevere to the end.’ But the hour for

blandishments had passed away. The day of wrath,

and the power of the sword, had come.

The snow covered the earth, and the frost had

chained the rivers, when, in the winter of 1079-80,

the armies of Henry and Rudolf were drawn up, in

hostile lines, at the village of Fladenheim near Mul

hausen. Henry was the assailant, but Rudolf, though

driven with great loss from the field, was the con
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queror; for in that field the dreaded Otho again

commanded, and by his skill and courage a rent

was turned into a victory.

The intelligence arrived at Rome at the moment

when Gregory was presiding there in the most nu

merous of the many councils he had convened at the

Lateran. Long-suppressed shame for his ignoble

indecision, the murmurs of the assembled Prelates, a

voice from Heaven audible, as we are told, to his

sense alone, and above all the triumphant field of

Fladenheim, combined to overcome his long-cherished

but timid policy. Rising from his throne with the

majesty of his earlier days, the Pope, in the names of

Peter and of Paul, ‘of God, and of his holy mother

Mary,’ excommunicated Henry, took from him the

government of his states, deprived him of his royal

rank, forbade all Christian people to receive him as

their king, ‘ gave, granted, and conceded ’ that Rudolf

might rule the German and Italian Empire; and with

blessings on Rudolf’s adherents, and curses on his

foes, dissolved the assembly. Then, moved, as he

believed, by a divine impulse, he proceeded to the

altar, and uttered a prediction, that ere the Church

should celebrate the festival of the Prince of the

Apostles, Henry, her rebellious outcast, should nei

ther reign, nor live, to molest her.

A perilous prophecy! Henry was no longer the exile

of Tribur, nor the penitent of Canossa. Yet his own

rage, on hearing of this new papal sentence, did not

burn so fiercely as the wrath of his adherents. With

the sanction of thirty bishops, a new Anti-Pope,

Guibert of Ravenna, was elected at Brixen; and, at

every court in Europe, Imperial embassies demanded

support for the common cause of all temporal sove

reigns. In cvcry part of Germany troops were
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levied, and Henry marched at their head to crush the

one German power in alliance with Rome. But

that power was still animated by the Saxon spirit,

and was still sustained by the claims of Rudolf, and

by the genius of Otho.

On the bright dawn of an autumnal day, his forces,

drawn up on the smiling banks of the Elster, raised

the sacred song of the Hebrews, -‘ God standeth in

the congregation of princes; he is a judge among

Gods;’_-and flung themselves on the far-extended

lines of Henry’s army; who, with emulous devotion,

met them with the hardly less sublime canticle,—‘ Te

Deum laudamus.’ Cries more welcome to the de

mons of war soon stilled these sacred strains; cries

of despair, of anguish, and of terror. They first rose

from one of Henry’s squadrons, which, alarmed by the

fall of their captain, receded; and, in their retreat,

spread through the rest a panic, a pause, and a mo

mentary confusion. That moment was enough for

the eagle glance of Otho. He rushed on the wavering

Imperialists; and, ere that bright sun had reached the

meridian, thousands had fallen by the Saxon sword,

or had perished in the blood-stained river. The vic

tory was complete, the exultation rapturous. Shouts

of glory to the God of battles, thanksgivings for the

deliverance of Saxony, paeans of immortal honour to

Otho, the noblest of her sons, soothed or exasperated

the agonies of the dying; when the triumph Was

turned into sudden and irremediable mourning. On

the field which had, apparently, secured his crown,

Rudolf himself had fallen. He fell by an illustrious

arm. Godfrey of Bouillon, the hero of the Jerusalem

Delivered, struck the fatal blow. Another sword

severed the right hand from the arm of Rudolf. ‘It

is the hand,’ he cried, as his glazing eye rested on. it,
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‘with which I confirmed my fealty to Henry my

lord.’ At once elevated by so signal a victory, and

depressed by these penitent misgivings, his spirit

passed away, leaving his adherents to the mercy of

his rival.

The same sun which witnessed the ruin of Henry’s

army on the Elster, looked down on a conflict, in

which, on that eventful morning, the forces of

Matilda in the Mantuan territory, fled before his own.

He now, once more, descended, into Italy. He came,

not, as formerly, a pilgrim and an exile; but at the

head of an army devoted to his person, and defying

all carnal enemies, and all spiritual censures. He

came to encounter Hildebrand, destitute of all Trans

alpine alliances, and supported, even in Italy, by no

powerbut that of Matilda; for the Norman Duke of

Apulia was far away, attempting the conquest of the

Eastern capital and empire. But Henry left in his

rear the invincible Saxons, and the hero who com

manded them. To prevent a diversion in that quarter

the Emperor proposed to abdicate his dominion in

Saxony in favour of Conrad, his son. But Otho (a

merry talker, as his annalist informs us) rejected the

project with the remark, that ‘the calf of a vicious

bull usually proved vicious.’ Leaving, therefore, this

implacable enemy to his machinations, the Emperor

pressed forward; and before the summer of l080,

the citizens of Rome saw, from their walls, the Ger

man standards in hostile array in the Campagna.

In the presence of such danger the gallant spirit

of the aged Pope once more rose and exulted. He

convened a Synod to attest his last defiance of his

formidable enemy. He exhorted the German princes

to elect a successor to Rudolf. ln letters of impas

sioned eloquence, he again maintained his supremacy
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over all the kings and rulers of mankind. He wel

comed persecution as the badge of his holy calling ;

and, while the besiegers were at the gates, he disposed

(at least in words) of royal crowns, and distant pro

vinces. Matilda supplied him with money, which, for

a while, tranquillised the Roman populace. He himself,

as we are assured, wrought miracles to extinguish con

flagrations kindled by their treachery. In language

such as martyrs use, he consoled the partners of his

sufferings. In language such as heroes breathe, he

animated the defenders of the city. The siege, or

blockade, continued for three years uninterruptedly,

except when Henry’s troops were driven, by the

deadly heats of autumn, to the neighbouring hills.

Distress, and, it is alleged, bribery, at length subdued

the courage of the garrison. On every side clamours

were heard for peace; for Henry demanded, as the

terms of peace, nothing more than the recognition of

his Imperial title, and his coronation by the hands

of Gregory. The conscience, perhaps the pride, of

Gregory revolted against the proposal. His invincible

will opposed and silenced the outcries of the famished

multitudes; nor could their entreaties, or their threats,

extort from him more than a promise that, in the

approaching winter, he would propose the question

to a Pontifical Synod. It met, by the permission of

Henry, on the 30th of November, 1083. It was the

latest council of Gregory’s pontificate. A few Bishops,

faithful to their chief and to his cause, now occupied

the seats so often thronged by mitred churchmen.

Every pallid cheek and anxious eye was turned to

him who occupied the loftier throne in the centre of

that agitated assembly. He rose, and the half-uttered

suggestions of fear and human policy were hushed

into deep stillness as he spoke. He spoke of the
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glorious example, of the light affliction, and of the

eternal reward,_ of martyrs for the faith. He spoke,

as dying fathers speak to their children, of peace, and

hope, and of consolation. But he spoke also, as in

spired prophets spake of yore to the Kings of Israel,

denouncing the swift vengeance of Heaven against

his oppressor. The enraptured audience exclaimed

that they had heard the voice of an angel, not of a

man. Gregory dismissed the assembly, and calmly

prepared for whatever extremity of distress might

await him.

It did not linger. In the spring of 1084 the

garrison was overpowered, the gates were thrown

open to the besiegers, and Gregory sought a pre

carious refuge in the Castle of St. Angelo. He left

the great Church of the Lateran as a theatre for the

triumph of his antagonist and his rival. Seated on

the Apostolic throne, Guibert, the Anti-Pope of

Brixen, was consecrated there by the title of Cle

ment the Third; and then, as the successor of Peter,

he placed the crown of Germany and of Italy on the

brows of Henry, and of Bertha, as they knelt before

him.

And now Henry had, or seemed to have, in his grasp

the author of the shame of Canossa, of the anathemas

of the Lateran, and of the civil wars and rebellions of

the Empire. The base populace of Rome were already

anticipating, with sanguinary 0y, the humiliation, per

haps the death, of the noblest spirit who had reigned

there since the slaughter of Julius. The approaching

catastrophe, whatever might be its form, Gregory

was prepared to meet, with a serene confidence in

God, and a haughty defiance of man. A few hours

more, and the Castle of St. Angelo must have yielded

to famine or to assault; when the aged Pope, in the
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very agony of his fate, gathered the reward of the

policy with which he had cemented the alliance

between the Papacy and the Norman conquerors of

the south of Italy. Robert Guiscard, returning from

Constantinople, flew to the rescue of his Suzerain.

Scouts announced to Henry the approach of a mighty

host, in which the Norman battle-axe, and the cross,

were strangely united with the Saracenic cimeter, and

the crescent. A precipitate retreat scarcely rescued

his enfeebled troops from the impending danger. He

abandoned his prey in a fever of disappointment. Un

able to slake his thirst for vengeance, he might perhaps

allay it by surprising the Great Countess, and over

whelming her forces, still in arms in the Modenese.

But he was himself surprised in the attempt by her

superior skill and vigilance. Shouts for St. Peter and

Matilda roused the retreating Imperialists by night,

near the Castle of Sorbaria. They retired across the

Alps, with such a loss of men, of oflicers, and of

treasure, as disabled them from any further enter

prises.

The Emperor returned into Germany to reign

undisturbed by civil war; for the great Otho was

dead, and Herman of Luxemburg, who had assumed

the Imperial title, was permitted to abdicate it with

contemptuous impunity. Henry returned, however,

to prepare for new conflicts with the Papacy—to

drain the cup of toil, of danger, and of distress—and

to die, at length, with a heart broken by the parri

cidal cruelty of his son. No prayers were said, and

no requiem sung, over the unhallowed grave which

received the bones of the excommunicated Monarch.

Yet they were committed to the earth with the best

and the kindest obsequies. The pity of his enemies,

the lamentation of his subjects, and the unbidden
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tears of the poor, the widows, and the orphans, who

crowded round the bier of their benefactor, rendered

his tomb not less sacred than if it had been blessed by

the united prayers of the whole Christian Episcopacy.

Those unbribed mourners wept over a Prince to

whom God had given a large heart and a capacious

mind; but who had derived, from canonised Bishops,

a corrupting education, and from a too early and too

uncheckered prosperity, the development of every

base and cruel appetite; but to whom calamity had

imparted a self-dominion, from which none could

withhold his respect, and an active sympathy with

sorrow, to which none could refuse his love.

With happier fortunes, as, indeed, with loftier

virtues, Matilda continued, for twenty-five years, to

wage war in defence of the Apostolic See. After a

life which might seem to belong to the province of

romance rather than of history, she died at the age of

seventy-five, bequeathing to the world a name second,

in the annals of her age, to none but that of Hilde

brand himself.

To him the Norman rescue of the Papal city

brought only a momentary relief. He returned in

triumph to the Lateran. But, within a few hours,

he looked from the walls of that ancient palace on

a scene of woe such as, till then, had never passed

before him. A sanguinary contest was raging

between the forces of Robert, and the citizens

attached to Henry. Every street was barricaded;

every house had become a fortress. The pealing of

bells, the clash of arms, cries of fury, and shrieks of

despair, assailed his ears in dismal concert. When

the sun set behind the Tuscan hills on this scene of

desolation, another light, and a still more fearful

struggle, succeeded. Flames ascended at once from

VOL. I. G
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every quarter. They leaped from house to house,

enveloping and destroying whatever was most

splendid or most sacred, in the edifices of mediazval

Rome. Amidst the roar of the conflagration they

had kindled, and by its portentous light, the fierce

Saracens, and the ruthless Northmen, revelled in

plunder, lust, and carnage, like demons by the glare

of their native pandemonium. Gregory gazed with

agony on the real and present aspect of civil war.

Perhaps he thought with penitence on the wars he

had kindled beyond the Alps. Two-thirds of the city

erished. Every convent was violated, every altar

profaned, and multitudes driven away into perpetual

and hopeless slavery.

Himself a voluntary exile, Gregory sought, in the

Castle of Salerno, and under the protection of the

Normans, the security he could no longer find among

his own exasperated subjects. Age and anxiety

weighed heavily upon him. An unwonted lassitude

depressed a frame till now incapable of fatigue. He

recognised the summons of death, and his soul rose

with unconquerable power to entertain that awful

visitant. He summoned round his bed the Bishops

and Cardinals who had attended his flight from Rome.

He passed before them, in firm and rapid retrospect,

the incidents of his eventful life. He maintained the

truth of the great principles by which it had been

governed from the commencement to the close. He

named his three immediate successors in the Papacy.

He assured his weeping friends of his intercession for

them in heaven. He forgave, and blessed, and ab

solved his enemies, though with the resolute excep

tions of the Emperor and the Anti-Pope. He then

composed himself to die. His faltering lips had closed

on the transubstantiated elements. The final unction
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had given assurance that the body, so soon to be com

mitted to the dust, would rise again in honour and

incorruption. Anxious to catch the last accents of

that once oracular voice, the mourners were bending

over him, when, struggling in the very grasp of death,

he collected, for one last effort, his failing powers,

and breathed out his spirit with the indignant ex

clamation- ‘ I have loved righteousness, and hated

iniquity; and therefore I die in exile !’

It was not permitted, even to the genius of Hilde

brand, to condense, into a single sentence, an epitome

of such a life as his. It was a life scarcely intelligible

to his own generation, or to himself, nor indeed to

our age, except by the light of that ecclesiastical his

tory in which it forms so important an era.

It had ill beseemed the inspired wisdom of the

tent-maker of Tarsus, and of the Galilean fishermen,

to have founded on any other than a popular basis, a

society destined to encounter the enmity of the domi

nant few, by the zeal of the devoted many. From

the extant monuments of their lives and writings, it

accordingly appears that they conceded to the lay

multitude an ample share in the finance, the disci

pline, and the legislation of the collective body. The

deacons were the tribunes of the Christian people.

This was the age of Proselytism.

In the sad and solemn times which followed, eccle

siastical authority became austere and arbitrary, and

submission to it enthusiastic. Mart-yrs, in the con

templation of mortal agonies, and of an opening para

dise, had no thoughts for the adjustment and balancing

of sacerdotal powers. They who braved the wild

beasts of the amphitheatre, or the ascetic rigours of

the wilderness, were the heroes of the Church. The

G 2
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rest sank into a degraded caste. But all laid bare

their souls at the confessional. All acknowledged a

dominion which, discountenanced by the state, sus

tained itself by extreme and recondite maxims of

government. -In virtue of such maxims, the Episcopal

order encroached on every other. The vicarious attri

butes of Deity were ascribed to those who ministered

at the altar. There, and at the font, gifts of inesti

mable price were placed, in popular belief, at the

disposal of the priest; whose miracles, though un

attested by sense or consciousness, threw into the

shade the mightiest works of Moses and of Christ.

This was the age of Persecution.

Heretics arose. To refute them from the sacred

text was sometimes difficult, always hazardous. It

was easier to silence them by a living authority. The

Bishops came forth as the elect depositaries of an

unwritten code. Tradition became the rule of the

Christian world. It might crush the errors of Arius,

but it might sustain the usurpations of Ambrose.

This was the age of Controversy.

Constantine saw the miraculous cross, and wor

shipped. He confirmed to the Christian hierarchy all

their original, and all their acquired, powers. This

was the age of the Church and State alliance.

The seat of empire was transferred from the Tiber

to the Bosphorus. The Roman bishop and clergy

seized on the vacant inheritance of abdicated autho

rity. The Pope became the virtual sovereign of the

Roman city. The Greeks and Latins became eccle

siastical rivals. Then was first heard the Roman

watchword, and rallying cry, of the Visible Unity of

the Church. This was the age of Papal Independence.

Goths, Vandals, Huns, Bulgarians, Franks, and

Lombards, conquered the dominions of Caesar. But
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they became the converts and tributaries of Peter.

The repulse of the Saracens by Charles Martel gave

to Europe a new empire, to the Church a second Con

stantine. This was the age of Barbaric Invasion.

Europe became one vast assemblage of military

states. The lands were every where partitioned by

the conquerors among their liegemen, who, having

bound themselves to use their swords in their lords’

defence, imposed a similar obligation on their own

tenants, who, in turn, exacted it from their subordi

nate vassals. This was the age of Feudalism and of

Hildebrand.

He ascended the Apostolic throne, therefore, armed

with prescriptions in favour of the loftiest claims of

the hierarchy, thus reaching back almost to the apos

tolic times. But he found in the Papal armoury other

weapons scarcely less keen, though of a more recent

fabric. Of these the most effective were the intimate

alliance of the Roman See with the monastic orders,

and the re-appearance, in theological debate, of that

mystic word which, seven centuries before, had

wrought such prodigies at Nicwa. He who first

taught men to speak of an Hypostatic change beneath

unchanging forms, may have taught them to use words

without meaning. But though he added little or no

thing to the received doctrine of the Church, he made

an incalculable addition to the sacerdotal power.

To grasp, to multiply, and to employ these re

sources in such a manner as to render the Roman

POntiff the suzerain of the civilised world, was the

end for which Hildebrand li'ved -. an unworthy end,

if contrasted with the high and holy purposes of the

Gospel - an end even hateful, if contrasted with the

free and generous spirit in which the primitive

founders of the Church had established and incul

e3
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cated her liberties—yet an end which might well

allure a noble spirit in the eleventh century, and the

attainment of which (so far as it was attained) may

be now acknowledged to have been conducive, per

haps essential, to the progress of Christianity and

civilisation.

To the spiritual despotism of Rome in the middle

ages may, indeed, be traced a long series of errors

and crimes, of wars and persecutions. Yet the Papal

dynasty was the triumphant antagonist of another

despotism the most galling, the most debasing, and

otherwise the most irremediable, under which Europe

had ever groaned. The centralisation of ecclesiastical

power more than balanced the isolating spirit of the

feudal oligarchies. The vassal of Western, and the

serf of Eastern Europe, might otherwise, at this day,

have been in the same social state, and military auto

cracies might now be occupying the place of our con

stitutional or paternal governments. Hildebrand’s

despotism, with whatever inconsistency, sought to

guide mankind, by moral impulses, to a more than

human sanctity. The feudal despotism with which

he waged war, sought, with a stern consistency, to

degrade them into beasts of prey or beasts of burden.

It was the conflict of mental with physical power, of

literature with ignorance, of religion with injustice

and debauchery. To the Popes of the middle ages

was assigned a province, their abandonment of which

would have plunged the Church and the World into

the same hopeless slavery. To Pope Gregory the

Seventh were first given the genius and the courage

to raise himself and his successors to the level of that

high vocation.

Yet Hildebrand was the founder of a tyranny only

less odious than that which he arrested, and was ap
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parently actuated by an ambit-ion neither less proud,

selfish, nor reckless, than that of his secular antago

nists. In the great economy of Providence human

agency is ever alloyed by some base motives; and

the noblest successes reCOrded by history, must still

be purchased at the price of some great ultimate

disaster.

To the title of the Czar Peter of the Church, con

ferred on him by M. Guizot, Hildebrand’s only claim

is, that by the energy of his will he moulded her in

stitutions, and her habits of thought, to his own pur

poses. But the Czar wrought in the spirit of an

architect who invents, arranges, and executes his own

plan: Hildebrand in the spirit of a builder, erecting

by the divine command a temple of which the divine

hand had drawn the design, and provided the materials.

His faith in what he judged to be the purposes and

the will of Heaven, was not merely sublime but as

tounding. He is every where depicted, in his own

letters, the habitual denizen of that bright region

which the damps of fear never penetrate, and the

shadows of doubt never overcast.

To extol him as one of those Christian stoics whom

the wreck of worlds could not divert from the straight

paths of integrity and truth, is a mere extravagance.

His policy was Imperial; his resources and his arts

Sacerdotal. Anathemas and flatteries, stern defiances

and subtle insinuations, invectives such as might have

been thundered by Genseric, and apologies such as

might have been whispered by Augustulus, succeed

each other in his story, with no visible trace of hesi

tation or of shame. Even his professed orthodoxy is

rendered questionable by his conduct and language

towards Berengarius, the great opponent of transub

stantiation. With William of England, Philip of

o 4
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France, and Robert of Apulia, and even with Henry

of Germany, he temporised at the expense of his own

principles as often as the sacrifice seemed advan

tageous. ‘ Nature gave horns to Bulls.’ To aspiring

and belligerent Churchmen she gave Dissimulation

and Artifice.

Our exhausted space forbids the attempt to analyse

or delineate the personal character of the great founder

ofthe spiritual despotism of Rome. His acts must stand

in place of such a portraiture. He found the Papacy

dependent on the Empire: he sustained her by alli

ances almost commensurate with the Italian Peninsula.

He found the Papacy electoral by the Roman people

and clergy: he left it electoral by a college of Papal

nomination. He found the Emperor the virtual patron

of the Holy See: he wrested that power from his

hands. He found the secular clergy the allies and

dependents of the secular power: he converted them

into the inalienable auxiliaries of his own. He found

the higher ecclesiastics in servitude to the temporal

sovereigns: he delivered them from that yoke to

subjugate them to the Roman Tiara. He found the

patronage of the Church the mere desecrated spoil

and merchandise of princes: he reduced it within

the dominion of the Supreme Pontiff. He is cele

brated as the reformer of the impure and profane

abuses of his age: he is more justly entitled to the

praise of having left the impress of his own gigantic

character on the history of all the ages which have

succeeded him.
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SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI.

IT was a noble design which died with Robert

Southey. His History of the Monastic Orders would

not perhaps have poured a large tribute of philosophy,

divine or human, into the ocean of knowledge; but

how graceful would have been the flow of that tran

sparent narrative, and how would it have reflected

and enhanced the beauty of every rich champaign,

and of every towering promontory, along which it

would have swept! Peremptory and dogmatical as

he was, he addressed himself to the task of instruct

ing his own and future generations, with a just sense

of the dignity, and of the responsibilities, of that high

office. He was too brave a man, and too sound a

Protestant, to shrink from any aspect of truth; nor

would he ever have supposed that he could promote

a legitimate object of ecclesiastical history, by im

pairing the well-earned fame of any of the worthies

of the Church, because they had been entangled in

the sophistries, or the superstitions, of the ages in

which they flourished.

M. Chavin de Malan has adopted the project of

our fellow-countryman, and is publishing a Monastic

History in a series of fragments, among which is

a volume on the founder and the progress of the

Franciscan Order. Though among the most pas

sionate and uncompromising devotees of the Church

of Rome, M. Chavin de Malan is also in one sense a
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Protestant. He protests against any exercise of

human reason in examining any dogma which that

church inculcates, or any fact which she alleges. The

most merciless of her cruelties affect him withno

indignation, the silliest of her prodigies with no

shame, the basest of her superstitions with no con

tempt. Her veriest dotage is venerable in his eyes.

Even the atrocities of Innocent the Third seem, to

this all extolling eulogist, but to augment the triumph

and the glories of his reign. If the soul of the con

fessor of Simon de Montfort, retaining all the passions

and all the prejudices of that mra, should transmigrate

into a Doctor of the Sorbonne, conversant with the

arts and literature of our own times, the result might

be the production of such an Ecclesiastical History

as that of which M. de Malan has given us a specimen

_elaborate in research, glowing in style, vivid in

portraiture; utterly reckless and indiscriminate in

belief; extravagant, up to the very verge of idolatry,

in applause; and familiar, far beyond the verge of in

decorum, with the most awful topics and objects of

the Christian faith.

The episode of which M. Chavin de Malan disposes

in his Life of Francis of Assisi, is among the most

curious and important in the annals of the Church;

and the materials for such a biography are more than

usually copious and authentic. First in order are

the extant writings,—consisting chiefly of letters,

colloquies, poems, and predictions—of the Saint him

self. His earliest biographer, Thomas of Celano,

was his follower and his personal friend. Three of

the intimate associates of the Saint (one of them his

confessor) compiled a joint narrative of his miracles

and his labours. Bonaventura, himself a General of

the Franciscan order, wrote a celebrated life of the
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Founder, whom in his infancy he had seen. And

lastly, there is a chronicle called Fioretti di San

Francisco, which, though not written till half a

century after his death, has always been held in much

esteem by the hagiographers. Within the last thirty

years a new edition of it has been published at

Verona. On these five authorities all the more

recent narratives are founded. Yet the works of

Thomas de Celano, and of the ‘ Tres Socii,’ with the

writings of Francis himself, are the only sources of

contemporary intelligence strictly so called; although

Bonaventura and the chronicler of the Fioretti had

large opportunities of ascertaining the reality of the

facts they have related. How far they availed them

selves of that advantage, may be partly inferred from

the following brief epitome of those occurrences.

The city of Assisi, in Umbria, was a mart of some

importance in the latter half of the 12th century.

At that period it could boast no merchant more

adventurous or successful than Pietro Bernadone di

Mericoni. Happy in a thriving trade, and happier

still in an affectionate wife, he was above all happy

in the prospect of the future eminence of his son

Francisco. The foremost in every feat of arms, and

the gayest in, every festival, the youth was at the

same time assiduous in the counting-house; and

though his expenditure was profuse, it still flowed

in such channels as to attest the princely munificence

of his spirit. The brightest eyes in Assisi, dazzled

by so many graces, and the most reverend brows

there, acknowledging such early wisdom, were alike

bent with complacency towards him; and all conspired

to sustain his father’s belief, that, in his person, the

name of Bernadone would rival the proudest of those

whom neither transalpine conquerors, nor the Ma
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jesty of the Tiara, disdained to propitiate in the

guilds of Venice or of Pisa.

Uniform, alas! is the dirge of all the generations of

mankind, over hopes blossoming but to die. In a

combat with the citizens of Perugia, Francis was

taken prisoner; and, after a captivity of twelve

months, was released only to encounter a disease,

which, at the dawn of manhood, brought him within

View of the gates of death. Long, earnest, and

inquisitive was his gaze into the inscrutable abyss on

which they open; and when at length he returned to

the duties of life, it was in the awe-stricken spirit of

one to whom those dread realities had been unveiled.

The world one complicated imposture, all sensible

delights so many polluting vanities, human praise

and censure but the tinkling of the cymbals,_-what

remained but to spurn these empty shadows, that so

he might grasp the one imperishable object of man’s

sublunary existence ? His alms became lavish. His

days and nights were consumed in devout exercises.

Prostrate in the crowded church, or in the recesses of

the forest, his agitated frame attested the conflict of

his mind. He exchanged dresses with a tattered

mendicant, and pressed to his bosom a wretch ren

dered loathsome by leprosy. But as he gradually

gathered strength from these self-conquests, or as

returning health restored the tone and vigour of his

nerves, his thoughts, reverting to the lower world,

wandered in search of victories of another order.

Walter of Brienne was in arms in the Neapolitan

States against the Emperor ; the weak opposed to the

powerful; the ltalian to the German; the Guelph to

the Ghibelline; and Francis laid him down to sleep,

resolved that, with the return of day, he would join

the ‘Gentle Count,’ as he was usually called, in resist
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ing the oppressor to the death. In his slumbers a

vast armoury seemed to open to his View; and a voice

commanded him to select from the burnished weapons

with which it was hung, such as he could most

effectually wield against the impious enemy of the

Church. The dreamer awoke; and in prompt sub

mission to the celestial mandate, laid aside the serge

gown and modest bonnet of his craft, and exhibited

himselfto his admiring fellow-citizens armed cap-a-pie,

and urging on his war-horse towards the encampment

of his destined leader. At Spoleto fatigue arrested

his course. Again he slept, and again the voice was

heard. It announced to him that the martial imple

ments of his former vision were not, as he had sup

posed, such as are borne beneath a knightly banner

against a carnal adversary, but arms of spiritual

temper, to be directed, in his native city, against the

invisible powers of darkness. He listened and obeyed;

and Assisi re-opened her gates to her returning warrior,

resolute to break a lance with a more fearful foe than

was ever sent by the Emperor into the field.

To superficial judges it probably appeared as if that

dread antagonist had won an easy triumph over his

young assailant. For Francis was seen once more

the graceful leader of the civic revels, bearing in his

hand the sceptre of the king of frolic, and followed by

a joyous band, who made the old streets echo with

their songs. As that strain arose, however, a dark

shadow gathered over the countenance of the leader,

and amid the general chorus his voice was unheard.

‘ Why so grave, Francis? Art thou going to be mar

ried ?’ exclaimed one of the carollers. ‘I am,’ an

swered Francis, ‘and to a lady of such rank, wealth,

and beauty, that the world cannot produce her like.’

He burst from the joCund throng in search of her,
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and was erelong in her embrace. He vowed to take

her ‘for his wedded wife, for better for worse, to

love and to cherish till death should them part.’

The lady was Poverty. The greatest poet of Italy

and the greatest orator of France have celebrated

their nuptials. But neither Dante nor Bossuet was

the inventor of the parable. It was ever on the lips

of Francis himself, that Poverty was his bride, that

he was her devoted husband, and the whole Franciscan

order their offspring.

His fidelity to his betrothed lady was inviolate, but

was not unassailed by temptation. Pleasure, wealth,

ambition, were the syrens who, with Witching looks

and songs, attempted to divert him from his Penelope;

and when he could no longer combat, he at least could

fly, the fascination. Wandering in the Umbrian hills, he

wept and fasted, and communedwith the works of God ;

till raised to communion with their Maker, he knelt in

a rustic church which the piety of ancient times had

consecrated there to the memory of St. Damiano.

The voice which directed his path in life was heard

again. ‘Seest thou not,’ it cried, ‘that my temple is

falling into ruins? Restore it.’ Again the spirit of

interpretation failed him. Instead of addressing him

self to renovate the spiritual, he undertook the repairs

of the material, fabric—an arduous task for the future

spouse of Poverty! But obedience was indispensable.

Rising from his knees, he hastened to his father’s

warehouse; laded a stout palfrey with silks and em

broideries; sold both horse and goods at the neigh

bouring town of Foligno; and laid down the money at

the feet of the officiating priest of St. Damiano. The

more cautious churchman rejected the gold. Francis

indignantly cast it into the mire; and vowed that the

building so solemnly committed to his care should
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become his dwelling-place and his home, till the

Divine behest had been fulfilled.

During all this time hallucinations of his own,

though Of a far different kind, had haunted the brain

of the respectable Pietro Bernadone. Grouping into

forms ever new and brilliant, like spangles shaken in

a kaleidoscope, the ideas of bales and bills of lading,

.of sea risks and of supercargoes, had combined with

those of loans to reckless crusaders and of the supply

of hostile camps, to form one gorgeous El Dorado,

when intelligence of the loss of his draperies, his

pack-horse, and his son, restored him to the waking

world and to himself. The goods and the quadruped

were gone irrevocably. But as the exasperated

father paced the streets of Assisi, a figure emaciated

with fasts and vigils, squalid with dirt, and assailed

by the filthy missiles of a hooting rabble, approached

him, and as it moved onwards with a measured tread,

an uplifted eye, and a serene aspect, it revealed to the

old merchant, in this very sorry spectacle of dignified

suffering, the long-cherished object of his ambitious

hopes. What biographer even now can tell the sequel

without a blush ! Francis was hurried away from his

persecutors and his admirers, in the grasp of the elder

Bernadone, and, from his vigorous arm, received that

kind of chastisement under which heroism itself ceases

to be sublime. The incensed judge then passed a chain

round the body of the youth, and left him in a kind of

domestic prison, there to satiate his love for penances,

until his own return from a journey to which the inex

orable demands of his commerce had summoned him.

Wiser far and more gentle was the custody to which

Francis was transferred, and a voice was heard in his

penitentiary full of a more genuine inspiration than

any of those by which his steps had been hitherto
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guided. It was the voice of his mother, soothing her

half-distracted child in accents as calm and as holy as

those which first broke the silence of Eden. It spoke

to him of maternal love, of reconciliation, and of peace.

But it addressed him in vain. He was bound to leave

father and mother, and to cleave to his betrothed

wife, and to the duties of that indissoluble alliance.

Convinced at length of the vanity, perhaps trembling

at the impiety, of any further resistance, his mother

threw open his prison doors, and permitted him to

escape to his sanctuary at St. Damiano.

In those hallowed precincts Francis found courage

to oppose, and constancy to disarm, the rage with

which he was pursued by his father. Gradually, but

surely, the mind of the old man embraced the dis

covery, that, though dwelling on the same planet, he

and his son were inhabitants of diflerent worlds.

From that conviction be advanced with incomparable

steadiness to the practical results involved in it.

Why, he enquired, should a churchman, to whom all

earthly interests were as the fine dust in the balance,

retain the price of the pack-horse and of his pack?

The priest of St. Damiano immediately restored the

scattered gold, which he had providently gathered up.

Why should a youth, who despised all treasures, but

those laid up in heaven, retain his prospective right

to a sublunary inheritance? A renunciation of it

was at once drawn up, signed, and placed in his

hands. Why should a candidate for cowl and sea

pulary retain the goodly apparel in which he had

reached his place of refuge? In a few moments the

young probationer stood before him in his shirt.

Carefully packing up the clothes, the parchment, and

the gold, the merchant returned to accumulate more

gold at Assisi. And here history takes her leave of
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him; without regret and without applause, but not

without a sullen acknowledgment that, after all, it

was from the mortal Pietro that the immortal Francis

derived one inheritance which he could not renounce

_the inheritance of that inflexible decision of pur

pose which elevated the father to distinction among

the worshippers of Mammon, and the son to eminence

among the saints of Christendom.

It was indeed ‘an obstinate hill to climb.’ .An

orphan with living parents, a beggar entitled to a

splendid patrimony, he traversed the mountains with

the freedom of soul known only to those for whom

the smiles of fortune have no charm, and her frowns

no terror. Chanting divine canticles as he went, his

voice attracted the banditti who lurked in those fast

nesses. They tossed the worthless prize contemptu

ously into a snow drift. Half frozen, he crawled to

a neighbouring monastery, and was employed by the

monks as a scullion. He returned to the scene of

his former revels; and obtained the cloak, the leathern

girdle, and the staff, of a pilgrim, as an alms from one

who, in those brilliant days, had confessed his supe

riority in every graceful art and in every feat of

chivalry. With the dress, he assumed the spirit, of

a pilgrim; and devoted himself to the relief of the

sorrows of those who like himself, though for a very

different reason, were estranged from a cold and a

fastidious world.

The Crusaders had, at this period, introduced the Le

prosy of the East into all the countries embracing the

Mediterranean Sea. A ritual was compiled for the

purpose of celebrating with impressive solemnity the

removal of the victims of that fearful malady from

all intercourse with their fellow Christians. It was

a pathetic and melancholy service, in which the stern

VOL. I. H
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est interdict was softened by words of consolation and

of pity. Nor were they words of empty ceremonial.

A sentiment of reverence towards those miserable

sufferers was widely diffused throughout the whole of

Europe. The obscurity which hung over the origin,

the nature, and the cure of the disease, and the mys

terious connexion in which it stood to the warfare for

the Holy Sepulchre, had induced that wonder-loving

to invest it with a kind of sacred character. The

churchmen of the times availed themselves skilfully

and kindly of this popular feeling. They taught that

Christ himself had regarded the leprous with peculiar

tenderness; and not content to enforce this lesson

from those parts of the evangelic narrative which

really confirm it, they advanced, by the aid of the

Vulgate, further still; and quoted from the fifty-third

chapter of Isaiah, a prophecy in which, as they main

tained, the Messiah himself was foretold under the

image of a leper. ‘ Nos putavimus eum quasi Lepro

sum, percussum a Deo, et humiliatum.’ Kings and

princes visited, countesses ministered to them, saints

(as it was believed) wrought miracles for their cure,

and almost every considerable city erected hospitals

for their reception and relief.

Some time before his betrothment to Poverty,

Francis, crossing on horseback the plain which sur

rounds Assisi, unexpectedly drew near to a leper.

Controlling his involuntary disgust, the rider dis

mounted, and advanced to greet and to succour him;

but the leper instantaneously disappeared. St. Bona

ventura is sponsor for the sequel of the tale. He who

assumed this deplorable semblance was, in reality, no

other than the awful Being whom the typical language

of Isaiah had adumbrated. Little wonder, then, that

after his vows had been plighted to his austere bride,
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Francis had faith to see, and charity to love, even in

the leprous, the imperishable traces of the Divine

image in which man was created, and the brethren of

the Divine sufferer by whom man was redeemed.

Yet, despite this triumph of the spiritual discern

ment over the carnal sense, neither faith nor charity

could subdue his natural terror in the prospect of a.

continued and familiar intercourse with such asso~

ciates. Some distinct disclosure of the Divine will

was still requisite to such a selfiimmolation; and such

disclosures were never long denied to him. The now

familiar voice was heard anew. ‘ Hate what thou

hast hitherto loved,’ it cried ; ‘ Love what thou hast

hitherto hated.’ He listened, and became an inmate

of the Leprous Hospital at Assisi. With his own

hands he washed the feet and dressed the sores of the

lepers; and once at least reverently applied his lips

to such a wound. The man (so says St. Bonaventura)

instantly became whole. ‘Whether shall we most

admire,’ he exclaims, ‘the miraculous power, or the

courageous humility, of that kiss ?’ A question to be

asked of those who believe in both. But even they

who reject the miracle, will revere the loving kindness

of such a sojourn among such unhappy outcasts.

In later. days Francis became the father and the

apostle of the leprous; and when weightier cares

withdrew him in person from that charge, his heart

still turned towards them with a father’s yearnings.

Among his numerous followers, were some who,

though destitute of the higher gifts of intellect, were

largely endowed with the heroism of self-denying

love. James, surnamed the Simple, was amongst the

most conspicuous of them; and in those abodes of

woe he earned the glorious title of steward and phy

sician of the leprous. It happened that, in his sim—

n 2
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plicity, James brought one of his patients to worship

at a much-frequented church, and there received from

Francis the rebuke so well merited for his indiscre

tion. The heart of the sick man was oppressed as he

listened to the censure pronounced on his benefactor ;

and the heart of Francis was moved within him to per

ceive that he had thus inadvertently added to the bur

den of the heavy laden. He fell at the leper’s feet,

implored his forgiveness, sat down with him to eat out

of the same dish, embraced and dismissed him! Had

he grasped every subtle distinction of the Summa

Theologiae itself, or had he even built up that stu

pendous monument of the learning of his age, it

would have been a lower title to the honours of

canonisation.

The church of St. Damiano still lay in ruins. The

command to rebuild it was still unrevoked. lll suc

cess had followed the attempt to extract the requisite

funds from the boards of the old merchant. Plutus,

his inexorable father, had been invoked in vain.

Poverty, his affianced wife, might be more propitious.

He wooed her in the form she loves best. In the

dress and character of a beggar, he traversed the city

through which he had been wont to pass as at once the

gayest of her troubadours, the bravest of her captains,

and the most sumptuous of her merchants. Assisi had

her witty men who jeered, her wise men who looked

grave, and her respectable men who were scandalised,

as this strange apparition invoked their alms in the

names of the Virgin and of St. Damiano. Solemn heads

were shaken at the sight, in allusion to the supposed

state of the brain of the mendicant. But the sarcasms

of the facetious, and the conclusive objections of the

sensible, fell on Francis like arrows rebounding from

the scales of Behemoth. His energy silenced and
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repelled them all. Insuperable difficulties gave way

before him. The squalid lazar became the inspiring

genius of the architect, the paymaster of the builders,

the menial drudge of the workmen. Sometimes he

came with money in his hand, sometimes with stones

and mortar on his back. At his bidding, nave, chan

cel, arches, roof, and towers, rose from their found-l

ations. The sacred edifice appeared in renovated

splendour. The heavenly precept was obeyed.

Prompt and decisive was the reaction of popular

feeling. Instead of debating whether this strange

mortal was rogue or maniac, it was now argued that

he must be either a necromancer or a saint. The

Wiser and more charitable opinion prevailed. Near

to the city was a ruined church sacred to the prince

of the apostles. Confident in his late success, Francis

rather demanded, than implored, contributions for

rebuilding it. Purses were emptied into his hands,

and speedily the dome of St. Peter looked down in

all its pristine dignity on the marts and battlements

of Assisi.

There were no church-building commissioners in

those days. In their stead, a half-starved youth in

the rags of a bedesman moved along the streets of

his native city, appealing to every passer-by, in quiet

tones and earnest words, and with looks still more

persuasive, to aid him in reconstructing the chapel of

La Porzioncula; a shrine of Our Lady of Angels, of

which the remains may yet be seen, at once hallowing

and adorning the quiet meadow by which Assisi is

surrounded. ‘He wept to think upon her stones, it

grieved him to see her in the dust.’ Vows were

uttered, processions formed, jewels, plate, and gold

were laid at the feet of the gentle enthusiast: and

Mary with her attendant angels rejoiced (so at least

a 3
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it was devoutly believed) over the number and the

zeal of the worshippers who once more thronged the

courts erected in honour of her name.

From that devout company he was not often ab

sent, by whose pious zeal the work had been accom

plished. As he knelt before the altar, the oracular

voice, so often heard before, again broke in upon the

silence of his soul. It cried, ‘Take nothing for your

journey, neither staves nor scrip, neither bread nor

money, neither have two coats a-piece.’ A caviller,

in the plight to which Francis was reduced already,

might have evaded such an injunction. But Francis

was no caviller. The poor fragment left to him of

this world’s goods, his shoes, his staff, his leathern

girdle, and his empty purse, were abandoned; and in

his coarse cloak of serge, drawn round him with a

common cord, he might defy men and devils to plunge

him more deeply in the lack of this world’s wealth,

or to rekindle in his heart the passion for it.

And now were consummated his nuptials with his

betrothed spouse. Dante has composed the Epitha

lamium in the eleventh Canto of the Paradz'so .- _

‘ Not long the period from his glorious birth,

When, with extraordinary virtue blest,

This wondrous Sun began to comfort earth;

Bearing, while yet a child, his father’s ire,

For sake of her whom all as death detest,

And banish from the gate of their desire.

Before the spiritual court, before

His father, too, he took her for his own :

From day to day then loved her more and more.

#- * 4|: at

But lest my language be not clearly seen,

Know, that in speaking of these lovers twain,

Francis and Poverty henceforth I mean.
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Their joyful looks, with pleasant concord fraught,

Where love and sweetness might be seen to reign,

Were unto others cause of holy thought.’ *

Nor did Bossuet himself disdain to emulate this

part of the ‘ divine comedy.’ In the panegyric be

stowed on the saint by the great orator, Francis is

introduced as thus addressing his bride : _

‘Ma chere Pauvreté, si basse que soit ton extrac

tion selon le jugement des hommes, je t’estime depuis

que mon maitre t’a épousée. Et certes,’ proceeds the

preacher, ‘il avait raison, Chrétiens! Si un roi

épouse une fille de basse extraction, elle devient

reine; on en murmure quelque temps, mais enfin

on la reconnait: elle est ennoblie par le mariage du

prince.’ ‘ Oh pauvres! que vous etes heureux! parce

qu’a vous appartient 1e royaume de Dieu. Heureux

done mille et mille fois, le pauvre Francois; le plus

ardent, le plus transporté, et, si j’ose parler de la

sorte, le plus désespéré amateur de la pauvreté qui

ait peut-étre été dans l’e'glise.’

Art contributed her aid to commemorate this so

lemn union. In one of the churches of Assisi may

yet be seen a fresco, by Giotto, of Francis and his

bride ; he placing the nuptial ring on her finger, and

she crowned with light and roses, but clothed in

sordid apparel, and her feet torn by the sharp stones

and briars over which she is passing. .

As often as the rising sun had in former days

lighted up the spires of Assisi, it had summoned the

hard-handed many to earn their bread by the sweat

of their brows; and the prosperous few’to drive bar

gains, or to give them legal form; to chant masses,

or to assist at them; to confess, or to lay up matter

"' Wright’s Dante.

u 4
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for confession; to arrange their toilettes, or to sit in

judgment on the dresses and characters of others ; to

sleep through the sultry noon, and to while away the

long soft summer nights with dice, music, scandal, or

lovers’ vows; till, after some few circuits through the

Zodiac, the same sun looked down on their children’s

children sauntering at the same listless pace, along the

same flowery road, to the same inevitable bourne. But

no sooner had these prolific nuptials been celebrated,

than the inert mass of human existence at Assisi

began to heave with unwonted agitation. In her

streets and public walks and churches, might be daily

encountered the presence of one, most merciless to

himself, most merciful to others. His few, simple,

and affectionate words, penetrated those cold and fri

volous minds; for they were uttered in the soul

subduing power ofa seer, whose wide horizon embraces

the sublime objects visible to the eye of faith, though

hidden from the grosser eye of sense.

Of the union of Francis and Poverty, Bernard de

Quintavalle was the first fruits. He was a man of

wealth and distinction, and had cherished some dis

trust of the real sanctity of his fellow townsman.

Bernard therefore brought him to his house, laid

himself down to rest in the same chamber, and pre

tended to sleep while he watched the proceedings of

his guest. He saw him rise and kneel, extend his

arms, weep tears of rapture, and gaze towards heaven,

exclaiming repeatedly, ‘My God, and my all!’ At

this sight all doubts were dissipated. ‘Tell me,’

said Bernard to his friend, when they met shortly

afterwards, ‘if a slave should receive from his master

a treasure which he finds to be useless to him, what

ought he to do with it?’ ‘Let him restore it,’ said

Francis, ‘to his master.’ ‘Lo, then,’ replied Bernard,
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‘I render back to God the earthly goods with which

He has enriched me.’ ‘We will go together to

church,’ rejoined the spouse of Poverty, ‘and, after

hearing mass, we will ascertain his will.’ In their way

thither they were joined by Peter of Catania, who,

though a canon of the cathedral church of Assisi, was

another aspirant after the same sublime self-sacrifice.

The three knelt together before the altar; and when

the mass had been sung, the officiating priest, at their

request, made the sign of the cross over the missal,

and then devoutly opened it. Once on behalf of

each of them were these sortes sanctorum tried.

We are the humble transcribers, not the sponsors

of the marvels which followed. To the first en

quiry, the response of the oracle was, ‘If ye will

be perfect, go and sell all that ye have.’ To the

second it answered, ‘ Take nothing for your journey.’

To the third and last was returned the admonition,

‘ He that would come after me, let him deny himself,

and take up his cross and follow me.’ ‘Ye have

heard, my brethren,’ exclaimed Francis, ‘ what must

be our rule of life, and the rule of all who shall join

us. Let us obey the Divine command.’ It was

obeyed implicitly. Bernard and Peter sold all they

had, and gave it to the poor; and, having stript them

selves of all temporal wealth as absolutely as their

leader, they assumed his austere dress, and avowed

themselves his disciples.

A great event had happened in an unconscious

world. Though but three had thus met together, yet

the order of Minorites or Franciscan brethren was

constituted. Six centuries have since passed away;

and it still flourishes, one of the elements of life, if

not of progress, in the great Christian commonwealth.

The grain of mustard-seed soon began to germinate.
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Francis, Bernard, and Peter retired together to a hut

in the centre of the plain of Rivo Torto; so called

from a serpentine stream which wanders through it.

With what authority the founder ruled even these,

his first followers, may be inferred from the fact

(attested by the usual evidence,) that after the death

of Peter, such prodigies of healing were wrought at

his tomb, as much disturbed the devout retirement of

his surviving friends. ‘ Brother Peter, you always

obeyed me implicitly when you were alive,’ at length

exclaimed the much perplexed Francis-_ ‘ I expect

from you a similar submission now. The visitors to

your tomb annoy us sadly. In the name of holy

obedience I command you to work no more miracles.’

Peter at once dutifully desisted from his posthumous

works of mercy. ‘ So obedient,’ observes M. Chavin

de Malan, writing in this nineteenth century, ‘were

the family of Francis even after death.’

At Rivo Torto, Egidius, another rich citizen of

Assisi, sought out and joined the new society.

Famous for many graces, and for not a few miracles,

he is especially celebrated for having received at

Perugia a visit from St. Louis in disguise, when the

two saints long knelt together in silence, embracing

each other, in a such manner as to bring their hearts

into the closest possible contiguity. On the departure

of the King, Egidius was rebuked by his brethren for

his rudeness, in not having uttered a word to so great

a sovereign. ‘Marvel not,’ he answered, ‘ that we did

not speak. A divine light laid bare to each of us the

heart of the other. No words could have intelligibly

expressed that language of the soul, or have imparted

the same sacred consolation. So impotent is the

tongue of man to utter divine mysteries.’

Sabbatini, of whom we read only that he was Mr
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bonus et rectus- Morico, a crusader, who had been

miraculously cured by the prayers of Francis -_ John

de Capella, ‘ who, like another Judas, hanged himself

at last’-_- Sylvester, who, in a dream, had seen the

arms of Francis extended to either end of the world,

while a golden cross reached from his lips to heaven

— with four other worthies, ofwhom history has pre

served only the names, followed the steps of the

mystic Egidius. In the dilapidated hut of Rivo Torto,

twelve poor men had now assembled. To a common

observer they might have passed for the beggar king

and his tattered crew. To the leader himself they

appeared, more justly, an image of the brotherhood

of which the patriarchal family had been the type,

and the apostolic college the antitype.

The morning had dawned over the hills from which

the Rivo Torto flows, and long had been the prayer

of Francis, when, rising from his knees, he called his

brethren round him, and thus addressed them : ‘ Take

courage, and shelter yourselves in God. Be not de

pressed to think how few we are. Be not alarmed

either at your own weakness, or at mine. God has

revealed to me, that He will diffuse through the earth

this our little family, of which He is himself the

Father. I would have concealed what I have seen,

but love constrains me to impart it to you. I have

seen a great multitude coming to us, to wear our

dress, to live as we do. I have seen all the roads

crowded with men travelling in eager haste towards

us. The French are coming. The Spaniards are

hastening. The English and the Germans are run

ning. All nations are mingling together. I hear

the tread of the numbers who go and come to execute

the commands of holy obedience.’—‘ We seem con

temptible and insane. But fear not. Believe that
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our Saviour, who has overcome the world, will speak

effectually in us. If gold should lie in our way, let

us value it as the dust beneath our feet. We will

not, however, condemn or despise the rich who live

softly, and are arrayed sumptuously. God, who is

our master, is theirs also. But go and preach repent

ance for the remission of sins. Faithful men, gentle,

and full of charity, will receive you and your words

with joy. Proud and impious men will condemn

and oppose you. Settle it in your hearts to endure

all things with meekness and patience. The wise

and the noble will soon join themselves to you, and,

with you, will preach to kings, to princes, and to

nations. Be patient in tribulation, fervent in prayer,

fearless in labour, and the kingdom of God, which

endures for ever, shall be your reward.’

Such, we are assured by his “ Three Companions,”

was the inaugural discourse of Francis to his first dis

ciples. Then drawing on the earth on which he stood

a figure of the cross, each limb ofwhich was turned to

one of the four cardinal points of the compass, and

arranging his brethren in the four corresponding

lines, he dismissed each of them with the solemn

benediction -_ ‘ Cast thy burden upon the Lord, and

He shall nourish thee.’ The new missionaries de

parted to their work of mercy, and Francis himself

retired to the solitude of the hut of Rivo Torto.

In that retirement an arduous duty awaited him.

He drew up there, in twenty-three chapters, the rule

of his new monastic order, ‘ the Magna Charta of

Poverty.’ It did not essentially differ from the simi~

lar institutes of the Benedictines. To the Vows of chas

tity and obedience, was however to be added a vow of

Poverty yet more stringent than theirs. His brethren

were to labour with their hands, and were to be main
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tained by alms. But they were to solicit alms, not as

suitors for a gratuitous favour, but as assertors of a

positive right, which Christ himself had bestowed on

the poor. A code of higher authority than any human

laws, had imposed on the rich the office, and the obli

gations, of stewards for such as had need of sustenance.

The indigent were the real proprietors of all earthly

treasures. The food on which Dives fared sumptuously,

belonged of right to Lazarus; and Dives could ac

quire an equal title to be fed, only by lying, in his

turn, a beggar at the gate.

A doctrine always so welcome to the great body of

mankind, could never have been announced with a

surer prospect of a wide and cordial acceptance, by

the people at large, than in the commencement of the

thirteenth century. But the establishment in the

church of a polity thus democratic, seemed no easy

enterprise. He who wore the Triple Crown, could, it

seemed, be scarcely expected to permit the creation

of a new monastic institute on principles so menacing

to all sovereigns, whether secular or spiritual. Yet

without that permission, the founder might become an

heresiarch as guilty as Peter Waldo, and his followers

obnoxious to punishments as terrible as those of the

Albigenses. It was in the summer of the year 1210

that Francis, accompanied by two or three of his dis

ciples, made a pilgrimage to Rome, to obtain, if pos

sible, from the formidable potentate who then bore

the keys and the sword of Peter, a sanction for these

startling novelties.

The splendid palace of the Lateran reflected the

rays of the evening sun as the wayworn travellers

approached it. A group of churchmen in sumptuous

apparel were traversing with slow and measured

steps its lofty terrace, then called ‘the Mirror,’ as if
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afraid to overtake Him who preceded them, in a dress

studiously simple, and with a countenance wrapt in

earnest meditation. Unruflied by passion, and yet

elate with conscious power, that eagle eye, and those

capacious brows, announced him the lord of a domi

nion which might have satisfied at once the pride of

Diogenes, and the ambition of Alexander. Since the

Tugurium was built on the Capitoline, no greater

monarch had ever called the seven hills his own.

But, in his Pontificate, no aera had occurred more ar

duous than that in which Innocent the Third saw the

mendicants of Assisi prostrate themselves at his feet.

Twelve years had elapsed since his elevation to the

Pontifical-throne. In that period he had converted

into realities the most audacious visions of Hilde

brand. He had exacted the oath of fealty to himself

from all the Imperial officers of the city. He had

seized on the marches of Ancona and Umbria. He had

annulled the election of Frederick, the infant son of the

deceased Emperor; and, as Vicar of Christ on earth,

had substituted for him the young Otho of Bruns

wick; whom he afterwards excommunicated. He had

laid France under an interdict to punish the divorce of

Philip Augustus. He had given away the crowns of

Bohemia and Bulgaria. He had received homage

from John for the crown of England; and, availing

himself of Count Baldwin’s capture of Constantinople,

he had become the arbiter of the fortunes of the East_

ern Empire. So far all had been triumphant. But

dark clouds had now arisen, which may well be sup

posed to have shaped and coloured the evening reverie

of this great conqueror; when it was interrupted by the

sudden appearance of Francis and his companions.

The interruption was as unwelcome as it was

abrupt. As he gazed at the squalid dress and faces
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of his strange suitors, and observed their bare and

unwashed feet, his lip curled with disdain, and,

sternly commanding them to withdraw, he seemed

again to retire from the outer world into some of the

deep recesses of that capacious mind. Francis and

his companions betook themselves to prayer; Inno

cent to his couch. There (says the legend) he dreamed

that a palm-tree sprouted up from the ground be

tween his feet, and, swiftly shooting up into the

heavens, cast her boughs on every side, a shelter

from the heat, and a refreshment to the weary. The

vision of the night (so proceeds the tale) dictated the

policy of the morning, and assured Innocent that,

under his fostering care, the Franciscan Palm would

strike deep her roots, and expand her foliage on every

side, in the vineyard of the church.

Never, however, was there a time when the coun

cils ofRome were less really under the influence of nar~

cotics ofany kind. It must have been in the vigils, not

in the slumbers, of the night, that the Pontiff revolved

the incidents of the preceding evening, and perceived

their full significance. Yet why deliberate at all

when it is impossible to err? Infallibility should

advance to truth by one free intuitive bound, not

hobbling on the crutches of enquiry and inference.

It is among the mysteries which we are bound to re

vere in silence, that, whether in solitude or in synods,

the inspired wisdom of Rome has always groped its

way by the aid of human reasonings. No record re

mains of those which now governed the resolves of In

nocent; but an obvious conjecture may supply them.

The great traditional maxim of the Papal dynasty

has ever been, to direct the tendencies of each suc

ceeding age, by grasping and controlling those springs

of action from which the spirit of each successively
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derives its mould, and form, and fashion. From

every province of his spiritual empire, tidings had

recently reached the Pontiff of the appearance and

rapid diffusion of a spirit, full of menace to all thrones,

and urgently demanding subjugation. It might be

called the fraternising spirit. It manifested itself in

the creation of brotherhoods as barriers against des

potism, both feudal and ecclesiastical. In all the

chief cities of Europe, the merchants, citizens, and

workmen, were forming themselves into guilds, and

electing their own syndics and magistrates. Already

might be discerned the active germs of the great

commercial commonwealths of Florence, Pisa, and

Genoa; of Frankfort, Ghent, and Bruges; of Ham

burgh, Lubeck, and Bremen; and those of the no

less great commercial corporations of London, Bristol,

and Norwich. Still more numerous were the religious

associations which, in one vast, though incoherent,

alliance, opposed the pride and luxury of their spiri

tual lords. From the Guadalquiver to the Elbe—

from the Thames to the Tiber— swarms of such so

cialists practised, or seemed to practise, extreme

austerities, and inculcated doctrines abhorred of the

orthodox and the faithful. Obscurely distinguished

from each other as Patarins, Cathari, Bons-Hommes,

Poor men of Lyons, Josephins, Flagellants, Publicani,

and Waldenses, or grouped together under the general

term of Albigenses, they rejected the sacraments of

marriage and penance, and disbelieved the magical

influence of baptism and the eucharist. They denied

the lawfulness of oaths and of capital punishments.

They maintained that no Divine ordinance was valid

if administered by a priest in mortal sin. They

taught that the successors of the Apostles were bound

to succeed to the apostolic poverty; and, since none
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so well fulfilled that hereditary obligation as them

selves, they thought that none were equally well

entitled to discharge the apostolic office.

To refute these errors, Rome had employed her

most irrefragable arguments: the bitter curses of

Lucius; the cruelties, beyond conception horrible, of

Innocent. The brand, the scourge, and the sword,

had fallen from the wearied hands of the ministers of

his vengeance. Hundreds were cast alive into the

furnace, and not a few plunged into the flames with

exulting declarations of the faith for which they

perished. The Vicar of Christ bathed the banner of

the cross in a carnage, from which the wolves of

Romulus, and the eagles of Caesar, would have turned

away with loathing. But the will of the sufferers

was indomitable; and this new scourge of God was

constrained to feel, that, from conquests which left

the immortal spirit unsubdued, he could derive no

effectual security, and no enduring triumph.

Such was the menacing aspect which Christendom

presented to her sacerdotal head at the moment, when,

after having first repulsed, he again summoned to

his presence, the mendicants of Assisi. The other

monastic orders formed so many ramparts round his

throne. But neither the Benedictines with their

splendid endowments, nor the Carthusians with their

self-immolations, nor the Cistertians in their studious

solitudes, nor the Templars and Hospitallers with

their sharp swords, nor the Beguines and Maturins

with their half-secular pursuits, could oppose any

effective weapons to the migratory gospellers, who

in every land toiled, and preached, and died; at once

the martyrs, and the devoted antagonists, of his power.

It was, then, in no dreaming phantasy, but in open

vision, that the palm-tree sprung up between his feet,

VOL. I. I
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as a new and a welcome shelter. The fervid speech, the

resolved aspect, the lowly demeanour, the very dirt

and wretchedness of those squalid vagrants, gave to

that penetrating eye assurance of a devotedness which

might rival and eclipse (and, perhaps, persuade) those

whom Simon de Montfort had in vain attempted to

exterminate. And as, in later days, Aristotelian in

novations were neutralised by scholastic subtleties ;—

the all-emancipating press by the soul-subduing mira

cles of art; —the impassioned revolt of Luther by the

ardent allegiance of Loyola:_so now, the ill-organised

confederaey of the reformers of Western Europe

might be counteracted by a zeal as impetuous as their

own, but directed, by the unerring sagacity of the

Roman conclave, to far more systematic and effective

exertions. The popular watchwords of Poverty, Con

tinence, Lowliness, and Self-denial, would no longer

be used as so many reproaches on the Roman hier

archy, but as the war-cry of the self-mortified adhe

rents of Rome. Her enthusiastic missionaries, com

manding the sympathy of the multitude, would cause

it to flow in holy indignation against the vices of the

mitre and the coronet, but in pious loyalty towards

the Triple Crown which had rested for a thousand

years on the brows of the successors of Peter.

With such prescience, Innocent recalled into his

presence the mendicant whose first overtures he had

so contemptuously rejected. He now accepted them,

cordially indeed, yet with characteristic caution. The

laws of the proposed order of Minorites were ex

amined, discussed, and approved. Heedless of the

sinister predictions of the Sacred College, the Pope

was willing to recognise, in the severity of their dis

cipline, the perfection which Christ himself requires;

and Francis, having plighted solemn vows of obedi
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ence, and having received in turn a no less solemn

apostolic blessing, departed from the Lateran with an

unwritten approbation of his rule.

Inflamed with holy ardour for the conversion of men,

and for the defence of the fortress and centre of the

Catholic faith, he returned to his native city. His toil

some march was a genuine ovation. His steps were

followed by admiring crowds; church bells rang out

their peals at his approach; processions chanting

solemn litanies advanced to meet him; enraptured

devotees kissed his clothes, his hands, and his feet;

proselytes of either sex, and of every rank and age, re

peated the vows of poverty, continence, obedience, and

labour; and, as the words passed from mouth to mouth,

other vows strangely mingled with them, devoting

lands, convents, and monasteries to the use of those

whose abandonment of all worldly wealth was thus

enthusiastically celebrated. Superb inconsistency!

No homage, however extravagant, is refused by man~

kind to a will at once inflexible and triumphant; so

great is the reverence unconsciously rendered, even

by the least reflecting, to the great mystery of our

nature ; — the existence in man of volitions and of re

solves, not absorbed in the Supreme Will, but, in

some enigmatic sense, distinct from it. The simple

hearted Francis had a readier solution. ‘ They

honour God,’ he exclaimed, ‘in the vilest of his

creatures.’ Whatever may have been the motive of

the donors, the fact is certain, that, on his return

from Rome, the spouse of Poverty received, for the

use of his spiritual offspring, a formal grant of the

church of St. Mary-of-Angels, or the Porzioncula,

which his pious zeal had reinstated.

Among the saints of the Roman calendar few en

joy a more exalted renown than St. Clare, a scion of

1 2
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the noble house of Ortolana. ‘Clara,’ so runs the

hull of her canonisation, ‘claris praeclara meritis,

magnee in coelo claritate gloriae, ac in terra mira

culorum sublimium, clare claret.’ Even before her

birth a voice from heaven had announced that her

course of life was to be a brilliant one; and, at the

instance of her mother, to whom the promise had

been addressed, she therefore received at the bap

tismal fount the significant name on which, after her

death, Pope Alexander the Fourth was to play this

jingle. From her childhood she had justified the

appellation. Beneath her costly robes, and the jewels

which adorned them, she wore the penitential girdle;

and vain were the efforts of countless suitors to win

a heart already devoted to the heavenly Bridegroom.

The fame of her piety reached the ears, and touched the

heart, of Francis. She admired the lustre of his sanc

tity. The mutual attraction was felt and acknow

ledged. They met, conferred, and met again. By his

advice an elopement from the house of her parents was

arranged, and by his assistance it was effected. They

fled to the Porzioncula. Monks, chanting their matins

by torch-light, received and welcomed her there; and

then, attended by her spiritual guide, she took sanc

tuary in the neighbouring church of St. Paul, until

arrangements could be made for her reception in a

convent. The heroine of the romance was in her

nineteenth, the hero in his thirtieth, year. Yet she

was not an Eloisa, but only one of those young ladies

(all good angels guard them!) by whom the ether of

sacerdotal eloquence cannot be safely inhaled in

private. He was not an Abelard, but only one of

those ghostly counsellors (all good angels avert them!)

who would conduct souls to heaven, by the breach of

the earliest and most sacred of the duties which He

who reigns there has laid upon us. Such, indeed,
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was the superiority of Francis to any prejudice in

favour of filial obedience and parental authority, that,

despite the agony and the rage of her father, and the

efforts of his armed retainers, he induced her two

sisters, Agnes and Beatrice, to follow her flight, and

to partake of her seclusion. The shears which severed

the clustering locks of Agnes, were held, we are

aSSured, by his own consecrated hands.

So bewitching an example was, of course, fatal to

many other flowing tresses, and to the serenity of the

heads they covered. The church of St. Damiano,

which the-zeal of Francis had reconstructed, became

the convent of the order of poor sisters. Monks

cannot cease to be men; and, in their silent cells, the

hearts of the Minor brethren throbbed to learn that

their cravings for woman’s sympathy were thus, at

least, partially satisfied. Under the guidance of the

ladies of the house of Ortolana, and the legislation of

their common founder, colonies of this devout sister

hood were rapidly settled in all the chief cities of

Europe; and Clara, the disobedient and the devout,

being elected the first abbess of the order, performed,

as we are assured, miracles of self-conquest in her

lifetime, and miracles of mercy in her tomb.

At the summit of his hopes, Francis surveyed the

path which yet lay before him; but his spirit fainted

at the prospect. Renown, influence, supremacy, had

gathered round him; but his soul was oppressed with

the responsibilities of trusts so weighty, and for the

use of which he was wholly unprepared by any literary

or theological education. In words which he ascribes

to Francis himself, St. Bonaventura depicts the conflict

of his mind on the grave question, whether, by a life

of solitary devotion, or by a life of apostolic labours,

he should best fulfil the Divine counsels. If the

' I 3
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quotation of his language be accurate, it is evident

that he inclined to the more active choice, but dreaded

to oppose to the wisdom of his age, the foolishness of

such preaching as his untaught mind, and unpractised

tongue, could utter. If the difficulty itself is charac

teristic of him, the escape from it is still more so.

Silvester, one of his associates at the Rivo Torto,

still remained in the adjacent mountains, a hermit

absorbed in devotion. To him, and to Clara, Francis

despatched injunctions to ascertain what was the

pleasure of the great Head of the Church on this mo

mentous question. The answers of the hermit and of

the abbess were the same. To each it had been revealed

that the founder of their order should go forth and

preach the Gospel. God, they assured him, would put

words into his mouth. To receive their joint message

he knelt on the earth ; his head bare and bowed down,

his hands crossed over his breast. On hearing it he

vaulted from the ground, crying, ‘ Let us go forth

in the name of the Lord!’ At his first appearance

as a preacher, we are told that burning eloquence burst

from his lips, diseases fled at his touch, sinners aban

doned their vices, and crowds flocked into his order.

Every day witnessed the increase of the numbers and

zeal of his proselytes; until, on the 30th of May, 1216,

a goodly company, constituting the first chapter of the

order of the Minor brethren, had assembled at the

Porzioncula.

This convention was rendered memorable in their

annals by the apportionment which was then made of

the Christian world into so many Franciscan missions.

For himself the founder reserved the kingdom of

France, as the noblest and most arduous province.

Tuscany, Lombardy, Provence, Spain, and Germany

were assigned to five of his principal followers. Such
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were now their numbers that thirty-four departed for

ProVence, and no less than sixty found their way to

the Empire. The land of the Ghibellines, the future

birth-place of Luther, formed, however, even in the

13th century, an exception to the welcome with

which, in other parts of Europe, these new emis~

saries of Rome were enthusiastically received. Of

the itinerants along the banks of the Rhine and the

Danube, not one could make himself intelligible in

the German tongue. Destitute of the ever ready

resource of miracle (it is difficult to conjecture why),

they could not convince a people with whom they

could not communicate; and were driven away with

ridicule and outrage.

The French mission received a yet more unexpected

check. To place this great undertaking under the

special care of St. Peter and St. Paul, Francis had com

menced his missionary journey by visiting their sepul

chres. Rome had, at that time, received another, and

not less memorable, guest, since known in the calendar

of the saints by the name of Dominick. He was a

Spaniard, the member of a noble house, a man of let

ters, and a priest. Amid the horrors of the crusade

against the Albigenses, and While himselfdeeply stained

with that blood-guiltiness, he had preached repentance,

and inculcated orthodoxy. And now, a sojourner in

the metropolis of Christendom, he saw in a vision

Christ himself possessed with wrath against mankind

(so well agreed his sleeping and his waking thoughts),

and then appeared to him the Virgin mother, ap

peasing her Son by presenting to him two men, in

one of whom the dreamer saw his own image. The

other was a stranger to him. When, with the return

of light, he repaired to a neighbouring church to

worship, that stranger appeared there in the garb of

I 4
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a mendicant. ‘ My brother, my companion,’ exclaimed

the Spaniard, ‘let us unite our powers, and nothing

shall prevail against us ;’ and forthwith the founders

of the Dominican and Franciscan orders were in each

other’s arms. They met again at the palace of the

Cardinal Ugolino. He proposed to them the elevation

of some of their followers to the episcopacy, and even

to the Sacred College. The offer was declined by

both. Another ineffectual proposal was made by

Dominick himself for the union of their separate in

stitutes; and then, with earnest professions of mutual

regard, and assurances of mutual support, they parted

to divide the world between them.

To secure his share of that empire, Francis, however,

found it necessary to abandon his contemplated mis

sion to France. The sagacity of Ugolino had detected

the intrigues and secret machinations of the enemies of

this new spiritual power; and his authority induced

the founder of it to remain at Rome, to counteract

them. Subtlety, the tutelary genius of his country, and

his natural ally on such an occasion, abandoned Francis

on this, as on so many other exigencies, to the charge

of the gentler power, Somnus; who, throwing open the

ivory gates, exhibited to him, first a hen, attempting

in vain to gather her chickens under her wings, and

then a majestic bird, gently alighting to spread her

far-extended plumage over the unprotected brood.

The interpretation was obvious. The Pope must be

persuaded to appoint Ugolino to the office of protector

of the unfiedged nestlings of the Franciscan eyrie.

But Innocent was now dead; and the third Honorius,

a stranger to Francis, and studiously preposscssed

against him, filled the papal throne. The cardinal

proposed that the suitor for this new favour should

win it by preaching in the sacred consistory; per
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suaded that the eloquence for which he was renowned

must triumph over all opposing prejudices. Great

were the throes of preparation. A sermon, composed

with the utmost skill of the preacher, was engraven,

with his utmost diligence, on his memory. But at

the sight of that august audience, every trace of it

departed from his mind; leaving him in utter con

fusion, and, as it seemed, in hopeless silence. A pause,

a mental prayer, and one vehement self-conflict fol

lowed; and then, abandoning himself to the natural

current of his own ardent emotions, he poured forth

his soul, in an address so full of warmth and energy,

as to extort from the Pope, and the whole college,

the exclamation, that it was not he that spake, but

the divinity which spoke within him. From such lips

no request could he preferred in vain; and Ugolino

was nominated by Honorius to the high and con

fidential post of Protector of the Minorite brethren.

In the month of May, 1219 (the tenth year of the

Franciscan aera), the inhabitants of Assisi looked

from their walls on a vast encampment surrounding

the Porzioncula as a centre, and spreading over the

wide plain on which the city stands. Five thousand

mendicants had there met together to celebrate the

second general chapter of their Order. Huts of

straw and mud afforded them shelter. The piety of

the neighbouring towns and villages supplied them

with food. Each group, or company, of sixty or a

hundred, formed a distinct congregation offering up

prayers in common, or listening to discourses of

which the future conquest of the world was the

theme. Then, at the word, and under the guidance,

of their chief, the separate bands, forming themselves

into one long procession, advanced with solemn

chants, or in still more solemn silence, to the city of
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Perugia. There Ugolino met them, and, casting off

his purple mantle, his hat, and his shoes, was conducted

by his exulting clients, in the dress of a Minor brother,

to the place of their great assembly. ‘Behold,’ ex

claimed the astonished patron, to the founder, of the

order, ‘behold the camp of God! How goodly are

thy tents, O Israel, and thy dwellings, 0 Jacob!’

The words fell mournfully on the ear of Francis.

As his eye scanned the triumphs of that auspicious

hour, sadness brooded over his soul. He felt, like

other conquerors, that the laurel wreath is too surely

entwined with cypress; and drew dark forebodings

of decay even from the unexpected rapidity of his

success. Brief, therefore, and melancholy, was his

answer to the Cardinal’s congratulations. ‘ We have

made,’ he said, ‘ large promises; we have received yet

larger. Let us accomplish the one; and aspire after

the fulfilment of the other. These pleasures are

brief. There are pains which are eternal. Our suf

ferings are light; but there is a far more exceeding

weight of glory. Many are called, few are chosen.

To each man there shall be a recompence according

to his works. Above all things, my brethren, love the

holy Church, and pray for her exaltation. But cling

to poverty. Is it not written, cast thy burden upon

the Lord, and He shall nourish thee?’

Again the heart of Ugolino throbbed as he surveyed

the multitude devoted to works of mercy and of self

denial; and he commended, while he blessed, them.

Again was raised the sterner voice of their spiritual

father, rebuking the soft weakness with which they

had welcomed, and enjoyed, such unmerited praise.

Pained and mortified, the Cardinal asked the motive

of this ill-timed severity. ‘My lord, I have reproved

them,’ was the answer, ‘that they may not lose the
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lowliness you have been extolling; and that humility

may strike her roots the more deeply into their hearts.’

Unfamiliar as he was with the subtleties, scholastic

or politic, of his age, Francis was a keen observer of

the characters and the ways of men. He discovered

that the zealous protector of his order was a still more

zealous member of the Roman conclave; and that, to

attach the foremost of the Minor brethren to the

cause and service of the Papacy, he had dazzled their

eyes with prospects of mitres, and even of the purple.

He also discovered that they had conferred with the

Cardinal on their own exclusion from the government

of the society, on the want both of health and of learn

ing in their head, and on the excessive rigour and

singularity of his rule. He saw in these Dathans and

Abirams of his camp the rising spirit of revolt, and he

proceeded at once to subdue it with his accustomed

energy. The chapter of the Order was in session;

when, conducting Ugolino thither, Francis addressed

to them, and to him, these stern and menacing words:

‘ My brethren, God has commanded me, in foolishness

and humility, to copy the foolishness of the cross.

Let me hear of no other rule than that which He has

thus established. Dread the Divine vengeance, all ye

who abandon it, all ye who seduce others to backslide.’

The silence which followed on this apostrophe, and on

the departure of the speaker, was at length broken by

the Cardinal. He,exhorted the congregation to obey

implicitly their apostolic founder; on whom, he de

clared, the Divine influence was evidently resting.

Evident, at least, it had become, that the day of secular

greatness could not dawn on the children of Poverty

till her spouse should have ceased to govern them.

To divert their minds from such disloyal thoughts,

Francis occupied them with the promulgation of rules
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respecting the worship of the Virgin, of Peter and of

Paul, and the structure of their ecclesiastical edifices.

To elicit their loyal affections, he laid before them a

project for the spiritual conquest of the whole habit

able globe. For himself he reserved the seat of the

war between the Crusaders and the Saracens. To

each of his foremost disciples he assigned a separate

mission ; and he dismissed them with letters from the

Pope, commending them to the care of all ecclesiastical

dignitaries, and with a circular epistle from himself,

bearing this superseription, ‘To all Potentates, G0

vernors, Consuls, Judges, and Magistrates on the

earth; and to all others to whom these presents shall

come, brother Francis, your unworthy servant in the

Lord, sendeth greeting and peace.’ Armed with these

credentials, the propagandists of Assisi dispersed;

some to found monasteries in Spain, some to preach

the Gospel in the Empire, some to rival the socialists

of France, some to become professors at Oxford, and

some to provoke martyrdom in Morocco; but never

again to be convened by their ‘General Minister’ to

consult together in a deliberative chapter. It was

an experiment too hazardous for repetition ; a risk to

be dreaded far more than any which awaited him

among the warriors of the crescent, or the champions

of the cross.

These were now drawn in hostile array under the

walls of Damietta, and there he joined them. The

confusion of the camp of Agramante was but a feeble

image of that which he found in the host of the

titular King of Jerusalem, John de Brienne ; -

cavaliers and foot-men, all emulous of fame, all im

patient of obedience, all insisting on being led into

action, all interchanging bitter contumelies, and all

willing to cut each other’s throats, if no better em
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ployment could be found for their swords. Like

another Micaiah, Francis foretold the disastrous re

sults of a combat about to be waged, under the shelter

of holy names, but in the wanton insolence of human

passion. Like him he saw all Israel scattered like

sheep upon the mountains; and like him he pro

phecied in vain. The mutinous troops hurried their

leader into the field; and the loss of six thousand of

the Christians attested the foresight of their unwar

like monitor.

In the midst of feats of arms, and agonies of toils

and suffering, admonition was, however, an office too

humble to satisfy the desires of a soul cast in a mould

so heroic as his. He was a strategist as well as a

saint; and, in this day of sorrow and rebuke, found a

meet occasion to exhibit the whole strength of his

belligerent resources. During many successive hours,

he knelt and was absorbed in prayer. Then rising

With a countenance radiant with joy and courage, he

advanced towards the infidel camp; chanting as he

marched, ‘Though I walk through the valley of the

shadow of death, I will fear no evil, for thou art with

me.’ A gold besant was the price of the head of a

Christian. But what were such terrors to an evan

gelist about to close the war by the conversion of the

Soldan himself? From every incident he drew fresh

confidence. When he saw the flocks collected for the

consumption of the Saracens, ‘Behold,’ he cried, ‘I

send you forth as sheep among wolves.’ When seized

by the Saracens themselves, and asked by whom, and

why, he had been sent to ‘their lines,’ he answered, ‘I

am not sent of man, but of God, to show you the way

of salvation.’ YVhen carried before their chief, and

courteously invited to remain in his tent, ‘Yes,’ he

exclaimed, ‘I will remain, if you and your people will
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become converts for the love of Jesus Christ. If you

hesitate, kindle a furnace, and I and your priests will

enter it together; and the result shall show you whether

truth is on my side or on theirs.’ The most venerable

of the Imauns shuddered and withdrew; and the

smiling Commander of the Faithful avowed his doubt

whether he could find a priest to encounter the ordeal.

‘ Only promise to become a Christian,’ replied Francis,

‘ and I will enter the furnace alone ; but if I should

be burnt, conclude, not that my message is false, but

only that it has reached you by one Who, bearing it

unworthily, is justly punished for his sins.’ Still

obdurate, but still courteous, the infidel chief offered

rich presents to~his stout-hearted visitor; and then

with a guard of honour, and a safe-conduct, dismissed

him to the Christian camp.

That the head of the missionary was neither bar

tered for a gold besant by the soldiers, nor amputated

by the scimitar of their leader, may be explained

either by the oriental reverence for supposed insanity,

or by the universal reverence for self-denying courage,

or by the motives which induced the lion to lie

quietly down, and turn his tail on the drawn sword,

and eloquent taunts, of the Knight of La Mancha.

To the Eagle of Meaux, however, this adventure pre

sents itself in a more brilliant light. ‘Frangois,’ he

exclaims, ‘indigné de se voir ainsi respecté par les

ennemis de son maitre, recommence ses invectives

contre leur religion monstrucusc; mais, étrange et

merveillcuse insensibilitél ils ne lui témoigncnt pas

moins de deference; et le brave athlete de Jésus

Christ, voyant qu’il ne pouvait mériter qu’ils lui don

nassent la mort: “ Sortons d’ici, mon frcrc,” disait il

a son compagnon, “fuyons, fuyons bicn loin dc ces

barbares, trop humains pour nous, puisquc nous ne
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les pouvons obliger, ni a adorer notre maitre, ni a

nous persécuter; nous qui sommes ses serviteurs.

Oh Dieul quand mériterons nous le triomphe de

martyre si nous ne trouvons que des honneurs, meme

parmi les peuples les plus infideles? Puisque Dieu

ne nous juge pas dignes de la grace du martyre, ni de

participer ‘a ses glorieux opprobes, allons-nous-en,

.mon frere; allons achever notre vie dans le martyre

de la penitence, ou cherchons quelque endroit de la

terre ou nous puissons boire a longs traits l’ignominie

de la croix.” ’

Such places were readily found. In Spain, in Pro

vence, and in Northern Italy, Francis every where

preached to crowds hanging on his lips ; and though

the ignominy of the cross may have been his theme,

it must be confessed that the admiration of mankind

was his habitual reward. But amidst the applauses

of the world, his heart yearned after his native Um

bria, where his Order had first struggled into sight,

and where it was now to receive its final develop

ment.

In his missions through Europe he had discovered

that his institutes of Minor brethren, and of poor

sisters, bound to celibacy, to poverty, and to obedi

ence, were erected 011 a basis far too narrow for the

universal empire at which he aimed. Marriage was

inconsistent with the first of these vows, worldly

callings with the second, and secular dignities with

the last. But though wives, and trades, and lordships

were incompatible with ‘perfection,’ they might be

reconciled with admission into a lower or third estate

of his Order, where, as in the court of the Gentiles,

those might worship to whom a. nearer approach to

the sanctuary was interdicted. With the design of

thus throwing open the vestibule of the temple to the
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uninitiated, a supplemental code was promulgated, in

the year 1221, for what was to be called ‘ The Order

of Penitence.’

The members of it were to take no vows whatever.

Engaging to submit themselves to certain rules of

life, it was agreed that the breach of those rules

should not involve the guilt of mortal sin. They re

quired the restitution of all unjust gains, a reconcile

ment with all enemies, and obedience to the commands

of God and of the Church. The members of the

Order were to wear a mean and uniform dress. Their

houses and furniture were to be plain and frugal,

though not without consulting the proprieties of their

social rank. All luxuriousness in animal delights,

and all the lusts of the eye, Were to be mortified; all

theatres, feasts, and worldly amusements eschewed.

Their disputes were to be settled, with all possible

promptitude, by compromises or by arbitrament.

Every member of the Order was to make his will.

They were never to take a nonjudicial oath, nor to

bear arms, except in defence of the Church, the Catholic

faith, or their native land.

The founder of such a confederacy must have had

some of the higher qualities of a legislator. It would

be difficult even now, with all the aid of history and

philosophy, to devise a scheme better adapted to re

strain the licentiousness, to soften the manners, and

to mitigate all the oppressions ofan iron age. Secular

men and women were combined with ardent devotees,

in one great society, under a code flexible as it ad

dressed the one, and inexorable as it applied to the

other, of those classes; and yet a code, which im

posed on all the same general obligations, the same

undivided allegiance, the same ultimate ends, and

many of the same external badges. Christianity it
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self, when first promulgated, must to heathen eyes

have had an aspect not wholly unlike that which

originally distinguished the third estate of the Fran

ciscan Orders; and rapid as may have been the cer

ruption and decline of that estate, it would be mere

prejudice or ignorance to deny that it sustained an

important office in the general advancement of civi

lisation and of truth.

In the times of Francis himself and of his imme

diate successors, the Franciscan cord (the emblem of

the restraint in which the soul of man is to hold the

Beast to which it is wedded) was to be seen on count

less multitudes; in the market-place, in the universities,

in the tribunals, and even on the throne. In the

camp it was still more frequent; for there was much

latent significance in the eXCeptional terms by which

the general prohibition of military service had been

qualified for the members of the Order of Penitence.

In the early part of the 13th century, ‘the defence of

the Church, of the Catholic faith, and of their native

land,’ was, to Italian ears, an intelligible periphrasis

for serving either under the standard of the cross

against the Albigenses, or under the standard of the

Guelphs against the Ghibellines ; and the third estate

of the Minorites formed an enthusiastic, patriotic, and

religious chivalry, which the Pope could direct at plea

sure against either his theological or his political

antagonists.

And now it remained that Francis should receive

the appropriate rewards of the services which he had

rendered to Rome, to the world, and to the church-—

to Rome, in surrounding her with new and energetic

allies ; to the world, in creating a mighty corporation

formidable to baronial and to mitred tyrants ; to the

church, in supplying her with a noble army of evan

VOL. I. K
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gelists, who braved every danger, and endured every

privation, to diffuse throughout Christendom such

light as they themselves possessed. The debt was

acknowledged, and paid, by each.

In the bitterness of his heart Francis was weeping

over the sins of mankind, in the shrine of St. Mary of

Angels, when a revelation was made to him, which,

though described with ease and familiarity by a host

of Catholic writers, the weaker faith, or the greater

reverence, of Protestantism cannot venture to paint

with the same min uteness. All that can be decorously

stated is, that the Virgin mother, her attendant an

gels, her Divine Son, and Francis their devout wor

shipper, are exhibited by the narrative as interlocutors

in a sort of melo-dramatic action; which terminates

in a promise from the Redeemer, that all who should

visit that church, and confess themselves to a priest

there, should receive a plenary remission from the

guilt and punishment of all their sins; ‘provided’

(such is the singular qualification of the promise)

‘that this general indulgence be ratified by him whom

I have authorised to bind and to loose on earth.’

On the following day, Francis was on his knees

before the Pope at Perugia. ‘ Holy Father,’ he began,

‘some years ago I reconstructed a little church on

your domain. Grant, I implore you, to all pilgrims

resorting thither, a plenary indulgence, and exempt

the building from the imposts usually consequent 0n

the grant of such privileges.’ ‘For how many years,’

said the Pontiff, ‘do you desire the indulgence to be

given ?’ ‘Give me not years,’ replied the suitor, ‘but

souls, (da mihi non annos, sed animos,) and let all

who enter the church of Saint Mary of Angels in con

trition, and who are there absolved by a priest, re

ceive a full remission of their sins in this life, and in
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the life to come.’ ‘A vast gift, and contrary to all

custom,’ observed the parsimonious dispenser of sal

vation. ‘ But, Holy Father, I make the request not

in my own name, but in the name of Christ, who has

sent me to you.’ ‘ Then be it so,’ exclaimed the Pope,

‘but I limit to one day in each year the enjoyment

of this advantage.’ The grateful Francis rose, bowed

low his head, and was retiring, when the voice of the

Pope was again heard. ‘ Simpleton, whither are you

going? What evidence do yOu carry with you of

the grant which you have been soliciting?’ ‘Your

word,’ replied the single-hearted suitor. ‘ If this in

dulgence be of God, let the blessed Virgin be the

Charter, Christ the notary, and the Angels the wit

nesses. I desire no other.’

The traveller who in our own day visits Assisi,

finds himself surrounded by a population of about

three thousand souls; and amidst the thirty churches

and monasteries which attract his eye, he distin

guishes, as pre-eminent above them all, the Sagro

Convento, where repose the ashes of Saint Francis.

It is a building of the sixteenth century, extending

over the summit of a gentle eminence at the base of

the Apennines. A double row of gigantic arches,

resembling two vast aqueducts, the lower of which

forms the basis of the higher, sustains a sumptuous

terrace, which stands out against the evening sky,

like the battlements of some impregnable fortress.

The luxuriant gardens, and the rich meadows below,

watered by a stream which gushes out from the ad

jacent mountains, encircle the now splendid church

of St. Mary of Angels; where may still be traced the

Porzioncula in which Francis worshipped, and the

crypt in which his emaciated body was committed

to the dust. And there also, on each returning year,

K 2
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may be seen the hardy mountaineers of Umbria, and

the graceful peasants of Tuscany, and the solemn pro—

cessions of the Franciscan orders, and the long array

of civil and ecclesiastical dignitaries, waiting till the

chimes 0f the ancient clocks of the holy convent shall

announce the advent of the day in which their sins

are to be loosed on earth, and their pardon sealed in

heaven.

Why demand the reasons of this, or of any other

part of a religious system which presupposes the

renunciation of all reason? The promise given to

Francis by the Saviour, and ratified by his Vicar,

was precise and definite. It insured a plenary re

mission of sin to all who should visit the hallowed

Porzioncula with contrite hearts, and there receive

priestly absolution. The promise, as interpreted by

the eloquent Bourdaloue, seems equally absolute.

From his sermon, ‘Sur la féte de notre Dame des

Anges,’ we learn that indulgences granted by the

Pope may, after all, turn out to be worthless; since

the cause of the gift may be insufficient, or some

other essential condition may have been neglected.

But in this case, the indulgence, having been granted

directly by Christ himself, must, (says the great

preacher,) be infallible; for he must have known the

extent of his own power, and must have been guided

by eternal wisdom, and must be superior to all law

in the free dispensation of his gifts.

Pause, nevertheless, all ye who meditate a pil

grimage t0 Assisi, in quest of this divine panacea!

Put not your trust in Bourdaloue, but listen to the

more subtle doctor of our own days, M. Chavin dc

Malan. From him you will learn that to all these

large and free promises is attached yet another tacit

condition; and that unless you renounce all sin,
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venial as well as mortal, unless the very desire to

transgress have perished in your souls, unless your

hearts be free from the slightest wish, the most tran

sient voluntary attachment, towards any forbidden

thing, you may be members of all religious orders,

and join in all their pilgrimages and devotions, but

the plenary indulgence shall never be yours. Pilgrims

to Assisi! if such be not your happy state, it boots

not to go thither. If such be your condition, why

roam over this barren earth to find the heaven which

is yours already?

Equivocal as the benefit of the papal reward may

have been, the recompense which the world rendered,

by the hands of Orlando, Lord of Ohiusi de Oasentino,

was at least substantial. At a solemn festival, at

which the knight had made his profession of arms,

Francis had pronounced the usual benediction on the

symbols of his chivalry. Much discourse ensued on

the spiritual state and prospects of this militant mem

ber of the church, when the grateful, and not im

provident, Orlando, for the good of his soul, bestowed

on the founder and the companions of the order of

Minor brethren, Monte del Alvernia, a tract of land

amidst the highest summits of the Tuscan Apennines,

now called Lavernia. It was a wild and sequestered

region, covered with heath and rocks, and the pri

macval forest, and eminently adapted for a life of

penitence. It became the favourite retreat of its new

owners, and especially of their chief. Yet. even in

these solitudes he was not exempt from some grave

incommodities. By night, malignant demons afflicted

him, dragging his defenceless body along the ground,

and bruising him with cruel blows. When the sun

burnt fiercely over his head, Orlando appeared with

food, and with offers to erect cells and dormitories

x 3
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for the hermits, and to supply all their temporal

wants, that they might surrender themselves wholly

to prayer and meditation. But neither the enmity

of the demons, nor the allurements of their uncon

scious ally, could seduce Francis from his fidelity to

his wedded wife. In her society he wandered through

the woods and caverns of Alvernia; relying for sup

port on Him alone by whom the ravens are fed, and

awakening the echoes of the mountains by his devout

songs and fervent ejaculations.

It remained only that the Church, in the person of

her eternal Head, should requite the services of her

great reformer. The too familiar legend must be

briefly told; for every one who would cherish in him

self, or in others, the reverence due to the Holy and

the Awful, must shrink from the approach to such a

topic, and be unwilling to linger on it.

On the annual festival of Saint Michael the arch

angel, for the year 1224, Francis and Leoni, a mem

ber of his order, went together to worship at a church

which had then been erected on Mount Alvernia.

The sortes sanctorum were again consulted, by thrice

opening the gospels, which lay upon the altar. On

each occasion the volume presented to their eyes the

history of the passion; and the coincidence was ac

cepted by Francis as ominous of some great event

which was about to happen to himself.

The hour arrived of the ‘ holy sacrifice ;’ when, as

though to symbolise his disgust for earth, and his

aspirations to heaven, the body of the saint slowly

ascended heavenwards. When it had reached the

ordinary height of a man, the feet were embraced

and bathed with tears by Leoni, who stood beneath.

Gradually it mounted beyond the range of human

vision ; but even then his voice was heard in discourse
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with the Invisible, and a bright radiance attested the

presence of the Redeemer. He was made manifest

to the eye of his enraptured worshipper, in the form

of a seraph moving on rapid wings, though fastened

to a cross; and when the whole scene passed away,

it was found that, by radiations from this celestial

figure, the body of Francis, like wax beneath the pres

sure of a seal, had acquired the sacred stigmata

that is, on either hand, and on either foot, marks ex

actly corresponding with the two opposite extremities

of a rude iron nail; and, on the side, a wound such as

might have been inflicted by a spear.

This stupendous event happened on the 17th

September, a day still consecrated by the church to

the perpetual commemoration of it. N0 Christian,

therefore, may doubt it; for St. Thomas, and all other

theologians, assure us, that to doubt a ‘canonical

fact,’ is rash, scandalous, and open to the just sus

picion of heresy. Yet scepticism on the subject

appears to have been of very early growth. Within

thirteen years from the date of the occurrence, a

Dominican preacher at Oppaw in Moravia, and the

Bishop of Olmutz, had both published their utter

disbelief of the whole story, and had condemned the

propagation of it as sinful. For this audacious pre

sumption, however, Ugolino, who then filled the

papal throne under the title of Gregory the Ninth,

addressed to both of them reproachful letters, which

sufliciently attest his own faith in the prodigy. In

the dense cloud of corroborative witnesses may be

distinguished his successor, Pope Alexander the

Fourth; who, in a still extant bull, denounces the

severest penalties on all gainsayers. Indeed, if

Saint Bonaventura may be believed, Alexander went

further still, and was used to declare that he had

1; 4
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with his own eyes seen and admired the stigmata.

And M. Chavin de Malan is ready to abandon his

reliance on all human testimony, if any one can con

vince him of the insufficiency of that on which his

faith in this miracle reposes.

When the fishermen of Jordan shall have learnt

how to stay her swellings with their nets, it will be

time to encounter the soaring enthusiasm of M. Cha

vin de Malan by the cobwebs of human logic. \Vhen

geometricians shall have ascertained the colour of the

circle, we may hope to arrive at an understanding

with him as to the meaning of the terms in which he

disputes. When critics shall have demonstrated,

from the odes of Pindar, the polarisation of Light, he

and we may be of one mind as to the laws by which

our belief should be governed. Meanwhile, his

rebukes for the hardness of our hearts shall not be

repelled by any imputations touching the softness of

his head. He and his fellow worshippers regard it

as eminently probable, that He by whom this uni

versal frame of things has been created and sustained,

should descend to this earth, to act so‘ strange a part

as they assign to him in so grotesque a drama as

thatof Mount Alvernia. If we could adopt the same

opinion, we might, with them, give some heed even to

the scanty, and most suspicious, evidence on which

these marvels rest. One prodigy, indeed, connected

with this tale, we receive with implicit conviction

and profound astonishment. It is, that in the city

in which Louis Philippe was then reigning, in which

Guizot and Thierry were writing, and in which Cousin

was delivering his lectures, there arose two learned

historians, who, with impassioned eloquence, and un

hesitating faith, reproduced a legend which would

have been rejected as extravagant by the novelists
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to whom we owe the ‘Arabian Nights,’ and as profane

by the authors with whom Don Quixote was familiar.

Francis did not long survive the revelation of

Mount Alvernia. Exhausted by vigils, by fastings,

and by fatigue, he retired to Assisi. Leoni accom

panied him. As they approached the city, the

increasing weakness of the saint compelled him to

seek the unwonted relief of riding. But as his com

panion followed behind, Francis divined his thoughts.

In early life they had often journeyed together over

the same road; the one ever conscious of his noble

birth, the other never allowed to forget that his father

was but a merchant. The contrast of the past and

the present was too powerful to both of the travellers.

Faint as he was Francis dismounted from the ass

which bore him; declaring that he could not retain

the saddle while one so much his superior in rank

was on foot.

He reached at length a but near the convent of

St. Damiano, where, under the care of Clara and her

poor sisters, he found a temporary repose. Twelve

months of utter incapacity for exertion followed.

They were passed in the monastery of St. Mary of

Angels. The autumn brought with it some brief

intermission of his sufferings; and again his voice was

heard throughout Umbria, preaching, as his custom

was, in words few, simple, and pathetic ; and when

unable to teach by words, he presented himself, and

gazed with earnest tenderness on the crowds who

thronged to receive his benediction and to touch his

garments.

In this his last mission, a woman of Bagnarea

brought to him her infant to be healed. Francis laid

his hands on the child, who recovered; and who after

wards, undcr the name of Bonaventura, became his
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biographer, the general minister of his order, a

cardinal, atheologian, and a saint.

At the approach of death, Francis felt and ac

knowledged the horror common to all men, and

especially to men of irritable nerves and delicate

organization. But such feelings promptly yielded to

his habitual affiance in the Divine love, and to his no

less habitual affection for all in whom he recognised

the regenerate image of the Divine nature. Among

these was the Lady Jacoba di Settesoli; and to her

he dictated a letter, requesting her immediate pre

sence with a winding-sheet for his body, and tapers

for his funeral, and with the cakes she had been used

to give him during his illness at Rome. Then

pausing, he bade his amanuensis tear the letter, ex

pressing his conviction that Jacoba was at hand.

She appeared; and so deep was her emotion as to

have suggested to the bystanders (to whom appa

rently her existence had till then been unknown) the

vague and oppressive sense of some awful mystery.

It may, however, be reasonably supposed that the

anguish of Jacoba was nothing else than the natural

expression of that intense and perfect sympathy to

which the difference of sex is essential, to which

none but the pure in heart can ever attain, and

which, with no failure of respect to so great a man,

may therefore be supposed to have glowed in his

bosom as warme as in hers.

Her cakes were again eaten by the sick man; but

without any abatement of his malady. Elia, who,

during his illness, had acted as general minister of

his order, and Bernard de Quintavalle, his first pro

selyte, were kneeling before him. To each of them

he gave a part of one of the cakes of Jacoba; and then

crossing his arms so as to bring his right hand over
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the head of Bernard, (whose humility had chosen the

left or inferior position,) he solemnly blessed them

both, and bequeathed to Bernard the government of

the whole Franciscan society. He then dictated his

last will, in which the rules be had already promul

gated were explained and enforced, and his followers

were solemnly commended to the guidance and the

blessing of the Most High.

His last labour done, he was laid, in obedience to

his own command, on the bare .ground. The even

ing, we are told, was calm, balmy, and peaceful; the

western sky glowing with the mild and transparent

radiance which follows the setting of an autumnal

sun behind the lofty hills of central Italy. At that

moment the requiem for the dying ceased, as the

faltering voice of Francis was heard, in the language

of David, exclaiming, ‘Voce mea ad Dominum cla

mavi !’ His attendants bent over him as he pursued

the divine song, and caught his last breath as he

uttered, ‘ Bring my soul out of prison, that I may

give thanks unto thy name.’

Some there are, total strangers to man’s interior

life, who find for themselves in the objects of concu

piscence a living tomb ; these are the sensual and the

worldly. Some, for whom the world within is de

tached from the world without them by hard, sharp,

clear lines of demarcation; these are the men of prac

tical ability. Some, who, from every idol of the

theatre fashion to themselves some idol of the cavern;

these are the votaries of poetry or art. Some, to

whom all substantial things are permanently eclipsed

by the imagery of the brain; these are the insane.

And some, to whom every cherished idea of their

minds gives assurance of a corresponding objective
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reality; these are the mystics and enthusiasts -- men

of an amphibious existence _ inhabitant-s alternately

of the world of shadows, and of the world of solidities

_their dreams passing into action, their activity

subsiding into dreams - a byword to the sensual

and the worldly, an enigma to the practical, a study

to the poet, and not rarely ending as fellow-prisoners

with the insane.

To this small section of the human family belonged

Francis of Assisi; a mere self-contradiction to those

who beheld him incuriously; in one aspect a playful

child, in the next a gloomy Anchorite; an arch smile

of drollery stealing at times across features habitually

sacred to sorrow and devotion; passing from dark

forebodings into more than human eestasies; a pas

sionate lover of nature, yet living by choice in crowds

and cities; at once an erotic worshipper, and a pro

ficient in the practical business of the religious state;

outstripping in his transcendental raptures the pursuit

of criticism and conjecture, and yet drawing up codes

and canons with all the precision of a notary.

The reconcilement of all this was not, however, hard

to find. Francis was an absolute prodigy of faith;

and especially of faith in himself. \Vhatever he saw

in the camera lucida of his own mind, he received

implicitly as the genuine reflection of some external

reality. Every metaphor with which he dallied, be

came to him an actual personage, to be loved or to

he hated. It was scarcely as a fiction that he wooed

Poverty as his wife. Each living thing was a brother

or a sister to him, in a sense which almost ceased to

be figurative. To all inanimate beings he ascribed

a personality and a sentient nature, in something

more than a sport of fancy. At every step of his

progress, celestial visitants hovered round him; an
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nouncing their presence sometimes in visible forms,

sometimes in audible voices. The Virgin mother

was the lady of his heart; her attendant angels but

so many knights companions in his spiritual chivalry;

the church a bride in glorious apparel; and her celes

tial Spouse the object of a passion which acknow

ledged no restraint either in the vehemence of spirit

with which it was cherished, or in the fondness of

the language in which it was expressed. It was in

evitable that the inhabitant of such a world as this,

should have manifested himself to the vulgar denizens

of earth in ceaseless contrasts and seeming incon

gruities; so essential were the differences between

the ever-varying impulses on which he soared, and

the unvarying motives in the strength of which they

plodded.

Though Bonaventura was but a child at the death

of Francis, he possessed and diligently used the means

of studying his character, and has laboured in the

following passage, with more earnestness than per

spicuity, to depict his interior life : -_

‘Who can form a conception of the fervour and

the love of Francis, the friend of Christ? you would

have said that he was burnt up by divine love, like

charcoal in the flames. As often as his thoughts were

directed to that subject, he was excited as if the chords

of his soul had been touched by the plectrum of an

inward voice. But as all lower afl'ections elevated

him to this love of the supreme, he yielded himself

to the admiration of every creature which God has

formed; and from the summit of this observatory of

delights he watched the causes of all things, as they

unfolded themselves to him under living forms.

Among the beautiful objects of nature, he selected

the most lovely; and, in the forms of created things,
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he sought out, with ardour, whatever appeared espe~

cially captivating; rising from one beauty to another

as by a ladder, with which he scaled to the highest

and the most glorious.’

Birds, insects, plants, and fishes, are variously

regarded, according to the temper of the observer, in

a culinary, a scientific, a picturesque, or a poetical

point of view. To Francis of Assisi they were friends,

kinsmen, and even congregations. Doves .were his

especial favourites. He gathered them into his con

vents, laid them in his bosom, taught them to eat

out of his hand, and pleased himself with talking of

them as so many chaste and faithful brethren of the

order. In the lark which sprung up before his feet,

he saw a Minorite sister, clad in the Franciscan

colour; who, like a true Franciscan, despised the

earth, and soared towards heaven with thanksgivings

for her simple diet. When a nest of those birds

fought for the food he brought them, he not only

rebuked their inhumanity, but prophesied their

punishment. His own voice rose with that of the

nightingale in rural vespers; and at the close of their

joint thanksgivings, he praised, and fed, and blessed

his fellow-worshipper. ‘My dear sisters,’ he ex

claimed to some starlings who chattered round him

as he preached, ‘you have talked long enough, it is

my turn now; listen to the word of your Creator,

and be quiet.’ The very sermon addressed by the

saint to such an audience, yet lives in the pages of his

great biographer. ‘ My little brothers,’ it began, ‘you

should love and praise the Author of your being, who

has clothed you with plumage, and given you wings

with which to fly where you will. You were the first

created of all animals. He preserved your race in the

ark. He has given the pure atmosphere for your
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dwelling-place. You sow not, neither do you reap.

Without any care of your own, He gives you lofty

trees to build your nests in, and watches over your

young. Therefore give praise to your bountiful

Creator.’

The well-known instinct by which irrational ani

mals discover and attach themselves to their rational

friends, was exhibited whenever Francis came abroad.

The wild falcon wheeled and fluttered round him.

The leveret sought rather to attract than to escape

his notice. The half-frozen bees crawled to him in

winter time to be fed. A lamb followed him even

into the city of Rome; and was playfully cherished

there by Jacoba di Settesoli under the name of a

Minor brother.

These natural incidents became, in the hands of his

monkish biographers, so many miracles fit only for

the nursery. Let us not, however, upbraid them.

Without apology, as without doubt, M. Chavin dc

Malan, in the year 1845, and from the city of Paris,

informs us, that when Francis addressed his feathered

congregation they stretched out their necks t0 imbibe

his precepts;-that, at his bidding, the starlings ceased

to chatter while he preached;— that, in fulfilment of

his predictions, the naughty larks died miserably ;—

that a falcon announced to him in the mountains the

hour of prayer, though with gentler voice and a tardier

summons, when the saint was sick ;—that Jacoba was

aroused to her devotions by her lamb with severe

punctuality ;—that an ovicidal wolf, being rebuked

by this ecclesiastical Orpheus for his carnivorous

deeds, placed his paw in the hand of his monitor in

pledge of his future good behaviour, and, like a wolt

of honour, never more indulged himself in mutton.

Yet M. Chavin de Malan is writing a learned, and an
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eloquent history of the monastic orders. Such be

thy gods, O Oxford!

In common with all the great Thaumaturgists of

the Church of Rome, Francis has abstained from re

cording his own prodigies. He was too honest and

too lowly. No man could less be, to himself, the

centre of his own thoughts. One central object occu

pied them all. He was a Pan- Christian. He saw the

outer world not merely thronged with emblems, but

instinct with the presence, of the Redeemer. The

lamb he fondled was the Paschal sacrifice. The worm

he guarded from injury, was ‘the worm, and no man,

the outcast of the people.’ The very stones (on

which he never trod irreverently) were ‘the chief

corner-stone’ of the prophet. The flowers were the

‘ blossoms of the stem of Jesse, the perfume of which

gladdens the whole earth.’ The ox and the ass were

his guests at a Christmas festival, which he gave in

the forest not long before his death; and while they

steadily ate the corn provided for them, processions

of Minor brethren, and crowds of admiring spectators,

listened to his discourses on the manger and the babe

of Bethlehem, or joined with him in sacred carols on

the nativity.

Among the Opuscula Sancti Francisci are four

poems, in which the same mystic spirit expands itself

gloriously. It must not, indeed, be concealed that

the authenticity of these canticles has been enveloped

by the critics in a chilling cloud of scepticism. The

controversy is not without its interest, but could be

made intelligible within no narrow limits. Suffice it

then to say, that both Tiraboschi and Ginguene

acknowledge, without hesitation, the poetical claims

of the saint; and that M. Delécluse, after review

ing all the evidence with judicial impartiality and
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acumen, concludes that the general sense, and many

of the particular expressions are his, though, in the

lapse of so many ages, the style must have drifted far

away from the original structure, into a form at once

more modern and more ornate. In this qualified

sense the following ‘ Canticum Solis’ may be safely

read as the work of the founder of the Franciscan

order: —

‘ Altissimo omnipotente bon’ Signore, tue son le laude, la

gloria, lo honore, e ognibenedictione. A te solo se confanno,

e nullo homo è degno de nominarti.

‘Laudato sia Dio mio Signore con tutte le creature, spe

cialmente messer lo Fratre Sole, il quale giorna e illumina.

noi per lui. E ello è bello e radiente con grande splendore;

de te, Signore, porta significazione.

‘Laudato sia. mio Signore, per Suora Luna e per le stelle;

il quale in cielo le hai formate chiare e belle.

‘ Laudato sia. mio Signore per Fratre Vento e per l’Aire e

Nuvole e sereno e ogni tempo, per le quale dai a tutte crea

ture sustentamento.

‘Laudato sia. mio Signore per Suora Acqua, la quale è

molto utile, e humile, e pretiosa, e casta.

‘ Laudato sia mio Signore per Fratre Fuocho, per lo quale

tu allumini la notte ; e ello è bello, e jocondo, e robustissimo,

e forte.

‘ Laudato sia mio Signore per nostra. Madre Terra, la quale

ne sostenta, governo. e produce diversi frutti, e coloriti fiori, o

herbe.

‘ Laudato sia mio Signore per quelli che perdonano per lo

tue amore, e sosteneno infirmitade e tribulatione. Beati

quelli che sostegneranno in pace, che de te Altissimo, scranno

inooronati.’ '

Another stanza was added in his last illness, giving

thanks for ‘our sister, the Death of the body,’ the last

of this strange catalogue of his kindred. Protestant rc

serve and English gravity alike forbid any quotations

VOL. I. L
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of the canticles which follow. They belong to that

kind of anacreontic psalmody, in which Cupid prompts

the worship of Psyche. Such a combination of the

language of Paphos, with the chaste fervours of the

sanctuary, can never be rendered tolerable to those

who have been familiar-from their childhood with

the majestic composure of the Anglican liturgy, or

with the solemn effusions of our Scottish church, even

though it be recommended to them by the pat-hos of

Thomas a Kempis, or by the tenderness of Fenelon.

Whoever shall undertake a collection of the facetiee of

Francis, may console himself under the inevitable result,

by remembering that he has failed only where Cicero

and Bacon had failed before him. In the tragi-comedy

of life, the saint, in common with all other great men,

occasionally assumed the buskin ; though not so much

to join in the dialogue as to keep up the by-play.

His jocularities were of the kind usually distinguished

as practical; and, if not eminently ludicrous, were, at

least, very pregnant jests. Behold him, to the un

utterable amazement of his unwashed and half naked

fraternity, strutting before them, on his return from

Damietta, in a tunic of the finest texture, with a hood

behind fashionably reaching to his middle, and a

broad and rich frill in front usurping the function of

clerical bands : _his head tossed up towards the

sky—his voice loud and imperious—and his gait

like that of a dancing-master. What this strange

pantomime might mean could be conjectured by none

but brother Elia, whose unsubdued passion for dress

had been indulged during the absence of the ‘general

minister,’ and who now saw himself thus villanously

caricatured by the aid of his own finery. With his

serge cloak, his sandals, and his cord, Francis resumed

his wonted gravity; and the unlucky Exquisite was
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degraded on the spot from his charge as vicar-general.

On the refusal, by another brother, of the obedience

due to his chief, a grave was dug, the offender seated

upright in it, and mould cast over him till it had co

vered his shoulders. ‘Art thou dead?’ exclaimed

Francis to the head, which alone remained above

ground. ‘ Completely,’ replied the terrified monk

‘Arise, then,’ rejoined the saint, ‘go thy ways, and

remember that the dead never resist any one. Let

me have dead, not living followers."

These gambols, however, were as infrequent as

they were uncouth. They were but gleams of mirth,

passing rapidly across a mind far more often overcast

by constitutional sadness. For though Faith had re

versed the natural springs of action in his mind, and

had revealed to him the cheat of life, and peopled his

imagination with many bright and many awful forms,

yet she was not attended by her usual handmaids,

Peace and Hope. With a heart dead to selfish de

lights, and absorbed in holy and benevolent affections,

he possessed neither present serenity nor anticipated

joy. Cheerless and unalluring is the image of Francis

of Assisi: his figure gaunt and wasted, his coun

tenance furrowed with care, his soul hurried from

one excitement to another, incapable of study, in

capable of repose, forming attachments but to learn

their fragility, conquering difficulties but to prove

the vanity of conquest, living but to consolidate his

Order of Minor brethren, and yet haunted by constant

forebodings of their rapid degeneracy. Under the

pressure of such solicitudes and of premature disease,

lie indulged his natural melancholy, (his only self

indulgence,) and gave way to tears till his eyesight

had almost wholly failed him.

To his wondering disciples, these natural results of

L 2
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low diet, scanty dress, and ceaseless fatigue operating

on a temperament so susceptible as his, appeared as

so many prodigies of grace. But the admiration was

not reciprocal. He saw, and vehemently reproved

their faults. Which of them should be the greatest

was debated among the Minor brethren, as once

among a more illustrious fraternity; and, in imita

tion of Him who washed the feet of the aspiring fisher

men of Galilee, Francis abdicated the government of

the Order, and for a while became himself nothing

more than a Minor brother. Which of them should

gather in the greatest number of female proselytes,

and superintend their convents—was another compe

tition which he watched with yet severer anxiety.

He had learnt to regard his own abduction of Clara

from her father’s house, as a sublime departure from

rules which other zealots would do well to observe.

‘Alas !’ he exclaimed, ‘at the moment when God for

bade us wives, Satan has, I fear, given us sisters.’

Which of them should build the most splendid monas

teries -- was yet another rivalry in which he foresaw

their approaching decline. ‘Now,’ he said, ‘it is who

shall erect the finest religious edifices. The time is

coming, when others of us shall build mansions fit for

the great and noble of the earth. Rich and beautiful

will be the dress of those architects! Well! if our

brethren may but escape mortal sin, let us be satis

fied.’ Which of them should first win the favour of

ecclesiastical patrons _ was an enquiry which their

protector, Ugolino, had suggested; but their rising

ambition, was energetically denounced, by their pro

phet Francis, in fervent and prophetic warnings, which

may be read among his yet extant predictions.

Saints and Satirists, of a day but little remote from

his own, emulate each other in recording the accom
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plishment of these dark forebodings. At the distance

of only thirty years from the death of the founder, we

find Bonaventura, the greatest of his successors in

the government of the Order, thus addressing his

provincial ministers :--‘ The indolence of our brethren

is laying open the path to every vice. They are im

mersed in carnal repose. They roam up and down

every where, burthening every place to which they

come. So importunate are their demands, and such

their rapacity, that it has become no less terrible to

fall in with them than with so many robbers. So

sumptuous is the structure of their magnificent build

ings as to bring us all into discredit. So frequently

are they involved in those culpable intimacies which

our rule prohibits, that suspicion, scandal, and re

proach have been excited against us.’ Listen again

to the ardent admirer of Francis in the 22d book of

the Paradiso : —

So soft is flesh of mortals, that on earth

A good beginning doth no longer last

Than while an oak may bring its fruit to birth.

Peter began his convent without gold

Or silver, - I built mine by prayer and fast ; —

Humility for Francis won a fold.

If thou reflect how each began, then view

To what an end doth such beginning lead,

Thou’lt see the white assume the darkest hue.

Jordan driven backward, and the sea, that fled

At God’s command, were miracles indeed

Greater than those here nccdful.

Wright’s Dante.

 

The Franciscan Order has, however, not only sur

vived the denunciations of Bonaventure. and of Dante

-the banter of Erasmus—the broader scoffs of ‘The

Letters of some Obscure Men’—the invectivcs of

Wicliff and Luther-the taunts of Milton— the con

L 3
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temptuous equity of Bayle—and the eloquence, the

wit, the scorn, and the resentment of half the pens of

Europe; but has outlived the egregious crimes and

follies of its own degenerate sons; and after six cen

turies still lives and flourishes; a boast of the Papal,

and a problem for the Protestant world. What is the

principle of this protracted vitality ? Whence the

buoyancy, which, amidst so many storms and wrecks,

has so long sustained the institute of the unlearned,

half-crazy fugitive from the counting house at

Assisi?

Not even the idolaters of his name ascribe to him

any profound foresight, or intuitive genius, or hold

originality of thought. The eloquence for which he

was renowned was no ignited logic, but a burst of

contagious emotion, guided by no art, fed by no stores

of knowledge, and directed by no intellectual prowess.

It was the voice of a herald still repeating the same

impressive tidings, not the address of an orator subju

gating at once the rational and the sensitive faculties

of his audience. He was rather the compiler than the

inventor of the Franciscan code ; and, as a legislator,

is famous for only two novelties—the vow of absolute

poverty, which was made but to be broken; and the

reconcilement of the religious with the secular state

in his Order of Penitence, which died away with the

feudal oppressions and the social exigencies which, at

first, sustained and nourished it.

If considered only as a part of the general system

of Monasticism, the success of the Franciscan rule is,

however, readily cxplicable. Men become monks and

women nuns, sometimes from Vulgar motives; such

as fashion, the desire of mutual support, the want of

a maintenance, ineptitude for more active duties,

satiety of the pleasures of life, or disgust at its disap
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pointments, parental authority, family convenience,

or the like ; —sometimes from superstitious fancies;

such as the supposed sanctity of certain relics, or the

expiatory value of some particular ceremonial ;_

sometimes from nobler impulses; such as the convic

tion that such solitude is essential to the purity ofthe

soul of the recluse, or to the usefulness of his life ;—

but always, in some degree, from other causes of still

deeper root and far wider expansion. Such are, the

servile spirit, which desires to abdicate the burden of

free will and the responsibilities of free agency; -

and the feeble spirit, which can stand erect, and

make progress, only when sustained by the pressure

and the impulse of a crowd ;--and the wavering

spirit, which takes refuge from the pains of doubt in

the contagion of monastic unanimity.

Neither is the success of the Franciscan institute,

if viewed as distinct from all other conventual orders,

involved in any real obscurity. So reiterated, indeed,

and so just have been the assaults on the Mendicant

Friars, that we usually forget that, till the days of

Martin Luther, the Church had never seen so great

and effectual a reform as theirs. During nearly two

centuries, Francis and his spiritual descendants,

chiefly, if not exclusively, directed the two great

engines of the Christian warfare—the Mission and

the Pulpit. Nothing in the histories of Wesley or of

Whitfield, can be compared with the enthusiasm

which every where welcomed them, or with the im

mediate and visible results of their labours. In an

age of oligarchal tyranny they were the protectors of

the weak; in an age of ignorance the instructors of

mankind; and in an age of profligacy the stern vin

dicators of the holiness of the sacerdotal character,

and the virtues of domestic life. While other religious

L 4
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societies withdrew from the world, they entered,

studied, and traVersed it. They were followed by

the wretched, the illiterate, and the obscure, through

whom, from the first, the Church has been chiefly

replenished; but not by them only. In every part of

Europe, the rich, the powerful, and the learned, were

found among their proselytes. In our own land,

Duns Scotus, Alexander Hales, Robert Grostéte, and

Roger Bacon, lent to this new Christian confederacy

the lustre and the authority of their names. And even

when, by the natural descent of corruption, it had

fallen into well-deserved contumely, still the Mission

and the Pulpit, and the tradition of the great men by

whom it was originally organised and nurtured, were

sufficient to arrest the progress of decay, and to re

deem for the Franciscan Order a permanent and a

conspicuous station among the ‘Princedoms, Domi

nations, Powers,’ which hold their appointed rank,

and perform their appropriate offices, in the great

spiritual dynasty of Rome.

The tragedy of Hamlet, leaving out the character

of the Prince of Denmark, the biography of Turenne,

with the exception of his wars, may, perhaps, be but

inadequate images of a life of Saint Francis, omitting

all notice of the doctrines he taught, and excluding

any account of the influence of his theology on him

self or his contemporaries, and on the generations

which have succeeded him. This, however, is not a

biography, but a rapid sketch put forth by secular

men to secular readers. It would be indecorous to

suppose that our profound divines, Scottish or En

glish, would waste the midnight oil over so slight

an attempt to revive the memory of a once famous

Father of the Church, now fallen into unmerited
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neglect and indiscriminate opprobrium among us. Yet

'if, indeed, any student of Jewell or of Knox should

so far descend from his Bodleian eminences as to cast

a hasty glance over these lines, 1% him, if he will, first

heartin censure, and then supply, their too palpable

omissions. Let him write the complete story of Saint

Francis, and estimate impartially his acts, his opinions,

his character, and his labours ; and he will have

written one important chapter of a History of the

Monastic Orders, and will have contributed to supply

one great deficiency in the ecclesiastical literature of

the Protestant world.



THE FOUNDERS OF JESUITISM.

ON the dawn of the day on which, in the year 1534,

the Church of Rome celebrated the feast of the As

sumption of Our Blessed Lady, a little company of

men emerged in solemn procession from the deep

shadows cast by the towers of Notre Dame over the

silent city below them. In a silence not less profound,

except when broken by the chant of the matins appro

priate to that sacred season, they climbed the Hill of

Martyrs, and descended into the Crypt which then

ascertained the spot where the Apostle of France had

won the crown of martyrdom. With a stately though

halting gait, as one accustomed to military command,

marched at their head a man of swarthy complexion,

bald-headed and of middle stature, who had passed

the meridian of life; his deep-set eyes glowing, as with

a perennial fire, from beneath brows which, had Phre

nology then been born, she might have pourtraycd in

her loftiest style, but which, even without her aid,

announced to every observer a commission from on

high to subjugate and to rule mankind. So majestic,

indeed, was the aspect of Ignatius Loyola, that, during

the sixteenth century, few, if any, of the books of his

Order appeared without the impress of that imperial

countenance. Beside him, in the chapel of St. Denys,

knelt another worshipper ; whose manly bearing,

buoyant step, clear blue eye, and finely-chiseled fea

tures, contrasted strangely with the solemnitics in
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which he was engaged. Then, in early manhood,

Francis Xavier united in his person the dignity be

fitting his birth as a grandee of Spain, and the grace

which should adorn a page of the Queen of Castilc

and Arragon. Not less incongruous with the scene

in which they bore their parts, were the slight forms

of the boy Alphonso Salmeron, and of his bosom friend

Iago Laynez, the destined successor of Ignatius in

his spiritual dynasty. With them Nicholas Alphonso

Bobadilla, and Simon Rodriguez - the first a teacher,

the second a student, of philosophy _ prostrated

themselves before the altar; where ministered Peter

Faber, once a shepherd in the mountains of Savoy,

but now a priest in holy orders. By his hands was

distributed to his associates the seeming bread, over

which he had uttered words of more than miraculous

efficacy; and then were lifted up their united voices,

uttering, in low but distinct articulation, an oath, at

the deep significance of which the nations might have

trembled or rejoiced. Never did human lips pronounce

a vow more religiously observed, or pregnant with

results more momentous.

Ignatius Loyola was born in the year 1491, at

Guipuscoa, in the province of Biscay. His mother,

who had already borne to her husband ten children,

resolved to bring forth this her youngest son in a

stable, in memory of the birth-place 0f the Redeemer

at Bethlehem. A few years later his father, a wealthy

Hidalgo, introduced the boy as a page into the service

of Ferdinand the Catholic, by whose command he was

trained up in the graces of the court, the exercises of

chivalry, the discipline of the camp, and the observ

ances of religion. The traditions of his youth repre

sent him as one in whom seeming contradictions met

and were reconciled :-- as, at the same time, a volup
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tuary revelling in sensual delights, and a knight of

surpassing hardihood ; -—as aprofligate in his habits,

and yet edifying his companions by his modest speech

and decorous manners ;- as quickly roused to fierce

anger, and as quickly subdued to gentleness and peace;

— as at once destitute of learning, and an ardent cul

tivator of poetry ;_- as a captive in the chains of vice,

while aspiring after the highest franchises of. virtue ;

_ as habitually distracted by conflicting aims, though

living under the constant dominion of one master

passion— the passion for controlling the wills and

directing the conduct of other men.

At the siege of Pampeluna, by the forces of Francis

the First, in the year 1521, Ignatius, in scorn of the

alarm which had induced the garrison to capitulate,

retired with a single follower into the citadel; and,

while defending a breach in the walls, was struck

down by a cannon ball, whichbroke and splintered one

of his legs. His gallant enemies, raising him on their

arms, bore him to the tent of their general, André de

Foix; who, filled with admiration of his undaunted

valour, placed him under the care of a French sur

geon, and then sent him home to the adjacent castle

of Loyola, with all the honours of war, and with the

fracture apparently reduced. The operation had,

however, been ill-performed, and the cure was imper

fect; and, to repair the error, it was thought necessary

that the bone should be broken anew. The fever

which followed nearly brought to a premature grave

the future restorer of the papacy.

Thus far we have trodden on ground over which

no prodigy hangs; but our path now lies through

the land of miracles. While the patient slept, the

Prince of the Apostles laid his venerable hand on

the limb, and at once the fever ceased, the pains
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passed away, and the fractured bones resumed their

natural position. Yet the therapeutic skill of St.

Peter was less perfect than might have been ex

pected from so exalted a chirurgeon. A splinter still

protruded through the skin, and the wounded leg

was shortened, shrunken, and disfigured. To re~

gain his fair proportions, Ignatius submitted to tor

tures from which a martyr might have shrunk. The

fragment of his bone was violently wrenched away,

and his limb placed in a rack which, during several

days, was strained to draw back the nerves, sinews,

and dislocated parts into their proper places. This

frightful sacrifice at the shrine of Comeliness, was,

however, offered in vain. Her votary was long con

fined to his couch, oppressed by the sad conviction

that, whether the lute should breathe a summons to

the gaillard, or the trumpet ring out an alarm to

the battle, the sound would henceforth be but as a

mockery to him. Nor (if the tale be true) was he un

haunted by the still sorer misgiving that the bright

eyes of his Angelica (for our Orlando was of course

also Innamorato) might henceforward be turned with

greater favour on some Medoro of unimpeachable

symmetry of form, than on himself, halting at eVery

step on a leg misshapen, mutilated, and contracted.

Books of knight-errantry soothed these anxieties,

and relieved the lassitude ofsickness; and, when these

tales were exhausted, the disabled soldier betook him

self to a series of still more marvellous romances. In

the legends of the Saints he discovered a new field of

emulation and of glory. When contrasted with their

self-conquests and their high rewards, the achieve

ments and the renown of Roland and. of Amadis

waxed dim. When compared with those peerless

damsels, for whose smiles Paladins had fought and
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died, the awful image of feminine loveliness and an

gelic purity which had irradiated the hermit’s cell

and the path of the way-worn pilgrim, presented

itself to his mental vision in a glory transcendent and

unapproachablc. Far as the heavens are above the

earth would rise the plighted fealty of the knight of

the Virgin Mother over the noblest devotion of mere

human chivalry. He would cast his shield over the

Church which ascribed to her more than celestial

dignities, and would bathe in the blood of her enemies

the sword once desecrated to the mean ends of earthly

ambition.

These ardent vows were not unheeded by her to

whom they were addressed. Environed in light, and

clasping her infant to her bosom, she revealed herself

to the adoring gaze of her champion. At that

heavenly vision, all fantasies of worldly and sensual

delight, like exorcised daemons, fled from his soul into

an eternal exile. Arising from these erotic dreams, he

suspended at her shrine his secular weapons, per

formed his nocturnal vigils, and, with returning day,

retired from the chapel, to consecrate his future life

to the glory of the Virgo Deipara.

Restored to health the knight once more vaulted

into his saddle, and, guiding his war-horse toward

the altar of Our Lady of Montserrat, caricoled in ad

vance of the throng of ignobler pilgrims, who, like

himself, had made a solemn vow to worship there. A

Moor from Grenada encountered and accosted him;

but from courteous greetings the two cavaliers soon

passed to fierce and thorny controversy. If they had

graduated at Salamanca, they could not have fallen

upon a logomachy setting more triumphantly at de

fiance every imaginable attempt to resolve it. The

infidel affirmed, and the Christian denied, that Mary
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had ceased to be a virgin when she became a mother;

and the clashing of sword and scimitar seemed about

to succeed to the war of words, when, at the point of

intersection of several roads, the Mahometan (so runs

the story) gave spurs to his horse and fled. The

champion of the Madonna followed ; but, throwing the

rein on the neck of his steed, he left it to the animal’s

discretion either to follow or to decline the road

which the fugitive had taken. To the observance of

this law or custom of chivalry, the Paynim was

indebted that day for an uncloven skull—an advan

tage which his most Catholic sovereign did not

probably allow him long to enjoy.

At Montserrat, Ignatius performed such acts of

devotion as might best beseem so illustrious a sane

tuary and so zealous a worshipper; and then betook

himself to the adjacent town of Manreza, as a place

admirably suited to the austerities with which he

proposed to celebrate his self-dedication to Our Lady

of the Serried Mount. Seven hours were daily given

to prayer, during which he remained silent and mo

tionless as a statue. His week-day diet was bread

and water, to which, on Sundays, he added a con

diment of herbs and ground ashes boiled together.

Next to his skin he wore alternately an iron chain, a

horse-hair cloth, and a sash of prickly briars. Three

times each day he laid the scourge resolutely on his

naked back. The bare earth was his bed. He became

one of the fraternity of beggars who frequented the

hospital of Manreza, exaggerated in his own person

whatever was most revolting in their habits and

appearance, rcvelled in filth, and rendered to the

sick, and especially to such as were afllicted with

ulcers, services of which it is impossible to read the

account without a strong disposition to sickness.
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It has long been known how fluently ‘the devil

can quote Scripture for his purpose ;’ but to Ignatius

belongs the discovery, that Satan can present his

temptations to mankind in the form of excellent sense

and sound reasoning. The Evil Spirit was, we are

told, afflicted by his excessive humility, and con

sequent happiness; and therefore assailed him with

the following catechetical seduction:_ ‘ Is it not

possible to be holy without being filthy? Is it es

sential to the purity of your soul that vermin should

crawl over your person? Does it become a knight, of

a lineage so noble as yours, to appear among men as

a Lazar? Would not your virtues yield a brighter

and more effective example in the court or in the

camp, than in this mean hospital ?’

To escape these diabolical suggestions, Ignatius

quitted Manreza for a neighbouring cavern. It was

in the centre of a wilderness, and could not be ap

proached except by forcing the body through thorns

and briars. At the extremity it was dark as the

grave; though a fortunate crevice or loophole near

the entrance enabled the hermit to gaze at the distant

church of Our Lady of Montserrat. In this dismal

cell, he delivered over his mind and body to pains

which entirely eclipsed those of his hospital at Man

reza. Five times each day he bruised and tore his

flesh with a blunt iron scourge, beating his bosom

at intervals with sharp flint stones, and, with diseased

ingenuity, perverting every act of adoration into a

penance and a torture. At one time he would com

mune with the Virgin Mother; at another he would

wrestle with the Spirit of Evil; and so abrupt were his

vicissitudes of rapture and despair, that in the storm

of turbid passions his reason had nearly given way.

Fricndly hands dragged him from his hiding-place,
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and other hands, in intention, at least, not less

friendly, recorded his feverish ravings. At one time,

he conversed with voices audible to no ear but his.

At another, he sought to propitiate Him before whom

he trembled, by expiations that would have been

more fitly offered to Moloch. Spiritual doctors

ministered to his relief, but they prescribed in vain.

The simple truth was too simple for them. They

could not perceive that in revealing Himself to man

kind in the character of a Father, that awful Being

has claimed, as peculiarly his own, the gentlest, the

kindest, and the most confiding affections of our

nature.

At the verge of madness Ignatius paused. That

noble intellect was not to be whelmed beneath the tem

pests in which so many have sunk; but neither was he

to be rescued by any vulgar methods. Standing on the

steps of a Dominican church, he was reciting the

office of Our Lady, when (as all his biographers assure

us) Heaven itself was laid open to the eye of the

worshipper. That ineffable mystery which the author

of the Athanasian Creed has laboured to enunciate in

words, was laid bare to him as an object, not of faith,

but of actual sight. The past ages of the world were

rolled back in his presence; and he beheld the material

fabric of things rising into being, and discerned the

motives which had prompted this exercise of the crea

tive energy. To his spiritualised sense was disclosed

the mysterious process by which the Host is transub

stantiated: and those other Christian verities, which

it is permitted to common men to receive only as

exercises of belief, now became known to him by im

mediate inspection and direct consciousness. During

eight successive days his body reposed in an unbroken

trance, while his spirit thus imbibed disclosures for

VOL. I. M
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which the tongues of men have no appropriate lan

guage. He attempted, indeed, to impart them in a

volume of fourscore leaves; but, dark with excess of

light, his words held the learned and the ignorant alike

in speechless wonder.

Ignatius returned to this sublunary scene with a

mission not unmeet for an envoy from the empyrean

world of which he had thus become a temporary

denizen. He returned to establish on earth a theo

cracy of which he should himself be the first admi

nistrator, and to which multitudes of every tribe and

kindred of men should be the subjects. He returned,

no longer a sordid half-distracted anchorite, but a

kind of Swedenborg-Franklin; distinguished alike by

designs of gigantic magnitude and of superhuman au

dacity; and by the clear good sense, the profound sa

gacity, the calm perseverance, and the flexible address

with which he was to pursue them. He returned to

show how the delirious enthusiasm of the cloister may

be combined and reconciled, in the heroic nature, with

the shrewdness of the exchange.

Neither in the hospital and cavern of Manreza,

nor in his paroxysms of disease, nor in the ecst-acies

of his recovery, had the mind of Ignatius been really

drifting without aim or anchorage. Among the saintly

prodigies which had first amused his sick bed, and

had then entranced the student of them, he had seized

with peculiar fervour on the marvellous acts of Bene

dict, of Francis, and of Dominick; and the idea of

founding a new monastic dynasty became at first a

plaything of the imagination; then a settled desire of

the heart; and then a vast project revolved in his

understanding from day to day, until it had at length

become a probable, a consistent, and a comprehensive

whole. He once more took his place in human society
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in the garb and with the exterior aspect of other men;

but labouring with a purpose which had already

placed in his visionary grasp the sceptre with which,

in yet distant years, he was destined to rule his spi

ritual family, and through them, to agitate the nations

of the earth, from the Ganges to La Plata.

The first fruits of the labours of Ignatius in the

execution of this stupendous design was the Book of

Spiritual Exercises. It was originally written in

Spanish; and, by the command of the Pope, Paul

the Third, was rendered into two Latin versions

the first severely literal, the other exhibiting the

sense, not only with greater elegance, but with more

substantial accuracy. Paul then published a bull,

dated the 31st July, 1548, in which he commended

the latter of those translations to the study of the

faithful. A new version of the Spiritual Exercises

from an original Spanish MS., corrected in the hand

writing of Ignatius himself, was published at Rome,

in 1834, by the Rev. Father John Roothaan the pre

sent General of the Order of Jesus. On collating that

MS. with the text of 1548, M. Roothaan discovered

that the former translators had, in many passages,

not only misrepresented, but impaired the sense of

the great author; and his supposition is, that the

humility of Ignatius had constrained him altogether

to abandon his own literary composition to the dis

posal and to the mercy of others. Whatever may be

the truth of this strange hypothesis, it is at least

clear, that, till the year 1834, the world had never

possessed a trustworthy edition of the single literary

work of the great Founder of Jesuitism.

The Spiritual Exercises form a manual of what

may be termed ‘The Art of Conversion.’ It pro

poses a scheme of self-discipline by which, in the

m 2
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course of four weeks, passed in entire seclusion from

the world, that mighty work is to be accomplished.

In the first, the penitent is conducted through a series

of dark retrospects to abase, and of gloomy prospects

to alarm him. Those ends attained, he is, during

the next seven days, to enrol himself in the army

of the faithful, studying the biography of the Divine

Captain of that elect host, and choosing with extreme

circumspection that plan of life, religious or secu

lar, in which he may best be able to tread in His

steps, and to bear His standard, emblematical at once

of suffering and of conquest. To sustain the soldier

of the cross in this protracted warfare, his spiritual

eye is to be directed, during the third of his solitary

weeks, towards that unfathomable abyss of woe into

which the Redeemer descended to rescue the race

of Adam from the power of Satan and of death:

and then seven suns are to rise and set while the dis

enthralled spirit is to chant triumphant hallelujahs,

elevating her desires heavenwards, contemplating

glories till then unimaginable, and mysteries never

before revealed: when, at length, the spiritual exer

cises close by an absolute surrender of all the delights

and interests of his sublunary state, as an holocaust,

to be consumed by the undying flame of divine love

on the altar of the regenerate heart.

This book is at once a momentous chapter in the

autobiography of Ignatius, and the earliest of his

canons for the government of his future society. It

discloses his own spiritual state during the penances

and ecstacies of Manreza; and explains what is the

condition of mind into which he desired to bring his

expected associates in the anticipated labours then

lying in dim and shadowy prospect before him. The

book would be full of interest, if regarded merely as
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the one extant devotional production of a man of such

commanding genius. It is yet more so, when con

sidered as the one insight we possess into the early

religious character of him whom the Papacy honours

as the greatest of her champions, and the Reformation

dreads as the most formidable of her antagonists.

As if to disappoint the expectations raised both by

the subject and the object of the book, it is neither

pathetic, nor impassioned, nor profound, nor learned;

but, from one end to the other, invariably dry and

didactic, even when it delineates and enjoins the high

est raptures of devotion. It lays down rules for the

conduct of what Bunyan calls the ‘ siege of Mansoul,’

in the precise and peremptory style in which Vauban

might have prescribed the plan of an attack on Mentz

or Courtray. A series of operations is given for

each, in order, of the twenty-eight days of devotional

retirement. Each day has its preparatory prayer,

and each one prelude, or more—a prelude being an

effort of the imagination, by which the recluse is to

call up before his mental sight the persons or the

places with which his thoughts are about to be en

gaged; or, if he is preparing to meditate on things

not sensuous (as, for example, his own sinfulness), he

is to conceive of such things in parable. Thus, he

may represent to himself his body as a prison, and

his soul as a prisoner; or the world as a desolate valley

thronged with wild beasts, among whom he is con

demned to wander as an exile.

After offering the prayer, and pourtraying to him

self the ‘ prelude,’ of the day, the penitent is required

to traverse a prescribed line of contemplation, in which

a certain number of indispensable points are marked

for his guidance. The diurnal course has usually

seven such stations. Take as a specimen the second

M 3
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day of the first week. On that day the exercitant

is first to make a general survey of his past sins;

secondly, to ponder over the malignity of each class

of offences ; thirdly, to compare his own baseness with

the sanctity of the superior orders of intelligences;

fourthly, to contrast them with the moral attributes

of Deity; fifthly, to consider (not without articulate

exclamations) how his sins are aggravated by the

providential bounties and the long suffering of God;

sixthly, to offer, in a divine colloquy, vows of amend~

ment; seventhly, to repeat the Lord’s Prayer.

In the same manner the neophyte has to perform,

throughout the month, a daily series of penitential or

eucharistic evolutions; not as his own heart, or as a

higher influence may dictate, but at the word of

command of his General. For even in the cavern of

Manreza Ignatius was still internally gazing 011 the

encampment and siege of Pampeluna. In the lowest

depths of his contrition he could never forget that

he was a soldier. Although he had finally quitted the

service of Ferdinand for that of the Madonna, visions

of mortal enemies, of well-disciplined followers, and

of glorious victories, still continued to haunt his

fancy, and to guide his pen. He crowded his pages

with military images long after he had laid aside the

carnal weapons of a merely secular warfare.

Thus, on the fourth day of the second week, the

performer of the spiritual exercises is to direct his

mind’s eye towards two vast champaigns. One is

near Jerusalem; where, in a pleasant valley, the belli

gerent Redeemer, resplendent in form, and, in aspect,

of surpassing loveliness, erects his standard as the

chief commander of all the holy and the wise, and

from that noble army sends forth detachments of

apostles, disciples, and ministers to rescue the in
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habitants of every land from ruin, and to improve

and bless every condition of human life. The other

plain is a battle-field in the province of Babylon ;

where, seated on a fiery throne, surrounded by foetid

vapours, horrible in shape, and of terrific countenance,

stands Lucifer, the generalissimo of a malignant host

—- inveterate adversaries of Christ, and inexorable foes

of the race of Adam, who, traversing the world at the

bidding of their leader, propagate guilt, and lamenta

tion, and woe in every abode of man, and pollute and

sadden every soul which still retains any trace of her

divine original.

Throughout the book Ignatius prolongs this attempt

to subjugate all the other faculties of the mind to the

imagination. With that view the penitent is com

manded to descend, like Dante, into the infernal

regions, and there to look steadfastly on the mighty

conflagration, and on the bodies of living fire in which

the souls of the wicked are pent up. He is to listen to

their howlings and blasphemies. He is to smell the

smoke, the sulphur, and the putrescent odours, of the

place of torment. He is to taste the bitter tears which

are shed there; and to handle the undying worm; and

to feel the scorching of the inextinguishable flame.

At another time he is to visit the abode to which the

Virgin Mother, when wounded in her own soul,

retired from Calvary; and is to examine the plan, the

chambers, the cells, and the oratory of her humble

dwelling. This ideal vision is to rise higher still.

The Deity himself is to be seen as actually present in

all the elements—in the vegetation of plants-in

the sensation of animals — in the intelligence of man.

He is to be actually beheld in every creative and con

servative energy, and in every sanctifying influence;

until the divine omnipresence shall become, not a

M 4
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mere truth abiding in the reason, but an object of

direct, though spiritual perception.

Closely interwoven with these revelations of what

is to pass in the hidden chambers of imagery, are pre

cepts of plain sound sense, like so many solid rocks

breaking through the dazzling unrealities of the Fata

Morgana. Thus Ignatius teaches, that he who would

wisely choose his plan of life, must determine with

himself what are the great ends of his existence; so

that to those ,ends all means may be subordinate,

instead of rendering the ultimate design subordinate

to what is merely instrumental. He directs us to

suppose ourselves, not the persons by whom the choice

of a calling is to be made, but the advisers of some

very dear friend, whose circumstances exactly re

semble our own; and he bids us to follow the advice

which we should give to that imaginary friend. We are

taught to suppose the hour of death actually arrived,

and are to choose our calling, as though in the actual

presence of that awful antagonist of all self-indulgent

sophistry. And to those who are meditating matri

mony are prescribed a series of judicious reflections

respecting the kind of household and establishment

they ought to maintain; respecting the right methods

of governing them; respecting the means of render

ing their conversation and example instructive to

their families; and respecting the appropriation of

their income between the several classes of expendi

ture, personal, domestic, and eleemosynary.

He must have been deeply read in the nature ofman,

who should have predicted such first fruits as these

from the restored health of the distracted visionary,

who, in the hospital and cavern of Manreza, and in the

long delirium which followed, had alternately sounded

the basest strings of humility on earth, and the living
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chords which vibrate with spontaneous harmonies

along the seventh heavens. His plan of transmuting

profligates into converts by a mental process, of which,

during any one of her revolutions round our planet,

the moon is to witness the commencement and the

close, may possibly pass for a plagiarism from the

academies of Laputa. But Ignatius Loyola had,his

eyes open, and his attention awake, even when most

absorbed in dreams. By force of an instinct with

which such minds as his alone are gifted, he could

rival the shrewd, the practical, and the worldly Wise,

even when abandoning himself to the current of emo

tions which they are alike unable to comprehend, or

to endure. His mind resembled the body of his great

disciple, Francis Xavier; which, as he preached or

baptized, rose majestically towards the skies, while his

feet (the pious curiosity of his hearers ascertained the

fact) retained their firm hold on the earth below.

The object of the Spiritual Exercises was at once to

excite, and to controul, religious sensibilities. While

aiming to exalt the soul above terrestrial objects, he

was intent on disenchanting his followers of the self

deeeits which usually wait on that exaltation. Though

most remote from the tone of feeling which animates

the gay and busy scenes of life, the book every

where attests the keen scrutiny with which he had

observcd those scenes, and the profound discernment

with which he had studied the actors in them. To

his Protestant readers the Evangelical spirit of the

writer must have been the occasion of great, and per

haps unwelcome surprise. It would, indeed, be easy

to extract from his pages many propositions which

the Synod of \Vestminster would have anathematised;

but that grave assembly might have drawn from

them much to confirm the chief article of their own
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confessions and catechisms. If he yielded an idolatrous

homage to some ofthe demigods of Rome, his supreme

adoration was strictly reserved for Him to whom alone

adoration is due. If he ascribed to ritual expiations

a false and imaginary value, all his mighty powers

were bowed down in a submissive afiiance in the

divine nature, as revealed to us under the veil of

human infirmity, and of more than human suffering.

Philip Doddridge, one of those who have breathed

most freely on earth the atmosphere of heaven, pro

duced, at the distance of two centuries, a work which

the Spiritual Exercises 0f Ignatius Loyola might have

suggested, and of many parts of which it might have

afforded the model; so many are still the points of

contact between those who, ranging themselves round

the great common centre of the faith of Christians,

occupy the most opposite positions in that expanded

circle.

The nine years of the life of Ignatius which im

mediately followed the production of his book, were

worn away in pilgrimages, in feats of asceticism, in

the working (as it was believed) of miracles, and in

escapes, all but miraculous, from the dangers which

his devout and martial spirit induced him to en

counter. It is a steep path by which the heroes

of the Church have scaled the sublime heights of

‘Perfection;’ and his vows constrained him thus to

pursue it. But the same vows obliged him to conduct

his fellow-pilgrims from the City of Destruction to the

Land of Beulah. In prison and in shipwreck, fainting

with hunger or wasted with disease, his inflexible spirit

brooded over that bright, though as yet shapeless

vision; until at length it assumed a coherent form

as he knelt on the Mount of Olives, and traced there

the last and the indelible foot-print 0f the ascending
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Redeemer of mankind. At that hallowed spot had

ended the weary way of Him who had bowed the

heavens, and come down to execute on earth a mission of

unutterable love, and ofthought-surpassing self-denial.

There also was revealed to the prophetic eye of the

founder of the Order of Jesus (no Seer like genius

kindled by high resolves!) the long line of missionaries

who, animated by his example, and guided by his

instructions, should proclaim that holy name from

the rising to the setting sun. It was indeed a futurity

perceptible only to the telescopic eye of faith. At the

mature age of thirty, possessing no language but his

own, no science but that of the camp, and no literature

beyond the biographies of Saints and Paladins, he be

came the self-destined teacher of the future teachers

of the world. Hoping against hope, he returned to

Barcelona; and there, as the class-fellow of little chil

dren, commenced the study of the first rudiments of

the Latin tongue.

Among the established facetiae of the stage, is the

distraction of some dramatic Eloisa attempting to

conjugate the verb Amo, under the guidance of her

too attractive Abelard. Few playwrights probably

have been aware that the jest had its type, if not its

origin, in the scholastic experience of Ignatius Loyola.

His advance in the grammar was arrested by a malig

nant spirit at the same critical point, and in much the

same manner. Assuminglthe garb of an angel of

light, the demon succeeded in driving from his

memory the inflections of the verb, by suggesting at

each some corresponding elevation of his soul heaven

wards. To baflle his insidious enemy, the harassed

scholar implored the pcdagogue to make a liberal use

of that discipline, the pain or the efficacy of which,

who, that has endured it, can ever forget? The error
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cism was complete. Amo became familiar to his recol

lection in all her affectionate moods, and in all her

changeful tenses. Then began Thomas a Kempis

to speak to him intelligibly; and then Erasmus dis

closed to him treasures of wisdom and of wit formerly

buried in the impenetrable recesses of an unknown

tongue. Energy won her accustomed triumphs; and

in the year 1528 he entered the University of Paris

as a student of the Humanities, and of what was then

called Philosophy.

The fourth of the ten decades of human life (those

ten golden years in which other men achieve, or

most strenuously labour for distinction,) was devoted

by Ignatius to the studies preparatory to his great

undertaking. At one time he listened to the proc

lections of grave professors ; at another he traversed

England and the Netherlands as a beggar, soliciting

the means of subsistence. But, whether he sat at the

feet of the learned, or sued for the alms of the rich, he

was still maturing more lofty designs than the most

ambitious monarch of the House of Valois or of

Tudor, had ever dared to cherish. At Paris he at

length found the means of carrying into effect the

cherished purposes of so many years. It was the

heroic age of Spain; and there was no field of ad

venture, secular or spiritual, into which the country

men of Gonsalvo and of Cortes feared to follow any

adventurous leader.

We have partly seen how Ignatius proposed to con

vert men into Jesuits by a course of solitary devotional

exercises; and we are not wholly unable to explain

the method by which he rendered his own personal

intercourse with them conducive to the same end.

On the contemplative and the timid, he imposed

severe exercises of active virtue. To the gay and
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ardent, he appealed in a spirit still more buoyant than

their own. He presented himself neck deep in a pool

of frozen water, to teach an otherwise obdurate de

bauchee how to subdue the appetites of the flesh.

To a hard-hearted priest he made a general confession

of his own sins, with such agonies of remorse and

shame, as to break up, by force of sympathy, the

fountains of penitence in the bosom of the confessor.

He engaged at billiards with a joyous lover of the

game, on condition that whichever of the two might

be defeated, should serve his antagonist during the

following month in whatever manner the conqueror

should prescribe; and the victorious saint consigned

his adversary to the performance of the four weeks of

the Spiritual Exercises. He encouraged and shared

the wildest ascetic extravagancies of his disciples.

His countenance was as haggard, his self-flagellations

as cruel, and his couch and diet as sordid as the rest.

When he saw them faint with the extremity of their

sufferings, he would assume the prophetical character,

and promote, by predicting, their recovery. Rodriguez,

one of the gentlest and most patient of them, fled for

relief to a solitary hermitage; but found his retreat

obstructed by a man whom he described as of terrible

aspect, and gigantic stature, armed with a naked

sword, and breathing menaces. Hosez, another of

his followers, happening to die at the moment when

Ignatius, prostrate before the altar, was reciting from

the Confiteor the words ‘Et omnibus sanctis,’ that

countless host was (as the Saint assured the survivors)

revealed to his eye, and, among them, resplendent in

glory, appeared his deceased friend, to sustain and

animate the hopes of his still militant brethren.

Thus making himself all things to all men, he con

strained his companions in study to become first his
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pupils, and then his associates in religion. Many of

them, indeed, yielded at once, and without a struggle,

to the united influence of his sanctity and his genius;

and, from these more docile converts, he selected no

less than eight of the ten original members of his in

fant order. After performing the initiatory spiritual

exercises, they all swore, on the consecrated Host in

the crypt of St. Denys, to accompany their spiritual

father on a mission to Palestine; or, if that should

be impracticable, to submit themselves to the Vicar

of Christ to be disposed of at his pleasure.

Impetuous as had been the temper of Ignatius in

early life, he had now learnt to be patient of the

tardy growth of great designs. Leaving his disciples

to complete their studies at Paris under the care of

Peter Faber, he returned to Spain to recruit their

number, to mature his plans, and perhaps to escape

from a too familiar intercourse with his future sub

jects. In the winter of 1536, they commenced their

pilgrimage to the Eternal City. At Venice they were

joined by Ignatius. They who would conquer crowns,

whether secular or spiritual, must needs tread in

slippery places. As he journeyed to Rome, accom

panied by Laynez, but in advance of the rest, he saw

a vision, the account of which, derived from his own

lips, it is painful to transcribe. It exhibited that

Being whom no eye hath seen, and whom no tongue

may lightly name; and with him the Eternal Son,

bearing a heavy cross, and uttering the welcome

assurance, ‘1 will be propitious to you at Rome.’

There can be no doubt that Ignatius made this

statement, and that he made it with a conviction of

its truth. But they must be in servitude to a party,

and to a name, who can ascribe a due reverence for

what is most high and most holy, to the mind which
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could admit such a conviction, and to the tongue

which could give it utterance.

Notwithstanding this supposed divine promise,

Ignatius found it no easy task to obtain the requi

site papal sanction for the establishment of his

order. In that age the regular or monastic clergy

had to contend with an almost universal unpopularity.

With the bishops and secular priests they had long

been waging a bitter warfare. They had now to

encounter the additional hostility of the wits, the

Reformers, and the Vatican itself. A large share of

the disasters under which the Church of Rome was

sufiering, was not unreasonably attributed to their

laxity of manners and dissoluteness of life. To

oppose his formidable antagonists in every part of

Europe, the Pope had given his confidence and en

couragement to the Theatins, and other isolated

preachers, who were labouring at once to protect

and to purify the fold, by diffusing among them their

own deep and genuine spirit of devotion. At such a

moment it seemed an equivocal or dangerous policy

to call another religious order into existence. Both

the new and zealous allies, and the ancient supporters,

of the papacy, might be expected to regard such

an institution with extreme jealousy and disfavour.

Neither did the morbid foresight of the Vatican

fail to perceive, that the chief of a society projected

on a plan of such stupendous magnitude, might

become a dangerous rival even to the successors of

St. Peter.

Ignatius, therefore, consumed three. years in unpro

fitable suits for a bull of incorporation. He endea

voured, by lavish promises, to propitiate not mere

mortal man only, but the Deity himself. He engaged

to offer three thousand masses, if so his prayer might
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be granted. Earth and heaven seemed equally deaf to

his ofi’ers, when at length terror extracted from Paul

the Third the concession which no entreaty and n0

prayers had been able to extort.

The Reformation had crossed the Alps, and made

an alarming progress in the very bosom of Italy.

Ferrara seemed about to fall away from the Church

of Rome, as Germany, England, and Switzerland had

fallen. The death-struggle between the contending

powers could no longer be averted or postponed.

The Consistory then became enlightened to see the

Divine hand in a scheme which they had, till then,

regarded as the suspicious device of an ambitious and

formidable man. They could no longer refuse the

gratuitous and devoted services of a host, called, as it

might seem, into existence, for the express purpose of

defeating their hitherto invincible enemies —-a host

animated by an enthusiasm as ardent as that of the

Reformers themselves, informed by a learning not less

profound than theirs, and guided by that singleness

of will and fixedness of purpose in which Luther and

his associates were so eminently defective.

On the 27th of September, 1540, Paul the Third

therefore afiixed the papal seal to the bull ‘Regimini,’

the Magna Charter of the Order of Jesus. Admirable

as was the foresight which dictated this grant, it was

made with undisguised reluctance, with painful mis

givings, and with an anxiety of which the instrument

itself affords the clearest evidence. It places in the

lips of the new society the following emphatical pro

fession of their future subjection to the power from

which they were to derive their corporate existence:—

‘Quamvis Evangelio doceamur, et fide orthodoxa

cognoscamus, ac firmiter profiteamur, omnes Christi

fideles Romano Pontifici tanquam capiti, ac Jesu
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Christi vicario, subesse; ad majorem tamen nostrae

'societatis humilitatem, ac perfectam unius cujusque

mortificationem, et voluntatum nostrarum abnega

tionem, summopere conducere judicavimus, singulos

nos, ultra illud commune vinculum, speciali voto ab

stringi, ita ut quicquid Romani Pontifices pro tempore

existentes jusserint, quantum in nobis fuerit exequi

teneamur.’

So wrote the Pope in the person of his new Praeto

rians. The first care of Ignatius was the election of

a General of that formidable band. For that purpose

he summoned the chief members of his company to

Rome. They all concurred in choosing himself. He

declined the proffered honour, and was a second time

unanimously elected. Again he refused to govern,

unless his confessor, to whom, as he said, all his bad

dispositions were known, should command him, in the

name of Christ, to submit to the hard necessity. The

confessor accordingly pronounced that solemn injunc

tion, and then Ignatius Loyola ascended the throne

of which he had been so long laying the foundations.

It will be credible that he seriously contemplated the

renunciation of that high rewar'd, when it shall be as

certained that Julius became Dictator, Cromwell Pro

tector, and Napoleon First Consul, in their own despite;

but not till then.

When finally invested with sovereignty, Ignatius

wielded the sceptre, as best becomes an absolute mo

narch, magnanimously and with unfaltering decision;

reverenced, but exciting no servile fear; beloved, but

permitting no rude familiarity; declining no enter

prise which high daring might accomplish, attempting

none which headlong ambition might suggest; self

multiplicd in the ministers of his will; yielding to

them a large and generous confidence; trusting no man

VOL. I. N
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whom he had not deeply studied; assigning to none a

province beyond the range of his capacity.

Though not in books, yet in the school. of active,

and especially of military life, Ignatius had learnt the

great secret of government, at least ofhis government.

That secret is, that the social affections, when concen

trated within a well-defined circle, possess an intensity

and an endurance unrivalled by those passions of which

self is the immediate object. He had the sagacity to

perceive that emotions like those with which a Spartan

or a Jew had yearned over the land and the institu

tions of their fathers _ emotions stronger than appe

tite, vanity, ambition, avarice, or death itself-might

be kindled in the members of his order, if he could

grasp those mainsprings of human action of which

the Greek and the Hebrew legislators had obtained

the mastery. Nor did he make the attempt in vain.

He legislated at once in the spirit of his early and

of his late profession-as a soldier and as a spiritual

champion of the Church of Rome. Obedience, prompt,

absolute, blind, and unhesitating--the cardinal virtue

of both—was the basis of his religious institute.

Such submission, however arduous in appearance, is

in reality the least irksome of all self-sacrifices. The\

mysterious gift of free will is the heaviest burthen of

the vast multitude of mankind. The free subjects,

and the heavenly appointed ministers, of the Jewish

theocracy, took refuge from that service in the despo

tism of a man whose sole praise it was to be taller by

the head and shoulders than any of them. In the

same spirit men every where desire to walk by sight,

not by faith—to obey the stern command of a supe

rior, if so they may be absolved from listening for

the still small voice of conscience -to bear the yoke

of spiritual bondage, if so they may escape the fatigue
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of study, the labour of meditation, the pains of

doubt, and the anxieties of mental freedom. Ignatius

had well observed this propensity of the human heart,

and he framed the Jesuit code with a constant refe

rence to it.

He ordained that his order should be an elective

absolute monarchy for life. The Sovereign, or General,

was to be chosen by a small senate or aristocracy.

He was, of course, to possess every divine grace and

every human virtue. But he was also to possess

middle age, good health, good looks; and, if to these

gifts could be added former rank and consideration

in the world, so much the better.

Christendom was to be divided into provinces, over

each of which a president or provincial was to rule.

To control the powers of the monarch, each of the

five chief provincials was to have at Rome a represen

tative, called an assistant; and the five assistants were

to form a council, who should at once advise the

general and watch over his conduct. The general, and

each of his provincials, was to have attached to him

a functionary called a monitor; whose ofiice may

be best described as being that of an external con

science.

Such securities as these were, however, totally in

adequate to restrain the high prerogatives of Ignatius

and his successors. They were to inspect the secrets

of the soul of each member of the society, which, for

that purpose, were to be disclosed to the general by

the provincial in letters written as frequently as once

a week. All employments and dignities of which any

Jesuit was capable, were reserved for the patronage

of the general, and of him alone. He was to assign

to each member his duty and his station. The whole

property of the order was to be at his absolute dis

N 2
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posal. He might alter the law, or, in particular cases,

dispense with the observance of it.

To the vows of obedience, poverty, and chastity,

common to all the monastic orders, the professed

Jesuit was to add an oath to proceed instantly to

any part of the world to which the Pope might send

him for the advancement of religion; and every Jesuit

was to bind himself to reject all secular or ecclesias

tical dignities, except such as the society itself might

have to bestow. But it was provided that if the Pope

should constrain any member to accept a bishopric, he

would, in that capacity, give heed to the advice of his

General.

None might be admitted into the society without

some remarkable endowments of intellect and piety,

nor without good health, an agreeable person, and

attractive manners. The novice was to renounce to

the society all his worldly possessions. He must be

exempt from all fetters of betrothment, or of any

other contract which might bring him within the

reach of the civil tribunals.

The process of what may be called ‘breaking in’

a young Jesuit, was prescribed with great minuteness

and severity. The objects of this discipline were to

subdue all habits of indolence, to extinguish every

sentiment of aristocratic rank, to eradicate the pride

ofpersonal independence, to infuse into the soul a spirit

of instant, unscrupulous, unhesitating obedience, and

to fasten on it the conviction that from the lips of

the superior were to be gathered the very oracles

of God. To accomplish these ends, the appointed

system of education was to be pursued with an inten~

sity of purpose never to be relaxed. The Superior

was never to shrink from the infliction of any ne

cessary or wholesome pain. The Pupil was never to
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decline to apply himself to any useful arts, however

mean, humiliating, or offensive.

In the science of social Dynamics it is written, that

he is the king of men, jure divino, who, with the sub

limest purposes and the most inflexible will, exacts

the most absolute submission and the most painful

sacrifices. To him are drawn the feeble-minded by

the instinct of obedience, the audacious by the force

of sympathy, the torpid by the craving for stimulants,

the sceptical by the thirst for certainties, and the un

occupied by the desire to employ their ineffectual

energies. By this title reigned Lycurgus and Maho

met over nations, Zeno in the schools, Benedict in

the cloister, Columbus in exploration, Cortes in the

camp, and Ignatius Loyola over the host which, at

his summons, gathered round him to extend the do

minion of the Church of Rome over the heretical and

the heathen nations of the earth.

It was with a sublime audacity that he demanded

their obedience. It was to be rendered, not merely

in the outward act, but by the understanding and

the will. He spoke to them, not with the timidity of

a. fallible teacher, but as one invested with the dele

gated prerogatives of the divine Redeemer himself.

‘ Non intueamini in persona superioris, hominem ob

noxium erroribus atque miseriis, sed Christum z'psum.’

‘ superioris vocem ac jussa non secus ac Christi vocem

accipite.’ ‘Ut statuatis vobiscum quicquid superior

praecipit z'psz'us .Dei prteceptum esse ac voluntatem.’

He who wrote thus had not lightly observed how

the spirit of man exults in bondage, if permitted to

believe that the chain has been spontaneously as

sumed.

Neither had he inattentively examined the motives

which will sometimes stimulate the most submissive

N 3
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to revolt. He granted to his followers the utmost

liberty in outward things, which could be reconciled

with their spiritual servitude. The enslaved soul was

not to be rudely reminded of her slavery. There was

to be no peculiar dress, - no routine of prayers and

canticles, _no prescribed system of austerities, _no

monastic seclusions.

Ignatius knew well how awful is the might of folly

in all sublun-ary affairs. Therefore no frivolous, fickle,

or feeble-minded proselyte was to find a place in his

brotherhood.

He must be served by virgin minds, who could be

ruled by prejudices of his own engrafting. Therefore

no one could be admitted who had worn, though but

for a single day, the habit of any other religious

order.

Stern initiatory discipline must probe the spirits of

the professed; for both scandal and danger would

attend the faintness of any leader in the host. Gentler

probations must sufiice for coadjutors, whether lay or

spiritual; for no host is complete without a body of

irregular partisans.

The general himself—the centre and animating

spirit of the whole company— he must rule for life,

because ambition and cabal will fill up the intervals

between frequent elections, and because the reverence

due to royalty is impaired by the aspect of dethroned

sovereigns. He must be absolute, because human

authority can on no other terms exhibit itself as the

image of the Divine. He must reign at a distance,

and in solitude, because no government is effective in

which imagination has not her proper work to do.

He must be the ultimate depository of the secrets of

the conscience of each of his subjects, because power

can be irresistible only when guided by unlimited
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knowledge. N0 subject of his might accept any dig

nity, ecclesiastical or civil, beyond the precincts of the

order, because the general himself must be supreme

in rank as in dominion, and must alone possess the

means of gratifying the ambition, and attracting to

himself the homage, of his dependants. ‘

And the ultimate object of this scheme of govern

ment,—it must be vast enough to expand the soul

of the proselyte to a full sense of her own dignity;

and practical enough to provide incessant occupation

for his time and thoughts; and difficult enough to

bring all his powers into strenuous activity; and

dangerous enough to teach the lesson of mutual de

pendence. There must also be conflicts for the brave,

and intrigues for the subtle, and solitary labours for

the studious, and offices of 'mercy for the compas

sionate. To all and to each must be offered both a

temporal and an eternal recompence, _- in this life,

the reward of a communion and a sympathy intense

in proportion to the narrowness of' its range, and

stimulating in proportion to the mysterious secrecy

in which it was to be exercised ; in the life to come,

felicities of which the anxious heart was not permitted

to doubt: for the promises of the wise, the fellowship

of the holy, and the assurances of men whose claims

to the divine favour it would seem to them impious

to question, formed the present earnest of that celes

tial inheritance.

If there be in any of our universities a professor

of moral philosophy initiating his pupils into the

science of human nature, let him study the consti

tutions of Ignatius Loyola. They were the fruit of

the solitary meditation of many years. His midnight

lamp threw its rays on nothing but his crucifix, his

manuscript, his Thomas a Kcmpis dc Imitatione, and

N 4
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the New Testament. Any other presence would have

been a profane intrusion ; for the work (so, at least,

he believed and taught) was but a transcript of

thoughts imparted to his disembodied spirit, when

in early manhood it had been caught up into the

seventh heavens. As he wrote, a lambent flame, in

shape like a tongue of fire, is said to have hovered

about his head ; and, as may be read in his own hand

in a still extant paper, the hours of composition were

passed in tears of devotion, in holy ardour, in rap

tures, and amidst celestial apparitions.

Ignatius was not less admirable as an adminis

trator, than as a giver, of laws. Taking his own

immutable station at the seat and centre of spiritual

empire, he committed to each of his proconsuls his

province, to each of his ministers his function, and

to the humblest of his agents his task, according to

the natural or acquired aptitude of each for the work

assigned him. He was intimately acquainted with

the effects on human character of self-knowledge—of

strenuous activity— and 0f protracted suffering. He

therefore, required his disciples to scrutinise the

recesses of their own hearts, until they turned for

relief from the wonders and the shame within to the

mysteries and the glories of the world of spirits.

He exercised them by ceaseless employment, until the

transmutation of means into ends was complete, and

efforts, at first the most irksome, had become spon

taneous and even grateful to them. He disciplined

them by every form of privation and self-inflicted

pain, until fortitude, ripening into habit, became the

source of delights which, however incomprehensible

to the self-indulgent, are far more real and enduring

than their own. He rendered them stoics, mystics,

and enthusiasts; and then employed them in duties
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emphatically practical, to the purpose, and to the

time.

Ignatius was not merely a legislator and a states

man, but, to the last breath he drew, a soldier also.

He was a general, whose authority none might ques

tion, -_ a comrade on whose cordiality all might rely,

_a leader, who partook in every danger and hard

ship of his followers,-_ a strategist 0f consummate

skill and of all-embracing survey. In his religious

campaigns his policy was always aggressive. However

inadequate might be the force at his command for

defensive operations, he never hesitated to weaken it

by detachments on a distant service, if he could so

strike terror into nearer foes, and animate the courage

of irresolute allies. In this spirit he encountered

Lutheranism in Europe by addressing himself to the

conversion to the faith of Rome of the barbarous or

half-civilised nations of the earth. His searching eye

long scanned the characters of his lieutenants to dis

cover which of them was best qualified for that

difficult and hazardous office. Even to him it was

not easy to discover such men. They must be not

only superior to all the allurements of appetite and

the common infirmities of our nature, but superior

also to those temptations which beset inquisitive minds,

and men of the highest order of ability. His mission

aries must be prepared to do and dare, but not much

disposed to speculate. They must burn with an in

extinguishable zeal, but must be insensible to the

impulse for converting a subordinate into an inde

pendent command. He long weighed this perplexing

choice, and decided it at length with the utmost

sagaeity and success. It fell on many who well ful

filled these conditions, but on none in whom all the

requisites combined so marvellously as in the young
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Spanish noble who had borne himself so gallantly in

the crypt of St. Denys, and had conducted the pil

grimage to Rome of the first little company of the

proselytes of Ignatius.

It was in the year 1505, that Francis Xavier, the

youngest child of a numerous family, was born in the

castle of his ancestors, in the Pyrenees. Robust

and active, of a gay humour and ardent spirit, the

young mountaineer listened with a throbbing heart

to the military legends of his house, and to the hopes

which spoke of days to come when his illustrious

lineage should derive new splendour from his own

achievements. But the hearts of his parents yearned

over the son of their old age, and the enthusiasm

which would have borne him to the pursuit of glory

in the camp, was directed by their counsels to the

less hazardous contest for literary eminence at the

University of Paris. From the embrace of Aristotle

and his commentators, he would, however, have been

prematurely withdrawn by the failure of his resources

(for the lords of Xavier were not wealthy), if a do

mestic prophctess (his elder sister) had not been in

spired to foretel his marvellous career and immortal

recompence. His family acknowledged that all pe

cuniary sacrifices would be wisely made for a child

destined to have altars raised to his name throughout

the Catholic Church, and masses chanted to his honour

till time should be no longer. He was thus enabled to

struggle on at the College of St. Barbara, until he had

become qualified to earn his own maintenance as a

public teacher of philosophy.

The chair of Xavier was crowded by the studious,

and his society courted by the gay, the noble, and

the rich. It was courted also by one who stood aloof

from the admiring multitude, - among them, but not
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of them. Sordid in dress, but of lofty bearing; un

impassioned, though intensely earnest ; abstemious in

speech, yet uttering occasionally, in deep and most

melodious tones, words of strange significance, Igna

tius Loyola was gradually working over the mind of

his young companion a spell which no difference of

taste, of habits, or of age, was of power to repel._

-Potent as it was, the charm was long resisted. Hila

rity was the native element of Francis Xavier, and

his grave monitor afforded him an inexhaustible

theme of mirth and raillery. Armed with satire,

which was not always playful, the light heart of youth

contended as best it might against the solemn im

pressions which he could neither welcome nor avoid.

Whether Xavier plunged into the amusements in

which he delighted, or engaged in the disquisitions

in which he excelled, or traced the windings of the

Seine through the forest which then lined its banks,

Ignatius was still at hand, ready to discuss with him

the charms of society, of learning, or of nature; but

whatever had been the subject of their discourse, it

was still closed by the same awful inquiry, ‘What

shall it profit the man if he gain the whole world and

lose his own soul ?’

The world which Xavier had sought to gain was

already exhibiting to him its accustomed treachery.

It had given him entertainment and applause, but it

had stolen from him first his self-controul, and then

his pupils and emoluments. Ignatius was still at

hand to repair his losses. He became the eulogist of

the genius and the eloquence of his friend. He pre

sented to him the scholars attracted to his chair by

these panegyrics. He repeated them in the hearing

of the delighted teacher, but then, when the kindling

eye of Xavier attested the sense of conscious merit
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and of well-established renown, he would check the

rising exultation by the ever-recurring inquiry, -—

‘ What shall it profit?’

Improvidence squandered these new resources, but

nothing could damp the zeal of Ignatius. There he

was again, himself the poorest of the poor, yet minis

tering to the wants of Xavier from a purse filled by

the alms he had solicited; but there again was also

the same unvarying demand urged in the same rich

though solemn cadence, — ‘ What shall it profit?’

In the unrelaxing grasp of the strong man, at once

forgiven and assisted, beloved and rebuked by his

stern associate, Xavier gradually yielded to the fas

cination. He became, like his monitor, impassive, at

least in appearance, to all sublunary pains and plea

sures, performedthe initiatory rite of the Spiritual

Exercises, and joined with his brethren in the vows

of Montmartre, surpassed them all in the fervour of

his devotion and the austerity of his self-discipline,

and, in the winter of 1536, became the leader of their

march to the Eternal City.

Accomplished in all courtly exercises, he prepared

for his journey by binding tight cords round his arms

and legs, in holy revenge for the pleasure which their

graceful agility had once afforded him, and so pur

sued his way with Spartan constancy, till the corroded

flesh closed obstinately over the ligatures. Miracle,

the ever prompt handmaid of the energetic children

of the Church of Rome, burst the bands which no

surgeon could unloosc, and her friendly presence was

then attested by the toils which his unfettered limbs

immediately endured in the menial service of his fel

low-travellers.

At Venice they rejoined Ignatius, and there em

ployed themselves in ministering to the patients in
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the hospitals. Foremost in every act of intrepid self

mortification, Xavier signalised his zeal by exploits,

the mere mention of which, the stomachs of our

feebler generation could not endure. While thus

courting all the physical tortures of purgatory, his

soul inhaled the anticipated delights of Paradise.

These penances and raptures brought him twice to

the gates of death; and then, in what he supposed

to be his last extremity, he caused himself to be

borne to places of public resort, that his ghastly as

pect might teach the awful lessons which his tongue

was no longer able to pronounce.

Such prodigies, whether enacted by the saints of

Rome, or by the saints of Benares, exhibit a sove

reignty of the spiritual over the animal nature, which

can hardly be contemplated without some feelings

akin to reverence. But, on the whole, the hooked

Faqueer, spinning round his gibbet, is the more re

spectable suicide of the two. His homage is at least

meet for the deity he worships. But that gracious

being, whose name had been assumed by Xavier and

his associates, was equally victorious over the stoical

illusions and the lower desires of our nature. When

he made himself of no reputation, and took on him

the form of a servant, he yet sought repose amongst

the domestic charities of life, and condescended to

accept those blameless solaccs which life has to offer

to the weary and heavy laden. No services were

ever offered to him less in harmony with his serene

self-reverence, than the vehement emotions, the

squalid filth, and the lacerated frames of the first

members of the Society of Jesus.

Whatever might have been the reward of Xavier’s

self-mortifications in another life, his name would

probably have left no trace in this world’s records,
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had it not happened that John III. of Portugal, re

solving to plant the Christian faith in the Indian ter

ritories which had become subject to the dominion or

influence of his crown, petitioned the Pope to select

some fit leader of this peaceful crusade. The choice

first fell on Bobadilla, who, however, was imme

diately seized with a fever of such violence as dis

qualified him for the enterprise. Then it was, as we

are told, that Ignatius was enlightened from on high

to perceive in Xavier the vessel of election. The

Holy Father ratified the choice.

A happier selection could not have been made; and

never was a summons to toil, to suffering, and to

death, so joyously received. In the visions of the

night, he had often groaned beneath the incumbent

weight of a wild Indian, of ebon hue and gigantic

stature, seated on his shoulders. In those dreams

he had often traversed tempestuous seas, enduring

shipwreck, famine, and persecution, in their most

ghastly forms; and, as each peril was encountered, his

panting soul had invoked yet more abundant oppor

tunities of making such glorious sacrifices for the

conversion of mankind. And now, when the clearer

sense and the approaching accomplishment of these

dark intimations were disclosed to him, passionate

sobs attested the rapture which his tongue was un

able to speak. He fell on his knees before Ignatius,

kissed the feet of the holy father, repaired his tat

tered cassock, and, with no other provision than his

breviary, left Rome on the 15th of March, 1540, for

Lisbon, his destined port of embarkation for the

East.

Light of heart, and joyful in discourse, he travelled

from Rome across the Alps and Pyrenees. As he

descended the southern slopes of his native moun
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tains, there rose to his sight the venerable towers,

beneath which he had enjoyed the sports of childhood,

and woven the day-dreams of youth; where still lived

the mother, who, during his first eighteen years, had

day by day watched over him and blessed him, and

the saintly sister, whose inspired voice had foretold

his present high vocation. But it was all too high

for even a momentary intrusion of the holiest of those

feelings which are merely human. He was on his

way with tidings of mercy to a perishing world, and

had not one hour to waste, nor one parting tear to

bestow, on those whom he best loved and most revered,

and whom, in this life, he could never hope to meet

again. We are not left to conjecture in what light his

conduct was regarded. Martin D’Aypileueta, sur

named the Doctor of Navarre, a grave and well-bene

ficed divine (a shrewd, thriving, hospitable, much re

spected man, no unlikely candidate for the mitre, and

a candidate, too, in his own drowsy way, for amaran

thine crowns and celestial blessedness), was the ma

ternal uncle of Xavier, and very plausibly believed

his nephew mad. He favoured his enthusiastic kins

man with much judicious remonstrance against his

suicidal project. Half sportive, half indignant, was

Xavier’s answer 2—- ‘ I care little, most illustrious

Doctor, for the judgment of men, and least of all for

their judgment, who decide before they hear and

before they understand.’ Mad or sober, he was at

least impelled by a force, at the first shock of which

the united judiciousness and respectability of man

kind must needs fall to pieces, —the force of will,

concentrated on one great end, and elevated above

the misty regions of doubt to that unclouded atmo

sphere, where Faith, attended by her Sister Graces,

Hope and Courage, Joy and Fortitude, converts the
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future into the present, and casts the brightest hues

over objects the most repulsive to sense, and the most

painful to our feeble nature.

As the vessel in which Xavier embarked for India

fell down the Tagus, and shook out her reefs to the

wind, many an eye was dim with unwonted tears,

for she bore a regiment of a thousand men to rein

force the garrison of Goa; nor could the bravest of

that gallant host gaze on the receding land without

foreboding that he might never see again those dark

chestnut forests and rich orange groves, with the

peaceful convents and the long-loved homes reposing

in their bosom. The countenance of Xavier alone

beamed with delight. He knew that he should never

tread his native mountains more ; but he felt that he

was not an exile. He was to depend for food and

raiment on the bounty of his fellow-passengers; but

no thought for the morrow troubled him. He was

going to convert nations of which he knew neither

the language nor even the names; but his soul was

oppressed with no misgivings. WVorn by incessant

sickness, with the refuse food of the lowest seamen

for his diet, and the cordage of the ship for his couch,

he rendered to the diseased services too revolting to

be described, and lived among the dying and the pro

fligate, the unwearied minister of consolation and of

peace. In the midst of that floating throng he knew

both how to create for himself a sacred solitude, and

how to mix in all their pursuits in the free spirit of a

man of the world, a gentleman, and a scholar. With

the Viceroy and his officers, he talked as pleased

them best, of war or trade, of politics or navigation.

To restrain the common soldiers from gambling, he

invented for their amusement less dangerous pastimes,

or even held the stakes for which they played, that,
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by his presence and his gay discourse, he might at

least check the excesses which he could not entirely

prevent.

Five weary months (weary to all but him) brought

the ship to Mozambique, where an endemic fever

threatened a premature grave to the apostle of the

Indies. But his was not a spirit to be quenched or

allayed by the fiercest paroxysms of disease. At each

remission of his malady he crawled to the beds of his

fellow-sufferers, to soothe their‘terrors, or assuage

their pains. Just thirteen months after his departure

from Lisbon, he reached Goa; the most wretched of

mankind, to the eye of any casual observer, but, in

the esteem of his shipmates, the happiest and the

most holy.

At Goa Xavier was shocked, and, had he been sus

ceptible of fear, would have been dismayed, by the

almost universal depravity of the inhabitants. It

exhibited itself in those revolting forms which cha

racterise the crimes of civilised men, when settled

among a feebler race, and released from the restraints

and conventional decencies of civilisation. Swinging

a huge bell in his hand, Xavier passed along the

streets of the city, imploring the astonished crowd to

send their children to him to be instructed in the

religion which they continued at least to profess.

Though he had never been addressed by the soul

stirring name of father, he knew that there is one

chord which can never be wholly out of tune in the

hardest and the most dissolute heart which has once

felt the parental instinct. A crowd of little ones

were quickly placed under his charge. He lived

among them at once the most laborious of teachers

and the gentlest and gayest of friends; and then re

turned them to their homes, that, by their example,

VOL. I. o
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they might there impart, with the unconscious elo

quence of filial love, the lessons of wisdom and of

piety which they had been taught.

No cry of human misery reached him in vain. He

took up his abode in the hospitals; selecting that of

the leprous as the object of his peculiar care. Even

inthe haunts of debauchery, and at the tables of the

profligate, he was to be seen an honoured and a wel

come guest. He delighted that most unmeet audience

with the vivacity of his discourse; and spared neither

pungent jests to render vice ridiculous, nor sportive

fiatteries to allure the fallen back to the paths of

soberness and virtue. These were hazards not to be

incurred, even by Francis Xavier, with impunity.

Suspicion and reproach followed, and still pursue,

these deviations from the highways of Christian in

struction ; nor would it perhaps be possible to make a

successful defence of all the freedoms into which his

ardent zeal occasionally urged him. But strong in

purity of purpose, and stronger still in one sacred

remembrance, he was content to be called ‘ the

friend of publicans and sinners.’ He had long since

deserted the standard of Prudence, the offspring of

Forethought, for the banners of Wisdom, the child of

Love, and followed them through perils not to be

braved with impunity under any less triumphant

leaders.

Rugged were the ways along which he was thus

conducted. In those times, as in our own, there was

a pearl fishery on the western shores of the Strait of

Manaar, and then, as now, the pearl divers formed a

separate and a degraded caste. It was not till after a

residence of many months at Goa that Xavier heard

of these people. He heard that they were ignorant

and miserable, and he inquired no farther. On that
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burning shore his bell once more rang out an invita

tion of mercy, and again were gathered around him

troops of inquisitive and docile children. He lived

long among these abject fishermen; his only food

their rice and water, their huts his only shelter, and

a sleep of three hours during the four and twenty

the measure of his repose. He became at once their

physician, the arbiter in their disputes, and their ad

vocate with the Governor of Goa for the remission of

their annual tribute.

He became also their teacher in the doctrines and

precepts of Christianity. Destitute as he was, at first,

of any acquaintance with their language, the un

dertaking would have daunted any spirit less ardent

than his; and it is, indeed, to this day, disputed,

between the members of his order and their anta

gonists, whether he acquitted himself of it in any

thing more than outward semblance and unmeaning

form.

When the inhabitants of Cape Comorin were deli

vered by the Portuguese from their Mahomedan in

vaders, they did homage to their new masters by

submitting their persons to the baptismal ablution,

though their minds remained as dark as before, and

their course of life not less licentious. To these

Paravas (so they were called) Xavier proceeded;

taking with him two interpreters, appointed to that

service by the Bishop of Goa. In a letter to his

brethren of the Society of Jesus, dated in January,

1544, he thus describes his method of introducing

these people to the knowledge of the Christian faith :—

Having carefully selected some of the more intel

ligent of their number, and especially such of them

as could converse both in the Spanish and the Malabar

tongues, he laboriously accomplished, by their aid,

0 2
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translations ofthe Catechism, of the Apostles’ Creed, of

the Ten Commandments, of the Lord’s Prayer, and of

some of the devotional offices of the Church of Rome.

After committing these versions to his own memory,

he undertook a circuit through the country; sum

moning the natives to gather round him at each town

and village by the sound of his bell, which he rang

out on his arrival there. To these assemblages he

recited his formularies; repeating them again and

again, until they had learnt them by heart. The

children, as usual, proved the aptest scholars; and

when they were perfect in their tasks, he despatched

them to teach what they had thus acquired, to their

parents and neighbours.

On every Sunday he preached on the texts thus

impressed before-hand on the minds of his hearers;

employing, of course, at first, the intervention of his

interpreters. These sermons opened with a comment

on the Creed ; to each article of which his hearers, and

especially the candidates for baptism, gave their audible

assent. The Commandments were then repeated and

explained; each commandment being succeeded by a

prayer (in which the whole assembly joined) for

grace to observe it. The Lord’s Prayer followed;

and the series of congregational offices was closed by

Xavier’s reciting, in the language of his hearers, an

epitome of the Christian faith, and an exhortation

to lead a Christian life. Then came the baptism of

the catechumens ; after which the assembly was dis

missed.

In every heathen land which he subsequently

visited, Xavier pursued the same method of propa

gating the faith. A most ineffectual method, in the

judgment of his Protestant censors. They have no

respect or forgiveness for his barbarous translations
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into semi-barbarous tongues, of formularies and sym

bols which the most profound scholars have but

imperfectly succeeded in transfusing into the most

polished dialects -of modern Europe. They find

much occasion for mirth in the grotesque accents in

which the missionary’s unpractised tongue must have

preached in a foreign idiom, and in the darkness in

which an impromptu interpretation must have in

volved his sermons. To inject into uncultivated minds

thoughts so remote from their antecedent knowledge

and conceptions, is pronounced a desperate enterprise ;

and it is not without a compassionate smile that these

critics refer to the prejudice which has ventured to

claim the reverence of mankind for such delirious

zeal, and so much impotent benevolence.

If this judgment be just, it must at least be acknow

ledged to be a notable and curious occurrence, that

such a man as Francis Xavier first abandoned himself

to a life of religious extravagance, and then became

the unconscious ehronicler of his own folly. He who

had taught the learning of his times with high applause

at Paris, was certainly no prating seiolist. The friend

and chosen companion of Ignatius Loyola and of Iago

Laynez, could not be destitute of that wisdom which

is to be gained by converse with the wise. He who

had associated with every class of society, from the

hospital to the throne, could not be unprovided with

the knowledge which the world has to impart. The

author of such missionary journals as his could not

be wanting in clear good sense; for in that respect

they may well challenge comparison with the best

performances of the most sober-minded of those who,

in our own days, have described their own labours in

the same field. Nor could Xavier have been betrayed,

as so many are betrayed, into foolishness by knavery;

o 3
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for the most jealous eyes have searched his reports

and letters in vain for one wilful deviation from

truth, or for so much as a solitary proof that he was

actuated by any indirect or sinister designs. Strange

then, is it, if such a man drew a self-portraiture, full of

glaring absurdity, without perceiving it.

It is not improbable that these or some similar

censures may have reached his own ears. The sleek,

worldly-wise traders of Goa, can scarcely have failed

to anticipate them; and as in that case the despised

herald of the Gospel can hardly have held his peace,

we may, with some plausibility, suppose him to have

made to the scorners some such answer as the fol

lowing: _

‘ However feeble may be the means by which I en

deavour to bring the natives of India into the fold of

Christ, they are at least the best means at my com

mand ; and woe unto me if I preach not the Gospel !

They are also the only means at present taken by any

one who calls himself a Christian, to atone for the

wrongs inflicted on them by their Christian rulers.

If the contumelies cast on my teaching reached me

only, they would be insignificant; but let it be well

considered whether they will not glance aside from

me, and strike against ministrations incomparably

higher and holier than mine. When in one day Peter

called three thousand converts out of the world

when Philip admitted the Ethiopian into the Church

-— or when Paul acknowledged the gaoler of Philippi

as a brother in Christ-_neither Peter, nor Philip,

nor Paul had imparted to those proselytes any in

struction beyond the first and elementary articles

of the faith. When the same great Apostle of the

Gentiles wrote his pastoral letters to the Greeks,

he employed what to them must have appeared an
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uncouth and barbarous dialect. When he spoke to

the Corinthians, it was not with excellency of speech,

but in the foolishness of preaching. When others

addressed them in unknown tongues, Paul did not

command that the stranger should be silenced, but

that his discourse should be interpreted. When he who

spoke as never man spake, condescended to appear on

our earth, his mightiest eloquence -that by which he

moved, subdued, and penetrated the heart _ was the

eloquence, not of speech, but of a life of which each

painful step was taken at the bidding of love, and

under the guidance of wisdom. Be it then the care

of myself and of my fellow-labourers to tread, how

ever feebly, and at however great a distance, in the

footsteps of our adorable Master. Let us humbly

endeavour to evangelise these outcasts of the human

family chiefly by our loving-kindness, our self-denial,

and our personal sanctity. But with our words also,

though spoken with a stammering tongue, and through

an imperfect medium, we will endeavour to make

known to them the commands delivered by God him

self on Sinai, the prayer dictated by Christ himself

to his disciples, and the earliest confession of the

faith transmitted to us by his Church. The truths

we thus speak may indeed appear to the natural man

to be foolishness, but by the spiritual man they

may be spiritually discerned; for there are truths

which, though man’s wisdom teach them not, are yet

effectually taught by Him without whose present aid

all teaching is vain, and all Wisdom is folly.’

It is not a merely gratuitous conjecture that such

would have been the substance of Xavier’s apology.

It is the burthen of his letters, that the living ex

hibition of the Christian character is the first great

instrument of Christian conquests over idolatry; and

o 4
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that the inculcation of elementary truth is the second.

But while he is thus ever mindful of his own respon

sibility for the souls of the heathen of his own times,

he presses with even painful importunity on his corre

spondents, the importance of providing for a succes

sion to himself of missionaries eminent for holiness and

for learning; and, amidst all his fatigues and anxieties,

his eye is ever fixed upon the prospects opened by the

college which he had established at Goa, for train

ing up natives of India as the future teachers of their

countrymen.

It is, indeed, true (though the truth be uttered in

the contemptuous tone best calculated to provoke

contradiction), that 2. Christianity, nominal, formal,

and external, was, after all, the best fruit to be

gathered, or to be rationally expected, from the rude

efforts of Xavier for the conversion of the Paravas.

But where is that country, and what is that time, in

which Christianity has been more than this amongst

the great multitude of those who have called and

professed themselves Christians? The travellers in

the narrow path, who are guided by her vital spirit,

have ever been the ‘ chosen few.’ The travellers along

“the broad way, wearing her exterior and visible

badges, have ever been the ‘ many called.’ And yet

he who should induce any heathen people to adopt

the mere ceremonial of the Church, to celebrate her

ritual, and to recognise, though but in words, the

authority of her divine head, would confer on them

a blessing exceeding all which mere human philan

thropy has ever accomplished or designed. For

such is the vivifying influence of the spirit of the

Gospel, that it can never long be otherwise than pro

lific of the highest temporal benefits to all, and of the

highest spiritual benefits to some, in every land which
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acknowledges it as a rule of life and receives it as a

system of worship. If Xavier had succeeded so far

only as to diffuse through the East that kind and

that degree of Christianity which at this day exists

amongst the formalists of Europe, such a success

would almost justify the papal apotheosis which has

assigned to him a throne in heaven and a perennial

homage on earth.

It is not without exultation, nor indeed without

truth, that we are reminded that even to this ex

tent Xavier did not eventually succeed. The triumph

over his failure would be abated if due attention

were given to the causes of it. His mantle never

fell on any of his successors. His place was taken

by men of worldly minds and of worldly policy. They

recited his formularies, but did not imitate his

holiness, and found (as how could they but find?)

that with the spirit of his apostolate the power of it

had departed. Ere long the Portuguese were ex

pelled from India. They had conquered there, but

had not colonised; and in these later ages colonisation

has been the habitual, perhaps the indispensable, fore

runner of the Gospel among barbarous or half civilised

tribes. When Christianity becomes the religion of

the highest caste, as in the transatlantic continents

and colonies, in Western and in Southern Africa,

and in the great Australian islands, converts from

heathenism are to be counted by millions. For

idolatry, being not a principle, but a mere habit, has

ever fallen, and will ever fall down in the presence

of truth, when Truth presents herself sustained by

power and arrayed in dignity. We shall Christianise

India in proportion as we Anglicise her. If in

Xavier’s days England had been sovereign of the

East, that renovating process would ere now have been
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complete; and by this time Brahma and Veeshnu

would have retired in the peninsula into the same

position which Odin and Woden are now occupying

in Scandinavia.

Doubtless the superstitions with which the creed of

the Church of Home has disfigured the Gospel, contri

buted largely to prevent or to impair Xavier’s success.

Yet if they who followed him had been men of a like

spirit with his, as well as of the same creed, and if

his nation had retained and colonised her Asiatic do

minion, that which has happened in the transatlantic

conquests of the great Roman Catholic powers, would

also have happened in the Eastern empire of the

House of Braganza; and India would at present be

overspread with Christian churches, acknowledging

the Pope as their supreme earthly head, and revering

Francis Xavier as their great spiritual progenitor.

Between the eulogists and the censors of Xavier it

is still further debated whether the ultimate ill-suc

cess of his missions is or is not to be ascribed to his

ignorance of the languages of India. His friends

maintain that the miraculous gift of tongues fell upon

him while residing near Cape Comorin. His opponents

deny that he ever acquired the vernacular speech of

that country at all. The real difficulty is to deter

mine which of these two opinions is the more extra

vagant. His imputed ignorance of the native tongue

of those amongst whom he so long lived, and for

whom he laboured with such fervent zeal, is hardly

less incredible than the supposed miraculous inter

vention to impart it to him. If, at the end of several

years, he had not acquired the power of conversing

intelligibly with his followers, the idlest lad from the

East India College at Hayleybury, now stationed in

those regions, may boast of an energy and of talents
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surpassing those of Francis Xavier; and he who

was at once a Spanish cavalier and a devoted mis

sionary, must have deliberately and repeatedly sug

gested in his letters falsehoods enough to rack the

conscience of a Christian with remorse, and to crim

son the cheek of a gentleman with self-reproach.

The fact seems to be that Xavier was at best but

a moderate linguist, and that he never acquired the

perfect command of any language except his own.

At the commencement of each of his successive mis

sions he acknowledges and bewails his inability to

make any colloquial use of the tongues spoken by

the people amongst whom he had arrived. Yet,

from the commencement of each, he recited to won

dering crowds such translations as he could obtain

of the creeds and formularies of the faith; aiding

the defects of his discourse by tones and gestures

which spoke to the imagination and to the hearts of

his hearers. Ere long, however, he seems to have

learnt to converse, to argue, and to preach among

every new assemblage of his Asiatic disciples at least

intelligibly, though perhaps never with elegance or

correctness. But among such a people, and on such

topics, a man of fervent-spirit, of natural eloquence,

and of high rank, need not be either correct or elegant

in order to be impressive.

Whatever may have been the ultimate fate of

Xavier’s missions, or the cause of their decay, it is

nothing more than wanton scepticism to doubt that, in

his own life-time, the apparent results were such as to

justify the most sanguine of his anticipations. Near

Cape Comorin he appointed thirty different teachers,

who, under himself, were to preside over the same

number of Christian churches. Many an humble

cottage there was surmounted by a crucifix, the mark
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of its consecration to public worship, and many a

rude countenance reflected the sorrows and the hopes

which they had been taught to associate with that

sacred emblem.

In reporting these labours to his society, the

habitual calmness of Xavier’s style is once, at least,

interrupted by passionate exclamations. ‘I have

left myself,’ he says, ‘nothing to add on this subject

except that so intense and abundant are the delights

which God is accustomed to bestow on those who

labour diligently in his service in the vineyard in this

barbarous land, that if there be, in this life, any true

and solid enjoyment, I believe it to be this, and this

alone. There is one among those who are so employed,’

(he is obviously referring to himself,) ‘ whom I fre

quently overhear saying, “ Overwhelm me not, oh

my God! with such happiness in this life! or if, of

thine infinite benefieence and mercy, thou shalt be

pleased still to bestow it upon me, then take me

hence to the abode of the blessed; for he whose

inward sense has once tasted of these delights, must

needs regard existence as a heavy burden so long as

it is passed Without the beatific vision of Thyself.”’

This prayer for some mitigation of his happiness

was not unanswered. A hostile invasion from the

kingdom of Bisnagore swept before it the poor fisher

men of Cape Comorin, destroyed their simple chapels,

and drove them for refuge to the barren rocks and

sand banks on the western shores of the Strait of

Manaar. The tidings brought their good father

Xavier, on the wings of love, to share and solace

their affliction, to procure for them food and succour

from the Viceroy at Goa, and to direct their con

fidence to an infinitely better Father, whose presence

they might acknowledge, and whose goodness they
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might adore, even amidst the wreck of all their

earthly possessions.

To teach the same salutary lesson to those on

whom such possessions had been bestowed in far

more ample abundance, Xavier crossed the peninsula

to Travancore, in the hope of converting the Rajah

and his courtiers. His anxious friends earnestly dis

suaded a journey so full of peril; and the language

in which he repels these timid counsels might pass

for a quotation from one of the indignant letters of

Martin Luther. ‘There are 'moments,’ he says,

‘when I am weary of life, and when I think that it

would be better to die in the cause of God than to

witness such a contemptuous disregard of his autho

rity as I am at once constrained to observe and un

able to prevent. To escape from the sight and the

report of such iniquity, how gladly would I migrate

into Ethiopia, or into the dominions of Prester John,

Where, Without meeting opposition from any one, I

might render so many services to the Most High.

For nothing afflicts me so acutely as my want of

power to make an efl‘ectual resistance to those who

are insulting the majesty of Heaven. May God par

don them, abide with you, and accompany me.’

If any reliance may be placed on his own state

ments, his success at Travancore justified his daring

and surpassed his highest expectations. He reported

in February, 1545, that God had brought many of

the inhabitants to the faith, and had, by his means,

converted more than ten thousand men in a single

month. Passing from one village to another, he re

peated the same formularies which he had recited

among the Paravas, and founded on them the same

instructions. He baptized till his hands dropped

with weariness and his voice became inaudible; ex
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periencing, as he says, in his whole soul, a oy which

it would be vain to attempt to express either in

writing or by speech.

It is difficult, or rather impossible, to determine

what deduction would have been made from Xavier’s

estimate of the results of his mission to Travancore,

if tried by those sober tests which he was himself too

deeply agitated to employ. Some part of his success

may have been a mere hallucination of his own over

wrought feelings. Something may be ascribed to the

terror with which the Portuguese arms had at that

time affected the native powers of India, and disposed

them to conciliate their European invaders. The an

cient traditions of Christianity which had lingered in

that part of the peninsula from remote days (the

tradition of St. Thomas’s residence there is a modern

fable), may have given the appearance of a conquest

to what was, at least to some extent, a mere restora

tion. But when every abatement which these and

similar considerations may suggest shall have been

made, we must reject testimony the most unambi

guous, and opposed by no conflicting evidence, if we

deny the general truth of Xavier’s statement. A

solitary, poor, and unprotected stranger, he had burst

through the barriers which separate men of different

races and of different tongues. His meaning may

have been ill understood, but by some mysterious

force of sympathy his hearers quickly caught his

ardour. Idols and their temples fell beneath the

blows of their former worshippers. Christian churches

rose at his bidding; and Travancore was possessed

with new ideas and agitated by unwonted contro

versies.

Amongst the triumphs of the Gospel thus wrought

by his own agency, Xavier refers, with expressions of
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intense delight, to the vast multitude of infants whom

he had baptized, and whom death had transferred to

Paradise, in the untarnished bloom of their baptismal

innocency; and he vehemently implores his General

and associates to increase the number of the mission

aries in the same field, from which, by this simple

process, so vast a harvest of these tender plants might

be continually gathered into the heavenly garner.

Those who believe, with him, in this astounding effi

cacy of the sacrament of baptism, must needs number

him among the greatest benefactors of his species;

for no other man ever brought down, by his ministra

tion, a blessing of such unutterable magnitude on so

vast a multitude of babes and sucklings. It is, in

deed, a subject of curious inquiry, why the adherents

of that doctrine do not arise to the more than human,

and yet easy, office of love which invites them? By

employing a few active emissaries to baptize infant

Hindoos, they would confer, on the race of man,

benefits infinitely eclipsing all the results of all the

labours of all the philanthropists who have trodden

this earth from the days of Adam to our own. Why,

then, is this mighty work of benevolence unattempted?

It is because they who are driven by a tyrannical

logic to these most marvellous consequences, escape

the pressure of them by something which is superior

to all logic and proof against all argumentation; even

by those indestructible instincts of our nature, and

by that free spirit of the Gospel, which will dash to

pieces the inference and the belief, that the Almighty

Father of us all has really made the eternal weal or

woe of our children, to depend on the observance

or neglect of an ablution to be sprinkled by the

hands, and of a benediction to be pronounced by the

lips, of mortal man.
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Against these innovations of Xavier, the Brahmins

argued — as the Church by law established has not

seldom argued - with fire and sword, and the inter

dict of earth and water to the enemies of their repose.

A foreign invader threw a still heavier sword into

the trembling scales. From the southward appeared

on the borders of Travancore the same force which

had swept away the poor fishermen of Malabar.

Some embers of Spanish chivalry still glowed in the

bosom of Xavier. He flew to the scene of the ap

proaching combat, and there, placing himself in the

van of the protecting army, poured forth a passionate

prayer to the Lord of Hosts, raised on high his cru

cifix, and, with kindling eyes, and far-resounding

voice, delivered the behests of Heaven to the impious

invaders. So runs the tale, and ends (it is almost

superfluous to add) in the rout of the astounded foe.

It is a matter of less animated, and perhaps of more

authentic history, that for his services in this war

Xavier was rewarded by the unbounded gratitude of

the Rajah, was honoured with the title of his Great

Father, and rescued from all further Brahminical

persecution.

Power and courtly influence form an intoxicating

draught even when raised to the lips of an ascetic

and a saint. Holy as he was, the Great Father of

the Rajah of Travancore seems not entirely to have

escaped this feverish thirst. Don Alphonso de Souza,

a weak though amiable man, was at that time the

Viceroy of Portuguese India; and Xavier (such was

now his authority) despatched a messenger to Lisbon

to demand, rather than to advise, his recall. For

within the limits of his high commission (and what

subject is wholly foreign to it?) the ambassador of the

King of Kings may owe respect, but hardly deference,
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to any mere earthly monarch. So argued Francis, so

judged King John, and so fell Alphonso dc Souza; as

many a greater statesman has fallen, and may yet fall,

under the weight of sacerdotal displeasure.

lVeakness, however, was not the only recorded

fault of De Souza. Towards the northern extremity

of Ceylon lies the Island of Manaar, a dependency, in

Xavier’s day, of the adjacent kingdom of Jaffna,

where then reigned a sort of oriental Philip II. The

islanders had become converts to the Christian faith,

and expiated their apostasy by their lives. Six hun

dred men women and children fell in one royal

massacre; and the tragedy was closed by the murder

of the eldest son of the King of Jafl'na, by his father’s

orders. Deposition in case of misgovernment, and

the transfer to the deposing power of the dominions

of the offender, was no invention of Hastings, or of

Clive. It is one of the most ancient constitutional

maxims of the European dynasties in India. It may

even boast the venerable suffrage of St. Francis

Xavier. At his instance, De Souza equipped an

armament to hurl the guilty ruler of Jaffna from his

throne, and to subjugate his territories to the most

faithful King. In the invading fleet the indignant

saint led the 'way, with promises of triumphs, both

temporal and eternal. But the expedition failed.

Cowardice or treachery defeated the design. De Souza

paid the usual penalties of kill success. Xavier sailed

away to discover other fields of spiritual warfare.

On the Malabar coast, near the city of Meliapor,

might be seen in those times an oratory in which

St. Thomas, the first teacher of Christianity in India,

was supposed to have worshipped, and a tomb in

which it was believed that his body had been laid. It

was in a cool and sequestered grotto that, according

VOL. I. r
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to this local tradition, the Apostle had been wont to

pray ; and there yet appeared on the living rock, in

bold relief, the cross at which he was said to have

knelt, with a crystal fountain of medicinal waters

gushing from the base of it. In a church on the

neighbouring height was a marble altar, on which

(according to the same legend) might still be traced,

after the lapse of fifteen centuries, indelible blood

stains, ascertaining the sacred spot at which the

Apostle had won the crown of martyrdom, and where

his bones had been committed to the dust. To this

venerable shrine Xavier retired, to learn the will of

Heaven concerning his future progress. If we may

believe the oath of one of his fellow-pilgrims, he main

tained, on this occasion, for seven successive days

an unbroken fast and silence—no unfit preparation

for his approaching conflicts. Even round the tomb

of the apostle malignant demons prowl by night; and,

though strong in the guidance of the Virgin, Xavier

not only found himself in their obscene grasp, but

received from them blows, such as no weapons in

human hands could have inflicted, and which had

nearly brought to a close his labours and his life.

Baffled by a superior power, the fiends opposed a still

more subtle hindrance to his designs against their

kingdom. In the garb, and in the outward sem~

blance, of a band of choristers, they disturbed his

devotions by such soul-subduing strains, that the

very harmonics of Heaven might seem to have been

awakened to divert the Christian warrior from his

heavenward path. All in vain their fury and their

guile! He found the direction he implored; and the

first bark which sailed from the Malabar shore to

the city of Malacca, bore the obedient missionary to

that great emporium of eastern commerce.
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Thirty years before the arrival of Xavier, Malacca

had been conquered by Alphonso Albuquerque. It

was a place abandoned to every form of sensual and

enervating indulgence. Through her crowded streets

a strange and solemn visiter passed along, pealing his

accustomed bell, and earnestly imploring the prayers

of the faithful for that guilty people. Curiosity and

alarm soon gave way to ridicule ; but Xavier’s pa

noply was complete. The messenger of divine wrath

judged this an unfit occasion for courting aversion or

contempt. He became the gayest of the gay, and, in

address at least, the very model of an accomplished

cavalier. Foiled at their own weapons, his dissolute

countrymen acknowledged the irresistible authority

of a self-devotion so awful, relieved and embellished,

as it was, by every social grace. Thus the work of

reformation prospered, or seemed to prosper. Altars

rose in the open streets, the confessional was thronged

by penitents, translations of devout books were mul

tiplied; and the saint, foremost in eVery toil, applied

himself with all the activity of his spirit to study the

structure and the graceful pronunciation of the Ma~

layar tongue. But the plague was not thus to be

stayed. A relapse into all their former habits filled

up the measure of their crimes. With prophetic

voice Xavier announced the impending chastisements

of Heaven; and, shaking off from his feet the dust of

the obdurate city, pursued his indefatigable way to

Amboyna.

That island, then a part of the vast dominions of

Portugal in the east, had scarcely witnessed the

commencement of Xavier’s exertions, when a fleet of

Spanish vessels appeared in hostile array on the

shores. They were invaders, and even corsairs; for

their expedition had been disavowed by Charles V.

r 2
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Pestilence, however, was raging among them; and

Xavier was equally ready to hazard his life in the

cause of Portugal, or in the service of her afflicted

enemies. Day and night he lived in the infected

ships, soothing every spiritual distress, and exerting

all the magical influence of his name to procure for

the sick whatever might contribute to their recovery

or soothe their pains. The coals of fire thus heaped

on the heads of the pirates, melted hearts otherwise

steeled to pity; and to Xavier belonged the rare,

perhaps the unrivalled, glory of repelling an invasion

by no weapons but those of self-denial and of love.

But glory, the praise of men, or their gratitude,

what were these to him! As the Spaniards retired

peacefully from Amboyna, he, too, quitted the half

adoring multitude, whom he had rescued from the

horrors of a pirates’ war, and, spurning all the timid

counsels which would have stayed his course, pro

ceeded, as the herald of good tidings, to the half

barbarous islands of the neighbouring Archipelago.

‘ If those lands,’ such was his indignant exclamation,

‘had scented woods and mines of gold, Christians

would find courage to go there; nor would all the

perils of the world prevent them. They are dastardly

and alarmed, because there is nothing to be gained

there but the souls of men; and shall love be less

hardy and less generous than avarice? They will

destroy me, you say, by poison. It is an honour to

which such a sinner as I am may not aspire; but this

I dare to say, that whatever form of torture or of

death awaits me, I am ready to suffer it ten thousand

times for the salvation of a single soul.’ Nor was

this the language of a man insensible to the sorrows

of life, or really unaffected by the dangers he had to

incur. ‘ Believe me, my beloved brethren,’ (the quo
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tation is made from a letter written by him at this

time to the Society at Rome,) ‘ it is in general easy to

understand the evangelical maxim, that he who will

lose his life shall find it. But when the moment of

action has come, and when the sacrifice of life for

God is to be really made, oh then, clear as at other

times the meaning is, it becomes deeply obscure! so

dark, indeed, that he alone can comprehend it, to

whom, in his mercy, God himself interprets it. Then

it is we know how weak and frail we are.’

Weak and frail he may have been; but from the

days of Paul of Tarsus to our own, the annals of

mankind exhibit no other example of a soul borne

onward so triumphantly through distress and danger,

in all their most appalling aspects. He battled with

hunger, and thirst, and nakedness, and assassination;

and pursued his mission of love, with even increasing

ardour, amidst the wildest war of the contending ele

ments. At the island of Moro (one of the group of

the Moluccas) he took his stand at the foot of a vol

cano; and as the pillar of fire threw up its wreaths to

heaven, and the earth tottered beneath him, and the

firmament was rent by falling rocks and peals of un

intermitting thunder, he pointed to the fierce light

nings, and the river of molten lava, and called on the

agitated crowd which clung to him for safety, to re

pent, and to obey the truth ; but he also taught them

that the sounds which racked their ears were the

groans of the infernal world, and the sights which

blasted their eyes an outbreak from the atmosphere of

the place of torment. Repairing for the celebration of

mass to an edifice which he had consecrated for the

purpose, an earthquake shook the building to its base.

The terrified worshippers fled; but Xavier, standing

in mock composure before the rocking altar, deliber

r 3
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ately completed that mysterious sacrifice, with a faith

at least in this instance enviable, in the real presence;

rejoicing, as he states in his description of the scene,

to perceive that the demons of the island thus winged

their flight before the archangel’s sword, from the

place where they had so long exercised their foul domi

nion. There is no schoolboy of our days who could

not teach much, unsuspected by Francis Xavier, of

the laws which govern the material and the spiritual

worlds. But we have not many doctors who know

as much as he did of the nature of Him by whom the

worlds of matter and of spirit were created; for he

studied in the school of protracted martyrdom and

active philanthropy, where are divulged secrets un

known and unimagined by the wisest and the most

learned of ordinary men. Imparting every where

such knowledge as he possessed, he ranged over no

small part of the Indian archipelago; and at length

retraced his steps to Malacca, that he might learn

whether his exhortations and his prayers might even

yet avert her threatened doom.

It appeared to be drawing nigh. Alaradin, a Ma

homedan chief of Sumatra, had laid siege to the place

at the head of a powerful fleet and army. Ill pro

vided for defence by land, the Portuguese garrison

was still more unprepared for a naval resistance.

Seven shattered barks, unfit for service, formed their

whole maritime strength. Universal alarm over

spread the city, and the governor himself at once

partook and heightened the general panic. Already

thoughts of capitulation had become familiar to the

besieged; and European chivalry had bowed in abject

silence to the insulting taunts and haughty menaces

of the Moslem; At this moment, in his slight and

weatherbeaten pinnace, the messenger of peace on
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earth effected an entrance into the beleaguered harbour.

But he came with a loud and indignant summons to

the war; for Xavier was still a Spanish cavalier, and

he ‘thought it foul scorn’ that gentlemen, subjects

of the most faithful King, should thus be bearded by

barbaric enemies, and the worshippers of Christ defied

by the disciples of the Arabian impostor. He as

sumed the direction of the defence. By his advice

the seven dismantled ships were promptly equipped

for sea. He assigned to, each a commander; and,

having animated the crews with promises of both

temporal and eternal triumphs, despatched them to

meet and conquer the hostile fleet. As they sailed

from the harbour the admiral’s vessel ran aground

and instantly became a wreck. Returning hope and

exultation as promptly gave way to terror; and

Xavier, the idol of the preceding hour, was now the

object of popular fury. He alone retained his sere

nity. He upbraided the cowardice of the governor,

revived the spirits of the troops, and encouraged the

multitude with prophecies of success. Again the

flotilla sailed, and a sudden tempest drove it to sea.

Day after day passed without intelligence of its safety:

and once more the hearts of the besieged failed them.

Rumours of defeat were rife. The Mahomedans, it was

said, had effected a landing within six leagues of the

city, and Xavier’s name was repeated from mouth to

mouth with cries of vengeance. He knelt before the

altar, though the menacing people were scarcely re

strained by the sanctity of the place from immolating

him there as a victim to his own disastrous counsels.

On a sudden his bosom was seen to heave as with

some deep emotion; he raised aloft his crucifix, and

with a glowing cheek, and in tones like one possessed,

breathed a short yet passionate prayer for victory.

v 4
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A solemn pause ensued; the dullest eye could see

that within that now fainting, pallid, agitated frame,

some power more than human was in communion

with the weak spirit of man. What might be the in

cffable sense thus conveyed from mind to mind, with

out the aid of symbols or of words! One half hour

of deep and agonising silence held the awe-stricken

assembly in breathless expectation—when, bounding

on his feet, his countenance radiant with joy, and his

voice clear and ringing as with the swelling notes of

the trumpet, he exclaimed, ‘Christ- has conquered for

us! At this very moment his soldiers are charging

our defeated enemies; they have made a great slaugh

ter—we have lost only four of our defenders. On

Friday next the intelligence will be here, and we

shall then see our fleet again.’ The catastrophe of

such a tale need not be told. Malacca followed her

deliverer, and the troops of the victorious squadron,

in solemn procession to the church; where, amidst the

roar of cannon, the pealing of anthems, and hymns of

adoring gratitude, his inward sense heard and reve

renced that inarticulate voice which still reminded

him, that for him the hour of repose and triumph

might never come, till he should reach that state

where sin would no longer demand his rebuke, nor

grief his sympathy. He turned from the half-idola

trous shouts of an admiring people, and retraced his

toilsome way to the shores of the Indian peninsula.

He returned to Goa a poor and solitary, but no

longer an obscure man. From the Indus to the

Yellow Sea, had gone forth a vague and marvellous

rumour of him. The tale bore that a stranger had

appeared in the semblance of a wayworn, abject beg

gar, who, by some magic influence, and for some

inscrutable ends, had bowed the nations to his despotic
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will, while spur-ning the wealth, the pleasures, and

the homage which they offered to their conqueror.

Many were the wonders which travellers had to tell

of his progress, and without number were the inge

nious theories afloat for the solution of them. He

possessed the gift of ubiquity; he could at the same

moment speak in twenty different tongues on as

many dissimilar subjects ; he was impassive to heat,

cold, hunger, and fatigue; he held hourly inter

course with invisible beings, the guides or ministers

of his designs; he raised the dead to life, and could

float, when so it pleased him, across the boiling ocean

on the wings of the typhoon. Among the listeners

to these prodigies had been Auger, a native and in

habitant of Japan. His conscience was burdened

with the memory of great crimes, and he had sought

relief in vain from many an expiatory rite, and from

the tumults of dissipation. In search of the peace

he could not find at home he sailed to Malacca, there

to consult with the mysterious person of whose

avatar he had heard. But Xavier was absent; and

the victim of remorse was retracing his melancholy

voyage to Japan, when a friendly tempest arrested

his retreat, and once more brought him to Malacca.

He was attended by two servants, and with them,

by Xavier’s directions, he proceeded to Goa. In

these three Japanese his prophetic eye had at once

seen the future instruments of the conversion of

their native land ; and to that end he instructed them

to enter on a systematic course of training in the col

lege, which he had established for such purposes, at

the seat of Portuguese empire in the east. At that

place Xavier, ere long, rejoined his converts. Such

had been their proficiency, that, soon after his arrival,

they were admitted not only into the church by bap
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tism, but into the Society of Jesus by the performance

of the spiritual exercises.

The history of Xavier now reaches a not unwelcome

pause. He pined for solitude and silence. He had

been too long in constant intercourse with man, and

found that, however high and holy may be the ends

for which social life is cultivated, the habit, if un

broken, will impair that inWard sense through which

alone the soul can gather any true intimations of her

nature and her destiny. He retired to commune with

himself in a seclusion where the Works of God alone

were to be seen, and where no voices could be heard

but those which, in each varying cadence, raise an

unconscious hymn of praise and adoration to their

creator. There for a while reposing from labours

such as few other of the sons of men have under

gone, he consumed days and weeks in meditating

prospects beyond the reach of any vision unenlarged

by the habitual exercise of beneficence and piety.

There, too, it may be, (for man must still be human,)

he surrendered himself to dreams as baseless, and to

ecstasies as devoid of any real meaning, as those

which haunt the cell of the maniac. Peace be to the

hallucinations, if such they were, by which the giant

refreshed his slumbering powers, and from which

he roused himself to a conflict never again to be re

mitted till his frame, yielding to the ceaseless pressure,

should sink into a premature but hallowed grave.

Scarcely four years had elapsed from the first

discovery of Japan by the Portuguese, when Xavier,

attended by Auger and his two servants, sailed from

Goa to convert the islanders to the Christian faith.

Much good advice had been, as usual, wasted on him

by his friends. To Loyola alone he confided the

secret of his confidence. ‘I cannot express to you’
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(such are his words) ‘the joy with which I undertake

this long voyage; for it is full of extreme perils, and

we consider a fleet sailing to Japan as eminently

prosperous in which one ship out of four is saved.

Though the risk far exceeds any which I have

hitherto encountered, I shall not decline it; for our

Lord has imparted to me an interior revelation of the

rich harvest which will one day be gathered from the

cross when once planted there.’ Whatever may be

thought of these voices from within, it is at least

clear, that nothing magnanimous or sublime has ever

yet proceeded from those who have listened only to

the voices from without. But, as if resolved to show

that a man may at once act on motives incompre

hensible to his fellow mortals, and possess the deepest

insight into the motives by which they are habitually

governed, Xavier left behind him a code of instruc

tions for his brother missionaries, illuminated in

almost every page by that profound sagacity which

results from the union of extensive knowledge with

acute observation, mellowed by the intuitive wisdom

of a compassionate and lowly heart. The science of

self-conquest, with a view to conquer the stubborn

will of others —-the art of winning admission for pain

ful truth _ and the duties of fidelity and reverence in

the attempt to heal the diseases of the human spirit _

were never taught by uninspired man with an elo

quence more gentle, or an authority more impressive.

A long voyage, pursued through every disaster

which the malevolence of man and demons could

oppose to his progress, (for he was constrained to

sail in a piratical ship, with idols on her deck and

whirlwinds in her path,) brought him, in the year

1549, to Japan, thereto practise his own lessons, and

to give a new example of heroic perseverance. His
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arrival had been preceded by what he regarded as

fortunate auguries. Certain Portuguese merchants,

who had been allowed to reside at the principal

seaport, inhabited there a house haunted by spectres.

Their presence was usually announced by the din of

discordant and agonising screams; but when revealed

to the eye, they exhibited forms resembling those

which may be seen in pictures of the infernal state.

Now the merchants, secular men though they were,

had exorcised these fiends by carrying the cross in

solemn procession through the house; and anxious

curiosity pervaded the city for some explanation of

the virtue of this new and potent charm. There

were also legends current through the country

which might be turned to good account. Xaca, the

son of Amida, the Virgo Dez'para of Japan, had passed

a- life of extreme austerity to expiate the sins of men,

and had inculcated a doctrine in which even Chris,

tians must recognise a large admixture of sacred

truth. Temples in honour of the mother and child

overspread the land, and suicidal sacrifices were daily

ofl'ered in them. The Father of Lies had further

propped up his kingdom in Japan by a profane

parody on the institutions of the Catholic Church.

Under the name of the Saco, there reigned in sacer

dotal supremacy a counterpart of the holy father at

Rome, who consecrated the Fundi or Bishops of this

Japanese hierarchy, and regulated at his infallible

will whatever related to the rites and ceremonies of

public worship. Subordinate to the Fundi were the

Bonzcs, or Priests in holy orders; who, to complete

the resemblance, taught, and at least professed to

practise, an ascetic discipline. But here the simili

tude ceases; for, adds the Chronicle, they were great

knaves and sad hypocrites.
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With these foundations on which to build, the

ideas which Xavier had to introduce into the Japa

nese mind, might not very widely jar with those by

which they were preoccupied. Auger, now called

Paul of the Holy Faith, was despatched to his former

friend and sovereign, with a picture of the Virgin and

the infant Jesus; and the monarch and his courtiers

(we are told) admired, kissed, and worshipped the

sacred symbols. Xavier himself (to use his own

words) ‘stood by, amere mute statue ;’ but there was

Promethean fire within, and the marble soon found

a voice. Of all his philological achievements, this was

the most marvellous. He who, in the decline of life,

bethinks him of all that he once endured to unlock

the sense of ZEschylus, and is conscious how stam

mering has been the speech with which, in later days,

he has been wont to mutilate the tongues of Pascal

and of Tasso, may think it a fable that, in a few brief

weeks, Xavier could converse and teach intelligibly

in the involved and ever-shifting dialects of Japan.

If the sceptic had ever studied to converse with

living men under the impulse of some passion which

had absorbed every faculty of his soul, he might

perhaps relax his incredulity ; but whatever be the

solution, the fact is attested on evidence which it

would be folly to discredit—that within a very

short time Xavier began to open to the Japanese, in

their own language and to their clear understand

ing, the commission with which he was charged.

Such, indeed, was his facility of speech, that he chal

lenged the Bonzes to controversies on all the myste

rious points of their and his conflicting creeds. The

arbiters of the dispute listened as men are apt to

listen to the war of words; and many a long-tailed

Japanese head was shaken, as if in the hope that the
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jumbling thoughts within would find their level by

the oft-repeated oscillation. It became necessary to

resort to other means of winning their assent ; and in

exploits of asceticism, Xavier had nothing to fear

from the rivalry of Bonzes, of Fundi, or of the great

Saco himself. Cangoxima acknowledged, as most

other luxurious cities would perhaps acknowledge,

that he who had such a mastery over his own appetites

and passions, must be animated by some power

wholly exempt from any such debasing influence.

To fortify this salutary though not very sound con

clusion, Xavier betook himself (if we will believe

his historian) to the working of miracles. He com

pelled the fish to fill the nets of the fishermen, and to

frequent the bay of Cangoxima, though previously

indisposed to-do so. He cured the leprous, and he

raised the dead. Two Bonzes became the first, and

indeed the only fruits of his labours there. The

hearts of their brethren grew harder as the light of

truth glowed with increasing but ineffectual bright

ness around them. The King also withdrew his

favour; and Xavier, with two companions, carried

the rejected messages of mercy to the neighbouring

states of the Japanese empire.

Carrying on his back his only viaticum, the vessels

requisite for performing the sacrifice of the mass, he

advanced to Firando, at once the seaport and the

capital of the kingdom of that name. Some Por

tuguese ships riding at anchor there, announced his

arrival in all the forms of nautical triumph:- flags of

every hue floating from the masts, seamen clustering

on the yards, cannon roaring from beneath, and

trumpets braying from above. Firando was agitated

with debate and wonder; all asked, but none could

afford, an explanation of the homage rendered by
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the wealthy traders to the meanest of their country

men. The solution of the enigma was given by the

humble pilgrim himself, surrounded, in the royal

presence, by all the pomp which the Europeans could

display in his honour. Great was the effect of these

auxiliaries to the work of an evangelist; and the

modern, like the ancient Apostle, ready to become all

things to all men, would no longer decline the abase

ment of assuming, for a moment, this world’s grandeur,

when he found that such puerile arts might allure the

children of the world to listen to the voice of wisdom.

At Meaco, then the seat of empire in Japan, so useful

a discovery might be reduced to practice with still

more important success; and thitherwards his steps

were promptly directed.

Unfamiliar to the ears of us barbarians of the

North-\Vestern Ocean are the very names of the seats

of Japanese civilisation through which his journey

lay. At Amanguchi, the capital of Nagoto, he found

the hearts of men hardened by sensuality; and his

exhortations to repentance were repaid by showers of

stones and insults. ‘A pleasant sort of Bonze, in

deed, who would allow us but one God and one

woman I' was the summary remark with which the

luxurious Amanguchians disposed of the teacher and

his doctrine. They drove him forth half naked, with

no provision but a bag of parched rice, and accom

panied only by three of his converts; men prepared

to share his danger and his reproach.

It was in the depth of winter: dense forests, steep

mountains, half-frozen streams, and wastes of un

trodden snow, lay in his path to Meaco. An entire

month was consumed in traversing the wilderness;

the cruelty and scorn of man not seldom adding

bitterness to the rigours of nature. On one occasion
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the wanderers were overtaken in a thick jungle by a

horseman bearing a heavy package. Xavier offered

to carry the load, if the rider would requite the service

by pointing out his way. The offer was accepted, but

hour after hour the horse was urged on at such a pace,

and so rapidly sped the panting missionary after him,

that his tortured feet and excoriated body sank in

seeming death under the protracted effort. In the

extremity of his distress no repining word was ever

heard to fall from him. He performed this dreadful

pilgrimage in silent communion with Him for whom

he rejoiced to suffer the loss of all things; or spoke

only to sustain the hope and courage of his associates.

At length the walls of Meaco were seen, promising a

repose not ungrateful even to his adamantine frame

and fiery spirit. But repose was no more to visit him.

He found the city in all the tumult and horrors of a

siege. It was impossible to gain attention to his

doctrines amidst the din of arms; for even the Saco,

or Pope of Japan, could give heed to none but mili

tary topics. Chanting from the Psalmist—‘When

Israel went out of Egypt and the house of Jacob from

a strange people,’ the Saint again plunged into the

desert, and retraced his steps to Amanguchi.

Xavier describes the Japanese very much as a

Roman might have depicted the Greeks in the age of

Augustus; as at once intellectual and sensual volup

tuaries, on the best possible terms with themselves,

a good-humoured but faithless race, equally acute and

frivolous, talkative and disputatious. _‘ Their inquisi

tiveness,’ he says, ‘is incredible, especially in their

intercourse with strangers, for whom they have not

the slightest respect, but make incessant sport of

them.’ Surrounded at Amanguchi by a crowd of

these babblers, he was plyed with innumerable ques
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tions about the immortality of the soul, the movement

of the planets, eclipses, the rainbow, sin, grace, para

dise, and hell. He heard and answered. A single

response solved all these problems. Astronomers,

meteorologists, metaphysicians, and divines, all heard

the same sound ; but to each it came with a different and

an appropriate meaning. So wrote from the very spot

Father Anthony Quadros, four years after the event ;

and so the fact may be read in the process of Xavier’s

canonization. Possessed of so admirable a gift, his

progress in the conversion of these once contemptuous

people is the less surprising. Their city became the

principal seat of learning in Japan, and therefore,

of course, the great theatre of controversial debate.

Of these polemics there remains a record of no doubt

ful authenticity, from which disputants of higher name

than those of Amanguchi might take some useful

lessons in the dialectic art. Thrusts better made, or

more skilfully parried, are seldom to be witnessed in

the schools of Oxford or of Cambridge.

In the midst of controversies with men, Xavier

again heard that divine voice to which he never an

swered but by instant and unhesitating submission.

It summoned him to Fucheo, the capital of the king

dom of Bungo. It was a city near the sea, which had

for its port a place called Figer,where a rich Portuguese

merchant ship was then lying. At the approach of the

Saint (for such he was now universally esteemed) the

vessel thundered from all her guns such loud and re

peated discharges, that the startled sovereign of Bungo

despatched messengers from Fucheo to ascertain the

cause of so universal an uproar. Nothing could exceed

the astonishment with which they received the explana

tion. It was impossible to convey to the monarch’s ea r

so extravagant a tale. A royal salute for the most

VOL. I. Q
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abject of lazars! for a man (to use their own energetic

language) ‘so abhorred of the earth that the very

vermin which crawled over him loathed their wretched

fare !’ If mortal man ever rose or sunk so far as to

discover, without pain, that his person was the object

of disgust to others, then is there one form of self

dominion in which Francis Xavier has been surpassed.

Yielding, with no perceptible reluctance, to the argu

ments of his countrymen, and availing himself of the

resources at their command, he advanced to Fucheo,

preceded by thirty Portuguese clad in rich stufl's, and

embellished with chains of gold and precious stones.

‘ Next came, and next did go,’ in their gayest apparel,

the servants and slaves of the merchants. Then ap

peared the apostle of the Indies himself, resplen

dent in green velvet and golden brocade. Chinese

tapestry, and silken flags of every brilliant colour,

covered the pinnace and the boats in which this bril—

liant procession was rowed up to the city; and the

oars rose and fell to the sound of trumpets, flutes,

and hautboys. As they drew near to the royal pre

sence, the commander of the ship'marched bareheaded,

and carrying a wand as the esquire or major—dome of

the Father. Five others of her principal officers, each

bearing some costly article, stepped along, as proud

to do such service; while he, in honour of whom it

was rendered, moved onwards with the majestic gait

of some feudal chieftain marshalling his retainers, with

a rich umbrella held over him. He traversed a double

file of six hundred men-at-arms drawn up for his re

ception; and interchanged complimentary harangues

with his royal host, with all the grace and dignity of

a man accustomed to shine in courts, and to hold

intercourse with Princes.

His Majesty of Bungo seems to have borne some
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resemblance to our own Henry the Eighth, and to

have been meditating a revolt from the Saeo and his

whole spiritual dynasty. Much he said at the first

interview, to which no orthodox Bonze could listen

with composure. It drew down, even on his royal

head, the rebuke of the learned Faxiondono. ‘How,’

exclaimed that eminent divine, ‘ dare you undertake

the decision of any article of faith without having

studied at the university of Fianzima, where alone are

to be learned the sacred mysteries of the gods! If you

are ignorant, consult the teachers appointed to direct

you. Here am I, ready to impart to you all necessary

instruction.’ An university still more renowned than

Fianzima, has, in our own times, given birth to many

a learned Doctor who might pass for nothing more

than a servile imitator of the pretensions of the sage

Faxiondono. But the replies which the great ‘ Trac~

tarian ’ of Bungo provoked were most unlike those by

which his Oxonian successors are usually assailed.

Never was King surrounded by a gayer circle than

that which then glittered at the court of Fucheo.

The more the Bonze lectured on his own sacerdotal

authority, the more laughed they. The King himself

condescended to aid the general merriment; and con

gratulated his monitor on the convincing proof he

had given of his heavenly mission, by the display of

an infernal temper. To Xavier he addressed himself

in a far different spirit. The triple crown might have

lighted on his head without allaying the thirst of his

soul for the conversion of mankind; and the European

pomp with which he was, for the moment, environed,

left him still the same living martyr to the faith

which it was the one object of his life to propagate.

His rich apparel, and the blandishments of the great,

served only to present to him, in a new and still more

Q 2
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impressive light, the vanity of all sublunary things.

He preached, catechised, and disputed, with an ardour

and a perseverance which threatened his destruction,

and alarmed his affectionate followers. ‘Care not for

me,’ was his answer to their expostulation; ‘ think of

me as a man dead to bodily comforts. My food, my

rest, my life, are to rescue, from the granary of Satan,

the souls for the sake of Whom God has sent me

hither from the ends of the earth.’ To such fervour

the Bonzes of Fuchco could offer no effectual re

sistance. One of the most eminent of their number

cast away his idols, and became a Christian. Five

hundred of his disciples immediately followed his

example. The King himself, a dissolute unbeliever,

so far was moved (and the smallest concessions of the

rulers of the earth in such cases must be handsomely

acknowledged) as to punish in others the crimes

which he persisted in practising himself; and as to

confess that the very face of the Saint was as a mirror,

reflecting by the force of contrast all the hideousness

of his own vices. Revolting, indeed, they were; and

faithful were the rebukes of the tongue, no less than

of the countenance, of Xavier. The royal offender

was at length touched and awed. His conversion

was about to crown the labours of his monitor; and

the worship of Xaca and Amida in the kingdom of

Bungo seemed waning to its close. It was an occa

sion which demanded from their priesthood every

sacrifice; nor was the demand unanswered.

For thirty years the mysteries of the faith of the

Bonzes had been taught in the most celebrated of

their colleges, by a Doctor who had fathomed all

divine and human lore; and who, except when he

came forth to utter the oracular voice of more than

earthly wisdom, withdrew from the sight of men into
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a sacred retirement, there to hold high converse with

the immortals. Fucarondono, for so he was called,

announced his purpose to visit the city and palace of

Fucheo. As when, in the agony of Agamemnon’s

camp, the son of Thetis at length grasped his massive

spear, and the trembling sea-shores resounded at his

steps—so advanced to the war of words the great

chieftain of Japanese theology, and so rose the cry of

anticipated triumph from the rescued Bonzes. Terror

seized the licentious King himself, and all foreboded

the overthrow of Xavier and Christianity. ‘ Do you

know, or rather, do you remember me?’ was the in

quiry with which this momentous debate was opened.

‘ I never saw you till now,’ answered the Saint. ‘A

man who has dealt with me a thousand times, and

who pretends never to have seen me, will be no diffi

cult conquest,’ rejoined the most profound of the

Bonzes. ‘ Have you left any of the goods which I

bought of you at the port of Frenajona ?’ — ‘I was

never a merchant,’ said the missionary, ‘nor was I

ever at Frenajona.’_‘What a wretched memory!’

was the contemptuous reply; ‘it is precisely five

hundred years to'day since you and I met at that

celebrated mart; when, by the same token, you sold

me a hundred pieces of silk, and an excellent bargain

I had of it.’ From the transmigration of the soul

the sage proceeded to unfold the other dark secrets of

nature-such as the eternity of matter; the spon

taneous self-formation of all organised beings; and

the progressive cleansing of the human spirit in the

nobler and holier of our race, at each successive

change, until they attain to a perfect memory of the

past, and are enabled to retrace their wanderings

from one body to another through all preceding ages:

looking down, from the pinnacles of accumulated wis

Q 3
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dom, on the grovelling multitude, whose recollections

are confined within the narrow limits of their latest

corporeal existence. That Xavier refuted these per

plexing arguments, we are assured by a Portuguese

bystander who witnessed the debate; though un

happily no record of his arguments has come down

to us. ‘I have,’ says the historian, ‘ neither science

nor presumption enough to detail the subtle and solid

reasonings by which the Saint destroyed the vain

fancies of the Bonze.’

Yet the victory was incomplete. Having recruited

his shattered forces, and accompanied by no less than

3000 Bonzes, Fucarondono returned to the attack.

On his side, Xavier appeared in the field of contro

versy attended by the Portuguese officers in their

richest apparel. They stood uncovered in his pre

sence, and knelt when they a'ddressed him. Their

dispute now turned on many a knotty point;-- as,

for example, Why did Xavier celebrate masses for

the dead, and yet condemn the orthodox Japanese

custom of giving to the Bonze bills of exchange pay-

able in favour of the dead? S0 subtle and difficult

were their inquiries, that Xavier and his companion,

the reporter of the dispute, were compelled to believe

that the spirit of evil had suggested them; and that

they were at last successfully answered, is ascribed to

the incessant prayers which, during the whole contest,

the Christians offered for their champion. Of this

second polemical campaign we have a minute and

animated account. It may be sufficient to extract

the conclusion of the royal Moderator. ‘For my own

part,’ he said, ‘as far as I can judge, I think that

Father Xavier speaks rationally, and that the rest of

you don’t know what you are talking about. Men

must have clear heads or less violence than you have
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to understand these difficult questions. If you are

deficient in faith, at least employ your reason, which

might teach you not to deny truths so evident; and

do not bark like so many dogs.’ So saying, the King

of Bungo dissolved the assembly. Royal and judi

cious as his award appears to have been, our Portu

guese chronicler admits that the disputants on either

side returned with opinions unchanged ; and that,

from that day forward, the work of conversion ceased.

He applies himself to find a solution of the problem,

why men who had been so egregiously refuted should

still cling to their errors; and why any one should

obstinately adhere to practices so irrefragably proved

to be alike foolish and criminal. The answer, let us

hope, is, that the obstinacy of the people of Bungo

was a kind of Zusus naturaz, a peculiarity exclusively

their own; that other religious teachers are more

candid than the Bonzes of Japan; and that no Pro

fessor of Divinity could elsewhere be found so obsti

nately wedded to his own doctrines as was the learned

Fucarondono?

In such controversies, and in doing the work of an

* It seems necessary to state, that the Portuguese traveller by

whom this debate is reported, is Ferdinando Mendez Pinto; on

whom Congreve, in ‘Love for Love,’ has conferred an unenviable

immortality. ‘Capricorn in your teeth,’ (exclaims Foresight to

Sir Samson Legend,) ‘ thou modern Mandeville! Ferdinando

Mendez Pinto was but a type of thee, thou liar of the first mag

nitude.’ The wits have ever been at war with the travellers; and

Abyssinian Bruce sustained, and has survived, still ruder shocks

than Pinto the Orientalist suffered at the hands of Congreve.

There can be no doubt that he was present with Xavier at Japan;

nor is it easy to discover any reason for distrusting this part of his

narrative. The text contains only a brief extract from it. If the

story be really fictitious, Pinto must have possessed far greater

knowledge and talents (especially dramatic talents) than have

hitherto been ascribed to him.

Q 4
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evangelist in every other form, Xavier saw the third

year of his residence at Japan gliding away, when

tidings of perplexities at the mother church of Goa re

called him thither, across seas so wide and stormy, that

even the sacred lust of gold durst hardly brave them

in that infancy of the art of navigation. As his ship

drove before the monsoon, dragging after her a smaller

bark which she had taken in tow, the connecting ropes

were suddenly burst asunder, and in a few minutes

the two vessels were no longer in sight. Thrice the sun

rose and set on their dark course ; the unchained ele

ments roaring as in mad revelry around them, and the

ocean seething like a caldron. Xavier’s shipmates wept

over the loss of friends and kindred in the foundered

bark; and shuddered at their own approaching doom.

He also wept; but his were grateful tears. As the

screaming whirlwind swept over the-abyss, the pre

sent Deity was revealed to his faithful worshipper,

shedding tranquillity, and peace, and joy over the

sanctuary of a devout and confiding heart. ‘Mourn

not, my friend,’ was his gay address to Edward de

Gama, as he lamented the loss of his brother in the

bark ; ‘before three days, the daughter will have

returned to her mother.’ They were weary and

anxious days; but, as the third drew towards a close,

a sail appeared in the horizon. Defying the adverse

winds, she made straight towards them; and at last

dropped alongside, as calmly as the sea-bird ends her

flight, and furls her rufiled plumage on the swelling

surge. The cry of miracle burst from every lip; and

well it might. There was the lost bark, and not the

bark only, but Xavier himself on board her! What

though he had ridden out the tempest in the larger

vessel, the stay of their drooping spirits, he had at

the same time been in the smaller ship, performing
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there also the same charitable office; and yet, when

the two hailed and spoke each other, there was but

one Francis Xavier, and he composedly standing by

the side of Edward de Gama, on the deck of the

‘Holy Cross.’ Such was the name of the commo

dore’s vessel. For her services on this occasion, she

obtained a sacred charter of immunity from risks of

every kind; and as long as her timbers continued

sound, bounded merrily across seas in which no other

craft could have lived.

During this wondrous voyage, her deck had often

been paced in deep conference by Xavier and Iago

de Pereyra, her commander. Though he pursued

the calling of a merchant, he had, says the historian,

the heart of a prince. Two great objects expanded

the thoughts of Pereyra—the one, the conversion of

the Chinese empire; the other, his own appointment

as ambassador to the celestial court of Pekin. In our

puny days, the dreams of traders in the cast are of

smuggling opium. But in the sixteenth century, no

enterprise appeared to them too splendid to contem

plate, or too daring to hazard. Before the ‘Holy

Cross’ had reached. Goa, Pereyra had pledged his

whole fortune, Xavier his influence and his life, to

this gigantic adventure. In the spring of the follow

ing year, the apostle and the ambassador (for so far

the project had in a few months been accomplished)

sailed from Goa in the ‘Holy Cross,’ for the then

unexplored coasts of China. As they passed Malacca,

tidings came to Xavier of the tardy though complete

fulfilment of one of his predictions. Pestilence, the

minister of Divine vengeance, was laying waste that

stiffnecked and luxurious people; but the woe which

he had foretold he was the foremost to alleviate.

Heedless of his own safety, he raised the sick in his
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arms and bore them to the hospitals. He esteemed

no time, or place, or office, too sacred for this work of

mercy. Ships, colleges, churches, all at his bidding

became so many lazarettos. Night and day he lived

among the diseased and the dying, or quitted them

only to beg food or medicine, from door to door, for

their relief. For the moment, even China was for

gotten ; nor would he advance a step though he were

to convert to Christianity a third part of the human

race, so long as one victim of the plague demanded

his sympathy, or could be directed by him to an ever

present and still more compassionate Comforter. For

the career of Xavier (though he knew it not) was

now drawing to a close; and with him the time was

ripe for practising those deeper lessons of wisdom

which he had imbibed from his long and arduous

course of discipline.

With her cables bent lay the ‘Holy Cross’ in the

port of Malacca, ready at length to convey the em

bassage to China, when a diflieulty arose, which not

even the prophetic spirit of Xavier had foreseen.

Don Alvaro d’Alayde, the governor, a grandee of high

rank, regarded the envoy and his commission with an

evil eye. To represent the crown of Portugal to the

greatest of earthly monarchs was, he thought, an

honour more meet for a son of the house of Alayde,

than for a man who had risen from the very dregs of

the people. The expected emoluments also exceeded

the deeencies ofa cupidity less than noble. He became

of opinion that it was not for the advantage of the

service of King John 111., that the expedition should

proceed. Pereyra appeared before him in the humble

garb of a suitor, with the offer of 30,000 crowns as a

bribe. All who sighed for the conversion, or for the

commerce, of China, lent the aid of their intercessions.
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Envoys, saints, and merchants, united their prayers

in vain. Brandishing his cane over their heads, Al

varo swore that, so long as he was governor of Ma

lacca and captain-general of the seas of Portugal, the

embassy should move no further. Week after week

was thus consumed, and the season was fast wearing

away, when Xavier at length resolved on a measure

to be justified, even in his eyes, only by extreme ne

cessity. A secret of high significance had been buried

in his bosom since his departure fr0m,Europe. The

time for the disclosure of it had come. He produced

a Papal Brief, investing him with the dignity and the

powers of apostolical nuncio in the east. One more

hindrance to the conversion of China, and the church

would clothe her neck with thunders. Alvaro was

still unmoved; and sentence of excommunication was

solemnly pronounced against him and his abettors.

Alvaro answered by sequestrating the ‘Holy Cross’

herself. Xavier wrote letters of complaint to the

king. Alvaro intercepted them. One appeal was

still open to the vicar of the vicar of Christ. Pros

trate before the altar, he invoked the aid of Heaven;

and rose with purposes confirmed, and hopes reani

mated. In the service of Alvaro, though no longer

bearing the embassy to China, the ‘Holy Cross’ was

to be despatched to Sancian, an island near the mouth

of the Canton river, to which the Portuguese were

permitted to resort for trade. Xavier resolved to

pursue his voyage so far, and thence proceeded to

Macao to preach the Gospel there. Imprisonment

was sure to follow. But he should have Chinese

fellow-prisoners. These at least he might convert;

and though his life would pay the forfeit, he should

leave behind him, in these first Christians, a band

of missionaries who would propagate through their
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native land the faith which he might only be permitted

to plant.

It was a compromise as welcome to Alvaro as to

Xavier himself. Again the ‘Holy Cross’ prepared

for sea; and the apostle of the Indies, followed by a

grateful and admiring people, passed through the

gates of Malacca to the beach. Falling on his face

on the earth, he poured forth a passionate though

silent prayer. His body heaved and shook with the

throes of that agonizing hour. What might be the

fearful portent none might divine, and none presumed

to ask. A contagious terror passed from eye to eye,

but every voice was hushed. It was as the calm

preceding the first thunder peal which is to rend the

firmament. Xavier arose; his countenance no longer

beaming with its accustomed grace and tenderness,

but glowing with a sacred indignation, like that of

Isaiah when breathing forth his inspired menaces

against the king of Babylon. Standing on a rock

amidst the waters, he loosed his shoes from off his

feet, smote them against each other with vehement

action, and then casting them from him, as still

tainted with the dust of that devoted city, he leaped

barefooted into the bark, which bore him away for

ever from a place from which he had so long and

vainly laboured to avert her impending doom.

She bore him, as he had projected, to the island

of Sancian. It was a mere commercial factory; and

the merchants who passed the trading season there,

vehemently opposed his design of penetrating further

into China. True he had ventured into the forest

there, against the tigers which infested it, with no

other weapon than a vase of holy water; and the

savage beasts, sprinkled with that sacred element, had

for ever fled the place : but the Mandarins were fiercer
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still than they, and would avenge the preaching of

the saint on the inmates of the factory; though

most guiltless of any design but that of adding to

their heap of crowns and moidores. Long years had

now passed away since the voice of Loyola had been

heard on the banks of the Seine urging the solemn

inquiry, ‘ What shall it profit ?’ But the words still

rung on the ear of Xavier, and were still repeated,

though in vain, to his worldly associates at Sancian.

They sailed away with their cargoes, leaving behind

them only the ‘Holy Cross,’ in charge of the officers

of Alvaro, and depriving Xavier of all means of

crossing the channel to Macao. They left him des

titute of shelter and of food, but not of hope. He

had heard that the King of Siam meditated an em

bassy to China for the following year; and to Siam

he resolved to return in Alvaro’s vessel; to join him

self, if possible, to the Siamese envoys; and so at

length to force his way into the empire.

But his earthly toils and projects were now to

cease for ever. The angel of death appeared with a

summons, for which, since death first entered our

world, no man was ever more triumphantly prepared.

It found him on board the vessel on the point of

departing for Siam. At his own request he was

removed to the shore, that he might meet his end

with the greater composure. Stretched on the naked

beach, with the cold blasts of a Chinese winter aggra

vating his pains, he contended alone with the agonies

of the fever which wasted his vital power. It was

an agony and a solitude for which the happiest of the

sons of men might well have exchanged the dearest

society and the purest of the joys of life. It was an

agony in which his still-uplifted crucifix reminded

him of a far more awful woe endured for his deliver
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ance. It was a solitude thronged by blessed ministers

of peace and consolation, visible in all their bright

and lovely aspects to the now unclouded eye of faith ;

and audible to the dying martyr through the yield

ing bars of his mortal prison-house, in strains of

exulting joy till then unheard and unimagined.

Tears burst from his fading eyes, tears of an emotion

too big for utterance. In the cold collapse of death

his features were for a few brief moments irradiated

as with the first beams of approaching glory. He

raised himself on his crucifix ; and exclaiming, In te,

Domine, speran -_ non confundar in wternum l he

bowed his head and died.

Why consume many words in delineating a cha

racter which can be disposed of in three? Xavier

was a Fanatic, a Papist, and a Jesuit. Comprehensive

and incontrovertible as the climax is, it yet does not

exhaust the censures to which he is obnoxious. His

understanding, that is, the mere cogitative faculty,

was deficient in originality, in clearness, and in force.

It is difficult to imagine a religious dogma which he

would not have embraced, at the command of his

teachers, with the same infantine credulity with which

he received the legends and the creeds which they actu

ally imposed upon him. His faith was not victorious

over doubt; for doubt never for one passing moment

assailed it. Superstition might beast in him one of the

most complete as well as one of the most illustrious

of her conquests. She led him through a land peopled

with visionary forms, and resounding with ideal voices

-a land of prodigies and portents, of ineffable dis

course and unearthly melodies. She bade him look

on this fair world as on some dungeon unvisited by

the breath of heaven; and on the glorious face of

nature, and the charms of social life, as so many
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snares and pitfalls for his feet. At her voice he

starved and lacerated his body, and rivalled the mean

est pauper in filth and wretchedness. Harder still, she

sent him forth to establish among half-civilised tribes

a worship which to them was but little more than a

new idolatry; and to inculcate a morality in which

the more arduous virtues of the Christian life were

made to yield precedence to ritual forms and outward

ceremonies. And yet, never did the polytheism of

ancient or of modern Rome assign a seat among the

demi-gods to a hero of nobler mould, or of more ex

alted magnanimity, than Francis Xavier.

He lived among men as if to show how little the

grandeur of the human soul depends on mere intel

lectual power. It was his to demonstrate with what

vivific rays a heart imbued with the love of God and

man may warm and kindle the nations, however dense

may be the exhalations through which the giant pur

sues his course from the one end of heaven to the

other. Scholars criticised, wits ridiculed, prudent men

admonished, and kings opposed him; but on moved

Francis Xavier, borne forward by an impulse which

crushed and scattered to the winds all such puny

obstacles. In ten short years, as if mercy had lent

him wings, and faith an impenetrable armour, he

traversed oceans, islands, and continents, through a

track equal to more than twice the circumference of

our globe; everywhere preaching, disputing, baptizing,

and. founding Christian churches. There is at least

one well-authenticated miracle in Xavier’s story. 1 t

is, that any mortal man should have sustained such

toils as he did; and have sustained them too, not

merely with composure, but as if in obedience to

some indestructible exigency of his nature. ‘The

Father Master Francis,’ (the words are those of his
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associate, Melchior Nunez,) ‘when labouring for the

salvation of idolaters, seemed to act, not by any ac

quired power, but as by some natural instinct; for he

could neither take pleasure nor even exist except in

such employment-s. They were his repose; and when

he was leading men to the knowledge and the love of

God, however much he exerted himself, he never ap

peared to be making any effort.’

Seven hundred thousand converts (for in these

matters Xavier’s eulogists are not parsimonious) are

numbered as the fruits of his mission; nor is the

extravagance so extreme if the word ‘ conversion’ be

understood in the sense in which they used it. Kings,

Rajahs, and Princes were always, when possible, the

first objects of his care. Some such conquests he

certainly made ; and as the flocks would often follow

their shepherds, and as the gate into the Christian fold

was not made very strait, it may have been entered

by many thousands and tens of thousands. But if

Xavier taught the mighty of the earth, it was for the

sake of the poor and miserable, and with them he

chiefly dwelt. He dwelt with them on terms ill

enough corresponding with the vulgar notions of a

saint. ‘You, my friends,’ said he to a band of sol

diers who had hidden their cards at his approach,

‘ belong to no religious order, nor can you pass whole

days in devotion. Amuse yourselves. To you it is

not forbidden; if you neither cheat, quarrel, nor

swear when you play.’ Then good-humouredly sit

ting down in the midst of them, he challenged one of

the party to a game at chess; and was found at the

board by Don Diego Noragua, whose curiosity had

brought him from far to see so holy a man, and to

catch some fragments of that solemn discourse which

must ever be flowing from his lips. The grandee
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would have died in the belief that the saint was a

hypocrite, unless by good fortune he had afterwards

(as we are told) chanced to break in on his retire

ment, and to find him there suspended between earth

and heaven in a rapture of devotion, with a halo of

celestial glory encircling his head!

No mention will be found in the letters of Xavier

of any such miraculous visitations or of any other of

the supernatural performances ascribed to him by his

Church. Such at least is the result of a careful exa

mination of the whole of the five books into which

his Epistles are divided. He was too humble a man

to think it probable that he should be the depositary

of so divine a gift; and too honest to advance any

such claims to the admiration of mankind. Indeed

he seems to have been amused with the facility with

which his friends assented to these prodigies. Two

of them repeated to him the tale of his having raised

a dead child to life, and pressed him to reveal the

truth. ‘ What ! ’ he replied, ‘ I raise the dead! Can

you really believe such a thing of a wretch like

me ?’ Then smiling, he added, ‘They did indeed

place before me a child. They said it was dead,

which perhaps was not the case. I told him to get

up, and he did so. Do you call that a miracle?’

But in this matter Xavier was not allowed to judge

for himself. He was a Thaumaturgus in his own

despite; and this very denial is quoted by his ad

mirers as a proof of his profound humility. Could

he, by some second sight, have read the Bull of his

own canonisation, he would doubtless, in defiance of

his senses, have believed (for belief was always at his

command) that the church knew much better than

he did, and that he had been reversing the laws of

nature without perceiving it; for at the distance of

VOL. I. R
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rather more than half a century from his death, Pope

Urban VIII., with the unanimous assent of all the

cardinals, patriarchs, archbishops, and bishops, in

sacred conclave assembled, pledged his papal infalli

bility to the miracles already recorded, and to many

more. And who will be so sceptical as to doubt their

reality, when he is informed that depositions taken in

proof of them were read before that august assembly;

and that the apotheosis was opposed there by a learned

person, who, as usual in such cases, appeared at their

bar in the character, and with the title, of ‘the Devil’s

advocate?’ A scoffer might indeed suggest that if

the lawyer really laboured to refute falsehood, he must

have betrayed the interests of his client; and that the

Father of Lies probably instructed his counsel to make

a sham fight of it, in order that one lie the more might

be established among men in the form of a new idol

worship. Without exploring so dark a question, it may

be seriously regretted that such old wives’ fables have

been permitted to sully the genuine history of so many

men of whom the world was not worthy, and of none

more than Francis Xavier. They have long obscured

his real glory, and degraded him to the low level of a

vulgar hero of ecclesiastical romance.

Stripped of these puerile embellishments, _-with no

title to the homage due to genius and to learning, -_

and not included in the number of those who have

aided the progress of speculative truth,-he emerges

from those lower regions, clad with the mild bril

liancy, and resplendent in the matchless beauty, which

belong to the human nature, when ripening fast into

a perfect union with the divine. He had attained to

that childlike afliance in the Author of his being,

which gives an unrestrained play to every blameless

impulse, even when that awful presence is the most
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habitually felt. His was a sanctity which, at fitting

seasons, could even disport itself in jests and trifling.

N0 man, however abject his condition, disgusting his

maladies, or hateful his crimes, ever turned to Xavier

without learning that there was at least one human

heart on which he might repose with all the con

fidence of a brother’s love. To his eye the meanest

and the lowest reflected the image of Him whom he

followed and adored ; nor did he suppose that he

could ever serve the Saviour of mankind so accept

ably as by ministering to their sorrows, and recalling

them into the way of peace. It is easy to smile at

his visions, to detect his errors, to ridicule the extra

vagant austerities of his life, and even to show how

much his misguided zeal eventually counteracted his

own designs. But with our philosophy, our luxuries,

and our wider experience, it is not easy for us to esti

mate or to comprehend the career of such a man.

Between his thoughts and our thoughts there is but

little in common. Of our wisdom he knew nothing,

and would have despised it if he had. Philanthropy

was his passion; reckless daring his delight; and faith,

glowing in meridian splendour, the sunshine in which

he walked. He judged or felt (and who shall say

that he judged or felt erroneously?) that the church

demanded an illustrious sacrifice, and that he was to

be the victim; -_that a voice which had been dumb

for fifteen centuries, must at length be raised again,

and that to him that voice had been imparted ;—that

a new Apostle must go forth to break up the incrust

ations of man’s long-hardened heart, and that to him

that apostolate had been committed. So judging, or

so feeling, he obeyed the summons of him whom he re

garded as Christ’s vicar on earth, and the echoes, from

no sublunary region, which that summons seemed to

n 2
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awaken in his bosom. In holding up to reverential

admiration such self-sacrifices as his, slight, indeed,

is the danger of stimulating an enthusiastic imitation.

Enthusiasm! our pulpits distil their bland rhetoric

against it; but where is it to be found? Do not our

share markets, thronged even by the devout, overlay

it_- and our rich benefices extinguish it _and our

pentecosts, in the dazzling month of May, dissipate

it_-and our stipendiary missions, and our mitres,

decked, even in heathen lands, with jewels and with

lordly titles -- do they not, as so many lightning con

ductors, effectually divert it? There is indeed the

lackadaisical enthusiasm of devotional experiences,

and the sentimental enthusiasm of religious bazars,

and the oratorical enthusiasm of charitable platforms,

and the tractarian- enthusiasm ofcertain well-beneficed

ascetics; but in what, except the name, do they re

semble the ‘ God-in-us’ enthusiasm of Francis Xavier?

-of Xavier the magnanimous, the holy, and the gay;

the canonised saint, not of Rome only, but of universal

Christendom; who, if at this hour there remained not

a solitary Christian to claim and to rejoice in his spi

ritual ancestry, should yet live in hallowed and ever

lasting remembrance; as the man who has bequeathed

to these later ages, at once the clearest proof and the

most illustrious example, that even amidst the enerv

ating arts of our modern civilisation, the apostolic

energy may still burn with all its primaeval ardour in

the human soul, when animated and directed by a

power more than human.

Xavier died in the year 1552, in the forty-seventh

year of his age, and in the eleventh year of his

absence from Europe. During his residence in the

East, he had maintained a frequent correspondence

with the General of his order. Their letters breathe
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the tenderness which is one of the indispensable

elements of the heroic character. But it was a grave

though an intense affection, never degenerating into

fondness, but chastened by filial reverence on the

one side, and by parental authority on the other.

It was indeed as a father, or rather as a patriarch,

exercising a supreme command over his family, and

making laws for their future government, that Ig

natius passed the last twenty years of his life. No

longer a wanderer through the world, captivating or

overawing the minds of men by marvels addressed to

their imagination, he dwelt in the ecclesiastical capital

'of the West, giving form and substance to the visions

which had first fallen upon him at the Mount of

Ascension, and which had immoveably abided with

him through every succeeding pilgrimage.

Of the projects of his later days, the most cherished

was that of training, at the Central College of the

Jesuits at Rome, the pupils who were to propagate

his society throughout the world. All languages and

all sciences were taught there. The scholars con

tended with each other in public for literary honours,

and exhibited before the learned and the great their

skill in dramatic recitation. Such was the solicitude

of Ignatius for their improvement, that he invited

them to criticise his own colloquial Italian; for,

having acquired that language late in life, he spoke

it imperfectly; and was willing to compromise even

his own habitual and well-sustained dignity, if so he

might impress on his neophytes the importance of

excelling in those vernacular tongues, by the use of

which they were destined to encounter and rival their

Protestant adversaries.

He was not, however, permitted to devote his

declining years to such peaceful pursuits as these;

3 3
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but yielded to the law which consigns to the life-long

hostility of mankind every innovator who either

breaks up their inveterate habits, or discredits their

cherished maxims.

In Spain, Ignatius was assailed by Melchior Cano,

a Dominican monk, by the Archbishop of Toledo,

and by the Vicar General of Saragossa; all of whom

appear to have braved his power in the secret as

surance of support from the Emperor Charles V.

Melchior denounced the Jesuits and their General as

impostors. Their influence, it is said, consigned him

to an honourable banishment as Bishop of the Canaries.

But he quickly resigned his mitre, and, resuming his

invectives, continued them with impunity till death

itself silenced him. The Archbishop launched against

the new order hot thunderbolts of interdiets and

exeommunications, as usurpers of his archiepiscopal

privileges; and, though Ignatius met the storm with

papal briefs and edicts from the royal council, he was

compelled .to propitiate his powerful antagonist by

humiliating submissions. Encouraged perhaps by

this success of his neighbour, the Vicar General of

Saragossa brought into the field against the same

enemies the same spiritual artillery of mandates and

anathemas. Alarmed to find themselves thus cut off

from all Christian offices, and from all the sacraments

of the Church, the citizens first furiously drove away

the Jesuits ; and then, with true popular consistency,

as furiously drove away the Vicar General and his

clergy. The intrusive order triumphed, and esta

blished themselves at Saragossa, both as ministers of

religion and as teachers of youth. It was a triumph

doomed to a late, but lamentable, expiation.

In France, Ignatius contended long and without

success, for the reception and settlement of his
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society. Though the Cardinal of Lorraine was his

advocate, and Henry II. issued letters patent autho

rising the establishment of a Jesuit house and col

lege in Paris, the Parliament refused to register the

grant; and, when urged by the royal commands to

obedience, opposed to them an angry remonstrance.

The university seconded the Parliament. The

Sorbonne promulgated a ‘conclusion’ in their sup

port. The Archbishop poured down a pitiless

storm of declarations, prohibitions, and censures upon

the heads of the suspected and unpopular Jesuits.

Neither the King, the Cardinal, nor the General could

make head against the thick flight of these eccle

siastical missiles. So the churchmen and the pro

fessors of Paris retained their monopoly of preaching

and lecturing; the Jesuits taking refuge at St. Ger

mains, where, beyond the reach of the metropolitan

jurisdiction, they waited the arrival of more pro

pitious days.

In Portugal, still more formidable disasters ex

ercised the fortitude of Ignatius. Under the genial

beams of royal favour, his institution had thriven but

too luxuriantly in that kingdom, and was already

exhibiting symptoms of corruption and decay. The

Jesuit college at Coimbra was crowded with youths

of family and fortune, who had rapidly degenerated

into the lawless and self-indulgent habits of secular

collegians. Rodriguez, the provincial of Portugal, a

ruler of a gentle nature and too easy compliance, had

been unable to restrain their petulance, or to punish

their vices; and was displaced by the indignant Ge

neral to make way for Miron, a man renowned for

austerity, and endowed with an inflexible sternness.

But the severities of Miron were followed by an open

revolt of the students; and so formidable was their

a 4
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resistance that even Ignatius was compelled to tem

porise. It was not, however, in his nature to make a

permanent sacrifice of any part of his authority. He

subjugated the rebels at length; but it was by a

method which, at any other time, and in any other

hands, might pass for fabulous.

The rector of the college of Coimbra magnani

mously resolved to make a public and painful ex

piation in his own person for the offences of his

pupils. With his back and shoulders bare, and

wielding in his hand a scourge, he traversed the

city, inflicting on his naked back a succession of

well-aimed and formidable stripes, and explaining

to the astonished multitude the vicarious nature of

this self-inflicted punishment. The example was of

course irresistible. Other Jesuits quickly followed

the rector, lashing themselves with emulous severity.

The fascination spread. The refractory students them

selves at length joined the expiatory procession, till

they reached the college; where they arrived soundly

whipped, excoriated, bleeding, and exhausted; and

resolved never more to provoke the mysterious power

with which they had to do— a power which could

thus, by an incomprehensible influence, compel their

own wills to pronounce, and their own arms to

execute, a sentence of shame and suffering, such as

no other judge would have ventured to impose.

The great enchanter himself was now, however, to

submit to the common doom. The spiritual sove

reignty of which he was the architect had, in less than

a quarter of a century, acquired an extension almost

as great, and an establishment almost as firm, as that

which the papacy had gained by the unremitting

labours of a thousand years. But on the 30th of

July, 1556, the strong man received the summons to
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render up his soul to him who gave it. He lingered

till the following day and then died; but, strange to

say, ‘unanointed, unanealed,’ without the benediction

of the Pope, or the sacraments of his Church. It is

alleged by his friends that, in the spirit of obedience to

his physician, he had postponed till too late the demand

for these spiritual aids. His enemies exult over him

as having betrayed, by this last act of indifference to the

offices of religion, the latent infidelity and the secret

falsehood of his life. The more charitable, is incom

parably the more probable, hypothesis. They, how

ever, who have studied Christianity in the life and the

discourses of its divine Author, rather than in systems

of dogmatic theology, will venture to believe that the

acceptance of a dying man by his Maker depends on

something infinitely higher and more holy than any

priestly absolution, or sacerdotal chrism.

Some unconscious love of power, a mind bewil

dered by many gross superstitions and many theo

retical errors, and perhaps some tinge of insanity, may

be justly ascribed to Ignatius Loyola. But no dis

passionate student of his life will question his integrity,

or deny him the praise of a devotion at once sincere,

habitual, and profound. It is not to the glory of the

Reformed to depreciate their greatest antagonist; or

to think meanly of him, by whom, more than by any

other man, the Reformation was stayed, and the

Church of Rome rescued from her impending doom.

In the language new current amongst us, Ignatius

might be described as the leader of the conservative,

against the innovating spirit of his times. It was an

age, as indeed is every era of great popular revolu

tions, when the impulsive or centrifugal forces which

tend to isolate man, preponderating over the attrac

tive or centripetal forces which tend to congregate
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him, had destroyed the balance of the social system.

From amidst the controversies which then agitated

the world had emerged two great truths, of which,

after three hundred years’ debate, we are yet to find

the reconcilement. It was true that the Christian

Commonwealth ought to be one consentient body,

united under one supreme head, and bound together

by a community of law, of doctrine, and of worship.

It was also true that each member of that body was

obliged for himself, on his own responsibility, and at his

own peril, to render that worship, to ascertain that doc

trine, to study that law, and to seek the guidance ofthat

Supreme Ruler. Between these corporate duties and

these individual obligations, there was a seeming con

trariety. And yet the contradiction must be apparent

only, and not real; for all truths must be consistent

with each other. Here was a problem for the learned

and the wise, for schools, and presses, and pulpits. But

it is not by sages, nor in the spirit of philosophy,

that such problems receive their practical solution.

Wisdom may be the ultimate arbiter, but is seldom

the immediate agent in human affairs. It is by an

tagonist passions, prejudices, and follies, that the equi

poise of this most belligerent planet of ours is chiefly

preserved in our own days; and so it was in the six

teenth century. If Papal Rome had her Brennus, she

must also have her Camillus. From the camp of the

invaders arose the war-cry of absolute mental inde

pendence; from the beleaguered host, the watch-word

of absolute spiritual obedience. The German pointed

the way to that sacred solitude where, besides the

worshipper himself, none may enter; the Spaniard to

that innumerable company which, with one accord, still

chant the liturgies, and recite the creeds, of remotest

generations. Chieftains in the most momentous war
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fare of which this earth had been the theatre since the

subversion of Paganism, each was a rival worthy of the

other in capacity, courage, disinterestedness, and the

love of truth. And yet how marvellous the contrast!

Luther took to wife a nun. For thirty years to

gether, Loyola never once looked on the female coun

tenance. To overthrow the houses of the order to

Which he belonged, was the triumph of the reformer.

To establish a new order on indestructible founda

tions, the glory of the saint. The career of the one

was opened in the cell, and concluded amidst the

cares of secular government. The course of life of

the other, led him from a youth of camps and palaces

to an old age of religious abstraction. Demons

haunted both; but to the northern visionary they

appeared as foul or malignant fiends, with whom he

was to agonise in spiritual strife; to the southern

dreamer, as angels of light marshalling his way to

celestial blessedness. As best became his Teutonic

honesty and singleness of heart, Luther aimed at no

perfection but such as may consist with the everyday

cares, and the common duties, and the innocent de

lights of our social existence; at once the foremost

of heroes, and a very man; now oppressed with

melancholy, and defying the powers of darkness,

satanic or human; then ‘rejoicing in gladness and

thankfulness of heart for all his abundance;’ loving

and beloved; communing with the wife of his bosom;

prattling with his children; surrendering his over

burdened mind to the charms of music; awake to

every gentle voice, and to each cheerful aspect of

nature or of art ; responding alike to every divine im

pulse and to every human feeling; no chord unstrung

in his spiritual or sensitive frame, but all blending

together in harmonies as copious as the bountics of
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Providence, and as changeful as the vicissitudes of

life. How remote from the ‘perfection’ which Loyola

proposed to himself, and which (unless we presume

to distrust the Bulls by which he was beatified and

canonised) we must suppose him to have attained!

Drawn by infallible, not less distinctly than by fallible

limners, the portrait of the military priest of the Casa

Professa possesses the cold dignity and the grace of

sculpture ; but is wholly wanting in the mellow tones,

the lights and shadows, the rich colouring, and the

skilful composition of the sister art. There he stands

apart from us mortal men, familiar with visions which

he may not communicate, and with joys which he can

not impart. Severe in the midst of raptures, composed

in the very agonies of pain; a silent, austere, and

solitary man; with a heart formed for tenderness,

yet mortifying even his best affections; loving man

kind as his brethren, and yet rejecting their sym

pathy: one while, a squalid care-worn self-lacerated

pauper, tormenting his own senses, that so he might

rescue others from sensuality; at another a monarch,

reigning in secluded majesty, that so he might become

the benefactor of his race; and then a legislator ex

acting, though with no selfish purposes, an obedience

as submissive and as prompt as is due to the King

of Kings.

Heart and soul we are for the Protestant. He who

will be wiser than his Maker is but seeming wise.

He who will deaden one-half of his nature to invi

gorate the other half, will become at best a distorted

prodigy. Dark as are the pages, and indistinct

as is the character in which the truth is inscribed, he

who can decipher the roll will there read-that self

adoring pride is the head-spring of stoicism, whether

in the heathen or in the Christian world. But there is a
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roll neither darknor ambiguous, in which the simplest

and most ignorant may learn in what the ‘perfection’

of our humanity really consists. Throughout the glo

rious profusion of didactic precepts, of pregnant

apothegms, of lyric and choral songs, of institutes

ecclesiastical and civil, of historical legends and bio

graphies, of homilies and apologues, of prophetic

menaces, of epistolary admonitions, and of positive

laws, which crowd the inspired Canon, there is still

one consentient voice proclaiming to man, that the

world within and the world without him were cre

ated for each other; that his interior life must be

sustained and nourished by intercourse with external

things ; and that he then most nearly approaches to the

‘perfection’ of his nature, when, being most conversant

with the joys and sorrows of life, and most affected

by them, he is yet the best prepared to renounce the

one or to endure the other, in a cheerful acquiescence

in the will of Heaven.

Unalluring, and on the whole unlovely as it is, the

image of Loyola must ever command the homage of

the world. N0 other uninspired man, unaided by

military or civil power, and making no appeal to the

passions of the multitude, has had the genius to con

ceive, the courage to attempt, and the success to

establish, a polity teeming with results at once so

momentous and so distinctly anticipated. Amidst his

ascetic follies, and his half crazy visions, and despite

all the coarse daubing with which the miracle

mongers of his Church have defaced it, his character

is destitute neither of sublimity nor of grace. They

were men of no common stamp with whom he lived,

and they regarded him with an unbounded reverence.

On the anniversary of his death Baronius and Bollar

mine met to worship at his tomb; and there, with
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touching and unpremeditated eloquence, joined to

celebrate his virtues. His successor Laynez was so

well convinced that Loyola was beloved by the Deity

above all other men, as to declare it impossible that

any request of his should be refused. Xavier was

wont to kneel when he wrote letters to him, to im

plore the Divine aid through the merits of his ‘holy

Father Ignatius,’ and to carry about his autograph as

a sacred relic. In popular estimation, the very house

in which he once dwelt had been so hallowed by his

presence, as to shake to the foundation if thoughts un

becoming its purity found entrance into the mind ofany

inmate. Of his theopathy, as exhibited in his letters, in

his recorded discourse, and in the precepts of his ‘ Spi

ritual Exercises,’ it-is perhaps difficult for the colder

imaginations, and the protestant reserve, of the North

to form a correct estimate. Measured by such a stand

ard, it must be pronounced irreverent and erotic ; _

a libation on the altar at once too profuse and too

little filtered from the dross of human passion. But

to his fellow-men he was not merely benevolent, but

compassionate, tolerant, and candid. However in

flexible in exacting from his chosen followers an all

enduring constancy, he was gentle to others, especially

to the young and the weak; and would often make

an amiable though awkward effort to promote their

recreation. He was never heard to mention a fault

or a crime, except to suggest an apology for the of

fender. ‘Humbly to conceal humility, and to shun

the praise of being humble,’ was the maxim and the

habit of his later life; and on that principle he main

tained the unostentatious decencies of his rank as

General of his order at the Casa Professa; a convent

which had been assigned for their residence at Rome.

There he dwelt, conducting a correspondence more
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extensive and important than any which issued from

the cabinets of Paris or Madrid. In sixteen years he

had established twelve Jesuit Provinces in Europe,

India, Africa, and Brazil; and more than a hundred

colleges or houses for the Professed and the Proba

tioners, already amounting to many thousands. His

missionaries had traversed every country however re

mote and barbarous, which the enterprise of his age

had opened to the merchants of Europe. The de

vout resorted to him for guidance, the miserable for

relief, the wise for instruction, and the rulers of the

earth for succour. Men felt that there had appeared

among them one of those monarchs who reign in

right of their own native supremacy; and to whom

the feebler wills of others must yield either a ready

or a reluctant allegiance. It was a conviction re

corded by his disciples on his tomb, in these memor

able and significant words: ‘Whoever thou mayest

be who hast pourtrayed to thine own imagination

Pompey, or Caesar, or Alexander, open thine eyes to

the truth, and let this marble teach thee how much

greater a conqueror than they was Ignatius.’

Whatever may have been the comparative majesty

of the Caesarian and the Ignatian conquests, it was

true of either that on the death of the conqueror the

succession to his diadem hung long in anxious sus

pense. Our tale descends from the sublime and the

heroic to the region of ordinary motives and of

ordinary men.

When Ignatius died, two of the most eminent of

the original members of his order, Bobadilla and

Laynez, were labouring under diseases supposed to

be mortal. Laynez roused himself to issue a sum

mons requiring the attendance of the professed mem

bers at Rome, to make choice of a general. But
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Philip 11., then at war with the papal court, ren~

dered the election impossible, by detaining a majority

of the Electoral College in Spain. Laynez, there

fore, undertook the government of the society, with

the rank and title of Vicar General.

There are some bodily disorders for which promo

tion is a specific. Full of renovated life the Vicar

General assumed all the powers of his great prede

cessor, and soon gave proof that they had fallen into

no feeble hands. But neither was that a feeble grasp

in which the keys of Peter were then held. Hot

headed and imperious as he was, Paul IV. had

quailed in the solemn presence of Ignatius; but he

believed that the time had now come for arresting

the progress of a power which he had learnt rather

to dread as the rival, than to respect as the guardian,

of his own. To the succour of the Pope came Boba

dilla; who also shook off his illness that he might

assume the guidance of a party among the professed

Jesuits who were opposed to the advancement of

Laynez to the office of General.

They commenced hostilities by preferring against

him the charge of meditating an escape to Spain,

with the view of conducting the election there, and

of fixing the future seat and centre of the Jesuit

power within the dominions of Philip; where, exempt

from papal control, they might give to the order

whatever character and constitutions might best pro

mote the greatness, and gratify the ambition of the

General. To defeat this project the Pope issued a

mandate forbidding any Jesuit to quit the precincts

of the city. Encouraged by this success, Bobadilla,

a warm-hearted, impetuous man, who, even during the

life of Ignatius, had protested against the severity of

his rules and his demand of implicit obedience, now
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poured forth a series of vehement remonstrances

against the supposed machinations of the Vicar Ge

neral. With a far more profound policy Laynez

entrenched himself within an elaborate display of

penitence, meekness, and humility. He confessed

that it became him and his followers to atone, by self

inflicted penances, for- the offence which it had seemed

good to the Holy Father to impute to them. He was

himself the first to lay publicly on his own shoulders

severe and frequent stripes to expiate this fault. His

meekness was such that he declined to return any

answer to the harsh accusations of his antagonists.

The laws of their order, indeed, required that theVicar

General should impose some punishment .on a sub

ordinate who had advanced a complaint against his

superior; but so admirable was his mildness, that he

subjected the bitterest of his assailants to no greater

burthen than a single recital of the Paternoster and

the Ave Maria.

Bobadilla and his adherents were no match for

subtlety like this. They forgot of what inestimable

price such exquisite lowliness must be in papal eyes.

They overlooked the disfavour with which any resist

ance to any spiritual authority must always be regarded

at the Vatican. They had the indiscretion to represent

to the irritable pontiff that by punishing an appeal to

himself by the infliction of any penance whatever,

Laynez had violated the majesty of the Papal Crown,

and infringed the privileges of all Christian people.

‘ What, then, was the penance?’ inquired the Cardinal

Minister. ‘One Paternoster and one Ave Maria,’ was

the reply. Indignation, contempt, and a pious horror

at the feebleness of soul which could murmur under

such a trifle, repelled the unfortunate remonstrants

from the presence of Paul. Laynez enjoyed the plea

VOL. I. s
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sure of having made them ridiculous. His gratifica

tion was not long afterwards completed by their exile

to Assisi, there to perform far less tolerable exercises

of penitence. They left the world of Rome for him

to hustle in.

Peace with Spain returned; and with it came the

electors so long and anxiously expected. The entire

chapter did not include more than twenty members.

It was a lowly chamber in which they were convened,

nor did a company less imposing in outward semblance

meet together on that day within the compass of the

seven hills. Yet scarcely had the Comitia, to whose

shouts those hills had once re-echoed, ever conferred

on consul or on praetor, a power more real or more

extensive than that which those homely men had now

assembled to bestow. But before their choice of a

General had been made, the doors of the conclave

were thrown open, and Cardinal Pacheco appeared

among them in the name of the Pope, and armed with

his delegated authority. He had come (he said) not

to control their proceedings, nor to restrain the free

exercise of their electoral powers; but merely to assert,

by his presence, the high prerogative of his Holiness

as the sovereign protector of the order. The votes

were then collected. Laynez was announced as the

new General of the society; and homilies, adorations,

and thanksgivings celebrated his accession to oflice.

In the midst of this devotional harmony the voice

of Pacheco was again heard. In the name of Paul

he insisted, that, like other religious men, the Jesuits

should thenceforward perform all the daily offices,

choral and liturgical, of public worship. Ere the

panic of this unwelcome mandate had subsided, the

cardinal announced the further pleasure of the sove

reign protector that the tenure of the office of General
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should cease, not with his life, but at the end of some

brief term, not exceeding three years. Each of these

decisions was fatal to the great designs of Ignatius and

his successor. The first would reduce their Society

from their high calling, as champions of the church, to

the low level of any other order of monks. The second,

by impairing all the energy of their monarchical con

stitution, would render them the mere vassals of the

Pope, and subjugate them effectually to the papal

power. To shake off these mandates, Laynez expos

tulated, reasoned, prayed. He was the most eloquent

speaker of his times, but for once he spoke in vain.

The immoveable pontiff persisted, and actually in

scribed on the constitutions of Ignatius two decrees

for giving effect to these innovations. In a few

months afterwards Paul IV. died; when, despite

these solemn commands and their own still more

solemn oaths of obedience, Laynez and his successors

remained Generals for life ; and neither chant nor an

them, psalm or liturgy, were ever afterwards per

mitted to prolong the sacred offices of the Order of

Jesus. \Vhat are the limits which are implied in every

vow of unlimited submission? When our own high

churchmen were labouring a century and a half ago

for the answer to that knotty question, they were

perhaps unconscious that it had already vexed the

ingenuity of Iago Laynez and his associates, without

in any degree impeding their freedom.

The elevation of Laynez to the vacant throne of

Ignatius, was not accomplished without some sinister

arts and some secular policy; but there is no reason

to doubt that, in achieving that ascent, he was also

guided by purer and more noble motives. In him,

as in other men, antagonist principles not seldom en

joyed a divided triumph, and the testimonies to his

5 2
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virtues are such and so numerous as to command

assent to their general truth. Eight of the twenty

four books of the history of Orlandinus are devoted

to his administration of the affairs of the Jesuits.

The reader of them willingly acknowledges that he

possessed extraordinary abilities; and, half reluc

tantly, admits that he was scarcely less distinguished

by genuine piety.

Laynez would seem to have been born to supply

the intellectual deficiencies of Ignatius. He was

familiar with the Greek and Latin tongues, with the

whole compass of theological literature, and with all

the moral sciences which in his age a theologian was

required to cultivate. With these stores of knowledge

he had made himself necessary to the founder of his

order. Loyola consulted, employed, and trusted, but

apparently did not like him. It is stated by Orlan

dinus that there was no other of his eminent followers

whom the great patriarch of the society treated with

such habitual rigour, while yet there was none who

rendered him such important services.

The rigour with which Laynez was treated is well

. illustrated by his appointment to be Provincial of

Italy, and to reside at Padua. As often as he had

trained up in that city any promising recruit, the

General withdrew the novice to Rome. Laynez com

plained of being thus deprived of the use of the in

struments fashioned by himself. Ignatius answered,

that it was right to congregate all the most effective

sons of the society at Rome, because there was the

seat and centre of their operations. Again Laynez

remonstrated; and then Ignatius called on him to

state what he thought the penance due to him for

such contumacious importunity. The Provincial

answered this stern question, as he says, with tears in
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his eyes. He proposed that he should be withdrawn

from all share in the government of the order; that

he should be deprived of all books, except his breviary;

that he should beg his way to Rome; that there he

should be employed in the most menial offices of the

Casa Professa; or, if found unfit for them, in teaching

grammar to little children ; that, after passing through

this penance for two or three years, he should under

go various scourgings, and a fast of four weeks’ con

tinuance; to all which most contrite suggestions, he

added a promise that whenever again he should have

occasion to write to his good father, he Would abound

in circumspection and in prayer.

This extraordinary course of penitential discipline

was obviously recommended by Laynez only as a

mode of expressing the profound reverence due to

his General, and not with any real expectation

that he would accept the proposal. Ignatius sub

stituted for it a much wiser penance, by requiring

Laynez to compose a theological work in refutation

of the heretics. The General had looked deeply

into the soul of his lieutenant. He saw that his too

active and restless spirit was the real cause of his

discontent at Padua, and judiciously prescribed the

sedative of the desk.

The services rendered by Laynez to his superior,

are not less remarkable than the severity with which

they were thus occasionally requited. ‘Do you not

think,’ said Ignatius to him, ‘that the founders of the

religious orders were inspired when they framed their

constitutions?’ ‘I do,’ was the answer, ‘so far as

the general scheme and outline were concerned.’

Guided by this opinion, Loyola established a re

markable division of labour between himself and his

follower. He, in the character of an inspired saint,

s 8
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took for his province the composing the text of the

constitutions. To Laynez, as an uninspired scholar,

he assigned the preparation of an authoritative com

ment. For himself, the lawgiver claimed the praise

of having erected an edifice of which the plan and

the arrangement were divine. T0 his fellow-labourer,

he assigned the merit of having supported it by the

solid foundation of a learning which, however excel

lent, was yet entirely human. An example will best

explain the nature of this joint operation.

‘In Theologia legetur vetus et novum Testamentum,

et Doctrina Scholastica Divi Thomze’--is the text.

‘ Praelegetur etiam Magister Sententiarum, sed si vide

atur temporis decursu alius autor studentibus utilior

futurus, ut si aliqua summa vel liber Theologiae

scholasticae conficeretur qui nostris temporibus accom

modatior videretur, praelegi poterit’-is the com

ment. Ignatius was content that the divine Thomas

should be installed among the Jesuits as the perma

nent interpreter of the sacred oracles. Laynez, with

deeper foresight, perceived that the day was coming

when they must discover a teacher ‘ better suited to

our times.’ It was a prediction which, shortly after

his death, was fulfilled, in the person of Molina, his

own pupil.

To Laynez belongs the praise, or the reproach, of

having revived, in modern times, the doctrine known

in the Catholic Church as Molinist, in the Protestant

Churches as Arminian. Our latest posterity will

debate, as our remotest ancestry have debated, the

truth of that doctrine. But that it was ‘temporibus

accommodatior,’ no one will deny. The times evi

dently required that the great antagonists of the Re

formation should inculcate a belief more comprehen

sive and more flexible than that of Augustine or of
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Thomas. Much of the danger and disrepute to which

the society was afterwards exposed, may, perhaps, be

traced to those opinions. But much of the secret of

their vitality and their strength, must also be ascribed

to the same cause.

Aided by these theological accomplishments,

Laynez rendered to his General at the Council of

Trent services still more important than those which

he had performed as a commentator on the Ignatian

constitutions. He was selected, with Salmeron for

his associate, to represent the papacy at that synod,

so far as respected the exposition and defence of the

doctrines of the see of Rome. Orlandinus has pre

served the instructions addressed to these delegates by

Loyola on the eve of their departure. They were to

be deliberate in speaking, attentive in listening, and

vigilant in seizing on the exact meaning of other

speakers. They were admonished to avoid every ap

pearance of dogmatism or prejudice, lest they should

offend those whom it was their business to conciliate.

In order to maintain their own serenity, they were to

keep their seats when they spoke. They were to make

frequent and regular visits to the hospitals, but not

without alms to the patients; and, in addressing them,

they were to converse copiously, and with affection,

laying aside the terse and circumspect style befitting

their addresses to the council. They were to meet

every morning to discuss the business of the day, in

the course of which absolute unanimity amongst

themselves would be indispensable; and twice on

each day they were carefully to examine their own

consciences.

Laynez and Salmeron appear to have conformed

exactly to these wise admonitions. In the midst of

the gorgeous assembly of princes, prelates, and am

s 4
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bassadors, they at first appeared in ostentatious

meanness of apparel. They then, however, submitted

to wear the better clothing presented to them by a

much scandalised cardinal, that they might manifest

a no less ostentatious indifference to the use or the

neglect of so mean an external advantage. They had

joined the synod with purposes too magnificent and

daring to leave their minds vacant for even a passing

thought on matters so insignificant as these. For in

the bosom of that most orthodox congregation, Lay

nez dared the reproach of heresy, and proclaimed

opinions which, since the days of Augustin, had been

branded as Pelagian.

Since the fall of the Roman Commonwealth the

world had produced no such theatre for the exhibition

of oratorical powers. Laynez is supposed not to have

been constitutionally brave, but in the cathedral of

Trent he bore himself with all the hardihood which

unrivalled superiority in debate will impart to the

least courageous. He asserted the freedom of the

human will amidst outcries of indignation. He main

tained the doctrines which, north ofthe Alps, are called

ultramontane, although they were most unwelcome

to the vast majority of his auditors. He vehemently

opposed the admission ofthe laity to the cup, although

it was the popular demand of more than half of

Europe. He was strong in the consciousness of his

dominion over those feelings to which a great speaker

in a numerous assembly seldom appeals in vain. The

very position from which he spoke proclaimed the

pride, which becomes impressive only by assuming

the disguise of humility. It was the place the most

remote from the thrones of the papal legates, and the

elevated chairs of the ambassadors of Christendom.

But when he spoke those thrones and chairs were
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abandoned. Cardinals, bishops, counts, and abbots

quitted their seats and thronged around him. Gene

rals and doctors obeyed the same impulse; and, on one

occasion, a circle more illustrious for rank and learning

than had ever before surrounded the tribune of an

orator, continued, during two successive hours, to re

ward his efforts by their profound and silent admi

ration.

On examining the only two of the speeches of

Laynez which have been preserved by Orlandinus, it

is difficult to detect the charm which thus seduced

the haughtiest prelates into a passing forgetfulness of

their dignity. His eloquence would appear to have

been neither impassioned nor imaginative, nor of that

intense earnestness which seems to despise the very

rules by the observance of which it triumphs. Lumi

nous argumentation, clothed in transparent language,

and delivered with facility and grace, was probably

the praise to which he was entitled—no vulgar praise

indeed, for amidst the triumphs of oratory few are

greater or more welcome than that of infusing order

without fatigue into the chaotic thoughts of an in

quisitive audience.

The health of Laynez sank beneath these efforts;

and, if Orlandinus may be believed, the deliberations

of the fathers of Trent were suspended until he was

able to resume his place among them. The fact seems

Very questionable; but if Laynez received this high

honour he was not long permitted to enjoy it. The

march of the Protestants on Trent dispersed the

council, and enabled him to exhibit his eloquence in a

different, and scarcely less memorable assembly.

Catherine de Medici had issued, in her son’s name,

citations to the leaders of the two religions to meet

for their celebrated conference at Poissy, and Laynez
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was despatched to France to protest, in the name of

the sovereign pontiff, against this assumption by a

temporal prince of the right to convene a synod for

the adjustment of spiritual questions. Neverthe

less, Catherine and her son, and the princes of his

blood, appeared on the appointed day at Poissy.

Thither also came a long array of cardinals, of bishops,

and of doctors. Theodore Beza and Peter Martyr

were there, with ten other reformed ministers; and

there also appeared Laynez, armed cap-a-pie as a

polemic, and clothed with all the dignities of a repre

sentative of the Holy Catholic and Apostolic See.

Among the memorable incidents of the debate

which followed, was the bold apostrophe of Laynez to

Catherine. He bade her remember that neither she

nor any other secular monarch had any right to enter

into compacts or negotiations with the enemies of the

church. ‘The smith,’ he exclaimed, ‘to his smith

ery. To the priesthood, and to them alone, are re

served all such questions as these.’ Catherine is

said to have wept on receiving this public rebuke.

If so, her tears were as unimpressive as those of Mary

on the heart of Knox. ‘Catherine is an old ac

quaintance of mine,’ said Laynez afterwards to the

Prince de Condé; ‘she is an admirable actress, but

will not deceive me.’

In Beza he encountered an opponent more worthy

of his powers. It had been alleged,_in disproof of the

real presence, that the image of any thing was mis

placed when the rcality itself was there. Laynez

answered that the type and anti-type might occasion

ally mcet together; as, for example, if, on the anniver

sary of a victory, the conqueror should exhibit the

various military evolutions by which he had won the

battle. With more smartness than reverence Beza
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rejoined, that the answer reduced the mass to a

comedy, and made a comedian of Him whose presence

there was asserted.

Much else, as little worthy of remembrance, passed

between these learned combatants. Had Samuel '

Taylor Coleridge been present, how would he have

deplored their unconsciousness of the great distinc

tion between the reason and the understanding! How

eloquently would he have reminded them, that if men

will join in the war of words without the same com

mon intuitions, they may discharge their dialectics

against each other till the day of doom, without making

any approach to the same common conclusions.

From Poissy Laynez retired to Trent. He re

sumed his seat in the council in the double character of

Legate of the Pope and General of the Order of Jesus.

These dignities seem to have a little impaired his

former skill in the management ofa popular assembly.

Forgetting that the triumphs of pride are best won in

the garb of lowliness, he engaged in an ill-timed and

unsuccessful contest with the generals of the monastic

orders for precedency. But his defeat was solaced,

not only by a high station on the episcopal bench,

but by having appropriated to his use an elevated

desk or pulpit, from which he might address the

synod without danger that any member of it would

be deprived of the delight of hearing him.

Laynez appears to have amply rewarded this ho

mage. He was foremost in every debate, and the

historians of the council ascribe to his eloquence two

of the most remarkable decrees of the two last ses

sions. One of those decisions has very lately been

invoked in the House of Commons as among the

highest extant authorities in favour of the recent en

actment, by which marriages not celebrated in facie
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ecclesia? have been rendered as valid as though solem

nised by a priest in holy orders. The council indeed

determined that for the future the intervention of

such a priest should be indispensable; but they pre

faced this enactment by declaring that the former law

of the Christian world had been otherwise, and that,

until then, no ecclesiastical observances whatever had

been necessary to render a matrimonial contract

binding on the spouses, and sufiicient for the legiti—

macy of their offspring.

To the eloquence of Laynez is to be ascribed this

recognition of the general principle. With equal

force and intrepidity he maintained that marriage is

a right conferred upon mankind by the immediate gift

of God himself_ that no human authority is entitled

to derogate from it even to the slightest extent

that therefore the Church herself could not lawfully

restrain the use of this heaven-born franchise by any

burthensome formality—and that to render sacer

dotal interference indispensable to the exercise of it

would be a mere usurpation and alawless abuse of

power. If the speaker had foreseen that at the dis

tance of three centuries an heretical parliament would

build on the foundation he was thus laying, or if that

parliament had been aware that the foundations on

which they built had been laid by a General of the

Jesuits, which of the two would have been the more

scandalised ?

In the twenty-fifth and last session Laynez rendered

an important service to his society, though with more

credit to his address than to his candour. To abate

the offence given to the world by the abuse of mo

nastic vows of poverty, the council had decreed that

the mendicant orders might hold temporal possessions

in their corporate capacities. Two of the more zea
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lous of those fraternities sued for and obtained the

privilege of exclusion from this invidious franchise.

Not to be eclipsed in pious ardour by any religious

community, Laynez also solicited and obtained the

boon that the Jesuits should continue to be bound by

their self-denying renunciation of all worldly wealth.

But (says Father Paul) with the return of day other

thoughts returned; and, on the morrow, Laynez per

suaded the council to reverse their sentence, so as to

leave to his society the privilege of holding estates as

a body corporate. ‘To possess the right and yet never

to use it, would,’ he argued, ‘be praiseworthy in the

sight of God. To be deprived of that right on their

own petition, would, on the other hand, he praise

worthy in the sight of man. But how much better

was it that they should enjoy the honour which cometh

of God, than that honour which cometh of man only?’

Is it wonderful that the words Jesuitical, and double

minded, so soon became synonymous?

The council was at length dissolved. Laynez re

turned to Rome, ruined in health, but possessing the

highest esteem and gratitude of Pius IV., who then

filled the papal throne. As an eminent expression of

his favour, the Pope made a solemn visit to the Gene

ral and the College of Jesuits, where he was received

with discharges of compliments, literary, scientific,

and philosophical, with which the reception of Eliza

beth and James at our own universities will not bear

a moment’s comparison. For Laynez excelled most

men not only in learning, but in the power of giving

an impulse to the studies of the learned. Under his

government the colleges and scholars of the order

had increased fourfold, and her associated members

in a still greater proportion.

Laynez knew how to rule as well as how to teach.
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By firmness or by craft, he at once and for ever

crushed the revolt of Bobadilla and his followers.

By his energy he at once animated and controlled

the operations of all the ministers of his power. He

swayed it to the last, unaided by any colleague, and

unawed by any rival ; and even on his dying bed re

fused to name a vicar, or accept a coadjutor. He

died in the year 1565, and in the fifty-second year of

his age. His death was soothed with all the conso;

lations of the last sacraments of his Church, and of a

plenary indulgence from the Pope; and perhaps was

not without the solace of remembering that his life

had been ceaselessly devoted to the duties prescribed

by the laws of his society, and by the law of his own

conscience.

Was that conscience itself a blind guide, perverted

by low affections, and by unhallowed impulses? Who

shall presume to answer? All bail to Rhadamanthus

on his posthumous judgment-seat in the nether regions!

But when Rhadamanthus comes above-ground, holds

in his hand the historical pen, and resolves all the

enigmas of hearts which ceased to beat long centuries

ago, more confidently than most of us would dare to

interpret the mysteries of our own, one wishes him

back again at the confluence of Styx, Phlegethon, and

Cocytus. It is, after all, nothing more than the sur

face of human character which the retrospective scru

tiny of the keenest human eye is able to detect.

Ambition clothed in rags _ subtlety under the

guise of candour _ timidity beneath the mask of

audacious eloquence-- these are the offences laid to

the charge of Iago Laynez. Yet a priest who, in

the sixteenth century, refused the purple, must have

had aspirations for something higher than worldly

honours. Hypocrisy is the charge which every one
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must bear who has to do with enemies incredulous of

all virtue superior to their own. And cowardice is a

reproach never to be escaped by him who, being de

barred from the use of all weapons but the tongue,

knows how to render that weapon terrible to his op

ponents. The historical portraiture which exhibits

Laynez as ambitious, crafty, and timid, may be a cor

rect likeness; but no one who considers how confused

are the lights by which we must now examine it,

will peremptorin declare that the resemblance is

accurate.

Gifted with extraordinary talents, flexible address,

profound learning, and captivating eloquence, Laynez

fell short of that standard at which alone the name of

any man may be inscribed on the roll sacred to those

who have reigned over their fellow-mortals by a right

divine, inherent, and indefeasible. Without the ge

nius to devise, or the glowing passion to achieve great

things, none may take his place with those kings of

the earth on whose brows Nature herself has set the

diadem. Far surpassing, in mere intellectual resources,

both Ignatius and Xavier, the fiery element native to

their souls was uninhabitable by his. But though

his hands could not grasp their weapons, he wielded

his own with admirable skill and efficacy. To Lay

nez his society were first indebted for their charac

teristic theology, for the possession and the fame of

learning, for a more intimate alliance with the papacy,

and for the more pronounced hostility of the Re

formers. He first established for them that authority

in the cabinets of Europe, on which, at no distant

time, the edifice of their temporal power was to rest.

It was his melancholy distinction to number among

these royal disciples the infamous Catherine, and her

less odious, because feebler, son. He was associated
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with them at the time when they were revolving

the greatest crime with which the annals of Chris

tendom have been polluted. His memory is, how

ever, unstained with the guilt of that massacre, except

so far as the doctrines he inculcated in the conference

at Poissy may have induced the sovereigns to think

lightly of any bloodshed which should rid the world

of a party which he taught them to regard as ab

horred of God, and as hateful to the enlightened eye

of man.

It is more easy to discern the intellectual than

the moral greatness of Laynez. He was the earliest,

if not the most eminent, example of the natural re

sults of Loyola’s discipline. His character illustrates

the effect of concentrating all the interests of life, and

all the affections of the heart, within the narrow circle

of one contracted fellowship. It yielded in him as it

has produced in others, a vigorous, but a stunted

development of the moral faculties—a kind of social

selfishness and sectional virtue -_a subordination of

philanthropy to the love of caste— a spirit irre

claimably servile, because exulting in its own servi

tude _ a temper consistent indeed with great actions,

and often contributing to them, but destructive (at

least in ordinary minds) of that free and cordial

sympathy with man as man, of those careless graces

and of that majestic repose, which touch and cap

tivate the heart in Him whose name the order of the

Jesuits had assumed, and to which must in part, at

least, be ascribed the sacred fascination exercised

over us all by the simple records of his life and

language.

On the 2nd of July, 1565, the Casa Professa, usually

the scene of a profound stillness, was agitated by an

unwont-ed excitement. Men of austere demeanour
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might be seen there elasping each others hands, and

voices habitually mute were interchanging hearty

congratulations. One alone appeared to take no

share in the common joy. As if overpowered by

some strange and unwelcome tidings, he seemed by

imploring gestures to deprecate a decision against

which his paralysed lips in vain attempted to protest.

His age might be nearly sixty, his dress mean and

sordid, and toil or suffering had ploughed their

furrows in his pallid cheek; but he balanced his tall

and still graceful figure with a soldier’s freedom, and

gazed on his associates with a countenance cast in

that mould which ladies love and artists emulate.

They called him Father Francis ; and, on the death of

Laynez, their almost unanimous suffrage had just

hailed him as the third General of the Order of

Jesus. The wish for rank and power was never more

sincerely disclaimed; for never had they been forced

on any one who had a larger experience of their

vanity.

In the female line Father Francis was the grandson

of Ferdinand of Arragon, and therefore the near

kinsman of the Emperor Charles V. Among his

paternal ancestry he could boast or lament the names

of Alexander VI. and of Caesar Borgia. Of that

house, eminent alike for their wealth, their honours,

and their crimes, he was the lineal representative; and

had, in early manhood, inherited from his father the

patrimony and the title of the Dukes of Gandia.

Don Francis Borgia, as if to rescue the name he

bore from the infamy of his progenitors, exhaled,

even in his childish days, the odour of sanctity. WVith

each returning month, he cast a lot to determine

which he should personatc of the saints with whose

VOL. I. 'r
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names it was studded on the calendar. In his tenth

year, with a virtue unsung and unconceived by the

Muse: Etonenses, he played at saints so perfectly as

to inflict a vigorous chastisement on his own naked

person. It is hard to resist the wish that the scourge

had been yet more resolutely wielded by the arm of

his tutor. So seems to have thought his maternal

uncle, Don John of Arragon, Archbishop of Saragossa.

Taking the charge of his nephew, that high-born

prelate compelled him to study alternately the lessons

of the riding-master and those of the master of the

sentences; and in his nineteenth year sent him to

complete his education at the court of his imperial

cousin.

Ardent as were still the aspirations of the young

courtier for the monastic life, no one in that gallant

circle bore himself more bravely in the me'nage, or

sheathed his sword with a steadier hand in the throat

of the half-maddencd bull, or more skilfully disputed

with his sovereign the honours of the tournament.

As the youthful knight, bowing to the saddle-tree,

lowered his spear before the ‘ Queen of Beauty,’ many

a full dark eye beamed with a deeper lustre ; but his

triumph was incomplete and worthless unless it won

the approving smile of Eleonora de Castro. That

smile was not often refused. But the romance of

Don Francis begins where other romances terminate.

Foremost in the train of Charles and Isabella, the

husband of the fair Eleonora still touched his lute

with unrivalled skill in the halls of the Escurial, or

followed the quarry across the plains of Castile in

advance of the most ardent falconer. Yet that music

was universally selected from the offices of the

church; and in the very agony of the chase, just as

the wheeling hawk paused for his last deadly plunge,
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(genius of Nimrod, listen!) he would avert his eyes

and ride slowly home, the inventor of a matchless

effort of penitential self-denial.

With Charles himself for his fellow pupil, Don

Francis studied the arts of war and fortification

under the once celebrated Sainte Croix, and practised

in Africa the lessons he had been taught;_ earning

the double praise, that in the camp he was the most

magnificent, in the field the most adventurous, of all

the leaders in that vaunted expedition. At the head

of a troop enlisted and maintained by himself, he

attended the emperor to the Milanese and Provence ;

and, in honourable acknowledgment of his services,

was selected by Charles to lay a report of the cam

paign before the empress in person, at Segovia.

Towards her he felt an almost filial regard. She

had long been the zealous patron and the cordial

friend of himself and of Eleonora; and at the public

festivals which celebrated at once the victories of

Charles, and the meeting of the States of Castilc at

Toledo, they shone among the most brilliant of the

satellites by which her throne was encircled.

At the moment of triumph the inexorable arm was

unbared which so often, as in mockery of human

pomp, confounds together the world’s bravest pageants

and the humiliations of the grave. Dust to dust and

ashes to ashes! but, when the imperial fall, not without

one last poor assertion of their departed dignity.

Isabella might not be laid in the sepulchre of the

kings of Spain, until, amidst the funeral rites, the

soldered coflin had been opened, the cerements re

moved, and some grandee of the highest rank had

been enabled to depose that he had seen within them

the very body of the deceased sovereign. Such, in

T 2
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pursuance of an ancient custom, was the duty con

fided to the zeal of Don Francis Borgia; nor was any

one better fitted for such a trust. The eye, now for

ever closed, had never turned to him but with ma

ternal kindness, and every lineament of that serene

and once eloquent countenance was indelibly engraven

on his memory. Amidst the half-uttered prayers

which commended her soul to the Divine mercy, and

the low dirge of the organ, he advanced with stream

ing eyes, and reverently raised the covering which

concealed the secrets of the grave; when—but why or

how pourtray the appalling and loathsome spectacle ?

That gentle brow, that eloquent countenance, that

form so lately reposing on earth’s proudest throne, and

extolled with an almost adoring homage! Don Francis

turned from the sight to shudder and to pray.

It was the great epoch in the life of Borgia. In

the eyes of the world, indeed, he may have been un

changed; but in his eyes the whole aspect of that

world was altered. Lord of a princely fortune, the

heir of an illustrious house, the favourite kinsman of

the emperor of the West, renowned in the very flower

of his youth as a warrior, a courtier, and a musician,

his home hallowed by conjugal love, and gladdened

by the sports of his children; for whom had life a

deeper interest, or who could erect on a surer basis a

loft-ier fabric of more brilliant hopes ‘P Those interests

and hopes he deliberately resigned, and, at the age of

twenty-nine, bound himself by a solemn vow, that, in

the event of his surviving Eleonora, he would end his

days as a member of some religious order. He had

gazed on the hideous triumph of death and sin over

prospects still more splendid than his own. For him

the soothing illusions of existence were no more-—

earth and its inhabitants, withering under the curse
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of their Maker, might put on their empty gauds, and

for some transient hour dream and talk of happiness.

But the curse was there, and there would it lie, crush

ing the frivolous spirit the most when felt the least,

and consigning alike to that foul debasement the

lovely and the brave; the sylph now floating through

the giddy dance, and the warrior now proudly tread

ing the field of victory.

From such meditations Charles endeavoured to

recall his friend to the common duties of life. He

required him to assume the viceroyalty of Catalonia,

and adorned him with the cross of the order of Saint

James of Compostella, then among the noblest and the

most highly prized of all chivalric honours. His ad

ministration was firm, munificent, _ and just; it forms

the highest era of his life, and is especially signalised

by the same sedulous care for the education of the

young, which afterwards formed his highest praise as

General of the Order of Jesus.

Ingenious above all men in mortifying his natural

affections, Don Francis could not neglect the occasion

which his new dignities afforded him, of incurring

much wholesome contumely. Sumptuous banquets

must be given in honour of his sovereign; when he

could at once fast and be despised for fasting. To

exhibit himself in penitential abasement before the

people under his authority, would give to penitence

the appropriate accompaniment of general contempt.

On the festival of ‘the Invention of the Holy

Cross,’ mysteries not unlike those of the Bona Dea

were to be celebrated by the ladies of Barcelona;

when, to prevent the profane intrusion of any of the

coarser sex, the viceroy himself undertook the office

of sentinel. \Vith a naked dagger in his hand, a

T 3
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young nobleman demanded entrance, addressing to

the viceroy insults such as every gentleman is bound,

under the heaviest penalty of the laws of chivalry, to

expiate by blood. A braver man did not tread the

soil of Spain than Don Francis, nor any one to whom

the reproach of poltronery was more hateful. And

yet his sword did not leap from his scabbard. With

a calm rebuke, and courteous demeanour, he allowed

the bravo to enter the sacred precincts - preferring

the imputation of cowardice, though stinging like an

adder, to the sin of avenging himself, and, indeed, to

the duty of maintaining his lawful authority. History

has omitted to tell what were the weapons, or what

the incantation, by which the ladies promptly ejected

the insolent intruder ; nor has she recorded how they

afterwards received their guardian knight of St. Iago.

Her only care has been to excite our admiration

for this most illustrious victory, in the bosom of Don

Francis, of the meekness of the saint over the human

passions of the soldier.

At the end of four years Don Francis was relieved

by the death of his father from his viceregal office,

and assumed his hereditary title of Duke of Gandia.

His vassals exulted in the munificence of their new

chief. The ancient retainers of his family lived on

his bounty— cottages, convents, and hospitals, rose

on his estates—fortresses were built to check the

ravages of the Moorish corsairs, and the mansion of

his ancestors reappeared in all its ancient splendour.

In every work of piety and mercy the wise and gentle

Eleonora was the rival of her lord. But it was the

only strife which ever agitated the Castle of Gandia.

Austerities were practised there, but gloom and lassi

tude were unknown ; nor did the bright suns of Spain

gild any feudal ramparts, within which love, and
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peace the child of love, shed their milder light with a

more abiding radiance.

But on that countenance, hitherto so calm and so

submissive, might at length be traced the movements

of an inward tempest, which, even when prostrate

before the altar, the Duke of Gandia strove in vain to

tranquillise. Though conversant with every form of

self-inflicted suffering, how should he find strength to

endure the impending death of Eleonora! His was a

prayer transcending the resources of language and of

thought ; it was the mute agony of a breaking heart.

But after the whirlwind and the fire, was heard the still

small voice. It said to him, or seemed to say, ‘If it be

thy deliberate Wish, she shall recover ; but it will not be

- for her real welfare, nor for thine.’ Adoring gratitude

swept away every feebler emotion, and the suppliant’s

grief at length found utterance. ‘Thy will be done.

Thou knowest what is best for us. Whom have we in

heaven but Thee, and whom upon earth should we

desire in comparison of Thee?’ At the age of thirty

six the Duke of Gandia committed to the tomb the

frame once animated by a spirit from which not death

itself could separate him. In the sacred retirement

to which, in that event, he had devoted his remaining

days, EleonOra would still unite her prayers to his;

and as each of those days should decline into the

welcome shadows of evening, one stage the more

towards his reunion with her would have been tra

versed.

The Castle of Gandia was still hung with the

funeral draperies when a welcome though unexpected

guest arrived there. It was Peter Faber, the ofii—

ciating priest at the Crypt of Montmartre, charged

by Ignatius with a mission to promote the cause of

Christian education in Spain. Aided by his counsels,

'r 4
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and by the letters of the patriarch, the duke erected

on his estates a church, a college, and a library, and

placed them under the care of teachers selected by

Ignatius. The sorrows of the duke were relieved as

his wealth flowed still more copiously in this new

channel of beneficence; and the universities of Alcala

and Seville were enlarged by his bounty with similar

foundations. But, as Faber remarked, a still nobler

edifice was yet to be erected on the soul of the

founder himself. The first stone of it was laid in the

duke’s performance of the Spiritual Exercises. To

the completion of this invisible but imperishable

building, the remainder of his life was inflexibly

devoted.

With Ignatius the duke had long maintained a

correspondence, in which the stately courtesies of

Spanish noblemen not ungracefully temper the severer

tones of patriarchal authority and filial reverence.

Admission into the order of Jesus was an honour for

which, in this case, the aspirant was humbly content,

and was wisely permitted, long to wait and sue. To

study the biography, that he might imitate the life, of

Him by whose holy name the society was called; to

preach in his own household, or at the wicket of the

nunnery of the ladies of St. Clair; and day by day,

to place in humiliating contrast some proof of the

divine goodness, and some proof of his own demerit;

were the first probationary steps which the duke was

required to tread in the toilsomc path on which he

had thus entered. It was a path from which Philip,

then governing Spain with the title of regent, would

have willingly seduced him. He consulted him on

the most critical affairs; summoned him to take a

high station in the States of Castile ; and pressed on

his acceptance the office of grand master of the royal
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household. It was declined in favour of the Duke

of Alva. Had Gandia preferred the duties of his

secular rank to his religious aspirations, Spain might

have had a saint the less and seven provinces the

more. With the elevation of Alva, the butcheries in

the Netherlands, the disgrace of Spain, and the in

dependence of Holland, might have been averted.

Warned by his escape, the duke implored with

renewed earnestness his immediate admission into

the order; nor was Ignatius willing that his proselyte

should again incur such dangers. At the chapel of

his own college he accordingly pronounced the irre

vocable vows ; a Papal bull having dispensed, during

a term of four years, with any public avowal of the

change. They were passed in the final adjustment of

his secular affairs. He had lived in the splendour

appropriate to his rank and fortune, and in the ex

ercise of the bounty becoming his eminence in the

Christian commonwealth. But now all was to be

abandoned, even the means of almsgiving, for he was

himself henceforth to live on the alms of others. He

gave his children in marriage to the noblest houses in

Spain and Portugal, transferred to his eldest son the

enjoyment of the patrimonial estates of Gandia, and

then, at the age of forty, meekly betook himself to

the study of scholastic divinity, of the traditions of

the church, and of the canons of the general councils.

He even submitted to all the rules, and performed all

the public exercises, enforced on the youngest student.

Such was his piety that the thorny fagots of the

schoolmen fcd instead of smothering the flame; and

on the margin of his Thomas Aquinas might be seen

some devout aspiration, extracted by his sacred

alchemy from each subtle distinction in the text.

Never before or since was the degree of Doctor in
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Divinity, to which he now proceeded, so hardly earned

or so well deserved.

Two of the brothers of the duke had been members

of the sacred college, and his humility had refused

for two of his sons the purple offered to them at the

instance of the emperor. But how should the new

doctor avert from his own head the ecclesiastical cap

of maintenance with which Charles was now desirous

to replace the ducal coronet? He fled the presence of

his imperial patron, made and executed his own testa

mentary dispositions, delivered his last parental charge

to his eldest son, and bade a final adieu to his weep

ing family. The gates of the castle of Gandia closed

on their self-banished lord. He went forth, like

Francis Xavier, chanting the song of David_ ‘ When

Israel went out of Egypt, and the house of acob from

a strange people ;’ —but adding, from another strain

of the royal minstrel, the exulting words, ‘ Our bonds

are broken and we are delivered.’ He lived for more

than twenty years from this time, and in his future

missions into Spain often passed the gates of the

castle, but never more re-entered them. He became a

stranger even to his children, never again passing so

much as a single day in their society, or even permitting

himself to become acquainted wit-h their offspring.

As the bird set free to her nest, so hastened the

emancipated duke to take his seat at the footstool of

Ignatius. Yet, in his route through Ferrara and

Florence, his sacred impatience was arrested, and his

humility confirmed, by the unwelcome honours yielded

to him by his kinsmen, the reigning sovereigns of

those duchies. He would have entered Rome by

night; but, in the city of triumphs and ovations, the

victorious Loyola could not but desire to exhibit so

illustrious a conquest. Attended by the ambassador
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of Spain, by a prince of the House of Colonna, and

by a long train of cardinals, priests, and nobles,

the Duke of Gandia advanced in solemn procession

to the Casa Professa. There, in the presence of

his General, his wearied spirit found at length the

repose which the most profuse liberality of fortune

had been unable to bestow. With tears of joy he

kissed the feet of the patriarch and of his Professed

brethren, esteeming the meanest office in their house

hold an honour too exalted for so unworthy an asso

ciate; and then, in a general confession, poured into

the ear of Ignatius every secret of his conscience from

the dawn of life to that long desired hour.

Such zeal was a treasure too precious to be left

without some great and definite object; and as the

duke was still the steward of some of this world’s

treasures, which he had devoted to sacred uses, they

were employed in building at Rome the church and

college afterwards so famous as the College de Propa

ganda Fide. One only secular care still awaited him.

His rank-as a grandee of Spain, and the cross of

St. Iago, could not be laid aside without the consent

of the emperor. It was solicited with all the grace

of an accomplished courtier, and all the fervour of

a saint. But while he awaited at Rome the answer

of Charles, a new alarm disturbed the serenity of the

Casa Professa. The dreaded purple was again pressed

on him with all the weight of Papal admonition. To

avoid it, Gandia fled the presence of the Pope and

Ignatius, returned to Spain, performed a pilgrimage

to the Castle of Loyola, kissed the hallowed ground,

and then burying himself in a Jesuit College at Ognato,

once more awaited the decision of the emperor.

It soon arrived. He was no longer a duke, a knight

of St. Iago, nor even a' Spanish gentleman. Solemnly

and in due legal form, he renounced all these titles,
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and with them all his property and territorial rights.

Even his secular dress was laid aside, and his head

was prepared by the tonsure for the Episcopal touch,

emblematic of the most awful mystery. The as

tonished spectators collected and preserved the holy

relics. And now, bent in lowly prostration before the

altar at Ognato, the Father Francis had no further

sacrifice to offer there, but the sacrifice of a heart

emptied of all the interests and of all the affections of

the world. Long and silent was his prayer, but it

was unattended with any trace of disorder. The

tears he shed were such as might have bedewed the

cheek of the First Man before he had tasted the bitter

ness of sin. He rose from his knees, bade a last fare

well to his attendants; and Father Francis was left

alone with his Creator.

It was a solitude not long to be maintained. The

fame of his devotion filled the Peninsula. All who

needed spiritual counsel, and all who Wished to indulge

an idle curiosity, resorted to his cell. Kings sought

his advice, wondering congregations hung on his lips,

and two at least of the grandees of Spain imitated his

example. His spiritual triumphs were daily more

and more splendid; and, if he might escape the still

threatened promotion into the College of Cardinals,

might be as enduring as his life. The authority of

Ignatius, not unaided by some equivocal exercise of

his ingenuity, at length placed Father Francis beyond

the reach of this last danger. They both went down

to the grave without witnessing the debasement of

their order by any ecclesiastical dignity.

But there was yet one tie to the pomp and vanity

of this world, which could not be entirely broken.

During his viceregal administration, Father Francis

had on one occasion traversed the halls of the Castle
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of Barcelona in deep and secret conference with his

imperial cousin. Each at that interview imparted to

the other his design of devoting to religious retire

ment the interval which should intervene between the

business and the close of life. At every season of

disappointment Charles reverted to this purpose, and

abandoned or postponed it with each return of suc

cess. But now, broken with sickness and sorrow, he

had fixed his residence in a monastery in Estrema

dura, and summoned the former Viceroy of Catalonia

to the presence of his early friend and patron. Fall

ing on his knees, as in times of yore, Father Francis

offered to impress the kiss of homage on the hand

which had so lately borne the sceptre of half the civi

lised world. But Charles embraced his cousin, and

compelled him to sit, and to sit covered, by his side.

Long and frequent were their conversations; but the

record of them transmitted to us by the historians of

the Order of Jesus, has but little semblance of authen~

ticity. Charles is made to assail, and Borgia to defend

the new institute, and the imperial disputant of course

yields to the combined force of eloquence and truth. It

seems less improbable that the publication of Memoirs

of the Life of the Emperor, to be written by himself,

was one subject of serious debate at these interviews,

and that the good father dissuaded it. If the tale be

true, he has certainly one claim the less to the grati

tude of later times. What seems certain is, that he

undertook and executed some secret mission from

Charles to the court of Portugal, that he acted as one

of the executors of his will, and delivered a funeral

oration in praise of the deceased emperor before the

Spanish court at Valladolid.

From this point, the life of Borgia merges in the

general history of the order to which he had attached
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himself. It is a passage of history full of the miracles

of self-denial, and of miracles in the more accurate

acceptation of the word. To advance the cause of

education, and to place in the hands of his own so

ciety the control of that mighty engine, was the

labour which Father Francis as their general chiefly

proposed to himself. His success was complete, and

he lived to see the establishment, in almost every state

of Europe, of colleges formed on the model of that

which he had himself formed in the town of Gandia.

Borgia is celebrated by his admirers as the most

illustrious of all conquerors of the appetites and pas

sions of our common nature ; and the praise, such as

it is, may well be conceded to him. No other saint

in the calendar ever renounced or declined so great an

amount of worldly grandeur and domestic happiness.

N0 other embraced poverty and pain in forms more

squalid, or more revolting to flesh and blood. So

strange and shocking are the stories of his flagella

tions, of the diseases contracted by them, and of the

sickening practices by which he tormented his senses,

that even to read them is of itself no light penance.

In the same spirit, our applause is demanded for feats

of humility, and prodigies of obedience, and raptures

of devotion, so extravagant, that his biographers

might seem to have assumed the office of penitential

executors to the saint; and to challenge for his me

mory some of the disgust and contempt which when

living he so studiously courted. And yet Borgia was

no ordinary man.

He had great talents with a narrow capacity. Under

the control of minds more comprehensive than his

own, he could adopt and execute their wider views

with admirable address and vigour. With rare powers

both of endurance and of action, he was the prey of a
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constitutional melancholy, which made him dependent

on the more sanguine spirit of his guides for all his

aims and for all his hopes; but once rescued from

the agony of selecting his path, he moved along it

not merely with firmness but with impetuosity. All

his impulses came from without; but when once

given they could not readily be arrested. The very

dejection and self-distrust of his nature rendered him

more liable than other men to impressions at once

deep and abiding. Thus he was a saint in his in

fancy at .the bidding of his nurse—then a cavalier

at the command of his uncle -_ an inamorato because

the empress desired it_ a warrior and a Viceroy be

cause such was the pleasure of Charles-- a devotee

from seeing a corpse in a state of decomposition — a

founder of colleges on the advice of Peter Faber— a

Jesuit at the will of Ignatius—and General ofthe Order

because his colleagues would have it so. Yet each of

these characters, when once assumed, was performed,

not merely with constancy, but with high and just

applause. His mind was like a sycophant plant, feeble

when alone, but of admirable vigour and luxuriance

when properly sustained. A whole creation of such

men would have been unequal to the work of Igna

tius Loyola; but, in his grasp, one such man could

perform a splendid though but a secondary service.

His life was more eloquent than all the homilies

of Chrysostom. Descending from one of the most

brilliant heights of human prosperity, be exhibited

every where, and in an aspect the most intelligible

and impressive to his contemporaries, the awful power

of the principles by which he was impelled. Ilad

he lived in the times and in the society of his in

famous kinsmen, Borgia would not improbany have

shared their disastrous renown. But his dependent
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nature, moulded by a far different influence, rendered

him a canonized saint ; an honourable, just, and vir

tuous man; one of the most eminent ministers of a

polity as benevolent in intention as it was gigantic in

design; and the founder of a system of education

pregnant with results of almost matchless importance.

His miracles may be not disadvantageously compared

with those of the Baron Munchausen; but it would

be less easy to find a meet comparison for his genuine

virtues. They triumph over all the silly legends and

all the real follies which obscure his character. His

whole mature life was but one protracted martyrdom,

for the advancement of what he esteemed the per

fection of his own nature, and the highest interests of

his fellow-men. Though he maintained an intimate

personal intercourse with Charles IX. and his mother,

and enjoyed their highest favour, there is no reason to

suppose that he was entrusted with their atrocious

secret. Even in the land of the Inquisition he had

firmly refused to lend the influence of his name to

that sanguinary tribunal; for there was nothing mo

rose in his fanaticism, nor mean in his subservience.

Such a man as Francis Borgia could hardly become a

persecutor. His own church raised altars to his name.

Other churches have neglected or despised it. In

that all-wise and all-compassionate judgment, which

is uninvaded by our narrow prejudices and by our

unhallowed feelings, his fervent love of God and of

man was doubtless permitted to cover the multitude

of his theoretical errors and real extravagances.

Human justice is severe, not merely because man is

censorious, but because he reasonably distrusts him

self, and fears lest his weakness should confound the

distinctions ofgood and evil. Divine just-iceis lenient,

because there alone love can flow in all its unfathom
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able depths and boundless expansion—impeded by

no dread of error, and diverted by no misplaced

sympathies.

To Ignatius, the founder» of the order of the Jesuits ;

to Xavier, the great leader in their missionary enter

prises; to Laynez, the author of their peculiar system

of theology; and to Borgia, the architect of their

system of education, two names are to be added to

complete the roll of the great men from whose hands

their Institute received the form it retains to the

present hour. These are Bellarmine, from whom

they learned the arts and resources of controversy;

and Acquaviva, the fifth in number, but in effect the

fourth of their Generals _ who may be described as

the Numa Pompilius of the order. There is in the

early life of Bellarmine a kind of pastoral beauty, and

even in his later days a grace, and a simplicity so

winning, that it costs some effort to leave such a

theme unattempted. The character of Acquaviva,

one of the most memorable rulers and lawgivers of

his age, it would be a still greater effort to attempt.

‘Henceforth let no man say,’ (to mount on the

stilts of dear old Samuel Johnson,) ‘come, I will

write a disquisition on the history, the doctrines, and

the morality'of the Jesuit-s’wat least let no man

say so who has not subdued the lust of story~tclling.

Filled to their utmost limits, lie before us the sheets

so recently destined to that ambitious enterprise.

Perhaps it may be as well thus to have yielded to the

allurement which has marred the original design. If

in later days the disciples of Ignatius, obeying the

laws of all human institutions, have exhibited the

sure, though slow, development of the seeds of error

and of crime, sown by the authors of their polity, it

must at least be admitted that they were men of no

VOL. I. U
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common mould. It is something to know that an

impulse, which, after three centuries, is still unspent,

proceeded from hands of gigantic power, and that

their power was moral as much as intellectual, or

much more so. In our own times much indignation

and much alarm are thrown away on innovators of a

very different stamp. From the ascetics of the com

mon room, from men whose courage rises high

enough only to hint at their unpopular opinions, and

whose belligerent passions soar at nothing more dar

ing than to worry some unfortunate professor, it is

almost ludicrous to fear any great movement on the

theatre of human affairs. When we see these dainty

gentlemen in rags, and hear of them from the snows

of the Himalaya, we may begin to tremble.

The slave of his own appetites, in bondage to con

ventional laws, his spirit emasculated by the indul

gences, or corroded by the cares of life, hardly daring

to act, to speak, or to think for himself, man- gre

garious and idolatrous man - worships the world in

which he lives, adopts its maxims, and treads its

beaten paths. To rouse him from his lethargy, and

to give a new current to his thoughts, heroes appear

from time to time on the verge of his horizon, and

hero-worship, Pagan or Christian, withdraws him for

a while from still baser idolatry. To contemplate the

motives and the career of such men, may teach much

which well deserves the knowing; but nothing more

clearly than this—that no one can have shrines

erected to his memory in the hearts of men of distant

generations, unless his own heart was an altar on which

daily sacrifices of fervent devotion, and magnanimous

self-denial, were offered to the only true object of

human worship.
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ENGLISH literature is singularly defective in whatever

relates to the Reformation in Germany and Switzer

land, and to the lives of the great men by whom it

was accomplished. A native of this island who would

know anything to the purpose, of Reuchlin or Hut

ten, of Luther or Melancthon, of Zuingle, Bucer, or

(Ecolampadius, of Calvin or Farel, must betake him

self to other languages than his own. To fill this

void in our libraries, is an enterprise which might

stimulate the zeal, and establish the reputation, of

the ripest student of Ecclesiastical History amongst

us. In no other field could he discover more ample

resources for narratives of dramatic interest ; for the

delineation of characters contrasted in every thing

except their common design; for exploring the in

fluence of philosophy, arts, and manners, on the for

tunes of mankind; and for reverently tracing the

"‘ Any interest which may have attached to this essay, on its

first appearance, has been so effectually superseded by Mr. Hazlitt’s

more recent work on Luther, that the republication of it now,

could hardly be justified, were it not that it forms an essential part

of the series to which it belongs, by exhibiting the singular con

trast between the characters of the great German Reformer, and of

the Founders of Jesuitism. Every one, however, who wishes to

understand the personal character of Martin Luther, will of course

study it in Mr. Hazlitt’s book, and in the authorities to which he

refers.

U 2
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footsteps of Divine Providence, moving among the

ways and works of men, imparting dignity to events

otherwise unimportant, and a deep significance to

occurrences in any other view as trivial as a border

raid, or as the palaver of an African village.

Take, for example, the life of Ulric de Hut-ten, a

noble, a warrior, and a rake ; a theologian withal, and

a Reformer; and at the same time the author, or one

of the authors, of a satire to be classed amongst the

most effective which the world has ever seen. Had

the re-creative powers of W'alter Scott been exercised

on Hutten’s story, how familiar would all Christen~

dom have been with the stern Baron of Franconia, and

Ulric, his petulant boy; with the fat Abbot of Fulda

driving the fiery youth by penances and homilies to

range a literary vagabond on the face of the earth;

and with the burgomaster of Frankfort, avenging by

a still more formidable punishment the pasquinade

which had insulted his civic dignity. How vivid

would be the image of Hutten at the siege of Pavia,

soothing despair itself by writing his own epitaph;

giving combat to five Frenchmen for the glory of

Maximilian; and receiving from the delighted Em

peror the frugal reward of a poetic crown. Then

would have succeeded the court and princely patron

age of ‘the Pope of Mentz,’ and the camp and castle

of the Lord of Sickengen, until the chequered scene

closed with Ulric’s death-bed employment of producing

a satire on his' stupid physician.

All things were welcome to Hutten; arms and

love, theology and debauchery, a disputation with

the Thomists, a controversy with Erasmus, or a war

to the knife with the dunccs of his age. His claim to

have written the Episton Obscurorum Virormn, has,

indeed, been disputed, though with little apparent
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reason. It is at least clear that he asserted his own title,

and that no other candidate for that equivocal honour

united in himself the wit and learning, the audacity

and licentiousness, which successively adorn and dis

figure that extraordinary work. Neither is it quite

just to exclude the satirist from the list of those who

lent a material aid to the Reformation. It is not,

certainly, by the heartiest or the most contemptuous

laugh that dynasties, whether civil or religious, arc

subverted ; but it would be unfair to deny altogether

to Hutten the praise of having contributed by his

merciless banter to the successes of wiser and better

men than himself. To set on edge the teeth of the

Ciceronians by the Latinity of the correspondents of

the profound Ortuinus, was but a pleasant jest; but

it was something more to confer an immortality of

ridicule on the erudite doctors who seriously appre

hended, from the study of Greek and Hebrew, the

revival at once of the worship of Minerva, and of the

rite of circumcision. It was in strict satirical jus

tice, that places were assigned to these sages in a

farce as broad as was ever drawn by Aristophanes or

Moliere; a farce which was destitute neither of the

riotous mirth, nor even of some of that deep wisdom

which it was the pleasure of those great dramatists to

exhibit beneath that grotesque mask.

Much as Luther himself incolumi gravitate, jocum

tentnvit, he received with little relish these sallics of

his facetious ally; whom he not only censured for

employing the language of reproach and insult, but,

harder still, described as a buffoon. It is, perhaps,

well for the dignity of the stern Reformer that the

taunt was unknown to the object of it; for, great as

he was, Hutten would not have spared him; and as

the quiver of few sati'rists has been stored with kecner

u 3
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or more envenomed shafts, so, few illustrious men

have exposed to such an assailant a greater number

of vulnerable points. But of these, or of the other

private habits of Luther, little is generally recorded.

History having claimed him for her own, Biography

has yielded to the pretensions of her more stately

sister; and the domestic and interior life of the an

tagonist of Leo and of Charles yet remains to be

written.

The materials are abundant, and of the highest

interest ; -- a collection of letters scarcely less volu

minous than those of Voltaire; the Colloquia Mensa

lz'a, in some parts of more doubtful authenticity, yet,

on the whole, a genuine record of his conversation;

his theological writings, a mine of egotisms of the

richest ore; and the works of Melancthon, Seckendorf,

Cochlceus, Erasmus, and many others, who flourished

in an age when, amongst learned men, to write and

to live were almost convertible terms. M. Merle

D’Aubigné’s ‘ History of the Great Reformation of

the Sixteenth Century in Germany, Switzerland, &c.’

is, in fact, an unfinished Life of Luther, closing with

his appeal from the Pope to a general Council. It is

the most elaborate of a long series of works on the

Reformation, recently published on the Continent, by

the present inheritors of the principles and passions

which first agitated Europe in the beginning of the

sixteenth century. By far the most amusing of the

series is the collection of Lutheriana by M. Michelet,

which we are bound to notice with especial gratitude,

as affording a greater number of valuable references

than all other books of the same kind put together.

It was drawn up as a relaxation from those severcr

studies on which M. Michelet’s historical fame de

pends. But the pastime of some men is worth far
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more than the labours of the rest ; and this compila

tion has every merit but that of an appropriate title;

for an autobiography it assuredly is not, in any of

the senses, accurate or popular, of that much abused

word.

Insulated in our habits and pursuits, not less than

in our geographical position, it is but tardily that,

within the intrenchment of our four seas, we sym

pathise with the intellectual movements of the nations

which dwell beyond them. Many, however, are the

motives, of at least equal force in these islands as in

the old and new continents of the Christian world,

for diverting the eye from the present to the past,

from those who would now reform, to those who first

reformed, the churches of Europe. Or, if graver

reasons could not be found, it is beyond all dispute

that the professors of Wittemburg, three hundred

years ago, formed a group as much more entertaining

than those of OxfOrd at present, as the contest with

Dr. Eek exceeded in interest the squabble with Dr.

Hampden.

The old Adam in Martin Luther (a favourite sub

ject of his discourse), was a very formidable person

age; lodged in a bodily frame of surpassing vigour,

solicited by vehement appetites, and alive to all the

passions by which man is armed for offensive or

defensive warfare with his fellows. In accordance

with a general law, that temperament was sustained

by nerves which shrunk neither from the endurance

nor the infliction of necessary pain; and by a courage

which rose at the approach of difficulty, and exultcd

in the presence of danger. A rarer prodigality of

nature combined with these endowments an inflexible

reliance on the conclusions of his own understanding,

and on the energy of his own will. He came forth

u 4
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on the theatre of life another Samson Agonistes,

‘with plain heroic magnitude of mind, and celestial

vigour armed ;,’ ready to wage an unequal combat

with the haughtiest of the giants of Gath; or to

shake down, though it were on his own head, the

columns of the proudest of her temples.

Viewed in his belligerent aspect, he might have

seemed a being cut off from the common brotherhood

of mankind, and hearing from on high a commission

to bring to pass the remote ends of the Divine bene

volence, by means appalling to human guilt and to

human weakness. But he was reclaimed into the

bosom of the great family of man, by bonds strong

and numerous in proportion to the vigour of the

propensities they were intended to control. There

brooded over him a constitutional melancholy, some

times engendering sadness, but more often giving

birth to dreams s0 wild, that, if vivified by the

imagination of Dante, they might have passed into

visions as awful and majestic as those of the Inferno.

As these mists rolled away bright gleams of sunshine

took their place; and that robust mind yielded itself

to social enjoyments, with the hearty relish, the broad

humour, and the glorious profusion of sense and non~

sense which betoken the relaxations of those who

abdicate an habitual sovereignty over other men to

become, for a. passing hour, their companions. Luther

had other and yet more potent spells with which to

cast out the demons who haunted him. He had as

certained and taught that the spirit of darkness abhors

sweet sounds not less than light itself; for music,

(he says,) while it chases away the evil suggestions,

effectually baffles the wiles of the tempter. His lute,

and hand, and voice, accompanying his own solemn

melodies, were therefore raised to repel the more
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vehement aggressions of the enemy of mankind;

whose feebler assaults he encountered by studying

the politics of a rookery, by assigning to each beau

tiful creation of his flower-beds an appropriate sylph

or genius, by the company of his Catherine de Bora,

and the sports of their saucy John and playful Mag

dalene.

The name of Catherine has long enjoyed a wide

but doubtful celebrity. She was a lady of noble

birth, and was still young when she renounced the

ancient faith, her convent, and her vows, to become

the wife of Martin Luther. From this portentous

union of a monk and nun, the ‘ obscure men’ confi

dently predicted the birth of Antichrist; while the

wits and scholars greeted their nuptials with a thick

hail-storm of epigrams, hymns, and dithyrambics, the

learned Eccius himself chiming into the loud chorus

with an elaborate epithalamium. The bridegroom

met the tempest with the spirit of another Benedict;

by a counter-blast of invective and sarcasms, which,

afterwards collected under the title of ‘ the Lion and

the .Ass,’ perpetuated the memory of this redoubtable

controversy. ‘ My enemies,’ he exclaimed, ‘triumphed.

They shouted, 10, [0! I was resolved to show that,

old and feeble as I am, I am not going to sound a

retreat. I trust I shall do still more to spoil their

merriment.’

This indiscreet, if not criminal marriage, scarcely

admitted a more serious defence. Yet Luther was

not a man to do anything which he was not prepared

to justify. ‘ He had ineulcated on others the advan

tages of the conjugal state, and was bound to enforce

his precepts by his example. The war of the peasants

had brought reproach on the principles of the Reform

ation; and it was incumbent on him to sustain the
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minds of his followers, and to bear his testimony to

evangelical truth by deeds as well as words. There

fore, it was fit that he should marry a nun.’ Such

is the logic of inclination, and such the presumption

of uninterrupted success. ‘ Dr. Ortuinus’ himself

never lent his venerable sanction to a stranger

sophistry, than that which could thus discover in one

great scandal an apology for another far more justly

offensive.

Catherine was a very pretty woman, if Holbein’s

portrait may be believed; although even her personal

charms have been rudely impugned by her husband’s

enemies, in grave disquis'itions devoted to that momen

tous question. Better still, she was a faithful and

affectionate wife; But there is a no less famous

Catherine to whom she bore a strong family resem

blance. She brought from her nunnery an anxious

mind, a shrewish temper, and great volubility of

speech. Luther’s arts were not those of Petruchio.

With him reverence for woman was at once a natural

instinct and a point of doctrine. He observed, that

when the first woman was brought to the first man

to receive her name, he called her not wife but mother

_ ‘ Eve, the mother of all living ’ -_ a word, he says,

‘ more eloquent than ever fell from the lips of Demos

thenes.’ So, like a wise and kind-hearted man, when

his Catherine prattled he smiled; when she frowned,

he playfully stole away her anger, and chided her

anxieties with the gentlest soothing. A happier or a

more peaceful home was not to be found in that land

of domestic tenderness. Yet, the confession must be

made, that, from first to last, this love tale is nothing

less than a case of lwsa majestas against the sove

reignty of romance. Luther and his bride did not

meet on either side with the raptures of a first affec
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tion. He had long before sighed for the fair Ave

Schonfelden, and she had not concealed her attach

ment for a certain Jerome Baungartner. Ave had

bestowed herself in marriage on a physician of Prus

sia; and before Luther’s irrevocable vows were

pledged, Jerome received from his great rival an inti

mation that he still possessed the heart, and, with

common activity, might even yet secure the hand of

Catherine. But honest Jerome was not a man to be

hurried. He silently resigned his pretensions to his

illustrious competitor, who, even in the moment of

success, had the discernment to perceive, and the

frankness to avow, that his love was not of a flaming

or ungovernable nature.

‘ Nothing on this earth,’ said the good Dame

Ursula Schweickard, with whom Luther boarded

when at school at Eisenach, ‘is of such inestimable

value as a woman’s love.’ This maxim, recommended

more, perhaps, by truth than originality, dwelt long

on the mind and on the tongue of the Reformer. To

have dismissed this or any other text without a com

mentary would have been abhorrent from his habits of

mind ; and in one of his letters to Catherine he thus

insists on a kindred doctrine, the converse of the first.

‘The greatest favour of God is to have a good and

pious husband, to whom you can entrust your all, your

person, and even your life; whose children and yours

are the same. Catherine, you have a pious husband

who loves you. You are an empress; thank God for

it.’ His conjugal meditations were often in a gayer

mood; as, for example, _- ‘If I were going to make

love again, I would carve an obedient woman out of

marble, in despair of finding one in any other way.’

- ‘ During the first year of our marriage she would

sit by my side while 1 was at my books, and, not
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having any thing else to say, would ask me whether,

in Prussia, the Margrave and the house steward were

not always brothers.’-‘Did you say your Pater,

Catherine, before you began that sermon? If you

had, I think you would have been forbidden to preach.’

He addresses her sometimes as my Lord Catherine, or

Catherine the Queen, the Empress, the Doctoress; or

as Catherine the rich and noble Lady of Zeilsdorf,

where they had a cottage and a few foods of ground.

But as age advanced, these playful sallies were aban

doned for the following graver and more affectionate

style. ‘ To the gracious Lady Catherine Luther, my

dear wife, who vexes herself overmuch, grace and

peace in the Lord! Dear Catherine, you should read

St. John, and what is said in the Catechism of the

confidence to be reposed in God. Indeed you torment

yourself as though he were not Almighty, and could

not produce new Doctors Martin by the score, if the

old doctor should drown himself in the Saal.’—‘ There

is one who watches over me more effectually than

thou canst, or than all the angels. He sits at the

right hand of the Father Almighty. Therefore be

calm.’

There were six children of this marriage; and it

is at once touching and amusing to see with what

adroitness Luther contrived to gratify at once his

tenderness as a father, and his taste as a theologian.

\thcn the brightening eye of one of the urchins

round his table confessed the allurements of a downy

peach, it was ‘ the image of a soul rejoicing in hope.’

Over an infant pressed to his mother’s bosom, thus

moralised the severe but affectionate Reformer: ‘ That

babe and every thing else which belongs to us is

hated by the Pope, by Duke George, by their ad

herents, and by all the devils. Yet, dear little
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fellow, he troubles himself not a whit for all these

powerful enemies; he gaily sucks the breast, looks

round him with a loud laugh, and lets them storm

as they like.’ There were darker seasons, when even

theology and polemics gave way to the more powerful

voice of nature; nor, indeed, has the deepest wisdom

anything to add to his lamentation over the bier of

his daughter Magdalene. ‘Such is the power of

natural affection, that I cannot endure this with—

out tears and groans, or rather an utter deadness

of heart. At the bottom of my soul are engraven

her looks, her words, her gestures, as I gazed at her

in her lifetime and on her death bed. My dutiful,

my gentle daughter! Even the death of Christ (and

what are all deaths compared to his?) cannot tear

me from this thought as it should. She was playful,

lovely, and full of love 1’

Whatever others may think of these nursery tales,

we have certain reasons of our own for suspecting

that there is not, on either side of the Tweed, a

Papa who will not read the following letter, sent by

Luther to his eldest boy during the Diet of Augsburg,

with more interest than any or all of the five ‘ Con

fessions’ presented to the Emperor on that memo

rable occasion.

‘ Grace and peace be with thee, my dear little boy !

I rejoice to find that you are attentive to your les

sons and your prayers. Persevere, my child, and

when I come home I will bring you some pretty

fairing. Iknow of a beautiful garden, full of chil

dren in golden dresses, who run about under the.

trees, eating apples, pears, cherries, nuts, and plums.

They jump and sing and are full of glee, and they

have pretty little horses with golden bridles and

silver saddles. As I went by this garden I asked
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the owner of it who those children were, and he told

me that they were the good children, who loved to

say their prayers, and to learn their lessons, and who

fear God. Then I said to him, Dear-sir, I have a

boy, little John Luther; may not he too come to

this garden, to eat these beautiful apples and pears,

to ride these pretty little horses, and to play with the

other children? And the man said, If he is very

good, if he says his prayers, and learns his lessons

cheerfully, he may come, and he may bring with him

little Philip and little James. Here they will

find fifes and drums and other nice instruments to

play upon, and they shall dance and shoot with

little crossbows. Then the man showed me in the

midst of the garden a beautiful meadow to dance in.

But all this happened in the morning before the

children had dined; so I could not stay till the

beginning of the dance, but I said to the man, I

will go and write to my dear little John, and teach

him to be good, to say his prayers, and learn his

lessons, that he may come to this garden. But he

has an Aunt Magdalene, whom he loves very much

_may he bring her with him ? The man said, Yes,

tell him that they may come together. Be good,

therefore, dear child, and tell Philip and James the

same, that you may all come and play in this beau

tiful garden. I commit you to the care of God.

Give my love to your Aunt Magdalene, and kiss her

for me. From your Papa who loves you,-—Martin

Luther.’

If it be not a sufficient apology for the quotation

of this fatherly epistle to say, that it is the talk of

Martin Luther, a weightier defence may be drawn

from the remark that it illustrates one of his most

serious opinions. The views commonly received
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amongst Christians, of the nature of the happiness

reserved in another state of being, for the obedient

and faithful in this life, he regarded, if not as er

roneous, yet as resting on no sufficient foundation,

and as ill adapted to ‘allure to brighter worlds.’

He thought that the enjoyments of Heaven had been

refined away to such a point of evanescent spiri

tuality as to deprive them of their necessary at

traction; and the allegory invented for the delight of

little John, was but the adaptation to the thoughts

of a child of a doctrine which he was accustomed to

inculcate on others, under imagery more elevated

than that of drums, crossbows, and golden bridles.

There is but one step from the nursery to the

servants’ hall; and they who have borne with the

parental counsels to little John, may endure the

following letter respecting an aged namesake of his,

who was about to quit Luther’s family :—

‘We must dismiss old John with honour. We

know that he has always served us faithfully and

zealously, and as became a Christian servant. What

have we not given to vagabonds and thankless stu

dents who have made a bad use of our money ? So

we will not be niggardly to so worthy a servant, on

whom our meney will be bestowed in a manner

pleasing to God. You need not remind me that we

are not rich. I would gladly give him ten florins if

I had them, but do not let it be less than five. He is

not able to do much for himself. Pray help him in

any other way you can. Think how this money can

be raised. There is a silver cup which might be

pawned. Sure I am that God will not desert us.

Adieu.’

Luther’s pleasures were as simple as his domestic

affections were pure. He wrote metrical versions of
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the Psalms, well described by Mr. Hallam, as holding

a middle place between the doggerel of Sternhold and

Hopkins, and the meretricious ornaments of the later

versifiers of the Songs of David. He wedded to them

music of his own, to which the most obtuse car can—

not listen without emotion. The greatest of the sons

of Germany was, in this respect, a true child of that

vocal land ; for such was his enthusiasm for the art,

that he assigned to it a place second only to that of

theology itself. He was also an ardent lover of

painting, and yielded to Albert Durer the homage

which he denied to Cajetan and Erasmus. His are

among the earliest works embellished by the aid of

the engraver. With the birds of his native country

he had established a strict intimacy, watching,

smiling, and moralising over their habits. ‘ That

little fellow,’ he said of a bird going to roost, ‘has

chosen his shelter, and is quietly rocking himself to

sleep without a care for to-morrow’s lodging, calmly

holding by his little twig, and leaving God to think

for him.’ The following parable, in a letter to Spa

latin, is in a more ambitious strain :—

‘ You are going to Augsburg without having taken

the auspices, and ignorant when you will be allowed

to begin. I, on the other hand, am in the midst of

the Comitia, in the presence of illustrious sovereigns

kings, dukes, grandees, and nobles, who are solemnly

debating affairs of state, and making the air ring with

their deliberations and decrees. Instead of imprison~

ing themselves in those royal caverns which you call

palaces, they hold their assemblies in the sunshine,

with the arch of Heaven for their tent, substituting

for costly tapestries the foliage of trees, where they

enjoy their liberty. Instead of confining themselves

in parks and pleasure grounds, they range over the
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earth to its utmost limits. They detest the stupid

luxuries of silk and embroidery, but all dress in the

same colour, and put on very much the same looks.

To say the truth, they all wear black, and all sing

one tune. It is a song formed of a single note, with

no variation but what is produced by the pleasing

contrast of young and old voices. I have seen and

heard nothing of their emperor. They have a supreme

contempt for the quadruped employed by our gentry,

having a much better method for setting the heaviest

artillery at'defiance. As far as I have been able to

understand their resolutions by the aid of an inter

preter, they have unanimously determined to wage

war through the whole year against the wheat, oats,

and barley, and the best corn and fruits of every kind.

There is reason to fear, that victory will attend them

everywhere, for they are a skilful and crafty race of

warriors, equally expert in collecting booty by vio

lence and by surprise. It has afforded me great

pleasure to attend their assemblies as an idle looker

on. The hope I cherish of the triumphs of their valour

over the wheat and barley, and every other enemy,

renders me the sincere and faithful friend of these

patres patriw, these saviours of the commonwealth.

If I could serve them by a wish, I would implore

their deliverance from their present ugly name of

Crows. This is nonsense, but there is some serious

ness in it. It is a jest which helps me to drive away

painful thoughts.’

The love of fables, which Luther thus indulged at

one of the most eventful eras of his life, was amongst

his favourite amusements. JEsop lay on the same table

with the book of Psalms, and the two translations pro

ceeded alternately. Except the Bible, he declared that

he knew no better book; and pronounced it not to be

VOL. I. x
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the work of any single author, but the fruit of the la

bours of the greatest minds in all ages. It supplied

him with endless jests and allusions ; as, for example,

_‘ The dog in charge of the butcher’s tray, unable

to defend it from the avidity of other curs, said

“Well, then, I may as well have my share of the

meat,” and fell to accordingly; which is precisely

what the Emperor is doing with the property of the

church.’

Few really great men, indeed, have hazarded a

larger number of jokes in the midst of a circle of

note-taking associates. They have left on record the

following amidst many other memorabilia:— ‘God

made the Priest. The Devil set about an imitation,

but he made the tonsure too large, and produced a

Monk.’ A cup composed of five hoops or rings of

glass of different colours circulated at his table.

Eisleben, an Antinomian, was of the party. Luther

pledged him in the following words:_‘Within the

second of these rings lie the Ten Commandments;

within the next ring the Creed; then comes the

Paternoster; the Catechism lies at the bottom.’ So

saying, he drank it off. When Eisleben’s turn came,

he emptied the cup only down to the beginning of

the second ring. ‘ Ah,’ said Luther, ‘ I knew that he

would stick at the, Commandments, and therefore

would not reach the Creed, the Lord’s Prayer, or the

Catechism.’

It must be confessed, however, that Luther’s plea

santries are less remarkable for wit or delicacy than

for the union of strong sense and honest merriment.

They were the careless, though not inconsiderate

sport of a free-spoken man, in a circle where religion

and modesty, protected by an inbred reverence, did

not seek the doubtful defence of conventional out
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works. But pensive thoughts were the more habitual

food of his overburdened mind. Neither social en

joyments, nor the tenderness of domestic life, could

ever long repel the melancholy which brooded over

him. It breaks out in every part of his correspond

ence, and tinges all his recorded conversation. ‘Be

cause,’ he says, ‘my manner is sometimes gay and

joyous, many think that I am always treading on

roses. God knows what is in my heart.’ ‘There is

nothing in this life which gives me pleasure; I am

tired of it. May the Lord come quickly and take me

hence. Let him come to his final judgment -- I await

the blow. Let him hurl his thunders, that I may be

at rest.’ ‘Forty years more life i I would not pur

chase Paradise at such a price.’ Yet, with this las

situde of the world, his contemplations of death were

solemn even to sadness. ‘ How gloriously,’ said his

friend, Dr. Jonas, ‘does St. Paul speak of his own

death. I cannot enter into this.’ ‘It appears to

me,’ replied Luther, ‘that when meditating on that

subject, even St. Paul himself could not have felt all

the energy which possessed him when he wrote. I

preach, write, and talk about dying, with a greater

firmness than I really possess, or than others ascribe

to me.’ In common with all men of this tempera

ment, he was profuse in extolling the opposite dis

position. ‘The birds,’ he says, ‘must fly over our

heads, but why allow them to roost in our hair?’

‘ Gaiety and a light heart, in all virtue and decorum,

are the best medicine for the young or rather for all.

I who have passed my life in dejection and gloomy

thoughts, now catch at enjoyment, come from what

quarter it may, and even seek for it. Criminal plea

sure, indeed, comes from Satan, but that which we

find in the society of good and pious men is approvsd

x 2
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by God. Ride, hunt with your friends, amuse your

self in their company. Solitude and melancholy are

poison. They are deadly to all, but, above all, to the

young.’

The sombre character of Luther’s mind cannot be

correctly understood by those who are wholly ignorant

of the legendary traditions of his native land. This

remark is made and illustrated by M. Henry Heine,

with that curious knowledge of such lore as none but

a denizen of Germany could acquire. In the mines of

Mansfeld, at Eisenach and at Erfurth, the visible and

the invisible worlds were almost equally populous;

and the training of youth was not merely a discipline

for the future offices of life, but an initiation into

mysteries as impressive, though not quite so sublime,

as those of Eleusis. The unearthly inhabitants of

every land are near of kin to the human cultivators of

the soil. The Killkropff of Saxony differed from a

fairy or a hamadryad as a Saxon differs from a

Frenchman or a Greek; the thin essences by which

these spiritual bodies are sustained being distilled

according to their various national tastes, from the

dews of Hymettus, the light wines of Provence, and

the strong beer of Germany. At the fireside around

which Luther’s family drew, in his childhood, there

gathered a race of imps who may be considered as the

presiding genii of the turnspit and the stable ;—

witches expert in the right use of the broomstick, but

incapable of perverting it into a locomotive engine;

homely in gait, coarse in feature, sordid in their

habits, with canine appetites, and superhuman powers,

and, for the most part, eaten up with misanthropy.

When, in his twentieth year, Luther, for the first time,

opened the Bible, and read there of spiritual agents,

the inveterate enemies of our race, these spectra were
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projected on a mind over which such legends had

already exercised an indestructible influence. Satan

and his angels crowded upon his imagination, neither

as shapeless presences casting their gloomy shadows

on the soul, nor as mysterious impersonations of her

foul and cruel desires, nor as warriors engaged with

the powers of light, and love, and holiness, in the

silent motionless war of antagonist energies. Luther’s

devils were a set of athletic, cross-grained, ill-condi

tioned wretches, with vile shapes and fiendish faces;

who, like the monsters of Dame Ursula’s kitchen,

gave buffet for buffet, hate for hate, and joke for joke.

His Satan was not only something less than archangel

ruined, but was quite below the society of that Prince

of Darkness, whom Mad Tom in Lear declares to have

been a gentleman. Possessing a sensitive rather than

a creative imagination, Luther transferred the vision

ary lore, drawn from these humble sources, to the

machinery of the great epic of revelation, with but

little change or embellishment; and thus contrived

to reduce to the level of very vulgar prose some of

the noblest conceptions of inspired poetry.

At the Castle of Wartburg, his Patmos, where he

dwelt the willing prisoner of his friendly sovereign,

the Reformer chanced to have a plate of nuts at his

supper table. How many of them he swallowed,

there is, unfortunately, no Boswell to tell; yet, per

haps, not a few—for, as he slept, the nuts, animated

as it would seem by the demon of the pantry, executed

a sort of waltz, knocking against each other, and

against the slumberer’s bedstead; when, 10! the stair

case became possessed by a hundred barrels rolling up

and down, under the guidance, probably, of the imp of

the spigot. Yet all approach to Luther’s room was

barred by chains and by an iron door—vain en

x 3
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trenchments against Satan! He arose, solemnly

defied the fiend, repeated the eighth Psalm, and re

signed himself to sleep. Another visit from the same

fearful adversary at Nuremburg led to the opposite

result. The Reformer flew from his bed to seek

refuge in society.

Once upon a time, Carlostadt, the Sacramentarian,

being in the pulpit, saw a tall man enter the church,

and take his seat by one of the burgesses of the town.

The intruder then retired, betook himself to the

preacher’s house, and exhibited frightful symptoms

of a disposition to break all the bones of his child.

Thinking better of it, however, he left with the boy a

message for Carlostadt, that he might be looked for

again in three days. It is needless to add that, on

the third day, there was an end of the poor preacher,

and of his attacks on Luther and Consubstantiation.

In the cloisters at W'ittemburg, Luther himself

heard that peculiar noise which attests the devil’s

presence. It came from behind a stove, resembling,

for all the world, the sound of throwing a faggot on

the fire. This sound, however, is not invariable.

An old priest, in the attitude of prayer, heard Satan

behind him, grunting like a Whole herd of swine.

‘ Ah! ha! master devil,’ said the priest, ‘ you have

your deserts. There was a time when you were a

beautiful angel, and there you are turned into a ras

cally hog.’ The priest’s devotions proceeded without

further disturbance; ‘for,’ observed Luther, ‘there

is nothing the devil can hear so little as contempt.’

He once saw and even touched a Killkropff or suppo

sititious child. This was at Dessau. The deviling,

_ for it had no other parent than Satan himself, —

was about twelve years old, and looked exactly like

any other boy. But the unlucky brat could do no
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thing but eat. He consumed as much food as four

ploughmen. When things went ill in the house, his

laugh was to be heard all over it. If matters went

smoothly, there was no peace for his screaming.

Luther declares (ofcourse sportively) that he recom

mended the elector to have this scapegrace thrown

into the Moldau, as it was a mere lump of flesh with

out a soul.

His visions sometimes assumed a deeper signifi

cance, if not a loftier aspect. In the year 1496, a

frightful monster was discovered in the Tiber. It

had the head of an ass, an emblem of the Pope; for

the Church being a spiritual body incapable of a head,

the Pope, who had audaciously assumed that charac

ter, was fitly represented under this asinine figure.

The right hand resembled an elephant’s foot, typify

ing the Papal tyranny over the weak and timid. The

right foot was like an ox’s hoof, shadowing forth the

spiritual oppression exercised by doctors, confessors,

nuns, monks, and scholastic theologians; while the

left foot, armed with griflin’s claws, could mean

nothing else than the various ministers of the Pope’s

civil authority. How far Luther believed in the eX

istence of the monster whose mysterious signification

he thus interprets, it would not be easy to decide.

Yet it is difficult to read his exposition, and to sup

pose it a mere pleasantry.

So constantly was he haunted with this midnight

crew of devils, as to have raised a serious doubt of his

sanity, which even Mr. Hallam does not entirely dis

countenance. Yet the hypothesis is surely gratui

tous. Intense study deranging the digestive organs

of a man, whose bodily constitution required vigorous

exercise, and whose mind had been early stored with

such dreams as we have mentioned, sufficiently ex—

x 4
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plain the restless importunity of the goblins amongst

whom he lived. It is easier for a man to be in ad

vance of his age on any subject than on this. It may

be doubted whether the nerves of Seneca or Pliny

would have been equal to a solitary evening walk by

the lake Avernus. What wonder, then, if Martin

Luther was convinced that suicides fall not by their

own hands, but by those of diabolical emissaries, who

really adjust the cord or point the knife —- that parti

cular spots, as, for example, the pool near the summit

of the Mons Pilatus, were desecrated to Satan—that

the wailings of his victims are to be heard in the

howlings of the night wind -_ or that the throwing a

stone into a pond in his own neighbourhood, immedi

ately provoked such struggles of the evil spirit impri

soned below the water, as shook the neighbouring

country like an earthquake ?

The mental phantasmagorz'a of so illustrious a man

are an exhibition to which no one who reveres his

name would needlessly direct an unfriendly, or an

idle gaze. But the infirmities of our nature often

afford the best measure of its strength. To estimate

the power by which temptation is overcome, you must

ascertain the force of the propensities to which it is

addressed. Amongst the elements of Luther’s cha

racter was an awe verging towards idolatry, for all

things, whether in the works of God or in the institu

tions of man, which can be regarded as depositaries

of the Divine power, or as delegates of the Divine

authority. From pantheism, the disease of imagina

tions at once devout and unhallowed, he was pre

served in youth by his respect for the doctrines of the

Church; and, in later life, by his absolute surrender

of his own judgment to the text of the sacred canon.

But as far as a pantneistic habit of thought and feel
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ing can consist with the most unqualified belief in the

incommunicable Unity of the Divine nature, such

thoughts and feelings were habitual to him.

The same spirit which solemnly acknowledged the

existence, whilst it abhorred the use, of the high

faculties which, according to the popular faith, the

foul fiends of earth, and air, and water, at once enjoy

and pervert, contemplated with almost prostrate re

verence the majesty and the hereditary glories of

Rome; and the apostolical succession of her pontiff,

with kings and emperors for his tributaries, the Ca

tholic hierarchy as his vicegerents, and the human

mind his universal empire. To brave the vengeance

of such a dynasty, wielding the mysterious keys which

close the gates of hell and open the portals of heaven,

long appeared to Luther an impious audacity, of

which nothing less than woe, eternal and unutterable,

would be the sure and appropriate penalty. For a

man of his temperament to hush these superstitious

terrors, and abjure the golden idol to which the

adoring eyes of all nations, kindred, and languages

were directed, was a self-conquest, such as none but

the most heroic minds can achieve; and to which

even they are unequal, unless sustained by an in

visible but omnipotent arm. For no error can be

more extravagant that that which would reduce

Martin Luther to the rank of a coarse spiritual de

magogue. The deep self-distrust which, for ten suc

cessive years, postponed his irreconcilable war with

Rome, clung to him to the last; nor was he ever un

conscious of the dazzling splendour of the pageantry

which his own hand had contributed s0 largely to

overthrow. There is no alloy of affectation in the

following avowal, taken from one of his letters to

Erasmus:—
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‘ You must, indeed, feel yourself in some measure

awed in the presence of a succession of learned men,

and by the consent of so many ages, during which

flourished scholars so conversant in sacred literature,

and martyrs illustrious by so many miracles. To all

this must be added the more modern theologians,

universities, bishops, and popes. On their side are

arrayed learning, genius, numbers, dignity, station,

power, sanctity, miracles, and what not. On mine

Wycliff and Laurentius Valla, and, though you forget

to mention him, Augustine also. Then comes Luther,

a mean man, born but yesterday, supported only by

a few friends, who have neither learning, nor genius,

nor greatness, nor sanctity, nor miracles. Put them

altogether and they have not wit enough to cure a

spavined horse. What are they? What the wolf

said of the nightingale-a voice, and nothing else.

I confess it is with reason you pause in such a pre

sence as this. For ten years together I hesitated

myself. Could I believe that this Troy, which had

triumphed over so many assaults, would fall at last?

I call God to witness, that I should have persisted in

my fears, and should have hesitated until now, if

truth had not compelled me to speak. You may well

believe that my heart is not rock ; and if it were, yet

so many are the waves and storms which have beaten

upon it, that it must have yielded when the whole

weight of this authority came thundering on my head,

like a deluge ready to overwhelm me.’

The same feelings were expressed at a later time

in the following words: _

‘1 daily perceive how difficult it is to overcome

long-cherished scruples. Oh, what pain has it cost

me, though the Scripture is on my side, to defend

myself to my own heart for having dared singly to
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resist the Pope, and to denounce him as Antichrist!

What have been the afflictions of my bosom I How

often, in the bitterness of my soul, have I pressed

myself with the Papist’s argument, -- Art thou alone

wise? are all others in error? have they been mis

taken for so long a time? What if you are yourself

mistaken, and are dragging with you so many souls

into eternal condemnation? Thus did I reason with

myself, till Jesus Christ, by his own infallible word,

tranquillised my heart, and sustained it against this

argument, as a reef of rocks thrown up against the

waves laughs at all their fury.’

He who thus acknowledged the influence, while he

defied the despotism, of human authority, was self

annihilated in the presence of his Maker. ‘ I have

learned,’ he says, ‘ from the Holy Scriptures, that it is

a perilous and a fearful thing to speak in the House

of God; to address those who will appear in judg

ment against us, when at the last day we shall be

found in His presence; when the gaze of the angels

shall be directed to us, when every creature shall be

hold the Divine Word, and shall listen till He speaks.

Truly, when I think of this, I have no wish but to

be silent, and to cancel all that I have written. It is

a fearful thing to be called to render to God an ac

count of every idle word.’

Philip Melancthon occasionally endeavoured, by

affectionate applause, to sustain and encourage the

mind which was thus bowed down under the sense of

unworthiness. But the praise, even of the chosen

friend of his bosom, found no echo there. He rejected

it, kindly indeed, but with a rebuke so earnest and pas

sionate, as to show that the commendations of him

whom he loved and valued most, were unwelcome.

They served but to deepen the depressing conscious
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ness of ill desert, inseparable from his lofty concep

tions of the duties which had been assigned to him.

In Luther, as in other men, the stern and heroic

virtues demanded for their support that profound

lowliness which might at first appear the most 0p

posed to their development. The eye which often

turns inward with self-complacency, or habitually

looks round for admiration, is never long or stead

fastly fixed on any more elevated object. It is per

mitted to no man at once to court the applauses of

the world, and to challenge a place amongst the

generous and devoted benefactors of his species. The

enervating spell of vanity, so fatal to many a noble

intellect, exercised no perceptible control over Martin

Luther. Though conscious of the rare endowments

he had received from Providence (of which that very

consciousness was not the least important), the secret

of his strength lay in the heartfelt persuasion, that

his superiority to other men gave him no title to their

commendations, and in his abiding sense of the little

value of such praises. The growth of his social affec

tions was unimpeded by self-regarding thoughts; and

he could endure the frowns and even the coldness of

those whose approving smiles he judged himself un

worthy to receive, and did not much care to win.

His was not that feeble benevolence which leans for

support, or depends for existence, on the sympathy

of those for whom it labours. Reproofs, sharp, un

sparing, and pitiless, were familiar to his tongue and

to his pen. Such a censure he had directed to the

Archbishop of Mentz, which Spalatin, in the name of

their common friend and sovereign, the Elector Fre

deric, implored him to suppress. ‘No,’ replied

Luther, ‘in defence of the fold of Christ, I will op

pose to the utmost of my power this ravening wolf,
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as I have resisted others. I send you my book,

which was ready before your letter reached me. It

has not induced me to alter a word. The question is

decided, I cannot heed your objections.’ They were

such, however, as most men would have thought

reasonable enough. Here are some of the words of

which neither friend nor sovereign could dissuade the

publication. ‘ Did you imagine that Luther was

dead? Believe it not. He lives under the protec

tion of that God who has already humbled the Pope,

and is ready to begin with the Archbishop of Mentz

a game for which few are prepared.’

To the severe admonition which followed, the

princely prelate answered in his own person, in terms

of the most humble deference, leaving to Capito, his

minister, the ticklish office of remonstrating against

the rigour with which the lash had been applied.

But neither soothing nor menaces could abate Lu~

ther’s confidence in his cause, and in himself. ‘Chris

tianity,’ he replies, ‘is open and honest. It sees

things as they are, and proclaims them as they are.

I am for tearing off every mask, for managing no

thing, for extenuating nothing, for shutting the eyes

to nothing, that truth may be transparent and una

dulterated, and may have a free course. Think you

that Luther is a man who is content to shut his eyes

if you can but lull him by a few cajoleries ?’ ‘Ex

pect everything from my affection; but reverence,

nay tremble for the faith.’

George, Duke of Saxony, the near kinsman of Fre

deric, and one of the most determined enemies of the

Reformation, not seldom provoked and encountered

the same resolute defiance. ‘Should God call me to

Wittemburg, I would go there, though it should rain

Duke Georges for nine days together, and each new
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Duke should be nine times more furious than this.’

‘Though exposed daily to death in the midst of my

enemies, and without any human resource, I never in

my life despised anything so heartily as these stupid

threats of Duke George, and his associates in folly.

I write in the morning fasting, with my heart filled

with holy confidence. Christ lives and reigns, and I

too shall live and reign.’

Here is a more comprehensive denunciation of the

futility of the attempts made to arrest his course.

‘To the language of the Fathers, of men, of angels,

and of devils, I oppose neither antiquity nor numbers,

but the single word of the Eternal Majesty, even that

gospel which they are themselves compelled to ac

knowledge. Here is my hold, my stand, my resting

place, my glory, and my triumph. Hence I assault

Popes, Thomists, Henrycists, Sophists, and all the

gates of hell. I little heed the words of men, what

ever may have been their sanctity, nor am I anxious

about tradition or doubtful customs. The Word of

God is above all. If the Divine Majesty be on my

side, what care I for the rest, though a thousand

Augustines, and a thousand Cyprians, and a thousand

such churches as those of Henry, should rise against

me? God can neither err nor deceive. Augustine,

Cyprian, and all the saints, can err, and have erred.’

‘At Leipsic, at Augsburg, and at Worms, my spirit

was as free as a flower of the field.’ ‘He whom God

moves to speak, expresses himself openly and freely,

careless whether he is alone or has others on his side.

So spake Jeremiah, and I may boast of having done

the same. God has not for the last thousand years

bestowed on any bishop such great gifts as on me, and

it is right that I should extol his gifts. Truly, I am

indignant with myself that I do not heartily rejoice
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and give thanks. Now and then I raise a faint hymn

of thanksgiving, and feebly praise Him. Well! live

or die, Domini sumus. You may take the word

either in the genitive or the nominative case. There

fore, Sir Doctor, be firm.’

This buoyant spirit sometimes expressed itself in

more pithy phrase. When he first wrote against In

dulgences, Dr. Jerome Schurf said to him, ‘ What are

you about ?-they won’t allow- it.’ ‘What if they

must allow it?’ was the peremptory answer.

The preceding passages, while they illustrate his

indestructible confidence in himself as the minister,

and in his cause as the behest, of Heaven, are redo

lent of that unseemly violence and asperity which are

attested at once by the regrets of his friends, the re

proaches of his enemies, and his own acknowledg

ments. So fierce, indeed, and contumelious and

withering is his invective, as to suggest the theory,

that, in her successive transmigrations, the same fiery

soul which in one age breathed ‘ the Divine Philippics,’

and in another, the ‘Letters on a Regicide Peace,’

was lodged in the sixteenth century under the cowl

of an Augustinian monk; retaining her indomitable

energy of abuse, though condemned to a temporary

divorce from her inspiring genius. Yet what she

lost in eloquence in her transit from the Roman to

the Irishman, this upbraiding spirit more than re-

trieved in generous and philanthropic ardour, while

she dwelt in the bosom of the Saxon. Luther’s rage,

for it is nothing less—his scurrilities, for they are no

better—are at least the genuine language of passion,

excited by a deep abhorrence of imposture, tyranny,

and wrong. Through the ebullitions of his wrath

may be discovered his lofty self-esteem, but not a

single movement of puerile self-applause; his cordial
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scorn for fools and their folly, but not one heartless

sarcasm; his burning indignation against oppressors,

whether spiritual or secular, unclouded by so much as

a passing shade of malignity. The torrent of emo

tion is headlong, but never turbulent. When we are

least able to sympathise with his irascible feelings, it

is also least in our power to refuse our admiration to

a mind which, when thus torn up to its lowest depths,

discloses no trace of envy, selfishness, or revenge, or

of any still baser inmate. His mission from on high

may be disputed, but hardly his own belief in it. In

that persuasion, his thoughts often reverted to the

Prophet of Israel mocking the idolatrous priests of

Baal, and menacing their still more guilty King; and

if the mantle of Elijah might have been borne with a

more imposing majesty, it could not have fallen on

one better prepared to pour contempt on the proud

est enemies ‘of truth, or to brave their utmost resent

ment.

Is it paradoxical to ascribe Luther's boisterous

invective to his inherent reverence for all those

persons and institutions, in favour of which Wisdom,

power, and rightful dominion, are involuntarily pre

sumed? He lived under the control of an imagination

susceptible, though not creative _ of that passive

mental sense to which it belongs to embrace, rather

than to originate -_to fix and deepen our more serious

impressions, rather than to minister to the under

standing in the search or the embellishment of truth.

This propensity, the basis of religion itself in some,

of loyalty in others, and of superstition perhaps in

all, prepares the feeble for a willing servitude; and

furnishes despotism with zealous instruments in men

of stronger nerves and stouter hearts. It steeled

Dominic and Loyola for their relentless tasks, and
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might have raised St. Martin of Wittemburg to the

honours of canonisation; if, in designating him for

his arduous office, Providence had not controlled the

undue sensibility of Luther’s mind, by imparting to

him a brother’s love for all the humbler members of

the family of man, and a filial fear of God, stronger

even than his reverence for the powers and princi

palities of this sublunary world. Between his re

ligious affections and his homage for the idols of his

imagination, he was agitated by a ceaseless conflict.

The nice adjustment of such a balance ill suited his

impatient and irritable temper ; and he assaulted the

objects of his early respect with an impetuosity which

betrays his secret dread ofthose formidable antagonists

(so he esteemed them) of God and of mankind. He

could not trust himself to be moderate. The re

straints of education, habit, and natural disposition,

could be overborne only by the excitement which he

courted and indulged. His long-cherished veneration

for those who tread upon the high places of the earth,

lent to his warfare with them all the energy of self

denial, quickened by the anxiety of self-distrust. He

seourged his lordly adversaries, in the spirit of a

flagellant taming his own rebellious flesh. His youth

ful devotion for ‘the solemn plausibilities of life,’ like

all other affections obstinater repelled and mortified,

reversed its original tendency, and gave redoubled

fervour to the zeal with which he denounced their

vanity and resisted their usurpation.

If these indignant contumelies offended the gentle,

the learned, and the wise, they sustained the courage

and won the confidence of the multitude. The voice

which commands in a tempest must battle with the

roar of the elements. In his own apprehension at

least, Luther’s soul Was among lions - the Princes of

VOL. I. Y
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Germany and their ministers; Henry the Eighth, and

Edward Lee, his chaplain; the Sacramentarians and

Anabaptists; the Universities of Cologne and Lou

vain; Charles and Leo; Adrian and Clement; Pa

pists, Jurists, and Aristotelians; and, above all, the

Devils whom his creed assigned to each of these

formidable opponents as so many inspiring or minis

tering spirits. However fierce and indefensible may

be his occasional style, history presents no more sub

lime picture than that of the humble monk triumphing

over such adversaries, in the invincible power of a

faith before which the present and the visible dis

appeared, to make way for things unseen, eternal, and

remote. One brave spirit encountered and subdued

a hostile world. An intellect of no gigantic pro

portions, seconded by learning of no marvellous com

pass, and gifted with no rare or exquisite abilities,

but invincible in decision and constancy of purpose,

advanced to the accomplishment of one great design,

with a continually increasing momentum, before which

all feebler minds retired, and all opposition was dissi

pated. The majesty of the contest, and the splendour

of the results, may, perhaps, even in our fastidious

and delicate age, be received as an apology for such

reproofs as the following to the Royal ‘Defender of

the Faith.’

‘There is much royal ignorance in this volume, but

there is also much virulence and falsehood, which

belongs to Lee the editor. In the cause of Christ I

have trampled under foot the idol of the Roman

abomination which had usurped the place of God and

the dominion of sovereigns and 0f the world. Who,

then, is this Henry, this new Thomist, this disciple of

the monster, that I should dread his blasphemies and

his fury? Truly he is the Defender of the Church!
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Yes, of that Church of his which he thus extols -_ of

that prostitute who is clothed in purple, drunk with

her debaucheries -- of that mother of fornications.

Christ is my leader. 1 will strike with the same blow

that Church and the defender with whom she has

formed this strict union. They have challenged me

to war. \Vell, they shall have war. They have

scorned the peace I offered them. Well, they shall

have no more peace. It shall be seen which will first

be weary—the Pope or Luther.’__‘The world is

gone mad. There are the Hungarians, assuming the

character of defenders of God himself. They pray in

their litanies ut nos defensores i'uos emaudire dignerz's

_ why do not some of our princes take on them the

protection of Jesus Christ, others that of the Holy

Spirit? Then, indeed, the Divine Trinity would be

well guarded.’

The Briefs of Pope Adrian are thus disposed of: -—

‘It is mortifying to be obliged to give such good

German in answer to this wretched kitchen Latin.

But it is the pleasure of God to confound Antichrist

in every thing — to leave him neither literature nor

language. They say that he has gone mad and

fallen into dotage. It is a shame to address us

Germans in such Latin as this, and to send to sen

sible people such a clumsy and absurd interpretation

of Scripture.’

The Bulls of Pope Clement fare no better. ‘The

Pope tells us in his answer that he is willing to

throw open the golden doors. It is long since we

opened all our doors in Germany. But these Italian

Scaramouches have never restored a farthing of the

gain they have made by their indulgenees, dispen

sations, and other diabolical inventions. Good Pope

Clement, all your clemency and gentleness won’t pass

I 2
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here. We’ll buy no more indulgences. Golden doors

and bulls, get ye home again. Look to the Italians

for payment. They who know ye will buy you no

more. Thanks be to God, we know that they who

possess and believe the gospel, enjoy an uninter~

rupted jubilee. Excellent Pope, what care we for

your bulls? You may save your seals and your

parchment. They are in bad odour now-a-days.’ _

‘ Let them accuse me of too much violence. I care

not. Hereafter be it my glory that men shall tell

how I inveighed and raged against the Papists.

For the last ten years have I been humbling myself,

and addressing them in none but respectful language.

“What has been the consequence of all this submis

sion? To make bad worse. These people are but

the more furious. Well, since they are incorrigible,

as it is vain to hope to shake their infernal purposes

by kindness, I will break with them, I will pursue

them,’ &c. —‘ Such is my contempt for these Satans,

that were I not confined here, I would go straight to

Rome, in spite of the devil and all these furies. But,’

he continues, in a more playful mood, ‘I must have

patience with the Pope, with my boarders, my ser

vants, with Catherine de Bora, and with every body

else. In short, I live a life of patience.’

At the risk of unduly multiplying these quotations,

we must add another, which has been quoted tri

umphantly by his enemies. It is his answer to

the charge of mis-translating the Bible. ‘The cars

of the Papists are too long with their hi ! ha!—

they are unable to criticise‘a translation from Latin

into German. Tell them that Dr. Martin Luther

chooses that it shall be so; and that a Papist and a

jackass are the same.’

We should reprint no small portion of Luther’s
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works before we exhausted the examples which might

be drawn from them, of the uproar with which he

assailed his antagonists. To the reproaches which

this violence drew on him, he rarely condescended to

reply. But to his best and most powerful friend,

the Elector Frederic, he makes a defence, in which

there is some truth and more eloquence. ‘They say

that these books of mine are too keen and cutting.

They are right ; I never meant them to be soft and

gentle. My only regret is, that they cut no deeper.

Think of the violence of my enemies, and you must

confess that I have been too forbearing.’_ ‘All the

world exclaims against me, vociferating the most

hateful calumnies; and if, in my turn, 1, poor man,

raise my voice, then nobody has been vehement but

Luther. In fine, whatever I do or say must be

wrong, even should I raise the dead. \Vhatever they

do must be right, even should they deluge Germany

with tears and blood.’ In his more familiar discourse,

he gave another, and perhaps a more accurate account

of the real motives of his impctuosity. He purposely

fanned the flame of an indignation which he thought

virtuous, because the origin of it was so. ‘ I never,’

he said, ‘write or speak so well as when I am in a

passion.’ He'found anger an effectual, and at last a

necessary stimulant, and indulged in a liberal or

rather in an intemperate use of it.

The tempestuous phase of Luther’s mind was not,

however, permanent. The wane of it may be traced

in his later writings ; and the cause may be readily

assigned. The liberator of the human mind was

soon to discover that the powers he had set free were

not subject to his control. The Iconoclasts, Ana

baptists, and other innovators, however welcome at

first, as useful, though irregular, partisans, brought

Y 3
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an early discredit on the victory to which they had

contributed. The Reformer’s suspicion of these

doubtful allies was first awakened by the facility

with which they urged their conquests over the

established opinions of the Christian world beyond

the limits at which he had himself paused. He

looked with distrust on their exemption from the

pangs and throes with which the birth of his own

doctrines had been accompanied in his own bosom.

He perceived in them none of the caution, self-dis

trust, and humility, which he wisely judged insepa

rable from the honest pursuit of truth. Their claims

to an immediate intercourse with heaven appeared to

him an impious pretension; for he judged that it is

only as attempered through many a gross intervening

medium, that Divine light can be received at all into

the human understanding.

Carlostadt, one of the professors at Wittemberg,

was the leader of the Illuminati at that university.

The influence of Luther procured his expulsion to

Jena, where he established a printing press. But the

maxims of tolerat-ion are not taught in the school of

successful polemics; and the secular arm was invoked

to silence an appeal to the world at large against a

new papal authority. The debate from which Luther

thus excluded others he could not deny to himself;

for he shrunk from no inquiry and dreaded no man’s

prowess. A controversial passage at arms accord

ingly took place between the Reformer and his re

fractory pupil. It is needless to add that they sepa

rated, each more firmly convinced of the errors of

his opponent. The taunt of fearing an open encoun

ter with truth, Luther repelled with indignation and

spirit. He invited Carlostadt to publish freely what

ever he thought fit, and the challenge being accepted,
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he placed in his hands a florin, as a kind of wager of

battle. It was received with equal frankness. The

combatants grasped each other’s hands, drank mutual

pledges in a' solemn cup, and parted to engage in hos

tilities more serious than such greetings might have

seemed to augur. Luther had the spirit of a mar

tyr, and was not quite exempt from that of a perse

cutor. Driven from one city to another, Carlostadt

at last found refuge at Basle; and thence assailed his

adversary with a rapid succession of pamphlets, and

with such pleasing appellatives as ‘twofold papist,’

‘ally of Antichrist,’ and so forth. They were an

swered with equal fertility, and with no greater mo

deration. ‘ The devil,’ says Luther, ‘held his tongue

till I won him over with a florin. It was money well

laid out. I do not regret it.’

He now advocated the cause of social order, and

exposed the dangers of ignorant innovators, assailing

these new enemies with his old weapons. ‘It will

never do to jest with Mr. All-the-VVorld (Herr

omnes). To keep that formidable person quiet, God

has established lawful authority. It is his pleasure

that there should be order amongst us here.’ ‘ They cry

out, the Bible! the Bible! - Bibel! Bubel! Babel!’

From that sacred source many arguments had been

drawn to prove that all good Christians were bound,

in imitation of the great Jewish lawgiver, to over

throw and deface the statues with which the I’apists

had embellished the sacred edifices. Luther strenu

ously resisted both the opinion and the practice;

maintaining that the Scriptures nowhere prohibit the

use of images, except such as were designed as a re

prcscntation or symbol of Deity.

But to the war with objects designed (however

injudiciously) to aid the imagination, and to enliven

Y ~1
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the affections, Carlostadt and his partisans united that

mysticism which teaches that the mind, thus deprived

of all external and sensible supports, should raise

itself to a height of spiritual contemplation and re

pose, where all other objects being banished, and all

other sounds unheard, and all other thoughts ex

pelled, the Divine Being will directly manifest him

self, and disclose his will by a voice silent and in

articulate, and yet distinctly intelligible. Luther

handles this sublime nonsense as it well deserved.

‘ The devil,’ he says (for this is his universal solvent),

‘ opens his large mouth, and roars out, Spirit! spirit !

spirit! destroying the while all roads, bridges, scaling

ladders, and paths, by which spirit can enter; namely,

the visible order established by God in holy baptism,

in outward forms, and in his own word. They

would have you mount the clouds and ride the winds,

telling you neither how, nor when, nor where, nor

which. All this they leave you to discover for

yourself.’

Carlostadt was an image—breaker and a mystic, but

he was something more. He had adopted the opinion

of Zuingle and (Ecolampadius on the Holy Commu

nion, -receiving as an emblem, and as nothing else,

the sacred elements in which the Roman Catholic

Church, after the words of consecration, recognises

the very body and blood of the Divine Redeemer.

He was, therefore, supported by the whole body of

Swiss reformers. Luther, ‘chained down,’ as he ex

presses it, ‘by the sacred text,’ to the doctrine of the

real presence, had ardently desired to be enfranchiscd

from this opinion. ‘ As often as he felt within him

self the strivings of the old Adam, he was but too

violently drawn to adopt the Swiss interpretation.’

‘ But if we take counsel with reason we shall no longer
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believe any mystery.’ He had, however, consulted

this dangerous guide too long, thus easily to shake

off her company. The text taught him one real

presence, his reason assured him of another; and so

he required his disciples to admit and believe both.

They obeyed, though at the expense of a. schism

among the Reformers, of which it is difficult to say

whether it occasioned more distress to themselves, or

more exultation to their common enemies.

This is the first and greatest of those ‘Variations’

of which the history has been written with such in

imitable eloquence. Nothing short of the most

obtuse prejudice could deny to Bossuet the praise of

having brought to religious controversy every quality

which can render it either formidable or attractive;

_ a style of such transparent perspicuity as would

impart delight to the study of the year-books, if they

could be re-written in it; a sagacity which nothing

escapes; and a fervour of thought and feeling so in

tense, as to breathe and burn not only without the

use of vehement or opprobrious words, but through

a diction invariably calm and simple; and a mass of

learning so vast and so perfectly digested as to be

visible every where without producing the slightest

encumbrance or embarrassment. To quote from Mr.

Hallam’s History of the Middle Agesz—‘Nothing,

perhaps, in polemical eloquence is so splendid as the

chapter on Luther’s theological tenets. The Eagle of

Meaux is there truly seen, lordly of form, fierce of

eye, terrible in his beak and claws,’ _ a graphic and

not umnerited tribute to the prowess of this formidable

adversary. But the triumph which it appears to

concede to him may not be so readily acknowledged.

The argument of the ‘Variations’ rest on the

postulate, that a religion of divine origin must have _
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provided some resource for excluding uncertainty on

every debateable point of belief or practice. Now it

must be vain to search for this steadfast light amongst

those who were at variance on so many vital questions.

The required Ductor Dubitantium could, therefore, be

found only in the venerable form of the Catholic

Church, whose oracles, every where accessible and

never silent, had, from age to age, delivered to the

faithful the same invariable truths in one continuous

strain of perfect and unbroken harmony.

Much as the real contrast has been exaggerated by

the most subtle disputant of modern times, it would

be futile to deny, or to extenuate the glaring incon

sistencies of the Reformers with each other, and with

themselves. Protestantism may well endure an

avowal which leaves her foundations unimpaired.

Bossuet has disproved the existence of a miracle

which no one alleges. He has incontrovertibly esta

blished that the laws of nature were not suspended in

favour of Luther and his associates. He has shown,

with inimitable address and eloquence, that, within

the precincts of moral science, human reason must

toil in vain for demonstrative certainties; and that,

in such studies, they who would adopt the same

general results, and co-operate for one common end,

must be content to rest very far short of an absolute

identity of opinion.

But there is a deep and impassable gulph between

these premises and the inference deduced from them.

The stupendous miracle of a traditional unanimity

for fifteen hundred years amongst the members of

the Christian Church, at once unattested by any

authentic evidence, and refuted by irresistible proofs,

is opposed as much to the whole economy of the

moral government of the world, as it is to human
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experience. It was, indeed, easy to silence dissent by

terror; to disguise real differences beneath conven

tional symbols; to divert the attention of the in

eurious by a gorgeous pageantry ; and to disarm the

inquisitive at one time by golden preferments, and at

another by specious compromises: and it was easy

to.allege this timid, or blind, or selfish acquiescence

in spiritual despotism, as a general consent to the

authority, and as a spontaneous adoption of the tenets,

of the dominant priesthood. But so soon as men

really began to think, it was impossible that they

should think alike. When suffrages were demanded,

and not acclamations, there was at once an end of una

nimity. With mental freedom came doubt, and debate,

and sharp dissension. The indispensable conditions of

human improvement were now to be fulfilled. It

was discovered that religious knowledge, like all other

knowledge, and religious agreement, like all other

agreement, were blessings Which, like all other bless

ings, must be purchased at a price. '

Luther dispelled the illusion that man’s noblest

science may be attained, his first interests secured,

and his most sacred duties discharged, except in the

strenuous exercise of the best faculties of his nature.

He was early taught that they who submit themselves

to this divine ordinance are cut off from the intel

lectual repose which rewards a prostrate submission

to human authority; that they must conduct the

search of truth through many a bitter disappointment,

and many a humiliating retractation, and many a

weary strife; and that they must brace their nerves

and strain their mental powers to the task, with sleep

less diligence, -attcnded and sustained the while by

singlcncss of purpose, by candour, by hope, by hu

mility, and by devotion. When this severe lesson had
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been learned, the Reformers boldly, nay, passionately,

avowed their mutual differences. The imperfect

vision, and unsteady gait, of eyes long excluded from

the light, and of limbs long debarred from exercise,

drew on them the taunts and contumelies of those

whose bondage they had dared to reject. But the sar

casms even of Erasmus, the eloquence even of Bossuet,

were impotent against such antagonists. Centuries

rolled on their appointed course of controversy, of

prejudice, of persecution, and of long-suffering. Nor

was that sharp conflict endured in vain. Slowly

indeed, but steadfastly, the catholic and benignant

spirit of the Gospel reappeared, and resumed its

influence in the Christian world. The rights of con

science, and the principles of toleration, were acknow

ledged. Some vehement disputes were consigned to

well-merited neglect. The Church of Rome herself

silently adopted much of the temper, whilst anathe

matising the tenets, of the Reformers; and if the

dominion of peace and charity be still imperfect and

precarious, yet there is a brighter prospect of their

universal empire than has ever before dawned on the

nations of Christendom. The Eagle of Meaux, had

he been reserved for the nineteenth century, would

have laid aside ‘ the terrors of his beak, the lightnings

of his eye,’ and would have winged his lordly flight

to regions elevated far above those over which it is

his glory to have spread war and consternation.

These, however, are conclusions which, in Luther’s

age, were beyond the reach of humanforesight. It

was at that time supposed that all‘men might at

once freely discuss, and unanimously interpret, the

meaning of the inspired volume. The trial of the

experiment brought to light many essential variations,

but still more in which the verbal exceeded the real
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difference; and such was, perhaps, the case with the

Sacramentarian controversy. The objection to Lu

ther’s doctrine of Consubstantiation, was not that it

was opposed to the reason of“ man, nor even that it

was contradicted by the evidence of his senses; but

that no intelligible meaning could be assigned to any

of the combinations of words in which it was ex

pressed. It might be no difficult task to be persuaded

that whatever so great a doctor taught, on so high a

point ofv theology, must be a truth ;-—just as the be

lievers in George Psalmanazer may have been firmly

assured of the verity of the statements he addressed

to them in the language of Formosa. But the Lu

theran doctrine could hardly have been more obscure,

if it had been delivered in the Formosan, instead of

the Latin or the German tongue. To all common

apprehension, it appeared nothing less than the simul

taneous affirmation and denial of the very same thing.

In this respect it closely resembled the kindred doc

trine of the Church of Rome. Yet who would indulge

in so presumptuous a bigotry as to impute to the

long unbroken succession of powerful and astute

minds which have adorned the Roman Catholic and

Lutheran Churches, the extravagance of having sub

stituted unmeaning sounds for a definite sense, on so

momentous an article of their respective creeds ? The

consequence may be avoided by a much more rational

supposition. It is, that the learned of both com

munions used the words in which that article is

enounced, in a sense widely remote from that which

they usually bear. The proof of this hypothesis

would be more easy than attractive; nor would it be

a difficult, though an equally uninviting office, to

show that Zuinglc and his followers indulged them

selves in a corresponding freedom with human lan
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guage. The dispute, however, proceeded too rapidly

to be overtaken or arrested by definitions; which,

had they preceded, instead of following the contro

versy, might have stifled in its birth many a goodly

folio.

The minds of men were rudely called away from

these subtleties. Throughout the west of Germany,

the peasants rose in a sudden and desperate revolt

against their lords, under the guidance of Goetz of

the ‘Iron Hand.’ If neither animated by the prin

ciples, nor guided by the precepts, of the gospel, the

insurgents at least avowed their adherence to the

party then called Evangelical, and justified their con

duct by an appeal to the doctrines of the Reformers.

Yet this fearful disruption of the bands of society

was provoked neither by speculative opinions, nor by

imaginary wrongs. The grievances of the people

were galling, palpable, and severe. They belonged to

that class of social evils over which the advancing

light of truth and knowledge must always triumph,

either by prompting timely concessions, or by pro“

voking the rebound of the overstrained patience of

mankind. Domestic slavery, feudal tenures, 0p

pressive taxation, and a systematic denial of justice

to the poor, occupied the first place in their catalogue

of injuries : the forest laws and the exaction of small

tithes the second. The demand of the right to choose

their own religious teachers, may not improbany have

been added, to give to their cause the semblance of a

less sublunary character; and rather in compliment

to the spirit of the times, than from any very lively

desire for instructors, who, they well know, would

discourage and rebuke their lawless violence.

Such a monitor was Luther. He was at once too

conspicuous and too ardent to remain a passive
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spectator of these tumults. The nobles arraigned him

as the author of their calamities. The people in

voked him as an arbiter in the dispute. He answered

their appeal with more than papal dignity. A poor

untitled priest asserted over the national mind of

Germany a command more absolute than that of her

thousand Princes and their Imperial head. He had

little'of the science of government, nor, in truth, of

any other science. But his mind had been expanded

by studies which give Wisdom even to the simple.

His understanding was invigorated by habitual con

verse with the inspired writings, and his soul had

drunk deeply of their spirit. And therefore it was,

that from him Europe first heard those great social

maxims which, though they now pass for elementary

truths, were then as strange in theory as they were

unknown in practice. He fearlessly maintained that

the demands of the insurgents were just. He asserted

the all-important though obvious truth, that power is

confided to the rulers of mankind not to gratify their

caprice or selfishness, but as a sacred trust to be em

ployed for the common good of society at large ; and

he denounced their injustice and rapacity with the

same stern vehemence which he had formerly directed

against the spiritual tyrants of the world.

For, in common with all who have caught the

genius as well as the creed of Christianity, the

readiest sympathies of Luther were with the poor, the

destitute, and the oppressed; and, in contemplating

the unequal distribution of the good things oflife, he

was not slowly roused to a generous indignation

against those to whom the advantages of fortune had

taught neither pity nor forbearance. int it was an

emotion restrained and directed by far deeper thoughts

than visit. the minds of sentimental patriots, or selfish
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demagogues. He depicted, in his own ardent and

homely phrase, the guilt, the folly, and the miseries

of civil war. He reminded the people of their igno

rance and their faults. He bade them not to divert

their attention from these, to scan the errors of their

superiors. He drew from the evangelical precepts of

patience, meekness, and long suffering, every motive

which could calm their agitated passions. He im

plored them not to dishonour the religion they pro

fessed; and showed that subordination in human

society was a divine ordinance, designed to promote,

in different ways, the moral improvement of every

rank, and the general happiness of all.

The authority, the courage, and the pathetic earnest

ness of the great Reformer were exerted in vain. Op

pression, which drives wise men mad, had closed

the cars of the German peasantry to the advice even

of Martin Luther; and they plunged into a contest

more desperate in its character, and more fatal in its

results, than any which stains the annals of the em

pire. He felt, with the utmost kecnness, the reproach

thus brought on the Reformation; nor may it be

concealed, that at last his voice was raised in terrible

indignation against the insurgents by whom his pacific

efforts had been defeated and his remonstranees de

spised. His old antagonist, Carlostadt, was charged

with a guilty participation in the revolt; and in his

distress appealed to the much-reviled Consubstantialist

for protection. It was hardly in human nature, cer

tainly not in Luther’s, to reject such a supplicant.

The 0dium theologicum is, after all, rather a vitupe

rative than a malignant affection, even its worst type ;

and Luther possessed, more than most polemics, the

faculty of expelling from the soul the Demon of

Wrath through the channel of the pen. He placed
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Carlostadt in safety, defended him from the charge of

fostering rebellion, and demanded for him a. fair trial

and a patient hearing. His preternatural fate has

been already noticed.

But a more formidable enemy was at hand. The

supremacy of Erasmus in the world of letters was

such as no other writer ever lived to enjoy. Lite

rature had then an universal language, and the

learned of all nations acknowledged him as their

guide and model. In an age of intense mental

activity, no other mind was so impatient of repose;

at a period when freedom of thought was asserted

with all the enthusiasm of new-born hope, he emu

lated the most sanguine of the insurgents against the

ancient dynasties. The restorer, almost the inventor,

of the popular interpretation of the Scriptures, he was

excelled by few, if any, in the more ambitious science

of biblical criticism. His philosophy (if in deference

to custom it must so be called) was but the application

to those inquiries in which the present and future

welfare of mankind is chiefly involved, of an admirable

good sense, which penetrated sophisms under the

most specious disguise, and repelled mere verbal

subtleties, however imposing their pretensions, or

however illustrious their patrons. Alternately a man

of the world, and a recluse scholar, he was ever wide

awake to the real business of life ; even when engaged

in those studies which usually conduct the mere pri

soners of the cloister into dreamy and transcendental

speculations. In his hands, the Latin language was

bent to uses of which Cicero himself might have

thought it incapable; and without any barbarous

innovations, became, almost for the first time, the

vehicle of playful banter, and of high and mysterious

doctrines, treated in a familiar and easy tone.

VOL. I. z
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Of the two imperial virtues, industry and self

denial, the literary character of Erasmus was adorned

by the first, much more than by the second. Grasp

ing at universal excellence and immediate renown, he

poured out orations, verses, essays, dialogues, apho

risms, biographies, translations, and new editions of

the classical writers, with a rapidity which at once

dazzled the world, and exhausted himself. Deeply as

the impress of his mind was fastened on his own

generation, those only of his countless works retain

their charm in later times which he regarded but as

the pastime of a few leisure hours. Every one has

read the ‘Colloquies,’ and admired their gay and

graceful exposure of the frauds and credulity of his

age. The ‘Praise of Folly’ should never be separated

from Holbein’s etchings, without which the reader

may now and then smile, but will hardly laugh. The

‘ Ciceronianus’ is one of those elaborate pleasantries

which give pleasure only to the laborious. For

neither as a wit nor as a theologian, nor perhaps even

as a critic, does Erasmus rank among master intellects;

and in the other departments of literature no one has

ventured to claim for him a very elevated station.

His real glory is to have opened at once new channels

of popular and ofabstruse knowledge —- to have guided

the few, while he instructed the many—to have lived

and written for noble ends -to have been surpassed

by none in the compass of his learning, or the col

lective value of his works -_ and to have prepared the

way for a mighty revolution, which it required moral

qualities far loftier than his to accomplish.

For the soul of this great man did not partake of

the energy of his intellectual faculties. He repeatedly

confesses that he had none of the spirit of a martyr;

and the acknowledgment is made in the tone of sari
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casm, rather than in that of regret. He belonged to

that class of actors on the scene of life, who have

always appeared as the harbingers of great social

changes; _ men gifted with the power to discern, and

the hardihood to proclaim, truths of which they want

the courage to encounter the infallible results; who

outrun their generation in thought, but lag behind it

in action; players at the sport of reform so long as

reform itself appears at an indefinite distance ; more

ostentatious of their mental superiority, than anxious

for the well-being of mankind; dreaming that the

dark page of history may hereafter become a fairy

tale, in which enchantment will bring to pass a

glorious catastrophe, unbought by intervening strife,

and agony, and suffering; and therefore overwhelmed

with alarm when the edifice begins to totter, of which

their own hands have sapped the foundation.

He was a Reformer, until the Reformation became

a fearful reality ;— a jester at the bulwarks of the

papacy, until they began to give way ; _a propa

gator of the Scriptures, until men betook themselves

to the study and the application of them;_depre

eiating the mere outward forms of religion, until

they had come to be estimated at their real value ; -_

in short, a learned, ingenious, benevolent, amiable,

timid, irresolute man, who, though compelled to bear

the responsibility, resigned to others the glory, of

rescuing the human mind from the bondage of a

thousand years. The distance between his career

and that of Luther was, therefore, continually en

larging, until they at length moved in opposite

directions, and met each other with mutual ani

mosity. The Reformer foresaw and deprecated this

collision; and Bossuet has condemned as servile the

celebrated letter in which Luther endeavoured to

z 2
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avert the impending contest. In common with many

of his censures of the great father of the Protestant

churches, this is evidently the result of prejudice.

The letter was conceived with tenderness, and ex

pressed with becoming dignity.

‘I do not,’ he says, ‘reproach you in your es

trangements from us, fearing lest I should hinder the

cause which you maintain against our common

enemies the Papists. For the same reason, it gives

me no displeasure that, in many of your works, you

have sought to obtain their favour, or to appease

their hostility, by assailing us with undeserved re

proaches and sarcasms. It is obvious that God has

not given you the energy or the courage requisite

for an open and fearless attack on these monsters,

nor am I of a temper to exact from you what is

beyond your strength.’ --‘I have respected your

infirmity, and that measure of the gifts ofGod which

is in you. None can deny that you have promoted

the cause of literature, thus opening the way to the

right understanding of the Scriptures: or that the

endowment which you have thus received from God

is‘ magnificent and worthy of all admiration. Here

is a just cause for gratitude. I have never desired

that you should quit your cautious and measured

course to enter our camp. Great are the services

you render by your genius and eloquence; and as

your heart fails you, it is best that you should serve

God with such powers as He has given you. My

only apprehension is, lest you should permit yourself

to be dragged by our enemies to publish an attack

upon our doctrines, for then I should be compelled to

resist you to the face.’ — ‘ Things have now reached

a point at which we should feel no anxiety for our

cause, even though Erasmus himself should direct all
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his abilities against us. It is no wonder that our

party should be impatient of your attacks. Human

weakness is alarmed .and oppressed by the weight of

the name of Erasmus. Once to be lashed by Eras

mus is a far different thing from being exposed to

the assaults of all the Papists put together.’ —‘ I have

written all this in proof of my candour, and because

I desire that God may impart to you a spirit worthy

of your name. If that spirit be withheld, at least

let me implore you to remain a mere spectator of our

tragedy. Do not join your forces to our enemies.

Abstain from writing against me, and I will write

nothing against you.’

This lofty tone grated on the fastidious ear of the

monarch of literature. He watched his opportunity,

and inflicted a terrible revenge. To have attacked

the doctrines of the Reformation would have been to

hazard an unanswerable charge of inconsistency. But

Luther, in exploring his path, had lost his way in the

labyrinth of the question of free-will; and had pub

lished opinions which were nothing short of the

avowal of absolute fatalism. In a treatise De Libero

Arbitm'o, Erasmus made a brilliant charge on this

exposed part of his adversary’s position; exhausting

all the resources of his sagacity, wit, and learning, to

lower the theological character of the founder of the

Lutheran Church. The Reformer staggered beneath

this blow. For metaphysical debate he was ill

prepared -_to the learning of his antagonist he had

no pretension -_ and to his wit could oppose nothing

but indignant vehemence. His answer, De Servo

Arbitrio, has been confessed, by his most ardent ad

mirers, to have been but a feeble defence to his

formidable enemy. The temper in which he con

ducted the dispute may be judged from the following

2 3
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example : ‘Erasmus, that king of amphibology, re

poses calmly on his amphibological throne, cheats us

with his ambiguous language, and claps his hands

when he finds us entangled amongst his insidious

tropes, like beasts of chase fallen into the toils.

Then seizing the occasion for his rhetoric, he springs

on his captive with loud cries, tearing, scourging,

tormenting, and devoting you to the infernals, be

cause, as it pleases him to say, his words have been

understood in a calumnious, scandalous, and Satanic

sense, though it was his own design that they should

be so taken. See him come on creeping like a viper,’

&c. &c.

To the last, the sense of this defeat would appear

to have clung to Luther. Accustomed to triumph

in theological debate, he had been overthrown in the

presence of abashed friends and exulting enemies;

and the record of his familiar conversation bears deep

traces of his keen remembrance of this humiliation.

Many of the contumelious words ascribed to him on

this subject, if they really fell from his lips, were

probably some of those careless expressions in which

most men indulge in the confidence of private life;

and which, when quoted with the utmost literal ex

actness, assume, in books published for the perusal of

the world at large, a new meaning, and an undesigned

emphasis. But there is little difficulty in receiving

as authentic the words he is said to have pronounced

when gazing on the picture of Erasmus—that it

was, like himself, full of craft and malice; a comment

on the countenance of that illustrious scholar, as de

picted by Holbein, from which it is impossible alto

gether to dissent.

The contests with Erasmus and the Sacrament

arians had taken place in that debateable land which
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religion and philosophy each claim for her own. But

Luther was now to oppose a revolt not merely against

philosophy and religion, but against decency and

common sense. Equally astounding and scandalous

were the antics which the minds of men performed

when, exempt from the control of their ancient pre

possessions, they had not as yetbeen brought into

subjection to any other. Throughout the north of

Germany and the Netherlands, there were found

many converts to the belief, that a divorce might be

effected between the virtues which the Gospel exacts,

and those new relations between man and the Author

of his being, which it at once creates and reveals;

that, in short, it was possible to be at the same time

a Christian and a knave. The connexion between

this sottish delirium, and the rejection of infant bap

tism, was an accident, or at most a caprice; and the

name of Anabaptists, afterwards borne by so many

wise and good men, is unfortunately, though inde

libly, associated with the crazy rabble who first

assumed or received it at Munster.

Herman Shaproeda, and after him Rothmann, were

the first who instructed the inhabitants of that city

in these ill-omened novelties ; and they quickly gained

the authority which any bold and unscrupulous guide

may command in times when hereditary creeds have

been abandoned by those who want the capacity or

the knowledge to shape out new opinions for them

selves. ‘ He who has not received adult baptism ’ (such

was their argument) ‘is not a Christian ; he who is not

a Christian is an enemy of the truth; and it is the

duty of the faithful to oppose the enemies of truth by

all arms, spiritual or secular, within their reach.’

Strong in this reasoning, and stronger still in

numbers and in zeal, the Anabaptists of Munster

z 4
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declared open _war against the Bishop, expelled

the Catholics and Lutherans from the city, pillaged

the churches and convents, and adopted as their

watchword the exhortation to repent, with which

the Baptist of old had addressed the multitudes who

surrounded him in the wilderness of Judaea.

If the insurgents did no works meet for repentance,

they did many to be bitterly repented of. Their

success was accompanied by cruelty, and followed by

still fouler crimes. John de Mattheison, their chief

prophet, established a community of goods, and com

mitted to the flames every book except the Bible.

John of Leyden, his successor, was a journeyman

tailor, and, though at once a rogue and a fanatic, was

not without some qualities which might have adorned

a better cause. He conducted the defence of the city

against the Bishop with as much skill and gallantry

as if his accustomed seat had been, not the shopboard,

but the saddle of a belted knight.

In the Scriptures, which his predecessor had ex

empted from the general conflagration, John found a

sanction for the plurality of Wives, and proofs that

the sceptre of David had passed into his own hands.

Twelve princes, representing the heads of the tribes

of Israel, received from him authority to ascend the

thrones of Europe; and apostles were sent to the

great cities of Germany to propagate the new faith,

and to attest the miracles of which they had been

the witnesses. The doctrine they taught was less

abstruse than might have been anticipated. lt con

sisted in these propositions : -- There have been four

prophets: the true are King David and King John

of Leyden ; the false are the Pope and Martin Luther:

but Luther is worse than the Pope.

While this pithy creed was inculcated without the

walls, the most frightful de'baucheries, and a strange
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burlesque on royalty, went on within. The king

paraded the city, attended by his queen, and followed

by a long train of led horses, caparisoned in gold

brocade, a drawn sword being borne at his left hand,

and a crown and Bible at his right. Seated on a

throne in the public square, he received petitions

from supplicants prostrate on the earth before him.

Then followed impious parodies on the most sacred

offices of the Christian worship, and scenes of proflié

gacy which may not be described. To these, ere

long, succeeded horrors which rendered the New

Jerusalem no inapt antitype of the old. The con

quered king expiated his crimes on the scaffold, _

enduring protracted and inhuman torments with a

firmness which redeems his character from the abhor

rence to which it had so many indisputable titles.

The story, however offensive, is not without inte

rest. The rapidity with which the contagion of such

stupid extravagances was propagated, and the appa

rent genuineness of the belief which a man of much

fortitude and some acuteness at length yielded to the

coinage of his own brain, are still curious, though

not unfrequent, phenomena in the science of mental

nosology. From his answers to the interrogatories

which were proposed to him on his trial, it may

be inferred that he was perfectly sane. His mind

had been bewildered, partly by a depraved imagina

tion and ungoverned appetites, and partly by his

encounter with questions too large for his capacity,

and with detached sentences from Holy Writ, of

which he perceived neither the obvious sense nor the

more sublime intimations. The memory of this

guilty, presumptuous, and unhappy man, is rescued

from oblivion by the audacity of his enterprise, and

still more by the influence it exerted in arresting the

progress of the Reformation.
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The reproach, however unmerited, fell heavily on

Luther. It is the common fate of all who dare to

become leaders in the war against abuses, whether in

religious or in political society, to be confounded with

the baser sort of innovators, who at once hate their

persons, and exaggerate and caricature the principles

on which they have acted. For this penalty of ren

dering eminent services to the world every wise man

is prepared; and every brave man endures it firmly,

in the belief that a day is coming when his fame will

be no longer oppressed by this unworthy association.

Luther’s faith in the ultimate deliverance of his good

name from the obloquy cast on it by the madness of

the Anabaptists, has but imperfectly been justified by

the event. Long after his name belonged to the

brightest page of human history, it found in Bossuet

an antagonist as inveterate as Tetzel, more learned

than Cajetan, and surpassing Erasmus himself in

eloquence and ingenuity. Later still has arisen, in

the person of Mr. Hallam, a censor, whose religious

opinions, unquestionable integrity, boundless know

ledge, and admirable genius, give a fearful weight

to his unfavourable judgment of the Father of the

Reformation. Neither of these great writers, indeed,

countenance the vulgar calumny which would identify

the principles of Martin Luther with those of John of

Leyden, although both of them arraign him in nearly

the same terms, as having adopted and taught the

Antinomian doctrines of which the Anabaptists ex

hibited the practical results.

The course we are shaping having brought us

within reach of the Whirlpools of this interminable

controversy, roaring in endless circles over a dark

and bottomless abyss, we cannot altogether yield to

that natural impulse which would pass them by in
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cautious silence and with averted eyes. The Labarum

of Luther was a banner inscribed with the legend

‘Justification by Faith’ -_ the compendium, the

essence, the Alpha and the Omega of his distinctive

creed. Of the many received or possible interpre

tations of this enigmatical symbol, that which Bossuet

and Mr. Hallam regard as most accordant with the

views of the great standard-bearer himself, may be

stated in the following terms: _ If a man be firmly

assured that his sins have been remitted by God, in

the exercise of a mercy gratuitous and unmerited as

it respects the offender himself, but accorded as the

merited reward of the great propitiation, that man

stands within the line which, even in this life, sepa

rates the objects of the Divine favour from the objects

of the Divine displeasure. We believe this epitome of

the Lutheran doctrine to be inaccurate, and, but for

the greatness of the names by which it is sanctioned,

we should have ventured to add, superficial. In

hazarding a different translation of Luther’s meaning

into the language of the world we live in, we do but

oppose one assertion to another, leaving the whole

weight of authority on the unfavourable side. The

appeal ultimately lies to those whose studies have

rendered them familiar with the Reformer’s writings,

and especially with his ‘Commentary on the Epistle

to the Galatians,’ which he was wont affectionately to

call his Catherine de Bora. It must be conceded that

they abound in expressions which, detached from the

mass, would more than justify the censure of the

historian of the ‘ Literature of the Middle Ages.’

But no writer would be less fairly judged than

Luther by isolated passages. T00 impetuous to pause

for exact discrimination, too long entangled in scho

lastic learning to have ever entirely recovered the
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natural relish for plain common sense, and compelled

habitually to move in that turbid polemical region

which pure and unrefracted light never visits, Luther,

it must be confessed, is intelligible only to the im

partial and laborious, and might almost be supposed

to have courted those reproaches which he least de

serves. Stripped of the technicalities of divinity

and of the schools, his Articulus stantz's aut cadentz's

ecclesiae may, perhaps, with no material error, be thus

explained.

Define the word ‘conviction ’ as a deliberate assent

to the truth of any statement, and the word ‘per

suasion ’ as the habitual reference to any such truth

(real or supposed) as a rule of conduct; and it

follows, that we are ‘persuaded’ of many things of

which we are not ‘convinced: ’ which is credulity or

superstition. Thus, Cicero was ‘persuaded ’ of the

sanctity of the mysteries which he celebrated as one

of the College of Augurs. But the author of the

Treatise De Naturd Deorum had certainly no cor

responding ‘convictions.’ We are ‘convinced’ of much

of which we are not ‘persuaded ;’ which, in theological

language, is a ‘ dead faith.’ The Marquis of Worcester

deliberately assented to the truth, that the expansive

force of steam could be applied to propel a vessel

through the water; but wanting the necessary ‘per

suasion,’ he left to others the praise of the discovery.

Again, there are many propositions of which we are

at once ‘convinced’ and ‘ persuaded,’ and this in the

Lutheran style is a ‘living or saving faith.’ In this

sense Columbus believed the true configuration of the

earth, and launched his caravels to make known the

two hemispheres to each other. It is by the aid of

successful experiment engendering confidence; of

habit producing facility; and of earnest thoughts
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quickening the imagination and kindling desire, that

our opinions thus ripen into motives, and our theo

retical ‘convictions’ into active ‘persuasions.’ It is,

therefore, nothing else than a contradiction in terms

to speak of Christian faith as separable from moral

virtue. The practical results of that, as of any other,

motive, will vary directly as the intensity of the im

pulse, and inversely as the number and force of the

impediments; but a motive which produces no mo

tion, is the same thing as an attraction which does not

draw, or as a propensity which does not incline. Far

different as was the style in which Luther enounced

his doctrine, the careful study of his writings will, we

think, convince any dispassionate man that such was his

real meaning. The faith of which he wrote was not a

mere opinion, or a mere emotion. It was a mental

energy, of slow but stately growth, of which an intel

lectual assent was the basis ; high and holy tendencies

the lofty superstructure; and a virtuous life the in

evitable use and destination. In his own emphatic

words :_‘ We do not say the sun ought to shine, a good

tree ought to produce good fruit, seven and three ought

to make ten. The sun shines by its own proper nature,

without being bidden to do so; in the same manner the

good tree yields its good fruit; seven and three have

made ten from everlasting -_ it is needless to require

them to do so hereafter.’

If any credit be due to his great antagonist,

Luther’s doctrine of ‘Justification,’ when thus un

derstood, is not entitled to the praise or the cen

sure of novelty. Bossuet resents this claim as

injurious to the Church of Rome, and as founded

on an extravagant misrepresentation of her real

doctrines. To ascribe to the great and wise men

of whom she justly boasts, or indeed to attribute to

any one of sound mind, the dogma or the dream -
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which would deliberately transfer the ideas of the

market to therelations between man and his Creator,

is nothing better than an ignorant and uncharitable

bigotry. To maintain that, till Luther dispelled the

illusion, the Christian world regarded the good actions

of this life as investing even him who performs them

best, with a right to demand from his Maker an

eternity of uninterrupted and perfect bliss, is just as

rational as to claim for him the detection of the

universal error which had assigned to the animal man

a place among the quadrupeds. There is in every

human mind a certain portion of indestructible com

mon sense. Small as this may be in most of us, it is

yet enough to rescue us all, at least when sane and

sober, from the stupidity of thinking not only that

the relations of creditor and debtor can really subsist

between ourselves and Him who made us, but that a

return of such inestimable value can be due from

Him for such ephemeral and imperfect services as

ours. People may talk foolishly on these matters;

but no one seriously believes this. Luther slew no

such monster, for there were none such to be slain.

The error which he refuted was far more subtle and

refined than this, and is copiously explained by

Hooker, to whose splendid sermon on the subject it

is a ‘ good work’ to refer any to whom it is unknown.

The celebrated thesis of ‘Justification by Faith,’

was peculiar to Luther and to his followers only

in so far as he extricated it from a mass of super

stitions by which it had been obscured, and assigned

to it the prominence in his system to which it was

justly entitled. But if his indignation was roused

against those who had darkened this great truth,

they by whom it was made an apology for lewd

ness and rapine, were the objects of his scorn
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and abhorrence. His attack on the Anabaptists

is conceived in terms so vigorous and so whim

sical, that it is difficult to resist the temptation to

exhibit some extracts. But who would needlessly

disturb the mould beneathv which lies interred and

forgotten a mass of disgusting folly, which in a re

mote age exhaled a meral pestilence? Resolving all

the sinister phenomena of life, by assuming the

direct interference of the devil and his angels in the

affairs of men, Luther thought that this influence had

been most unskilfully employed at Munster. It was

a coup manqué on the part of the great enemy of

mankind. It showed that Satan was but a bungler

at his art. The Evil One had been betrayed into this

gross mistake that the world might be on their guard

against the Inore astute artifices to which he was

about to resort : -

‘These new theologians did not,’ he said, ‘explain

themselves very clearly.’ ‘Having hot soup in his

mouth, the devil was obliged to content himself with

mumbling out mum mum, wishing doubtless to say

something worse.’ ‘ The spirit which would deceive

the world must not begin by yielding to the fascina

tions of woman, by grasping the emblems and honours

of royalty, still less by cutting people’s throats. This

is too broad; rapacity and oppression can deceive no

one. The real deceit will be practised by him who

shall dress himself in mean apparel, assume a lament

able countenance, hang down his head, refuse money,

abstain from meat, fly from woman as so much poison,

disclaim all temporal authority, and reject all honours

as damnable; and who then, creeping softly towards

the throne, the sceptre, and the keys, shall pick them

up and possess himself of them by stealth. Such is

the man who would succeed, who would deceive the
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angels, and the very elect. This would indeed be

a splendid devil, with a plumage more gorgeous

than the peacock or the pheasant. But thus im

pudently to seize the crown, to take not merely

one wife, but as many as caprice or appetite sug

gests—oh! it is the conduct of a mere schoolboy

devil, of a devil at his A B C; or rather, it is the true

Satan - Satan, the learned and the crafty, but fettered

by the hands of God, with chains so heavy that he

cannot move. It is to warn us, it is to teach us to fear

his chastisements, before the field is thrown open to a

more subtle devil, who will assail us no longer with

the A B C, but with the real, the difficult text. If

this mere deviling at his letters can do such things,

what will he not do when he comes to act as a reason

able, knowing, skilful, lawyer-like, theological devil?’

These various contests produced in the mind of

Luther the effects which painful experience inva

riably yields, when the search for truth, prompted by

the love of truth, has been long and earnestly main

tained. Advancing years brought with them an

increase of candour, moderation, and charity. He

had lived to see his principles strike their roots deeply

through a large part of the Christian world, and he

anticipated, with perhaps too sanguine hopes, their

universal triumph. His unshaken reliance in them

was attested by his dying breath. But he had also

lived to witness the defection of some of his allies,

and the guilt and folly of others. Prolonged inquiry

had disclosed to him many difliculties which had

been overlooked in the first ardour of the dispute,

and he had become painfully convinced that the

establishment of truth is an enterprise incomparably

more arduous than the overthrow of error. His

constitutional melancholy deepened into a more ha

bitual sadness— his impetuosity gave way to a more
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serene and pensive temper -_ and as the tide of life

ebbed with still increasing swiftness, he was chiefly

engaged in meditating on those cardinal and undis

puted truths on which the weary mind may securely

repose, and the troubled heart be still.

The maturer thoughts of age could not, however,

quell the rude vigour and fearless confidence which

had borne him through his early contests. With

little remaining fondness or patience for abstruse

speculations, he was challenged to debate one of the

more subtle points of theology. His answer cannot

be too deeply pondered by polemics at large. ‘Should

we not,’ he said, ‘get on better in this discussion with

the assistance of a jug or two of beer?’ The of

fended disputant retired, _ ‘the devil,’ observed

Luther, ‘ being a haughty spirit, who can bear any

thing better than being laughed at.’

This growing contempt for unprofitable questions

was indicated by a corresponding decline in Luther’s

original estimate of the importance of some of the

minor topics in debate with the Church of Rome.

He was willing to consign to silence the question of

the veneration due to the Saints. He suspended his

judgment respecting prayers for the dead. He was

ready to acquiesce in the practice of auricular con

fession, for the solace of those who regarded it as an

essential religious observance. He advised Spalatin

to do whatever he thought best respecting the ele

vation of the Host, depreeating only any positive

rule on the subject. He held the established cere

monies to be useful, from the impression they left

on gross and uncultivated minds. He was tolerant

of images in the churches, and censured the whole

race of image-breakers with his accustomed vchc

VOL. I. A A
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mence. Even the use of the vernacular tongue in

public worship, he considered as a convenient custom,

not an indispensable rule. Carlostadt had insisted

upon it as essential. ‘Oh, this is an incorrigible

spirit,’ replied the more tolerant Reformer; ‘for

ever and for ever positive obligations and sins ! ’

But while his catholic spirit thus raised him above

the exaggerated estimate of those external things

which chiefly attracted the hostility of narrower

minds, his sense of the value of those great truths in

which he judged the essence of religion to consist,

was acquiring increased intensity and depth. In

common with Montaigne and Richard Baxter (names

hardly to be associated on any other ground), he

considered the Lord’s Prayer as surpassing every

other devotional exercise. ‘It is my prayer,’ said

Luther; ‘there is nothing like it.’ In the same

spirit, he preferred the Gospel of St. John to all the

other sacred books, as containing more of the lan

guage of Christ himself. As he felt, so he taught.

He practised the most simple and elementary style of

preaching. ‘If,’ he said, ‘in my sermons I thought

of Melancthon and other doctors, I should do no

good; but I speak with perfect plainness for the

ignorant, and that satisfies every body. Such Greek,

Latin, and Hebrew as I have, I reserve for the

learned.’ ‘Nothing is more agreeable or useful for a

common audience than to preach on the duties and

examples of Scripture. Sermons on grace and jus

tification fall coldly on their ears.’ He taught that

good and true theology consisted in the practice, the

habit, and the life of the Christian graces—Christ

being the foundation. ‘Such, however,’ he says, ‘is

not our theology now-a-days. We have substituted

for it. a rational and speculative theology. This was
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not the case with David. He acknowledged his sins,

and said, Zlfiserere mei, Domine! ’

Luther’s power of composition is, indeed, held very

cheap by a judge so competent as Mr. Hallam: nor

is it easy to commend his more elaborate style. It

was compared by himself to the earthquake and the

wind which preceded the still small voice addressed

to 'the prophet in the wilderness; and is so turbulent,

copious, and dogmatical, as to suggest the supposition

that it was not written by his own hand, but dictated

to an amanuensis, or perhaps to a class of submissive

pupils, under the influence of extreme excitement.

Obscure, redundant, and tautologous as these writings

appear, they are still redeemed from neglect, not only

by the mighty name of their author, but by that all

pervading vitality and downright earnestness which

atone for the neglect of all the mere artifices of style;

and by that profound familiarity with the sacred

oracles, which far more than compensates for the

absence of that speculative wisdom which is drawn

from lower sources.

But the Reformer’s lighter and more occasional

works not unfrequently breathe the very soul of elo

quence. His language in these, ranges between col

loquial homeliness and the highest dignity,-now

condensed into vivid figures, and then diffused into

copious amplification, -- exhibiting the successive

phases of his ardent, melancholy, playful, and heroic

character in such rapid succession, and with such

perfect harmony, as to resemble the harp of Dryden’s

Timotheus, alternately touched and swept by the

hand of the master — a performance so bold and so

varied, as to scare the critic from the discharge of

his office. The address, for example, to the Swabian

All?
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insurgents and nobles, if not executed with the skill, is

at least conceived in the spirit, of a great orator. The

universal testimony of all the most competent judges,

attests the excellence of his translation of the Bible,

and assigns to him, in the literature of his country, a

station corresponding to that of the great men to

whom James committed the corresponding office in

our own.

Bayle has left to the friends of Luther no duty to

perform in the defence of his moral character, but

that of appealing to the unanswerable reply which his

Dictionary contains to the charges preferred against

the Reformer by his enemies. One unhappy exception

is indeed to be made. It is impossible to read without

pain the names of Luther, Melancthon, and Buccr,

amongst the subscribers to the address to the Land

grave of Hesse, on the subject of his intended poly

gamy. Those great but fallible men remind his

Highness of the distinction between universal laws,

and such as admit of dispensation in particular cases.

They cannot publicly sanction polygamy. But his

Highness is of a peculiar constitution, and is exhorted

seriously to examine all the considerations laid before

him; yet, if he is absolutely resolved to marry a

second time, it is their opinion that he should do so

as secretly as possible! Fearful is the energy with

which the ‘Eagle of Meaux’ pounces on this fatal

error, — tearing to pieces the flimsy pretexts alleged

in defence of such an evasion of the Christian code.

The charge admits of no defence. To the inference

drawn from it against the Reformer’s doctrine, every

Protestant has a conclusive answer. Whether in

faith or in practice, he acknowledges no infallible

Head but one.

But we have wandered far and wide from our
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proper subject. Where, all this while, is the story of

Luther’s education, of his visit to Rome, of the sale

of Indulgences, of the denunciations of Tetzel, of the

controversy with Eccius, the Diets of \Vorms and

Augsburg, the citations before Cajetan and Charles,

the papal excommunication, and the appeal to a gene

ral council? These, and many other of the most

momentous incidents of the Reformer’s life, are re

corded in M. D’Aubigné’s work, from which our

attention has been diverted by matters of less account,

but perhaps a little less familiar.

It would be nnpardonable, however, to pass over

such a work with a merely ceremonious notice. The

absolute merit of M. D’Aubigné’s Life of Martin

Luther is great, but the comparative value far greater.

In the English language it has no competitor; and,

though Melancthon himself was the biographer of his

friend, we believe that no foreign tongue contains so

complete and impressive a narrative of these events.

It is true that M. D’Aubigné neither deserves nor

claims a place amongst those historians, usually dis

tinguished as philosophical. He does not aspire to

illustrate the principles which determine or pervade

the character, the policy, or the institutions of man

kind. He arms himself with no dispassionate scepti

cism, and scarcely affects to be impartial. To tell his

tale copiously and clearly, is the one object of his

literary ambition. To exhibit the actors on the scene

of life, as the free but unconscious agents of the

Divine \Vill, is the higher design with which he

writes; to trace the mysterious intervention of Pro

vidence in reforming the errors and abuses of the

Christian Church is his immediate end; and to exalt

the name of Luther, his labour of love.

AAS
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These purposes, as far as they are attainable, are

effectually attained. M. D’Aubigné is a Protestant

of the original stamp, and a Biographer of the old

fashion ;-—not a calm, candid, discriminating weigher

and measurer of a great man’s parts, but a warm

hearted champion of his glory, and a resolute apologist

even for his errors ; -_ ready to do battle in his cause

with all who shall impugn or derogate from his fame.

His book is conceived in the spirit, and executed with

all the vigour, of Dr. M‘Crie’s ‘Life of Knox.’ He

has all our lamented countryman’s sincerity, all his

deep research, more skill in composition, and a greater

mastery of subordinate details; along with the same

inestimable faculty of carrying on his story from one

stage to another, with an interest which never sub

sides, and a vivacity which knows no intermission.

If he displays no familiarity with the moral sciences,

he is no mean proficient in that art which reaches

to perfection only in the Drama or the Romance.

It is the art, not of inventing, but of discerning

such incidents as impart life and animation to a

narrative. For M. D’Aubigné is a writer of scrupu

lous veracity. He is at least an honest guide, though

his prepossessions may be too strong to render him

worthy of implicit confidence. They are such, how

ever, as to make him the uncompromising and devoted

advocate of those cardinal tenets on which Luther

erected the edifice of the Reformation. To the one

great article of the Faith on which the Reformer

chiefly insisted in his assault on the Papacy, the

eye of the Biographcr is directed with scarcely less

intentness. To this, every other truth is viewed

as subordinate and secondary; and although, on this

favourite point of doctrine, M. D’Aubigné’s meaning

is too often obscured by declamation, yet must he
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be hailed by every genuine friend of the Reformation,

as having raised a powerful voice in favour of one of

the fundamental truths of the Gospel --truths which,

so long as they are faithfully taught and diligently

observed, will continue to form the great bulwarks of

Christendom against the overweaning estimate, and

the despotic use, of human authority, in opposition

to the authority of the Revealed Will of God.
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THE FRENCH BENEDICTINES.

MIDDLETON and Gibbon rendered a real, however

undesigned, service to Christianity, by attempting

to prove that the rapid extension of the Primitive

Church was merely the natural result of natural

causes. For what better proof could be given of the

divine origin of any religion than by showing that it

had at once overspread the civilised world, by the ex

pansive power of an inherent aptitude to the nature

and to the wants of mankind? By entering on a still

wider range of inquiry, those great but disingenuous

writers might have added much to the evidence of the

fact they alleged, although at a still greater prejudice

to the conclusion at which they aimed.

It is not predicted in the Old Testament that the

progress of the Gospel should, to any great extent,

be the result of any agency preternatural and opposed

to ordinary experience; nor is any such fact alleged

in any of the apostolical writings as having actually

occurred. There is, indeed, no good reason to sup

pose that such miraculous though transient dis

turbances of the laws of the material or the moral

world, would have long or powerfully controlled

either the belief or the affections of mankind. The

heavenly husbandman selected the kindliest soil and

the most propitious season for sowing the grain of

mustard seed; and so, as time rolled on, the adapta

tion of our faith to the character and the exigencies
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of our race was continually made manifest, though

under new and ever varying forms.

Thus the Church was at- first Congregational, that

by the agitation of the lowest strata of society the

superincumbent mass of corruption, idolatry, and

mental servitude might be broken up —- then Synodal

or Presbyterian, that the tendency of separate societies

to heresy and schism might be counteracted _ then

Episcopal, that in ages of extreme difficulty and peril,

the whole body might act in concert and with decision

_- then Papa-l, that it might oppose a visible unity to

the armies of the Crescent and the barbarians of the

North — then Monastic, that learning, art, and piety

might be preserved in impregnable retreats amidst

the deluge of ignorance and of feudal oppression—

then Scholastic, that the human mind might be edu

cated for a return to a sounder knowledge, and to

primitive doctrine—then Protestant, that the soul

might be emancipated from error, superstition, and

spiritual despotism _ then partially Reformed, in the

very bosom of the papacy, lest that emancipation

should hurry the whole of Christendom into precipi

tate change and lawless anarchy— and then at length

Philosophical, to prove that as there are no depths of

sin or misery to which the healing of the Gospel can

not reach, so there are no heights of speculation to

which the wisdom of the Gospel cannot ascend.

Believing thus in the Perpetuity as well as on

the Catholicity of the Church, and judging that she is

still the same in spirit throughout all ages, although,

in her external developments, flexible to the varying

necessities of all, we have ventured on some former

occasions, and are again about, to assert, for ‘ the

pure and reformed branches ’ of it in England and in

Scotland, an alliance with the heroes of the faith in
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remote times, and in less enlightened countries;

esteeming that to be the best Protestantism, which,

while it frankly condemns the errors of other Chris

tian societies, yet claims fellowship with the piety,

the wisdom, and the love, which, in the midst of

those errors, have attested the divine original of

them all. I

If, according to the advice which on some of those

occasions we have presumed to offer to those who

are studious of such subjects, there be among us

any scholar meditating a Protestant history of the

Monastic Orders, he will find materials for a curious

chapter in the correspondence of the French Bene

dictines of the reign of Louis XIV. which was pub

lished in the year 1846 by M. Valery at Paris. In

that fraternity light and darkness succeeded each

other by a law the reverse of that which obtained in

Europe at large. From the promulgation of their

rule in the sixth century, their monasteries were

comparatively illuminated amidst the general gloom

of the dark ages. But when the sun arose on the

outer world, its beams scarcely penetrated their

cloisters; nor did they hail the returning dawn of

literature and science until the day was glowing all

around them in meridian splendour. Then, however,

passing at one vault from the haze of twilight to the

radiance of noon, they won the wreath of superior

learning, even in the times of Tillemont and Du

Cange—though resigning the palm of genius to

Bourdaloue, Bossuet, and Pascal. Thus the three

great epochs of their annals are denoted by the growth,

the obscuration, and the revival of their intellectual

eminence. M. Valery’s volumes illustrate the third

and last stage of this progress, which cannot, how~

ever, be understood without a rapid glance at each of

the two preceding stages.
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‘ But why,’ it may be asked, ‘direct the eye at all

to the mouldering records of monastic superstition,

self-indulgence, and hypocrisy ?’ Why indeed ?

From contemplating the mere debasement of any of

the great families of man, no images can be gathered

to delight the fancy, nor any examples to move or to

invigorate the heart. And doubtless he who seeks

for such knowledge, may find in the chronicles of the

convent a fearful disclosure of the depths of sin and.

folly into which multitudes .of our brethren have

plunged, under the pretence of more than human

sanctity. But the same legends will supply some

better lessons, to him who reads books that he may

learn to love, and to benefit his fellow men. They

will teach him that, as in Juda'ea, the temple, so, in

Christendom, the monastery, was the ark, freighted

during the deluge, with the destinies of the Church

and of the world,--that there our own spiritual and

intellectual ancestry found shelter amidst the tempest,

—that there were matured those powers of mind

which gradually infused harmony and order into the

warring elements of the European Commonwealth,—

and that there many of the noblest ornaments of our

common Christianity were trained, to instruct, to

govern, and to bless the nations of the West.

Guided by the maxim ‘ that whatever any one saint

records of any other saint must be true,’ we glide

easily over the'enchanted land along which Domnus

Johannes Mabillon conducts the readers of the earlier

parts of his wondrous compilations; receiving sub

missively the assurance that St. Benedict sang encha

ristic hymns in his mother’s womb—raised a dead

child to life—caused his pupil Maurus to tread the

water dry-shod - untied by a word the knotted cords

With which an Arian Goth (Zalla by name) had
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bound an honest rustic—cast out of one monk a

demon, who had assumed the disguise of a farrier -

rendered visible to another a concealed dragon, who

was secretly'tempting him to desert his monastery—

and, by laying a consecrated wafer on the bosom of a

third, enabled him to repose in a grave which till then

had continually cats him out;_-for all these facts

the great annalist relates of his patriarch St. Benedict,

on the authority of the pontiff (first of that name)

St. Gregory. If, however, the record had contained

no better things than these, the memorial of Benedict

would long since have perished with him.

His authentic biography is comprised in a very few

words. He was born towards the end of the fifth

century, at Nursia, in the duchy of Spoleto. His

mother died in giving him birth. He was sent to

Rome for his education by his father, a member of

the Anician family, which Claudian has celebrated;

but was driven from the city by the invasions of

Odoacer and Theodoric to the Mons Subiacus, where,

while yet a beardless youth, he took up his abode as

a hermit. Like Jerome, he was haunted in his soli

tude by the too vivid remembrance of a Roman lady;

and subdued his voluptuous imagination by rolling

his naked body among the thorns. The fame of such

premature sanctity recommended him to the monks

of the neighbouring monastery as their abbot; but

scarcely had he assumed the office when, disgusted

by the rigours of his discipline, the electors attempted

to get rid of him by poison. Returning to his her

mitage, he soon found himself in the centre of several

rude huts, erected in his vicinity by other fugitives

from the world, who acknowledged him as the

superior of this monastic village. But their mis

conduct compelled him again to seek a new retire
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ment; which he found at Monte Casino, on the

frontiers of the Abbruzzi. There, attended by some

of his pupils and former associates, he passed the

remainder of his life— composing his rule, and esta

blishing the Order which, at the distance of thir

teen centuries, still retains his name and acknow

ledges his authority. He died in the year 543, in

the sixty-fourth year of his age.

To the intercourse of Benedict with the refractory

monks of Subiaeo, may perhaps be traced the basis of

his system. It probably revealed to him the fact that

Indolence, Self-will, and Selfishness are the three

archdaemons of the cloister; and suggested the infer

ence that Industry, Obedience, and Community of

goods are the antagonist powers which ought to

govern there. But the comprehensiveness of thought

with which he so exhausted the science of monastic

polity, that all subsequent rules have been nothing

more than modifications of his own, -_the prescience

with which he reconciled conventual franchises with

abbatial dominion, -- the skill with which he at once

concentrated and diffused power among the different

members of his order, according as the objects in

view were general or loca.l,--and the deep insight

into the human heart by which he rendered myriads

of men and women, during more than thirty succes

sive generations, the spontaneous instruments of his

purposes,—these all unite to prove that profound

genius, extensive knowledge, and earnest meditation,

had raised him to the very first rank of uninspired

legislators. His disciples, indeed, find in his legisla

tive wisdom a conclusive proof that he wrote and

acted under a divine impulse. Even to those who

reject this solution it is still a phaanomenon affording

ample exercise for a liberal curiosity.
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That the Benedictine statutes remain to this day a

living code, written in the hearts of multitudes in

every province of the Christian world, is chiefly per

haps to be ascribed to the inflexible rigour with which

they annihilated the cares and responsibilities of free

dom. To the baser sort no yoke is so galling as that

of self-control; no deliverance so welcome as that of

being handsomely rid of free agency. With such

men mental slavery readily becomes a habit, a fashion,

and a pride. To the abject many, the abdication of

self-government is a willing sacrifice. It is reserved

for the nobler few to rise to the arduous virtues of

using wisely the gifts which God bestows, and walk

ing courageously, though circumspectly and humbly,

in the light which God vouchsafes.

And by the abject many, though often under the

guidance of the nobler few, were peopled the cells of

Monte Casino and her afiiliated convents. Their

gates were thrown open to men of every rank, in

whom the abbot or prior of the house could discover

the marks of a genuine vocation. To exclude any

such candidate, though a pauper or a slave, would

have been condemned by Benedict, in the words and

spirit of Augustine, as grave delictum. In those

sacred enclosures, therefore, many poor and illiterate

brethren found a refuge. But they were distin

guished from the rest as conversi, -- that is, as persons

destined neither for the priesthood nor the tonsure,

but bound to labour for the society as husbandmen,

shepherds, artizans, or domestic servants.

In the Whirl and uproar 0f the handicraft-s of our

own day, it is difficult to imagine the noiseless spec

tacle which in those ages so often caught the eye, as

it gazed on the secluded abbey and the adjacent

grangc. In black tunics, the mementos of death,
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and in leathern girdles, the emblems of chastity,

might then be seen carters silently yoking their bul

locks to the team, and driving them in silence to the

field,_or shepherds interchanging some inevitable

whispers while they watched their flocks, - or vine

dressers pruning the fruit of which they might nei

ther taste nor speak, —- or wheelwrights, carpenters,

and masons plying their trades like the inmates of

some deaf and dumb asylum, _and all pausing from

their labours as the convent bell, sounding the hours

of primes or nones or vespers, summoned them to

join in spirit, even when they could not repair in

person, to those sacred offices. Around the monastic

workshop might be observed the belt of cultivated

land continually encroaching on the adjacent forest;

and the passer-by might trace to the toils of these

mute workmen the opening of roads, the draining of

marshes, the herds grazing, and the harvests waving,

in security, under the shelter of ecclesiastical pri

vileges which even the Vandal and the Ostrogoth

regarded with respect. Our own annual agricultural

meetings, with their implements and their prizes,

their short horns and their long speeches, must carry

back their economic genealogy to those husbandmen

who, with dismal aspect, brawny arms, and com

pressed lips, first taught the conquerors of Rome the

science in which Columella and Virgil had instructed

the ancient Romans.

A similar pedigree must be assigned to our acade

mies of painting, sculpture, architecture, and music.

The fine arts are merely imitative in their infancy;

though as they become mature, they also become

symbolical. And this maturity is first attained by

the architect, because he ministers to a want more

urgent than the rest, -_ because, in the order of time,
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the edifice must precede the works designed for its

embellishment, -and because finding in nature no

models except for the details of his performance, he

must, from the first, be inventive in the composition

of it. Thus the children of Benedict, when contem

plating their lofty avenues sacred to meditation —and

the mellowed lights streaming through the foliage _

and the flowers clustering in the conventual garden

_and the pendulous stalactites of the neighbouring

grottoes, _ conceived of a Christian temple in which

objects resembling these, though hewn out of impe

rishable stone, and carved into enduring forms, might

be combined and grouped together into one glorious

whole. \Vith a ritual addressed to the eye rather

than to the ear—a sacred pantomime, of which

the sacrifice of the mass was the action, the priests

the actors, and the high altar the stage,- nothing

more was requisite to the solemn exhibition but the

cathedral as its appropriate theatre. It arose, there

fore, not the servile representation of any one natural

object, but the majestic combination of the forms of

many; and full of mystic significance, in the cru

ciform plan, the lofty arch, the oriel windows, the

lateral chapels, and the central elevation. Not a

groining, a mullion, or a tracery was there, in which

the initiated eye did not read some masonic enigma,

some ghostly counsel, or some inarticulate summons

to confession, to penitence, or to prayer.

Every niche without, and every shrine within, these

sanctuaries, was adorned with images of their tute

lary saints; and especially of Iler who is supreme

among the demigods of this celestial hierarchy. But,

instead of rising to the impersonation of holiness,

beauty, or power in these human forms, the monkish

sculptors were content to copy the indifferent models
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of humanity within their reach; and the statues,

busts, and reliefs which, in subsequent times, fell be

neath the blows of Protestant Iconoclasts, had little if

any value but that which belonged to their peculiar

locality and their accidental associations. In paint

ing also, whether encaustic, in fresco, or on wood, the

performances of the early Benedictine artists were

equally humble. In order to give out their visible

poetry, the chisel and the pencil must be guided by

minds conversant with the cares and the enjoyments

of life; for it is by such minds only that the living

soul which animates mute nature can ever be per

ceived; or can be expressed in the delineation of

realities, whether animated or inanimate. In ecclesias

tical and conventual architecture, and in that art alone,

the monks exhausted their creative imagination;

covering Europe with monuments of their science in

statics and dynamics, and with monuments of that

plastic genius, which from an infinity of elaborate, in

congruous, and often worthless, details, knew how to

evoke one sublime and harmonious whole. In those

august shrines, if any where on earth, the spirit of

criticism is silenced by the belief that the adorations

of men are mingling in blest accord with the halle

lujahs of heaven.

To animate that belief, the Benedictine musicians

produced those chants which, when long afterwards

combined by Palestrina into the Mass of Pope Mar

cellus, were hailed with rapture by the Roman Con

clave and the Fathers of Trent, as the golden links

which bind together in an indissoluble union the sup

plications of the Militant Church and the thanks

givings of the Church Triumphant.

‘ Lusts of the imagination!’ exclaimed, and may

yet exclaim, the indignant pulpits of Scotland and

VOL. I. B B_
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Geneva—‘ lusts as hostile to the purity of the Chris

tian Faith as the grosser lusts of the flesh or the

emptiest vanities of life.’ Hard words these for our

restorers of church architecture in mediaeval splen

dour! Let the Camden Society, the Lord of Wilton,

and the benchers of the Temple look to it; while we,

all innocent of any such sumptuous designs- her

Majesty’s Church Building Commissioners themselves

not more so_refer to these Benedictine prodigies

only as illustrating a memorable passage in Benedic

tine history.

But art was regarded by the fathers of that order

rather as the delight than as the serious occupation

of their brotherhood. With a self-reliance as just as

that of the great philosopher, if not as sublime, they

took to themselves all knowledge as their proper pro

vince. Their rule assigned an eminent rank among

monastic virtues to the guardianship and multiplica—

tion of valuable manuscripts. It taught the copyist

of a holy book to think of himself as at once a pupil

and a teacher, _ as a missionary while seated at his

desk _- using each finger as a tongue - inflicting on

the Spirit of Evil a deadly wound at each successive

line -- and as bafiEling, with the pen, the dread enemy,

who smiles at the impotent hostility of every other

weapon grasped by the hand of mortal man. In each

Benedictine monastery a chamber was set apart for the

discharge of this sacred office. In this Scriptorium,

some of the monks plied their pens assiduously, and in

profound silence, to produce faultless transcripts of

the best originals. To others was committed the

care of revising the text of such works as were then

held in the highest esteem. Charlemagne himself

assigned to the Benedictine Alcuin the high office of

preparing, from the various sources within his reach,
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a perfect Codex of the Holy Scriptures. For what

remains to us of Pliny, Sallust, and Macrobius, and

for the orations against Verres, we are indebted to

their literary zeal. A tribute of writing materials at

the commencement of each novitiate, and another

of books at its close, with an annual impost of

manuscripts on the inferior houses, were continually

augmenting the libraries of their greater convents.

How extensive and how valuable such collections be

came, may be inferred from the directions given by

the Benedictine Cassiodorus for the guidance of his

brethren in their studies. He had collected, and he

enjoins them to read, the Greek and Latin fathers,

the Church historians, the geographers and gramma

rians whose works were then extant and in repute,

with various medical books, for the assistance of those

monks to whom the care of the infirmary was con

fided. Whoever will consult the ‘ Historia Rei Lite

rariae Ordinis Sancti Benedicti,’ by their historiogra

pher Magnoaldus Zeigelbauer, may rapidly accumu

late the most conclusive proofs, that by their Order

were either laid or preserved the foundations of all

the eminent schools of learning of Modern Europe.

The greatness of the Benedictines did not, however,

consist either in their agricultural skill, their prodi

gies of architecture, or their priceless libraries; but

in their parentage of countless men and women,

illustrious for active piety—for wisdom in the go

vernment of mankind—for profound learning _and

for that contemplative spirit, which discovers within

the soul itself things beyond the limits of the percep

tible creation. Such, indeed, is the number of these

worthies, that, if every page at our disposal were a

Volume, and every such volume as ponderous as our

old acquaintance, Scapula, space would fail us to
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render justice to the achievements of the half of them.

We cannot, however, pass by this goodly fellowship

without a transient glance at one normal type, at the

least, of each of these various forms of Benedictine

heroism. For that purpose we need scarcely wander

from the annals of our own land.

In the Benedictine abbey of Nutsall, near Win

chester, Poetry, History, Rhetoric, and the Holy

Scriptures were taught, in the beginning of the eighth

century, by a monk whom his fellow countrymen

called Winfred, but whom the Church honours under

the name of Boniface. He was born at Crediton, in

Devonshire, of noble and wealthy parents, who had re

luctantly yielded to his wish to embrace the monastic

state. Hardly, however, had he reached middle life,

when his associates at Nutsall discovered that he was

dissatisfied with the pursuits by which their own

thoughts were engrossed. As, in his evening medita

tions, he paced the long conventual avenue of lime

trees, or as, in the night-watches, he knelt before the

crucifix suspended in his cell, he was still conscious

of a voice, audible though inarticulate, which re

peated to him the Divine injunction, to ‘ go and preach

the Gospel to all nations.’ Then, in mental vision,

was seen stretching out before him the land of his

German ancestry; where, beneath the veil of the cus

toms described by Tacitus, was concealed an idolatry

of which the historian had neither depicted, nor pro

bably conjectured, the abominations. To encounter

Satan in this stronghold, became successively the day

dream, the passion, and the fixed resolve of Boniface;

until, at length, abandoning, for this holy war, the

studious repose for which he had already abandoned

the world, he appeared, in his thirty-sixth year, a

solitary and unbefriended missionary, traversing the
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marshy sands and the primaaval forests of Friesland.

But Charles Martel was already there,—the leader

in a far difl'erent contest; nor, while the Christian

Mayor of the Palace was striking down the Pagans

with his battle-axe, could the pathetic entreaties of

the Benedictine Monk induce them to bow down to

the banner of the Cross. He therefore returned to

Nutsall, not with diminished zeal, but with increased

knowledge. He had now learnt that his success must

depend on the conduct of the secular and spiritual

rulers of mankind, and on his own connexion with

them.

The chapter of his monastery chose him as their

abbot: but, at his own request, the Bishop of Win

chester annulled the election. Then, quitting for

ever his native England, Boniface pursued his way

to Rome, to solicit the aid of Pope Gregory II.,

in his efforts for the conversion of the German

people.

Armed with a papal commission, a papal blessing,

and a good store of relics, Boniface again appeared

in Friesland, where Charles Martel was now the un

disputed master. Victory had rendered him devout ;

and he gladly countenanced the labours of the monk,

to bring his new subjects within the fold of the

Christian Church. So ardent, indeed, was his zeal

for this great work, that the destined author of it was

soon compelled to migrate into Saxony, as the only

means of escaping the unwelcome command of the

conqueror to fix his residence in Friesland, and there

to assume the coadjutorship and succession to the

Bishop of Utrecht.

The missionary labours of Boniface, interrupted

only by three short visits to Rome, were prolonged

over a period of more than thirty-six years; and were
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extended over all the territories between the Elbe,

the Rhine, and the Ocean. At Rome he sought and

found all the support which papal authority, zeal,

and wisdom could afford him. Gregory II. con

secrated him a bishop, though without a diocese.

Gregory llI. raised him to be the Archbishop and

Primate of all Germany; with power to establish

bishoprics there at his discretion. The same pontiff

afterwards nominated him Legate of the Holy See, in

Germany and France. To these distinctions Pope

Zachary added the Archbishopric of Mentz, then first

constituted the metropolis of the German churches.

Last of all was bestowed on him the singular privilege

of appointing his own successor in his primacy.

There have been churchmen to whom such a me

mento of the vanity of even the highest ecclesiastical

dignities would have afforded but an equivocal satis

faction. To Boniface the remembrance of the short

ness of life was not only familiar, but welcome. The

treatise of Ambrose on the advantages of death was

his constant companion. It had taught him to regard

his successive promotions but as the means of prepar

ing his mind for the joyful resignation of them all.

His seventy-fourth year was now completed. For the

spiritual care of his converts he had established seven

new bishoprics; and had built and endowed many

monasteries for the advancement of piety and learn

ing among them. At last abdicating his own mitre

in favour of Lullus, a monk of Malmesbury, he

solemnly devoted his remaining days to that office of

a missionary, which he justly esteemed as far nobler

than any symbolised by the crosier, the purple, or the

tiara. Girding round him his black Benedictine

habit, and depositing his Ambrose ‘ De Bono Mortis ’

in the folds of it, he once more travelled to Friesland ;
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and, pitching his tent on the banks of a small rivulet,

awaited there the arrival of a body of neophytes,

whom he had summoned to receive at his hands the

rite of confirmation.

Ere long a multitude appeared in the distance ad

vancing towards the tent; not, however, with the

lowly demeanour of Christian converts drawing near

to their bishop, but carrying deadly weapons, and an

nouncing by their cries and gestures that they were

Pagans, sworn to avenge their injured deities against

the arch-enemy oftheir worship. The servants of Boni

face drew their swords in his defence; but calmly, and

even cheerfully, awaiting the approach of his enemies,

and forbidding all resistance, he fell beneath their

blows -_ a martyr to the faith which he had so long

lived, and so bravely died, to propagate. His copy of

Ambrose, ‘ De Bono Mortis,’ covered with his blood,

was exhibited, during many succeeding centuries, at

Fulda as a relic. It was contemplated there by many

who regarded as superstitious and heretical some of

the tenets of Boniface. But no Christian, whatever

might be his own peculiar creed, ever looked upon

that blood-stained memorial of him without the pro

foundest veneration.

For, since the Apostolic Age, no greater benefactor

of our race has arisen among men than the Monk of

Nutsall, unless it be that other Monk of Wittemberg

who, at the distance of seven centuries, appeared to

reform and reconstruct the churches founded by the

holy Benedictine. To Boniface the north and west

of Germany, and Holland, still look back as their

spiritual progenitor; nor did any uninspired man

ever add to the permanent dominion of the Gospel

provinces of such extent and value.

If, in accomplishing that great work, Boniface
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relied more on human authority than is consistent

with the practice, or, rather, with the theory, of our

Protestant churches, his still extant letters will show

that he rebuked, with indignant energy, the vices of

the great on whom he was dependent. In placing

the crown of Childeric on the head of Pepin, he may

have been guilty of some worldly compliance with

the usurper. Yet it is not to be forgotten that the

Pope himself had favoured the cause of the Mayor of

the Palace, by his Delphic response, ‘ Melius esse

illum vocari regem apud quem summa potestas con

sisteret.’

The guides of our own missionary enterprises will,

probably, accuse Boniface of undue promptitude in

admitting within the pale any one who chose to sub

mit himself to the mere outward form of baptism.

His facility is indisputable ; but what Protestant will

venture to condemn the measures which brought

within the precincts of the Christian Church the

native lands of Luther, of Grotius, and of Melancthon ?

On a single occasion we find him wearing a garb

at least resembling that of an inquisitor. Within his

spiritual jurisdiction came a Frenchman, working

miracles, and selling as relics the cuttings of his own

hair and the parings of his own nails. This worthy

had an associate in one Vincent, a Scotchman, a sort

of premature Knox — a teacher, it is said, of heresies,

but certainly a stout opponent of all the laws and

canons of the Church. Moved by Boniface, the se

cular arm lodged them both in close prison ; and, all

things considered, one must doubt their claim to any

better lodgings.

Peace be, however, to the faults of Boniface what

ever they may have been ! Among the heroes of

active piety, the world has few greater to revere; as
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the disciples of Benedict have assuredly none greater

to boast.

They boast, however, in Lanfranc, another primate,

to whose far-seeing wisdom in the government of

mankind may not obscurely be traced much of the

vital spirit of those venerable institutions which are

still the glory of the Anglo-Saxon race, in our own

islands and in the North American continent. In

his romance of ‘ Harold,’ Sir Edward Bulwer Lytton

solving, with equal erudition and creative fancy, the

great problem of his art (the problem how to produce

the greatest amount of dramatic effect at the least

expense of historical truth), has produced a living

portrait of Lanfranc, the subtle Italian, who, armed

with homilies for the devout, jests for the facetious,

austerities for the superstitious, learning for the in

quisitive, and obsequiousness for the great, renders

the weakness and the strength of each in turn tribu

tary to his own ambition; and ascends the throne of

Canterbury, not merely by the aid of the meek old

Abbot Herduin, but on the shoulders of the imperious

\Villiam and the imperial Hildebrand. Our great

master of historico-romantic portraiture would have

destroyed the picturesque unity of his beautiful sketch

if, by advancing further, he had taught us (and who

could have taught us so powerfully?) how vast is

the debt of gratitude which England owes to her

great primates, Lanfranc, Anselm, Langton, and

Beckett, —or rather to that benign Providence

which raised them up in that barbarous age. What

ever may have been their personal motives, and what

ever their demerits, they, and they alone, wrestled

successfully with the despotism of the Conqueror

and his descendants to the fourth generation; main

taining among us, even in those evil days, the
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balanced power, the control of public opinion, and the

influence of moral, over physical, force which from

their times passed as a birthright to the parliaments

of Henry III. and his successors; and which at

this day remains the inheritance of England, and of

all the free communities with which she has covered,

and is still peopling, the globe. The thunders and

reproaches of Rome are sufficiently encountered, by

such reverberated thunders and reproaches as they

provoke. To those who deplore alike the necessity

and the rancour of the conflict, it may yet be per

mitted to render a due and therefore a reverent

homage to the ancient prelates of the Roman Church.

Unchecked by the keen wisdom, the ecclesiastical

policy, and the Roman sympathies of the Benedictine

Lanfranc, the fierce Conqueror would have acquired

and transmitted to his posterity on the English throne,

a power absolute and arbitrary, beneath the withering

influence of which every germ of the future liberties

and greatness of England must have prematurely

perished.

When, in the mind of William Rufus, the fear of

death had prevailed over the thirst for the revenues of

Canterbury, he placed the mitre of Lanfranc on the

head ofthe Benedictine Anselm; anticipating, probably,

aless effective assertion of the rights of the Church by

the retired and gentle student, than had been made

by his insinuating and worldly-wise predecessor. In

the great controversy of investitures, however, Anselm

showed that nothing is so inflexible as meekness, sus

tained and animated by the firm conviction of right.

Yet at the very moment of success, he turned aside

from these agitations, to revolve the mysterious

enigmas which it was at once the purpose and the

delight of his existence to unravel. Thosc boundless
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realms of thought over which, in the solitude of his

library, he enjoyed a princely but unenvied dominion,

were in his eyes of incomparably higher value, than

either his primacy of the Church of England, or his

triumph in maintaining the prerogatives of the Church

of Rome. In our days, indeed, his speculations are

forgotten; and the very subjects of them have fallen

into disesteem. Yet, except perhaps the writings of

Erigena, those of Anselm on the ‘Will of God,’ on

‘ Truth,’ on ‘Free-will,’ and on the ‘Divine Pre

science,’ are not only, in point of time, the earliest

examples, but, in the order of invention, the earliest

models, of those scholastic works, which exhibit, in

such intimate and curious union, the prostration and

the aspirings of the mind of man _prostrating itself

to the most absurd of human dogmas—aspiring to

penetrate the loftiest and the most obscure of the

Divine attributes.

Truth may have concealed herself from most of

these inquirers ; but their researches formed no un

important part of the education which was gradually

preparing the intellect of Europe for admission into

her sanctuary. Among the followers of Anselm are

to be reckoned not merely the Doctors—Venerable,

Invincible, Irrefragable, Angelical, and Seraphic, _—

but a far greater than they, even Des Cartes himself

_who, as may be learnt from Brucker, borrowed

from the Benedictine philosopher his proof of the

Being of a God. Anselm taught that the abstract

idea of Deity was the fontal principle of all knowledge

_that as God himself is the primzeval source of all

existence in the outer world, so the Idea of God pre

cedes, and conducts us to, all other ideas in the world

Within us—and that, until we have risen to that

remotest spring of all our thoughts, we cannot con
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ceive rightly of the correspondence of our own per

ceptions with the realities amidst which we exist.

If these speculations are not very intelligible, they

are at least curious. They show that the metaphy

sicians who lived when Westminster Hall was rising

from its foundations, and those who lived when the

first stone of our Edinburgh University was laid, beat

themselves very much in the same manner against

the bars of their mental prison-house.

Philosophy may thrive in other places than con

ventual cells. But there is a literature which scarcely

flourishes elsewhere. The peculiar and spontaneous

product of the monastery is mystic devotion. If the

Benedictines had been cursed with barrenness in

yielding this fruit, they would have resembled a.

Dutch garden in which it was impossible to cultivate

the tulip. But no such reproach clings to the sons

and daughters of Benedict. It must, however, be

admitted that our own land has been singularly des

titute of fertility in this the most delicate of all the

plants cultivated in monastic seclusion. We produced

schoolmen to satiety. Erigena, Hales, Duns Scotus,

and Occam were our own. But we must pass over

to Spain and Germany to find a type of Benedictine

greatness, in that impalpable, though gorgeous world,

which in later times was inhabited by Molinos and by

Fénélon.

In those more fortunate regions, many are the half

inspired rhapsodists whom we encounter—chiefly

ladies, -and, what is worthy of notice, ladies who

from their childhood had scarcely ever strayed be

yond the convent garden. Nevertheless, the inde

structible peculiarity of our national character

(whether it be shyness or dryness, _high aims or

low aims, _ the fear of irreverence for what is holy,
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or the fear of being laughed at for what is absurd),

--that character which forbade the public utterance

in these islands of the impassioned communings of

the soul with its Maker and with itself, forbids us to

make any report to our fellow countrymen of the

sublime ‘ Canticles’ of St. Gertrude or of St. Theresa.

Lest, however, our hasty sketch of Benedictine intel

lectual greatness should be defective, without some

specimen of their super-terrestrial poetry, we venture

to remind our readers of one passage of which M. de

Malan (one of Mabillon’s biographers) has reminded

us, in which the author of the ‘De Imitatione

Christi’ (himself a Benedictine, if Mabillon may

be trusted) has sung to his JEolian harp a more than

earthly strain. It is, indeed, an excellent example of

a style of which we have no model in our own lan

guage, __ except perhaps in occasional passages of

Archbishop Leighton.

‘My son, let not the sayings of men move thee,

however beautiful or ingenious they may be: for

the kingdom of God consisteth not in words but in

power.

‘ Weigh well my words, for they kindle the heart,

illuminate the mind, quicken compunotion, and supply

abundant springs of consolation.

‘Read not the Word of God in order that thou

mayest appear more learned or more wise.

‘ When thou shalt have read and known many

things, then return to the one beginning and principle

of all things.

‘ I am he that teacheth man knowledge, and to little

children I impart an understanding more clear than

man can teach.

‘ He to whom I speak shall quickly be wise, and in

spirit shall profit largely.
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‘ Woe be to them that search out many curious

things, and take little thought how they may serve me.

‘ I am he who, in one instant, raise up the humble

in mind to understand eternal truth better than if he

had studied many years in the schools.

‘ I teach without noise of words, without confusion

of opinions, without ambition of honour, without the

shock of arguments.

‘ To some men I speak common things, to others

things rare; to some I appear sweetly by signs; to

some, with much light, I discover mysteries.

‘The voice of books is, indeed, one; but it is a

voice which instructs not all alike. I am he who

teaches the truth concealed within the voice. I the

searcher of the heart, the discoverer of the thoughts,

promoting holy actions, distributing to each one as I

will.’

If, as the Benedictines maintained, this sacred chant

was really sung by a poet of their own fraternity

about the beginning of the fourteenth century, it may

be looked upon as a kind of threnody, designed to inti

mate the approaching obscuration of their order.

For already might be observed, in a state of morbid

activity among them, those principles of decay which

were pointed out so indignantly by Benedict himself

to Dante, when, under the guidance of Beatrice, the

poet had ascended to his presence in the seventh

heaven : -——

‘ * * My rule

Is left a profitless stain upon the leaves;

The walls, for abbeys reared, turned into dens;

The cowls, to sacks choked up with musty meal.

Foul usury doth not more lift itself

Against God’s pleasure, than that fruit which makes

The hearts of monks so wanton.’

Carey’s Dante, canto xxii., ‘ Il Paradiso.’
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In the lapse of more than seven centuries, the state

of society had undergone vast changes; but the insti

tutes of Benedict had not been changed to meet them.

The new exigencies of life demanded reformations in

the religious state which Francis, Dominic, and

Loyola, successively established. They combined a

more mature policy with a younger enthusiasm. Ex.—

hibiting ascetic self-mortifications, till then unknown

among any of the monastic communities of the West,

they also formed relations, equally new, with the laity

in all their offices _- domestic, political, military, and

commercial. Having, at the same time, obtained

possession of nearly all the pulpits of the Latin

Church, the imagination, the interests, and the con

sciences of mankind fell so much under the control

of these new fraternities, that their influence was felt

throughout all the ramifications of society.

While the spiritual dominion of the earlier monas

ticism was continually narrowed by this formidable

competition, the Benedictines were no less constantly

becoming more and more entangled in the cares and

enjoyments of the world. They established an ill

omened alliance with the Templars, with the Knights

of Calatrava and Alcantara, and with five other orders

of chivalry—an unhallowed companionship, which,

by familiarising the monks with the military, and dis

solute manners of these new brethren, gradually con

taminated their own.

Wealth and temporal prosperity were no less pro

lific of evil in the order of St. Benedict than in other

societies in which their enervating influence has been

felt. But on the monks they inflicted a peculiar dis

aster. For their riches tempted the chief sovereigns

of Europe to usurp the patronage of the religious

houses; and to transfer the government of them from
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abbots elected by the chapters, to abbots appointed

by the king.

The grant of these conventual benefices in com

mendam, was one of those abuses in the Church,

which yielded to no reform until the Church herself

and her abuses were swept. away together, by the

torrent of the French revolution. It was, however,

a practice in favour of which the most venerable an

tiquity might be alleged. From the earliest times

churches had been placed under a kind of tutelage

between the death of the incumbent and the appoint

ment of his successor. But it not rarely happened

that when the period of this spiritual guardianship

was over, the tutor had become too much enamoured

of his ward, and possessed too much influence with

the great, to acquiesce in a separation from her. In

such cases the commendatory, aided by some ill-fed

stipendiary curate, assumed all the privileges and im

munities of a sinecurist.

Yet it was not necessary to rely on any vulgar

names in defence or in extenuation of this usage.

The great Athanasius himself held a bishopric in

commendam, in addition to his see of Alexandria.

Neither were they vulgar names by whom it was

condemned. Hildebrand, Innocent III., and the

Fathers of Trent, rivalled each other in denunciations

of the abuse ; and were cordially seconded by Philippe

Auguste, by St. Louis, and even by Francis .1.

Papal, synodal, and royal decrees, proved, however,

too feeble to cheek an abuse so tempting to royal and

sacerdotal cupidity. The French kings converted

the splendid monastery of Fontverault into an appan

age for a long succession of royal or noble ladies.

The abbey of St. Germain-des-Prés also was given in

commendam by Louis the Debonnaire, to a bishop of
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Poictiers; by Eudes to his brother Robert, a layman ;

and at length, by Louis XIII., to a widow of the

Duke of Lorraine-which is much as though the

mastership of Trinity College, Cambridge, had been

given to the widow of the Elector Palatine.

During the progress of this decay, there was no

lack of reformers, or of reforms of the Benedictine

Order. But the corrupting proved too strong for

the renovating power; and their decline proceeded

without any real check until, in the year 1614, Dom

Nicholas Benard became a member of the congrega

tion of St. Maur.

Benard was one of those reformers to whom it is

given to innovate, at once in the spirit of the institu~

tion which they desire to improve, and in the spirit of

the age in which the improvement is to be made.

His object was to bring back his order to the dutiful.

ness, the industry, and the self-renunciation enjoined

by Benedict. His remedial process consisted in con

ducting them, by exhortation and by his own example,

to the culture of those studies which were held in

highest esteem in France in the reigns of the 13th

and of the 14th Louis. In those times no seeds of

science or literature could be sown in that favoured

land without yielding an abundant increase. The

reason of this redundant fertility at that particular

era, no historian can explain and no psychologist

can conjecture. But, like the other promoters of

learning in his age, Benard soon found himself fol

lowed and surrounded by a band of scholars, who

joined with him in the successful culture of all histo

rical, antiquarian, and critical knowledge. With.

their aid, he restored one of the chief households of

the great Benedictine race to even more than their

pristine glory.

VOL. I. C e
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During the seventeenth century one hundred and

five. writers in the congregation of St. Maur (then

established at St. Germain-dcs-Prés) divided among

them this harvest of literary renown. A complete

collection of their works would form a large and very

valuable library; as may indeed be inferred from a.

bare enumeration of the books of the earlier and

later fathers, which they republished. Among them

are the best editions which the world has seen of the

writings of St. Gregory the Great, of Lanfranc, Basil,

Bernard, Anselm, Augustine, Cassiodorus, Ambrose,

Hilary, Jerome, Athanasius, Gregory of Tours, Ire

nazus, Chrysostom, Cyril of Alexandria, Tertullian,

Justin, and Origen; to which must be added their

edition of Josephus.

But it would be as easy to form an image of the

Grecian Camp from the catalogue of the ships, as to

conceive aright of the licnedictincs of St. Maur from

an enumeration of their publications and of the names

of the authors of them. To exhibit some slight sketch

of that great seminary as it existed in its days of splen

dour, it is necessary to confine our attention to the

Achilles of their host -- to him whom all the rest re

vered as their great example, and acknowledged by

acclamation as their head.

The life of Mabillon has been written by Ruinart,

his affectionate pupil; by Dom Filipe le Cerf, the

historiographcr of the congregation ; and more re

cently by M. Chavin dc Malan. To the last of those

biographcrs we are largely ind'ebted for much valuable

information. But acompanion at once more instruc

tive and provoking, or a guide less worthy of confi

dence, never offered himself at the outset of any

literary journey. It is the pleasure of M. de Mal-an

to qualify the speculative propensities of our own age,
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by the blindcst credulity of the middle ages. He is

at the same moment a rhetorician and an antiquarian

(as a dervish dances while he prays), and is never

satisfied with investigating truth, unless he can also

embellish and adorn it. Happily, however, we are

not dependent on his guidance. All that is most

interesting respecting Mabillon maybe gathered from

his own letters and his works. For to write was the

very law of his existence ; and from youth to old ago

his pen unceasingly plied those happy tasks, of which

the interest never fails and the tranquillity can never

be disturbed.

Jean Mabillon was born at the village of St. Pierre

Mont, in Champagne, on the 23d of November, 1632.

His mother 'did not long survive his birth ; but

Ruinart congratulates himself on having seen Etienne,

the father of Jean, at the age of 105, in the full on

joyment of all his mental and bodily powers. Jean

himself was sent by his paternal uncle, the cure of a

parish near Rheims, to a college in that city, which,

on his return homewards from the Council of Trent,

the celebrated Cardinal of Lorraine had founded

there for the education of clergymen. The habits of

the place well became its origin. Except while ad

dressing their teachers, the pupils passed in profound

silence ever I hour of the day save that of noon ; when

they amused themselves in a garden, where, as we

read, it was their custom, many hundred times a

day, to salute a conspicuous image of the Virgin, with

assurances of their veneration and their love.

Whatever may have been the effects of this disci

pline on the characters of his fellow students, it

- moulded the meek and quiet nature of Mabillon into

the exact form which the authors of it regarded as

the most perfect. I'Ie surremlered up his will ta

0 c '2
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theirs; and, yielding his whole soul to the divine

offices of his college chapel, became so familiar with

them, that when, after an absence of more than fifty

years, Ruinart knelt beside him there, he heard the

then aged man repeat, from memory, with unerring

exactness, every prayer, every ceremonial, and every

sacred melody in which he had been accustomed to

offer up the devotions of his youth.

In the year 1653, and (to use the chronology of the

cloister and of Oxford) on the feast of the Decollation

of St. John the Baptist, Mabillon was received as a

Postulant at the Benedictine monastery then attached

to the cathedral church of St. Remy. In that sub

lime edifice his imagination had long before been

entranced by the anticipated delights of a life of de

votional retirement. It had been his single indul

gence, while at college, to wander thither that he

might listen to the choral strains as they rose, and

floated, and died away through the recesses of those

long-drawn aisles; and there had he often proposed

to himself the question, whether this world had any

thing to ofi'er so peaceful and so pure as an habitual

ministration at those hallowed altars, and an un

broken ascent of the heart heavenwards, on the wings

of those unearthly psalmodies?

To this inquiry his judgment, or his feelings, still

returned the same answer; and, at the end of his

novitiate, he gladly pronounced those irrevocable

vows which were to exclude him for ever from all

delights less elevated than those of a devotional life.

He had not, however, long to await the proof that

the exclusive use of this etherial dietary is unfriendly

to the health both of these gross bodies of ours, and

of the sluggish minds by which they are informed.

The flesh revolted; and, to subdue the rebellion,
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ascetic rigours "were required. Then (alas for the

bathos!) that base and unfortunate viscus, the sto

mach, racked his head with insufferable pains. Com

pelled at- length to fly for relief to a Benedictine con

vent at Nogent, he there soothed his aching brows by

traversing, and mourning over, the ruins which the

impious ravages of the Huguenots had brought upon

the monastic buildings. Then passing, for relief, to

another monastery at Corbie, he recovered his health;

through the intercession of St. Adelhard, the patron

saint of the place, as he piously believed ; though a

less perfect faith might have been tempted to ascribe

the cure to the active employments in the open air in

which the abbot of Corbie compelled him to engage.

With restored health, Mabillon was next trans

ferred, by the commands of his superior, to the royal

abbey of St. Denys; there to act as curator of the

treasures which the profaneness of a later age has

scattered to the winds. This was no light trust.

Amidst countless monuments of the illustrious dead,

and of the greatness of the French monarchy, the

collection contained one of the arms in which the

aged Simeon had raised the infant Jesus in the

Temple ; and the very hand which the sceptical

Thomas had stretched out to touch the wounded side

of his risen Lord!

It was just one year before the birth of Mabillon,

that the congregation of St. Maur had taken possession

of the monastery of St. Germain-des-l’rcs at Paris.

At the time of his arrival at St. Denys, Dom Luc

d'Achery, a Benedictine monk, was engaged at St.

Germain’s, in one of those gigantic undertakings to

which Benard had invited his fraternity. It was a

compilation from the libraries of France of the more

rare and valuable letters, poems, charters, and chro

c e 3
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nicles relating to ecclesiastical affairs, which had been

deposited in them either in later or remoter ages.

These gleanings (for they were published under the

name of Spicilegium), extend over thirteen quarto

volumes. Such, however, were the bodily infirmities

0f the compiler, that, during forty-five years, he had

never been able to quit the infirmary. There he

soothed his occasional intermissions of pain and

study, by weaving chaplets of flowers for the embel

lishment of the altars of the church of St. Germain’s.

For the relief of this venerable scholar, Mabillon,

then in his thirty-fifth year, was withdrawn from his

charge of St. Denys to St. Germain’s; where he

passed the whole of his remaining life in the execu

tion of that series of works which have placed

his name at the head of the competitors for the

palm of erudition in the most erudite nation of the

world, at the period of her greatest eminence in

learning. The commencement of his fame was laid

in a demeanour still more admirable for self-denial,

humility, and loving kindness. To mitigate the suf

ferings of D’Achery and to advance his honour, had

become the devoted purpose of his affectionate assist

ant. Taking his seat at the feet of the old man,

Mabillon humoured his weakness, stole away his las

situde, and became at once his servant, his secretary,

his friend, and his confessor. From the resources of

his far deeper knowledge, guided by his much larger

capacity, he enabled D’Achery to complete his Spici

legium,_ generously leaving him in possession of the

undivided honour of that contribution to the literary

wealth of France.

Nor was this the greatest of the self-sacrifices which

he made to gratify the feelings of the aged antiquarian.

Benard and the other brethren of the congregation
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had, from their first settlement at St. Germain’s, medi

tated a complete history of their Order. During

forty successive years they had accumulated for the

purpose a body of materials of such variety and

magnitude as to extinguish the hopes and baffle the

exertions of all ordinary men. Having found at

length in Mabillon one fitted to ‘grapple with whole

libraries,’ they committed to him the Titanic labour

of hewing out of those rude masses an enduring

monument to the glory of Benedict and, of his spi

ritual progeny. He undertook the task in the spirit

of obedience and of love. In the printed circular

letters with which he solicited the aid of the learned,

he joined the name of D’Achery to his own; and

kept alive the same friendly fiction by uniting their

names in the title-page of every volume of the Acta

Sanctorum Ordinis Sancti Benedicti which appeared

in D’Achery’s lifetime.

The literary annals of France, though abounding

in prodigies, record nothing more marvellous than the

composition of that book by a single man, in the

midst of other labours of almost equal magnitude.

From the title alone it might be inferred that it was a

mere collection of religious biographies; and, if such

had been the fact, they who are the deepest read in

Roman Catholic hagiology would probably prefer the

perusal of the writers of ordinary romance; since,

with less irreverence for sacred things, they are

usually more entertaining, and not less authentic.

For, in recording the lives of those whom it is the

pleasure of the Church to honour, her zealous chil

dren regard every incident rcdounding to their glory,

as resting on so firm and broad a basis of antecedent

probability, as to supersede the necessity for any posi

tive evidence at all ; _ nay, as to render impious the

C c 4
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questioning of any such testimonies as may happen to

be cited, even when they are the most suspicious and

equivocal. This argument from probability is espe

cially insisted on, when any such occurrences are al

leged as miraculous-_that is, as improbable —for,

if probable, they cease to be miracles. Of these pro

bable improbabilities, few writers are better persuaded,

or more profuse, than Mabillon.

But apart from the extravagancies of his monkish

legends, and in despite of them all, Mabillon’s book

will live in perpetual honour and remembrance as the

great and inexhaustible reservoir of knowledge re

specting the ecclesiastical, religious, and monastic

history of the middle ages; and, therefore, though

incidentally, respecting the secular condition and in

tellectual character of mankind during that period.

In those nine folios lie, in orderly method and chrono

logical arrangement, vast accumulations of authentic

facts, of curious documents, and of learned disquisi

tions; like some rich geological deposit, from which

the Genius of history may hereafter raise up and

irradiate the materials of a philosophical survey of

the institutions, habits, and opinions which have been

transmitted from those remote generations to our

own. Thence also may be readily disinterred pic

turesque narratives without end; and inexhaustible

disclosures both of the strength and of the weakness

of the human heart.

Nor will this knowledge be found in the state of

rude and unorganised matter. Mabillon was not a

mere compiler; but was also a learned theologian,

and a critic and scholar of the first order. When

emancipated from the shackles of human authority,

he knew how to take a wide survey of the affairs of

men, and could sketch their progress from age to age
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with a free and powerful hand. To each volume

which he lived to complete, he attached a prefatory

survey of the epoch to which it referred; and those

Prolegomena, if republished in a detached form,

would constitute such a review of the ecclesiastical

history of that perplexing period, as no other writer

has yet given to the world. It would, indeed, be

based‘throughout upon assumptions which the Pro

testant Churches with one voice contradict. But if,

for the immediate purpose, those assumptions were

conceded, the reader of such a work would find him

self in possession of all the great controversies which

agitated the Christian world during several centuries;

and of the best solutions of which they are apparently

susceptible. Nor is it an insignificant addition to

their other merits, that the Latin in which these pon

derous Tomes are written, if often such as Cicero

would have rejected, is yet better adapted than the

purest Ciceronian style, for the easy and unambiguous

communication of thought in modern times —- the

phraseology and the grammar, those of the Court of

Augustus; the idioms and structure of the sentences,

not seldom those of the Court of Louis Quatorze.

In the reign of that most orthodox Prince, to have

given assent to any fact on which the Church had not

set the seal of her infallibility, was hazardous ; much

more so to dissent from any fact which her authority

had sanctioned. Yet even this heavy charge was

preferred against Mabillon by some of his Benedictine

brethren, before a general chapter of the Order.

Among the saints of whom the fraternity boasted, there

were some whose relation to the Order he had dis

puted; some whose claims to having lived and died

in the odour of sanctity he had rejected ; some whose

very existence he had denied. So at least we under
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stand the accusation. His antagonists maintained

that it was culpable, thus to sacrifice the edification

of the faithful to a fastidious regard for historical

evidence; and injurious, thus .to abandon a part of the

glories of their society, which, by mere silence, might

have been maintained inviolate. Among those who

invoked the censure of their superiors on the reckless

audacity of Mabillon’s critical inquiries, the foremost

was Dom Phillippe Bastide; and to him Mabillon

addressed a defence, in every line of which his meek

ness and his love of truth beautifully balance and

sustain each other.

‘I have ever been persuaded,’ he says, ‘that in

claiming for their order honours not justly due to it,

monastic men offend against the modesty of the Gos

pel as grievously as any person who arrogates to

himself individually a merit to which he is not really

entitled. To pretend that this is allowable because

the praise is desired, not for the monk himself, but

for his order, seems to me no better than a specious

pretext for the disguise of vanity. Though disposed

to many faults, I must declare that I have ever had

an insuperable aversion to this; and that therefore

I have been scrupulous in inquiring who are the saints

really belonging to my own order. It is certain that

some have been erroneously attributed to it, either

from the almost universal desire of extolling, without

bounds, the brotherhood of which we are members,

or on account of some obscurity in the relations which

have been already published. The most upright of

our writers have made this acknowledgment; nor

have the Fathers Yebez and Menard hesitated to re

ducc the number of our saints by omitting those

whom they thought inadmissible. I thought myself

also entitled to make a reasonable use of this free
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dom; though with all the caution which could be

reconciled with reverence for truth. I commit the

defence of my work to the Divine Providence. It

was not of my own will that I engaged on it. My

brethren did me the honour to assign the task to me;

and if they think it right, I shall cheerfully resign the

completion of it to any one whose zeal may be at once

more ardent and more enlightened than my own.’

In the Benedictine conclave the cause of historical

fidelity triumphed, though not without a long and

painful discussion. In proof of the touching candour

which Mabillon exhibited as a controversialist, we are

told that he spontaneously published one of the many

dissertations against his book, to manifest his esteem

and affection for the author of it. But before sub

scribing to this eulogium, one would wish to examine

the arrow which he thus winged for a flight against

his own bosom. Recluse as he was, he was a French

man still; and may have quietly enjoyed a little

pleasantry even at the expense of a friend— for he

was a man of a social spirit, and not altogether un

skilled in those arts by which society is amused and

animated.

The sick chamber of D’Achery was, however, the only

Salon in which he could exert these talents. . There,

for the gratification of his aged friend, and, doubtless,

for his own, he was accustomed on certain evenings to

entertain a circle of scholars devoted, like themselves,

to antiquarian researches. The hotels of Paris in his

day were thronged with more brilliant assemblies,—

even as, in our own times, Réunions of greater aristo

cratic dignity have adorned that Faubourg of St. Ger

main in which these gatherings of the learned took

place. But neither the Bourbon Lilies nor the Impe

rial Eagles ever protected a society more distinguished
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by the extent and depth of the knowledge they were

able to interchange. In that illfurnished dormitory

of the decrepid monk, might be seen Du Cange, re

posing for a moment from his scrutiny into all the

languages and histories of mankind ; and Baluze,

rich in inexhaustible stores of feudal and ecclesias

tical learning; and D’Herbelot, unrivalled in oriental

literature ; and Fleury, in whom the Church of Rome

reveres the most perfect of her annalists; and Adrian

de Valois, whose superlative skill in deciphering the

remains of the first dynasties of France was so amus

ingly combined with almost equal skill in finding

fault with his own generation, as to provoke an oc

casional smile even in the most thoughtful of those

grave countenances; and, more eminent than all these,

Fénélon, then basking in the noon of royal favour, and

Bossuet, in the meridian of his genius, both of whom,

if not habitual guests at the monastery, lived in an

affectionate confidence with Mabillon, which they

were unable to maintain with each other.

Nor were these the only relations which he had

formed with the world beyond his convent walls.

The Jesuits, the Bollandists of Antwerp, and the

chroniclers of the Carthusian and Cistercian frater

nities, solicited his aid in their various literary pur

suits. Leibnitz applied to him for intelligence re

garding the House of Brunswick; and even Madame

de la Valliere sued for his interest to procure for one

of her kindred advancement in that world from which

she had herself retired to penitential solitude. Like

other luminaries in the same literary firmamcnt, he

was now followed by his attendant satellites; nor

was his orbit seldom disturbed by the too close

vicinity of the bodies amidst which he was constrained

to pass.
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The theological, or rather the conventual, world was

at that time agitated by a controversy, in which the

great eulogist of the Benedictine Saints could not have

declined to interfere without some loss of honour,

and some abandonment of the cause of which he had

become the illustrious advocate. It related to the

.authorship of the treatise ‘ De lmitatione Christi,’ _

of all uninspired writings incomparably the most

popular, if the popularity of books may be inferred

from the continuance and extent of their circulation.

That it was written, either in the fourteenth, or at

the commencement of the fifteenth, century, was a

well-ascertained fact; and that the author was a

monk 1might be confidently inferred from internal

evidence. But was he Thomas a Kempis, one of the

regular canons of Mont St. Agnes, near Zwol? or was

he the Benedictine Jean Gersen ? This was the point

at issue; and with what learning, zeal, and perse

verance it was debated, is well known to all the

curious in such matters; and may be learned by

others from the notice prefixed by Thuilliers to his

edition of the posthumous works of Mabillon. It is

only so far as his pen was diverted from its Cyclopean

toils by this protracted warfare, that we are concerned

with it at present.

Towards the end of the sixteenth century, a Flemish

printer then living at Paris (Jodueus Badius Ascen

tius was his Latinised name), published two editions

of the ‘De Imitatione,’ in which Thomas, of the village

of Kemp, in the diocese of Cologne, was, for the first

time, announced as the author. Francis do T0], or

Tob, a German, in two other editions, followed this

example; and was himself followed by Sommatius, a

Jesuit,--in reliance, as he said, on certain manu

scripts of the work in the handwriting of Thomas
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a Kempis, then to be seen at Antwerp and Lou

vain.

But in the year 1616, Constantine Cajitano, a

Benedictine monk, published at Rome another edition,

in the title-page of which Gersen was declared to be

the author; partly on the authority of a manuscript

at the Jesuits’ College at Arena, and partly in defer

ence to the judgment of Cardinal Bellarmine.

Round Cajitano rallied all the champions of the

Gersenian cause. The partisans of Thomas a Kempis

found an equally zealous leader in the person of Ros

weid, a Jesuit. Bellarmine, himself a member of the

same company, was, as the Kempists maintained, in

duced by Rosweid to abandon the Gersenian standard.

The Benedictines, on the contrary, assert that the

Cardinal never deserted it at all, nor ever gave in

his adhesion to their adversaries except by pronounc

ing the words, ‘ As you will,’ in order to silence the

importunities with which the anxious Kempists were

disturbing his dying bed.

Whatever the fact may be regarding Bellarmine’s

latest opinion, the next chieftain who appears on this

battle-field is Francis Waldegrave; who, with true

English pertinacity and party spirit, traversed the

continent, to bring up to Cajitano a vast reinforce

ment of manuscripts, pictures, and other proofs col

lected from all the German, Swiss, and Italian abbeys.

Missiles from either side darkened the air; when,

between the combatants, appeared the majestic form

of Richelieu himself, who, having employed the royal

press at the Louvre to print off a new edition of the

‘De Imitatione,’ enjoyed at once the honour of being

solicited by the disputants on either side for his autho

ritative suffrage, and the pleasure of disappointing

both, by maintaining to the last a dignified neutrality.
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On the death of Rosweid, the commander of the

Kempists, his Baton passed to Fronteau, a regular

canon, who signalised his accession to the command

by a work called ‘Thomas Vindicatus.’ This, for

the first time, drew into the field the congregation of

St. Maur, who, by their champion, Dom Quatremaire,

threw down the gauntlet in the form of a pamphlet

entitled ‘ Gersen Assertus.’ It was taken up by the

Jesuit, George Heser, the author of what he called

‘ Dioptra Kempensis.’ That blow was parried by

Quatremaire, in a publication to which he gave the

title of ‘ Gersen iterum Assertus.’ And then the lite

rary combatants were both surprised and alarmed to

learn that the Prevot of Paris considered their feud as

dangerous to the peace of that most excitable of cities;

and that they could no longer be permitted to shed

ink with impunity in the cause of either claimant!

Thus the controversy was transferred to the safe

arbitrament of Harlay, the archbishop of that see;

who, having no other qualification for the task than

the dignity he derived from his mitre, convened at his

palace a solemn council of the learned, which, under

his own presidency, was to investigate the pretensions

of Thomas and of Gersen. Of this conclave Mabillon

was a member; and, after much deliberation, they

pronounced a sentence which affirmed the title of

Gersen to the honour of having written this ever

memorablc treatise.

An ultimate appeal to public opinion lies against

all adjudications, let who will be the author of them ;

and in due season the Father Testelette made that

appeal against the decision of the archiepiscopal

palace, in the form of a book entitled ‘Vindicia:

Kempenses,’ which drew from Mabillon his ‘Animad

versiones’ on the argument of Testelette. A truce
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of ten years followed; after which another council

was held, under the presidency of Du Cange; and

although they pronounced no formal sentence, yet

the general inclination and tendency of their opinions

appears to have been hostile to the claims of Gersen,

_-which have ever since been regarded by the best

judges with suspicion, if not with disfavour.

Agitated by this vehement dispute, and mourning

the silence of her infallible head, the Roman Catholic

Church was at length rejoiced to repose in the

oracular dictum of St. Francis de Sales, who declared

that the authorship was to be ascribed neither to

Thomas a Kempis nor to Gersen, but to Him by

whose inspiration the Scriptures themselves had been

written!

It is probably on account of the darkness of the

regions through which they pass, that antiquarians,

philologists, and theologians are so much addicted to

use their pens as belligerent weapons. Though the

most peaceful of mankind, Mabillon, while waging war

with the Kempists on one flank, was engaged in acon

test not less arduous with the Bollandists on the other.

Papebroch, one of the most learned of that learned

body, had published a book on the art of verifying the

charters and other ancient public acts deposited in

the various archives of Europe. In 1681 Mabillon

answered him in a. treatise ‘De Re Diplomatica.’

After laying down rules for distinguishing the false

instruments from the true, _ rules derived from the

form of the character, the colour of the ink, the

nature of the penmanship, the style and orthography

of the instrument, the dates, seals, and subscriptions,

_he proceeded to show, by more than 200 examples,

how his laws might be applied as a test ; and how,

by the application of that test, the manuscripts on
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which Papebroeh chiefly relied might be shown to be

valueless. Whatever may be thought of the interest

of this dispute (which, however, involves questions

of the very highest practical importance), no one

probably will read with indifference the answer of

Papebroch to his formidable antagonist :—

‘_I assure you,’ he says, ‘that the only satisfaction

which I retain in having written at all on this subject

is, that it has induced you to write so consummate a

work. I confess that I felt some pain when I first

read it, at finding myself refuted ina manner so

conclusive. But the utility and the beauty of your

treatise have at length got the better of my weak

ness; and in the joy of contemplating the truth

exhibited in a light so transparent, I called on my

fellow student here to partake of my own admiration.

You need have no difficulty, therefore, in stating

publicly, whenever it may fall in your way, that I

entirely adopt and concur in your opinions.’

While Papebroch, thus gracefully lowering his

lance, retired from the lists, they were entered by

Father Germon, another Jesuit; who, armed with

two duodeeimo volumes,undertook to subvert the

new Benedictine science. His main assault was

aimed at the assumption pervading Mabillon’s book,

that the authenticity and the authority of an ancient

charter were the same. He suggested that forgery

was a very wide-spread art, and had probably flou

rished with peculiar vigour in remote and ignorant

ages. Mabillon was content to reply that throughout

his extensive researches, he had never found a proof

of any such imposture. His disciples assailed the

sceptical Germon by far more elaborate hostilities.

In one form or another the dispute has descended to

our own times. At the commencement of it, in the

VOL. I. D D
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seventeenth century, in France, it yielded (as what

French dispute will not yield?) some choice enter

tainment. The Jesuit, Hardouin, anticipating our

contemporary, Strauss, resolved all these ancient

instruments, and with them a large part of the

remains of antiquity, into so many monkish and

mythical inventions. Thus, he declared that the

odes of Horace were written in some Benedictine

monastery; and that Lalage herself was nothing

more than a monkish poetical symbol of the Christian

faith. Whither such theories tended Hardouin clearly

enough perceived; but he sheltered himself by of

fering up his thanks to God that he had been denied

all human faith, in order (as he said) that the total

want of it might improve and strengthen his divine

faith. Boileau’s remark on the occasion was still

better: ‘I have no great fancy for monks,’ he said,

‘yet I should be glad to have known Brother Horace

and Dom Virgil.’

Father Anacreon might have been recognised by

the great satirist in the person of the reverend

Armand Jean le Bouthillier de Rance, who, having

been appointed, at the age of ten, to a. canonry at

Notre Dame, became, in less than three years after

wards, the author of a new edition of the Anacreontic

Odes,—a work of undoubted merit in its way;

though it must not be concealed that the young

canon was happy in the possession of a learned tutor,

as well as of powerful patrons; for Richelieu was

his godfather and kinsman, Bossuet his friend, Marie

de Medicis his protector, Francis de Harlay (after

wards archbishop of Paris) the associate of his

youthful revels, and De Retz his instructor in in

trigue and politics. Eminent alike in the field and

at the Sorbonne, De Rance would occasionally throw
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aside his hunting frock for his cassoek,—saying to

Harlay, ‘Je vais ce matin precher comme un ange, ce

soir chasser comme un diable.’ The pupil of the

coadjutor was, of course, however, an eyesore and an

offence to Mazarin; and being banished by him to

Verret, this venerable archdeacon and doctor in

divinity (such were then his dignities) converted his

chateau there into so luxurious a retreat, that the

cardinal himself might have looked with envy on the

exile.

The spirit of this extraordinary churchman was,

however, destined to undergo a change, immediate,

final, and complete. De la Roque relates that having

hurried to an interview with a lady of whom he was

enamoured, he found her stretched in her shroud

a disfigured corpse. Marsollier’s story is, that his life

was saved by the rebound of a musket-ball from a

pouch attached to his shooting belt. It is agreed on

all sides that, under the deep emotion excited by

some such startling occurrence, he retired from the

world, and became first the founder, and then the

Abbé of the monastery of La Trappe, of the Cister

tian Order, where he remained till his death. During

the forty intervening years, he was engaged in solv

ing the problem--what are the Maxima of self

inflicted mortifications which, in the transit through

this world to the next, it is possible to combine with

the Minima of innocent self-gratifications?

While occupied in this rueful inquiry, it happened

that De Rancé lighted on a treatise which Mabillon

had recently published under the title of ‘ Traité des

Etudes monastiques.’ To M. de la Trappe, it ap

peared that the book was designed as an indirect

attack on himself and his community; and he made

his appeal to the world he had abandoned, in a publi

n n 2
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cation, entitled ‘ Réponse au Traité des Etudes

monastiques.’ In reluctant obedience to the com

mands of his spiritual superiors, Mabillon published

‘ Refiexions sur la Réponse de M. l’Abbé de la Trappe,’

which drew from De Raneé another volume, entitled

‘ Eclaircissements sur la Réponse,’ &c. ; and there the
controversy ended. I

When one of two disputants plants his foot on the

terra firma of intelligible utility, and the other is

upborne by the shifting, dark, and shapeless clouds

of mysticism, it is impossible for any witness of the

conflict to trace distinctly either the progress or the

result of it. It may, however, be in general reported

of this debate that, according to the Benedictine ar

guments, he best employs the leisure of a religious

state, who most successfully devotes it to the diffusion

among mankind of divine and human knowledge:

While, according to the Trappist, such labours are at

best but the fulfilment of the written, positive, and

categorical commands of Scripture or of the Church,

_ an obedience of incomparably less excellency than

that which is due from those communities, or from

those individuals, who are called to the state of sin

less perfection; for to them it is given, not merely

or chiefly to conform to absolute rules of duty, but to

listen to those inartieulate suggestions which, from

the sanctuary of the Divine presence, descend into

the sanctuary of the human heart, and to dwell

amidst those elevations of soul to which such heaven

born impulses are designed to conduct them.

They who thus contended could never come within

the reach of each other’s weapons. But Mabillon and

De Rancé could never get beyond the reach of each

other’s love. After the close of the debate they met

at La Trappe; and separated—not without much
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unreserved and affectionate intercourse, -- each in

possession of his own opinion, and of his antagonist’s

esteem. The sentences of Innocent XII. and Clement

XL, awarded the victory to the author of ‘ Les Etudes

monastiques;’ and, without the gift of infallibility,

the same result might, with safety, have been pre

dicted, from the different tempers in which the con

troversialists had encountered each other. Mabillon

descended to the contest in the panoply of a humble,

truth loving spirit. De Rance (if we may rely on

those who knew him well) was not emancipated, even

in his retreat, from that enervating thirst for human

sympathy which had distinguished him in the world.

His disputations and his self-tormentings, are both

supposed to have been deeply tinged by his constitu

tional vanity; and it was believed that he would

have been far less assiduous in digging his grave and

macerating his flesh, if the pilgrimage to La Trappe

had not become a rage at Paris; and if the salons

of that most inquisitive capital had not been so

curious for descriptions of that living sepulchre, that

the very votaries of pleasure were sometimes irre

trievably drawn, by a kind of suicidal fascination,

within those gates impervious to all sublunary de~

lights, and scarcely visited by the light of day.

From the depths of his humility Mabillon gathered

not only truth, but courage. In his days the altars of

the Church were every where hallowed by the relics of

saints and martyrs; of which the catacombs at Rome

afforded an inexhaustible supply. To watch over this

precious deposit, and to discriminate the spurious ar

ticle from the true, was the peculiar office of a con

gregation selected for that purpose from the sacred

college. But though the skill and the integrity of car

n D 3
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dinals were remote from all suspicion, who could answer

for the good faith of their subordinate agents, and

what was the security that the Dulz'a appropriate to

the bones of the blessed, might not be actually ren

dered to the skeletons of the ungodly ?

When teaching the art ofdiscriminating between the

osseous remains of different mammalia, Cuvier never

displayed a more edifying seriousness, than was ex

hibited by Mabillon in laying down the laws which

determine whether any given bone belonged of yore

to a sinner or a saint. The miracle-working criterion,

though apparently the best of all, being rejected si—

lently, and not without very good reasons, Eusebius

Romanus (such was his incognito on this occasion)

addressed to Theophilus Gallus a letter ‘De Cultu

Sanctorum ignotorum;’ in which he discussed the

sufficiency of three other tests. First he inquired, are

we sure of the sanctity of a bone extracted from a

sepulchre on which an anagram of the name of Christ

is sculptured in the midst of palms and laurels ?

The answer is discouraging: because it is a well as

certained fact, that the body of one Flavia Jovina

was found in this precise predicament, and yet she

was a simple neophyte. Then, secondly, are we safe

if a vase stained with blood be also found in the

tomb ? Nothing more secure — if only we could be

quite certain that the stain was sanguineous, and was

not produced by the perfumes which the ancients

were accustomed to heap up in such vessels. But

thirdly, what if the word ‘Martyr’ be engraven on

the stone? In that case, all doubt would be at an

end, were it not for a sophistical doctrine of equiva~

lents which the relic dealers have propagated. Thus,

for example, at the abbey of St. Martin, at Pontoise,

the devout had long been honouring the corpse of
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one Ursinus, in the quiet belief that the words of his

sepulchral inscription were equivalent to a declaration

of martyrdom, whereas, on inquiry, it turned out that

they were really as follows: ‘Here lies Ursinus, who

died on the 1st of June, after living with his wife

Leontia 20 years and 6 months, and in the world 49

years, 4 months, and 3 days.’ Thus his only re

corded martyrdom was the endurance of Leontia’s

conjugal society for twenty years and upwards.

Abandoning then all these guides, whither are we

to look for assurance as to the title of a relic to the

veneration of the faithful? To this grave inquiry,

the learned Benedictine gravely answers as follows:

Be sure that the alleged saint has been authentically

proved to have been a saint. Be sure that his sanc

tity was established, not merely by baptism, but by

some illustrious deeds, attested either by tradition or

by certain proofs. Above all, be sure that the apos

tolic see has ordained that homage be rendered to his

remains. Admirable canons, doubtless. Yet to an

unenlightened Protestant, it would seem that they

afford no solution of the problem -Did this very

jawbone before which we are kneeling, sustain, while

yet in life and action, the teeth of a martyr, or the

teeth of one of those by whom martyrs were slain, or

the teeth of any one else?

To assert that any such question was debateable at

all before the tribunal of human reason, was, how

ever, an overt act of liberalism; which Mabillon was

of course required to expiate. Long and anxious

were the debates in the congregation of the Index,

whether the book should not be condemned, and the

temerity of the author rebuked ; nor would that cen

sure have been averted, but for the interference of

the Pope in person; who made himself sponsor for

D n 4
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the willingness of Eusebius to explain in a new edi

tion whatever might be thought objectionable in the

first. The pledge was redeemed accordingly; and

then the letter ‘De Cultu Sanctorum ignotorum’ was

not only acquitted of reproach by that sacred College,

but even honoured with their emphatic approbation.

Mabillon gave a yet more decisive proof that he

was not blinded to truth by any extravagant scep

ticism. In his days, as in our own, there was living

a M. Thiers, a man of singular talents, and of no less

remarkable courage; who had accused the Benedic

tine fathers of Vendome of an egregious imposture,

in exhibiting at their convent one of those tears which

fell from the eyes of Jesus when he wept at the grave

of Lazarus. An angel (such was the legend) had

treasured it up, and given it to Mary, the sister of

the deceased. It passed some centuries afterwards

to the treasury of relics at Constantinople; and was

bestowed by some Greek emperor upon some German

mercenaries in reward for some services to his crown.

They placed it in the abbey of Frisingen, whence it

was conveyed by the emperor Henry III., who trans

ferred it to his mother-in-law, Agnes of Anjou, the

foundress of the monastery of Vendome, where she

deposited it. Mabillon threw the shield of his bound

less learning round this tradition; maintaining that

the genuineness of the relic might at least be reason

ably presumed from the admitted facts Of the case;

that it had a prescriptive claim to the honours it re

ceived; and that his brethren ought to be left in

peaceable enjoyment of the advantages they derived

from the exhibition in their church at Vendeme of

the Holy Tear of Bethany.

Passing from fables too puerile for the nursery, to

inquiries which have hitherto perplexed the senate,
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Mabillon undertook to explain the right principles of

Prison Discipline, in a work entitled ‘Réflexions sur

les Prisons des ()rdres Religieux.’ He insisted, that

by a judicious alternation and mixture of solitude,

labour, silence, and devotion, it was practicable to

render the gaol a school for the improvement of its

unhappy inmates, _in social arts and in moral charac

ter. After discussing to what extent solitary con

finement would be consistent with the mental and

bodily health of the sufferers, and how far the rigour

of punishment ought to be mitigated by exercise and

active employments, he concludes as follows : _—

‘To return to the prison of St. Jean Climaque. A

similar place might be established for the reception of

penitents. There should be in such a place several cells

like those of the Chartreux, with a workshop, in which

the prisoners might be employed at some useful work.

To each cell also might be attached a little garden,

to be thrown open to the prisoner at certain hours,

for the benefit of labour, and exercise in the open air.

They should attend public worship, at first in a sepa

rate lodge or compartment, and afterwards in the

choir with the congregation at large, so soon as they

should have passed the earlier stages of penal disci

pline, and given proofs of penitence. Their diet

should be coarse and poor, and their fasts frequent.

They should receive frequent exhortation, and the

master of the gaol, either in person or by deputy,

should from time to time see them in private, at once

to console and to strengthen them. Strangers should

not be permitted to enter the place, from which all

external society should be strictly excluded. Once

establish this, and so far from. such a retirement ap

pearing horrible and insupportable, I am convinced

that the greater number of the prisoners would
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scarcely regret their confinement, even if it were for

life. I am aware that all this will be considered as a

vision of some new Atlantis: but let the world say or

think what it may, it would be easy to render prisons

more tolerable and more useful, if men were but dis

posed to make the attempt.’

So wrote a Benedictine monk in the age and king

dom of Louis XIV. The honour which one of his

biographers, M. de Malan, challenges for him, of

being the very earliest of those who have addressed

themselves to this difficult subject in the spirit of

philanthropy and wisdom, is strictly his due. To

the enlightened reformer of prisons may be cheerfully

forgiven his sacred osteology, and even his defence of

the Holy Tear of Vendome. Though in bondage to

the prejudices of his own age, he was able to break

through the bonds which have shackled so many

powerful minds, in later and more enlightened times.

In the midst of these and similar employments,

Mabillon had reached his sixty-second year, but the

great project of his life was still unfinished and un

attempted. In the belief that the end of his days

was drawing near, he desired to consecrate them to

a devout preparation for death. But being roused to

the task by the instances of Renaudot and Baluze,

and his affectionate pupil Ruinart, he engaged, with

all the ardour of youth, in collecting materials for his

long-meditated history of the Benedictine Order. In

studying and methodising the vast collections at his

disposal, the aged scholar displayed, though without

a shade of scepticism, an acuteness which the subtlest

sceptic might have envied, and, without a tinge of

philosophy, a luminousness of mind worthy of the

most illustrious philosopher.

At that period the more ardent sons of the Church
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regarded her as no less infallible when she asserted

historical facts, than when she proclaimed dogmatic

truths. On the other hand, the Centuriators of

Magdeburgh, Du Pin, Richard Simon, and even the

great Arnauld, had presumed to interrogate eccle

siastical traditions, and to controvert the authority of

popes and synods, fathers and saints, whenever it

touched on topics beyond the articles of the Christian

faith. This audacious freedom was rebuked by the

contemptuous and withering eloquence of Bossuet;

and Mabillon presented himself as the great living

model of an historian, employing the most profound

and varied knowledge, under the severe restraints of

this intellectual docility. By day and by night he

laboured, during the last fourteen years of his life, on

the annals of his Order ; without so much as a solitary

departure from the implicit submission which he

yielded to the Church, as to all matters of fact at

tested either by her own authoritative voice, or by

the decision of her accredited doctors. The result

was, that, instead of a history of what had actually

occurred, he produced a chronicle, from which it may

be learnt what are the occurrences, the belief of which

the Church has sanctioned, or has silently left to the

investigation of her obedient annalists.

It is, however, a book which irresistible evidence

establishes, and which, without such evidence, could

not be believed to be the work of a single man be

tween his sixty-second and seventy-sixth years. It

comprises a biography of the Benedictine saints in a

form more compendious than that of his Acta Sanc

torurn. It contains an account of every other illus~

trious member of the Order. It includes a careful re

view of every beck written by any eminent Benedictine

author. All the grants and charters under which the
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property and privileges of their monasteries were

held, are recapitulated and abridged in it. Finally,

it embraces a description of all their sepulchral and

other ancient monuments.

Five folio volumes of this vast compilation were

finished, and the last was about to appear, when the

life and labours of Mabillon were brought to a painful

and a sudden, though not an immature termination.

Ruinart meditated, though in vain, the completion of

the work. He lifted (perhaps unwisely) the veil which

would otherwise have concealed the last fearful agonies

of its great author. He has, however, shown, with

the most artless and genuine pathos, how the tortures

of the body were soothed and dignified by the faith,

the hope, and the serenity of soul of the sufferer.

With no domestic ties, and no worldly ambition, to

bind him to earth, and with no anxious forebodings

to overcast the prospect before him, he entertained

the last enemy as a messenger of good tidings, and

a herald of approaching joy and freedom; and then

breathed out his spirit in an unhesitating afiiance on

Him, whom, beneath the shade of many superstitions,

and the burden of many errors, he had loved, and

trusted, and obeyed from childhood to the grave.

Mabillon was a perfect model of monastic perfec

tion; and however much inferior the produce of the

conservatory may be to those hardier plants which

germinate amidst the frosts and the scorchings of the

unsheltered day, yet they have a value and a delicacy

peculiarly their own. He had quitted the world

without a sigh, and probably never breathed a sigh

to return to it. If compelled to revisit and to tread

the highways of mankind, he would have resembled

the lifelong prisoner of an aviary, driven out to the

bleak uplands for shelter. Meekly bowing his head
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to ‘Holy Obedience,’ he yielded himself without re

luctance, to be moulded into whatever form that

Genius of the place might prescribe. Nor was this

a painful sacrifice. The graces of the cloister, -

docility, devotion, and self-discipline, -were his by

an antenatal predestination. Mabillon lived and died

in an uninterrupted subjection to positive laws and

forms of man’s devising. Even in his interior life, rule

and habit exercised an inflexible dominion over him.

He worshipped indeed with fervent piety; but with

such a mechanical exactness of ceremonial, of time,

and of place, as might seem, to a careless self-observer,

fatal to the life of spiritual'exercises. To his daily

routine of divine offices were added other forms of

private worship, scarcely less immutable; of which

some were appropriate to his entrance on any literary

work,—some to the arrival of the first proof sheet

from the press, —- and some to the commencement of

the studies of each succeeding day.

To this constitutional and acquired acquiescence in

the will of his superiors and the rules of his convent,

was added the most profound lowliness of spirit.

‘ Permit me, Sire,’ said Le Tellier, the archbishop of

Rheims, to Louis XIV., ‘to present to your Majesty

Dom Mabillon, the most learned man in your Ma

jesty’s dominions.’ ‘Sire,’ rejoined Bossuet, who stood

by, ‘the archbishop might also have said the most

humble man in France.’ It is supposed that the

plumage of the eagle of Meaux was not a little ruffled

by the superlative adjective which derogated from his

own claims to the first place among men of learning.

But the applauses both of the archbishop and of the

bishop, in whatever temper given, were perfectly just.

The proofs of Mabillon’s learning are, at this moment,

among the noblest monuments ofthe age of Louis XIV.
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The proofs which his eulogists adduce of his humility

have not been very judiciously selected.

A humble man is one who, thinking of himself

neither more highly nor more lowly than he ought to

think, passes a true judgment on his own character.

But the great Benedictine neither entertained nor

suggested a truth, when among titled men, and

learned men, and superficial pretenders to knowledge,

he bore himself as if he had been undeserving of

their notice, and unworthy to communicate with

them on equal terms. There is no genuine self-abase

ment apart from a lofty conception of our own des

tiny, powers, and responsibilities; and one of the

most excellent of human virtues is but poorly ex

pressed by an abject carriage. Torpid passions, a

languid temperament, and a feeble nature, may easily

produce that false imitation of humility; which, how

ever, in its genuine state, will ever impart elevation

to the soul and dignity to the demeanour. This part

of Mabillon’s portrait has been ill drawn; because

the artists drew rather from a false image in their

own minds, than from the great original.

In the conventual merit of bodily self-discipline,

so far as it could be reconciled with his studious

habits, Mabillon was emulous of the Trappists. His

food, sleep, clothing, warmth, social intercourse, and

other personal gratifications, were measured by the

indispensable exigencies of nature; and his admirers

describe his austere mortifications of the flesh with

the fond delight of a Hindoo recounting his sacred

legends of the spontaneous endurance of more than

human sufferings. ‘ Holy Obedience’ dictated to her

favourite child abasements and self-denials, which it

is difficult to reconcile with decorum or with sincerity.

If she had been wise, she would have summoned him
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to the nobler office of asserting that intellectual rank,

and those claims to the reverence of mankind, which,

like all the other good gifts of Providence, are de

signed for noble uses by the wise and gracious Author

of them all.

Although the virtues of the convent, even in the

person of Mabillon, excite but a reluctant admiration,

and a still colder sympathy, yet his simple tastes, his

devout spirit, and his affectionate nature, would,

under a more genial discipline, have rendered his

character as lovely, as his diligence, his critical saga

city, and the extent of his knowledge, were wonder

ful. For, soaring, in these respects, immeasurably

above vulgar ascetics, he obeyed to the letter the

command of his great patriarch Benedict, and devoted

every moment of his life to some useful and energetic

occupation.

In these pursuits Mabillon was not merely an in

defatigable student, but a laborious traveller. In

his time the treasures of which he was insatiably

covetous, were not accumulated in the Royal Library

of Paris, but dispersed in the conventual, episcopal,

and other public archives of France, Belgium, Ger

many, and Italy. The journeys necessary for exa

mining them had all the terrors of an exploration of

the Nile to one whom (all Frenchman as he was) not

even the enchanted gardens and terraces of Versailles

had, during a period of twenty years, been able to

seduce, for a single morning, from his seclusion at St.

Germain-des-Prés. But what antiquarian worthy of

the name would be arrested by the Loire, the Meuse,

the Rhine, or the Alps, when beyond these distant

barriers a whole harem of virgin manuscripts wooed

his embrace, glowing, like so many houries, with im

mortal youth, and rich in charms which increased
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with each revolving century ? Sometimes alone, but

more commonly attended by a Benedictine brother,

he accomplished several Capitulary or Diplomatic

tours through Flanders, Burgundy, Switzerland, the

south of Germany, and the whole of the Italian

peninsula. The earlier of those expeditions were

made on foot, at the cost of his Order; the latter with

the equipages becoming an agent of the Grand Mo

narque, employed by Colbert to collect or to tran

scribe manuscripts for his royal master. The results

of these expeditions were various learned itineraries

(such as his ‘Iter Burgundieum’ and his ‘ Museum

Italicum’), and a prodigious accession to the wealth

of the royal library. His services were rewarded by

Louis with a seat in the Academy of Belles Lettres

and Inscriptions. But the whole republic of letters

united to confer on the learned traveller honours far

exceeding any at the disposal of the greatest of the

kings of the earth.

His journeys, especially his Italian journey, re

sembled royal progresses rather than the unostenta

tious movements of a humble monk. Monasteries

contended for the honour of entertaining him as, their

guest. Fétes celebrated his arrival in the greater

cities of Italy. His society and correspondence were

courted by the learned, the great, and the fair. The

Pope, the Grand Duke of Tuscany, the Cardinals, and

Queen Christina, vied in rendering courtesies to their

illustrious visitor. At the Catacombs, at Loretto, at

Clairvaux, and, above all, at Monte Casino, the devout

assembled to Witness and to partake of his devotions.

All libraries flew open at his approach ; nor did the

revolutionary sqavans of France traverse the same re

gions, or examine the same repositories, with an autho

rity comparable to that of the poor Benedictine, as he
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moved from one Italian state to another,-powerless

except in the lustre of his reputation, the singleness

of heart with which he pursued his object, and the

love with which he was regarded by all his associates.

In M. Valery’s three volumes will be found an

ample and curious diary of Mabillon’s Italian expedi

tion. He commenced it on the 1st of April, 1685,

having selected as his companion Dom Michel Ger

main, another member of the congregation of St.

Maur. Germain had himself written some essays on

monastic history; but his chief title to literary honours

was derived from his having ministered to the pro

duction of the ‘Acta Sanctorum Ordinis Sancti Be

nedicti,’ and of the treatise ‘ De Re Diplomatica.’

The travellers had engaged to maintain a corre

spondence with three of their monastic associates. One

of these was the faithful and affectionate Ruinart, of

whom we already know something. Placide Porche

ron, the next, seems to have been a member of the

Dryasdust family, so celebrated by \Valter Scott and

Thomas Carlyle; his two great performances being a

commentary on an obscure geographical book of the

seventh century, and notes on a treatise on Education

written by Basil the Macedonian, who, two hundred

years later, had been Emperor of the Greeks. Claude

Bretagne, the third of the Committee of Correspond—

ence at Paris, was the author of some devotiOnal

works, but was more eminent as the intimate friend

of Nicole, and as a companion of infinite grace and

Wit, and of the most captivating discourse. It was

arranged that letters should be addressed to Charles

Bulteau also, who was not a monk, but ‘Doyen des

Secretaires du Roi,’ and was famous for having, in

that capacity, vindicated, with great learning, the

VOL. I. E E
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supremacy of the King of France over the sovereigns

of the Spanish monarchies.

When devout men, profound scholars, or still more

profound antiquaries, engage in a prolonged epistolary

intercourse, the reader is not without preconceptions

of the mental aliment awaiting him. He has pro

bably gone through some volumes in which Protestant

divines interchange their religious experiences. The

style in which Salmasius, Budaeus, and Scaliger en

tertained their friends is not wholly unknown to him ;

and how the Spelmans of old, and the Whitakers of

recent times, wrote their letters, may be learnt at the

expense of a transient fatigue. But let no one address

himself to M. Valery’s'volumes, with the hope or the

fear of being involved in any topics more sacred,

more crabbed, or more antiquated than befits an easy

chair, a winter’s evening, and a fireside. Reading

more pleasant, or of easier digestion, is hardly to be

met with in the Parisian epistles of Grimm, Diderot,

or La Harpe.

Our pilgrims first take up the pen at Venice. They

had ransacked the Ambrosian Library, examined the

Temple of Venus at Brescia, admired the amphitheatre

at Verona, and visited the monastery of their order

at Vicenza; though, observes Germain, ‘Ni la ni ail

leurs, nos moines ne nous ont pas fait gouter de leur

vin.’ Some gentlemen of the city having conducted

them over it, ‘ On ne saurait,’ adds he, ‘ faire attention

sur le mérite et les manieres honnétes de ces messieurs,

sans réfiéchir sur nos moines et admirer leur insensi

bilité. Aussi n’étudient ils pas; ils discnt matins

avant souper; ils mangent gras; portent du lingo,

pour ne rien dire du peculium, et de leur sortie seuls.’

In short, there is already peeping out, from behind

our good Germain’s cowl, one of those Parisian coun
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tenances on the quiCk movable lines of which flashes

of subacid merrimth are continually playing.

On reaching Florence, the migratory antiquarians

form a new acquaintance, alike singular and useful,

in the person of Magliabechi, the librarian of the

Grand Duke. Another man at once so book-learned,

so dirty, and so ill-favoured, could not have been found

in the whole of Christendom. The Medicaean Library

was his study, his refectory, and his dormitory; though,

except in the depth of Winter, he saved the time of

dressing and undressing, by sleeping in his clothes

and on his chair; his bed serving the while as an

auxiliary book-stand. Fruit and salads were his fare;

and when sometimes an anchovy was served up with

them, the worthy librarian, in anabsent mood, would

not unfrequently mistake, and use it for sealing-wax.

Partly from want of time, and partly from the con

sciousness that an accurate likeness of him would be

a caricature on humanity at large, he would never

allow his portrait to be taken; though what the pencil

was not permitted to do, the pens of his acquaintance

have so attempted, that he would have udged better

in allowing the painter to do his worst. Michel Ger

main deseribes him as ‘ Varillas multiplied by three.’

Now Menage tells us that happening once to say that

every man was hit off by some passage or other in

Martial, and having been challenged to prove it with

, respect to Varillas, the most slovenly scholar of his

acquaintance, he immediately quoted ‘ Dimidiasque

nates Gallica palla tegit.’ Short indeed, then, must

have been the skirts of Magliabechi, according to

Germain’s arithmetic.

His bibliographical appetite and digestion formed,

however, a psychological phenomenon absolutely pro

digious. Mabillon called him ‘Museum inambulans,

E H ‘2
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et viva quaedam bibliotheca.’ Father Finardi, with

greater felicity, said of him, ‘ Is unus bibliotheca

magna,’ that being the anagram of his Latinized name,

Antonius Magliabechius.

Having established a correspondence with this most

learned savage, the Benedictines proceeded to Rome,

where they were welcomed by Claude Estiennot, the

procurator of their Order at the Papal court. He also

devoted his pen to their entertainment. Light labour

for such a pen ! Within eleven years he had collected

and transcribed forty-five bulky folios, at the various

libraries of his society in the several dioceses of

France, adding to them, says Dom Le Cerf, ‘ réflexions

I tres sensées et judicieuses ;’ a praise which probably

no other mortal was ever able to gainsay or to affirm.

Germain found Rome agitated with the affair of the

Quietists. His account of the dispute is rather face

tious than theological. Just then a Spaniard had

been sent to the galleys, and a priest to the gallows;

the first for talking, and the second for writing scan

dals, while the great Quietist Molinos was in the

custody of the Inquisition. Marforio, says Germain,

is asked by Pasquin why are you leaving Rome, and

answers ‘ Chi parla e mandato in galera; chi scrive

e impiccato; chi sta quieto va al sant’ ofiicio.’ Mar

forio had good cause for his hurry; for the scandal

which (as Germain pleasantly has it) ‘ broke the

priest’s neck’ was merely his having said that ‘ the

mare had knocked the snail out of its shell;’ in al

lusion to the fact of the Pope’s having been forced out

of his darling seclusion and repose, to be present at a

certain festival, at which a mare or palfrey was also

an indispensable attendant. ‘ The rogues continue to

repeat the jest notwithstanding,’ observes the reverend

looker-on.
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He gathered other pleasant stories, at the expense

of his Holiness, and these heretical aspirants after a

devotional repose of the soul. Some of them are not

quite manageable in our more fastidious times, with—

out the aid of a thicker veil than he chose to employ.

For example, he tells of a Quietist bishop who, to

escape an imaginary pursuit of the police, scaled the

roof of his mansion in his night-dress, and so, running

along the-tops of the adjacent houses, unluckily made

his descent through one of them, into which he could

not have entered, even in full canonicals and in broad

day, without a grievous damage to his reputation.

Then follows a fine buffo catastrophe, and when (says

Germain) ‘ the whole reaches the ears of Nostro Sig

nore, the holy man has a good laugh, and orders the

bishop to quit Rome without delay.’ Yet Germain

himself breaks out into hot resentment against ‘the

wretched and abandoned Molinos,’ and proposes to

Magliabechi (in seeming seriousness) to arrest the

progress of the evil, by publishing a manuscript dis

covered in their Italian tour, from which it would

appear that the bones of a wicked Bohemian lady, of

the name of Guillemine, who, three centuries before,

had propagated nearly the same enormities, Were at

length taken, with public execration, out of her grave,

and scattered to the winds.

Molinos, however, was strong in the protection of

Christina, who then dwelt at Rome. Her abandon

ment of the faith of her illustrious father, was ac

cepted there, not only as a cover for a multitude of

sins, but as an apology for the assumption of an in~

dependent authority beneath the very shadow of the

Vatican. Mabillon, accompanied by Germain, pre

sented to her his book ‘De Liturgia Gallicana,’ in

which, to her exceeding discontent, she found herself

a a 3 '
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described as ‘ Serenissima.’ ‘My name,’ she exclaimed,

‘is Christina. That is eulogy enough. Never again

call me, and admonish your Parisians never to call

me, Serenissima.’ Germain left her with the fullest

conviction that the epithet was altogether out of

place; but ‘after all,’ he says, ‘she gave us free

access to her library,--the best thing she could do

for us.’ So great were her privileges, or such the

weakness of the lazy Innocent XL, that, as we learn

from these letters, an offender on his way to prison,

having laid hold on the bars of one of her windows

as a sanctuary, was violently rescued by her servants,

whereupon they were tried and sentenced to be

hanged. Christina wroteto the judge to inform him,

that if her servants died any other than a natural

death, they should not die alone! The judge com

plained to the Pope; but his Holiness laughed at the

affair, and terminated it by sending her Majesty a

peace-offering, which she contemptuously handed

over to the complainant.

Germain looked upon the religious observances of

Rome with the eye of a French encyclopediste. He

declares that the Romans burn before the Madonna

and in their churches, more oil than the Parisians

both burn and swallow. ‘Long live St. Anthony!’

he exclaims, as he describes the horses, asses, and

mules, all going, on the saint’s festival, to be sprin

kled with holy water, and to receive the benediction

of a reverend father. ‘ All would go to ruin, say the

Romans, if this act of piety were omitted. So no—

body escapes paying toll on this occasion, not Nostro

Signore himself.’ Then follows an account of a pro

cession to St. Peter’s on the reception of certain new

converts, which is compressed into a single paragraph

purposely long, intricate, and obscure; ‘ a sentence,’
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says Germain, " which I have drawn out to this length

to imitate the ceremony itself.’ Soon after we meet

him at the cemetery of Pontianus, ‘ where,’ be ob

serves, with all the mock gravity of Bayle, ‘ there lie

50,263 martyrs, without counting the women and

children. Each of us was allowed to carry off one of

these holy bodies. That which fell to my share had

been too big for the hole in which it was found. 1

had infinite trouble in disinterring it, for it was quite

wet, and the holy bones were all squeezed and jammed

together. I am still knocked up with the labour.’

The Pope himself fares no better than the cere

monies and relics of his church. ‘If I should at

tempt,’ he says, ‘to give you an exact account of the

health of his Holiness, I must begin with Ovid, “In

nova fert animus mutatas dicere formas.” At ten he

is sick, at fifteen well again, at eighteen eating as

much as four men, at twenty-four dropsical. They

say he has vowed never to leave his room. If so, M.

Struse declares that he can never get a dispensation,

not even from himself, as his confinement will be, de

jure divine. The unpleasant part of the affair is,

that they say he has given up all thoughts of cre

ating new cardinals, forgetting in his restored health

the scruples he felt when sick; like other great

sinners.’

Indolent and hypochondriacal as he was, Innocent

XI. had signalised himself, not only by the virtues

which Burnet ascribes to him in his travels, but by

two remarkable edicts. ()ne of them, which could

not be decorously quoted, regulated the appearance

on the stage of certain classes of singers; the other,

(under the penalties of six days’ exconnnunication,

and of incapacity for absolution, even in the article of

death, save from the Pope himself,) commanded all

z a 4
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ladies to wear up to their chins, and down to their

wrists, draperies not transparent. ‘ The Queen of

Spain,’ says our facetious Benedictine, ‘immediately

had a new dress made, and sent it to her nuncio at

Rome, to ascertain Whether it tallied exactly with

the ordinance; for,’ he continues (the inference is

not very clear), ‘ one must allow that Spanish ladies

have not as much delicacy as our own.’

He has another story for the exhilaration of St.

Germain-des-Prés, at the expense of both pope and

cardinals. A party of the sacred college were as

tounded, after dinner, by the appearance of an austere

capuchin, who, as an unexpected addition to their

dessert, rebuked their indolence and luxury, and their

talkativeness even during High Mass. Then, passing

onwards to an inner chamber, the preacher addressed

his Holiness himself, on the sin of an inordinate soli

citude about health -no inappropriate theme; for

he was lying in the centre of four fires, and beneath

the load of seven coverlets, having recently sustained

a surgical operation; on which Germain remarks,

that if it had taken place in summer, ‘it would have

been all up with the holy man.’

The Jesuits of course take their turn. At the

table of the Cardinal Estre'es, Mabillon and Germain

meet the Father Couplet, who had passed thirty years

in China. ‘ I do not know,’ says Germain, ‘ whether

he was mandarin and mathematical apostle at the

same time; but he told us that one of his brethren

was so eminent an astrologer as to have been created

a mandarin of the third class. He said that another

of them was raising himself by contemplation to the

third heaven, before actually going there. I have

my doubts about his success. However, Father

Couplet told us that he had a very numerous Chm
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tiente'. “My Chretienté,” he frequently said, “ con

sists of more than 30,000 souls.” Do you believe

his story, that there are forty millions of inhabitants

in Pekin, and from two to three hundred millions in

China at large? I do not.’

This keen observer is not silent on the cold reception

at Rome of the revocation of the Edict of Nantes.

The arrogant claims of Louis XIV. on behalf of the

Gallican Church and Crown had abated much of the

enthusiasm with which the measure would otherwise

have been hailed. ‘Well,’ observes Germain (one can

see the rising of his shoulders as he writes), ‘a hundred

years ago they took a very different tone about the

Huguenots. They not only offered public thanks

giving on their massacre by Charles IX., but hung

the walls of the royal hall in the Vatican with pic

tures of the murder of Coligny and of the butcheries

of St. Bartholomew. They still form its chief orna

ments.’

Even when accompanying Mabillon on a pilgrimage

to the cradle of their Order at Monte Casino, Germain

looks about him with the same esprit fort. ‘ At the

foot of the mountain,’ he says, ‘ we found an inn,

where we learned to fast, as we got nothing but

some cabbages which I could not eat, some nuts, and

one apple for our supper. Then we paid thirty francs

for a wretched bed, which we divided between us, in

the midst of bugs and fleas.’ On the next day they

luckily fell in with the vicar-general of the Barna

bites, a Frenchman, from whom (he says) ‘we got

some cheese and preserves, and, finally, a glass of

Laehryma; as he told us, to strengthen the stomach.

Reaching at length the mansion of the abbe of Monte

Casino, he made a fete for us, and bore witness to

our excellent appetites.’
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Mabillon’s devotion at the tomb of his patriarch is

described as deep, fervent, and protracted. Germain

sends to their friend Porcheron a picturesque account

of the dress and aspect of the monks, an enthusiastic

description of the library, a very pretty sketch of the

adjacent country, with a graphic representation of

the church and the ceremonial observed in it; and

promises his correspondent ‘to say a mass for him

at the foot of Benedict’s tomb.’ With the exception

of that assurance (whether grave or gay it is not

easy to determine), the whole letter might have been

written by Miss Martineau, and would have done no

discredit even to her powers of converting her readers

into her fellow travellers.

Such of the letters comprised in this collection as

are written by Mabillon himself, relate exclusively to

the duties of his mission ; and are grave and simple,

though perhaps too elaborately courteous. In the

last volume are some contributions from Quesnel,

whose singular fate it is to have been censured by

the Pope, Clement XL, and eulogised by De Rancé

the Trappist, by La Chaise the Jesuit, by Voltaire

the Wit, and by Cousin the Philosopher. The

pleasantries of Michel Germain and the freedoms of

Estiennot are far from being the best things in M.

Valery’s book. We have selected them rather as

being the most apposite to our immediate purpose.

In this correspondence three of the most eminent

of the congregation of St. Maur transmit from Italy

such intelligence and remarks as appear to them best

adapted to interest other three of the most eminent

of their brotherhood at Paris. If the table-talk of

the rcfectory at St. Germain-des-Pres was of the same.

general character, the monks there had no better title

to the praise of an ascetic social intercourse, than the
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students or the barristers in the halls of Christ Church,

or of Lincoln's Inn. It would be difficult to suppose

an appetite for gossip more keen, or more luxuriously

gratified.

The writers and the receivers of these letters were

all men devoted by the most sacred vows to the duties

of. the Christian priesthood ; yet in a confidential

epistolary intercourse, extending through eighteen

successive months, no one of them utters a sentiment,

or discusses a question, from which it could be ga

thered that he sustained any religious office, or seri

ously entertained any religious belief whatever. It

may be that our Protestant divines occasionally trans

gress the limits within which modesty should confine

the disclosure, even to the most intimate friends, of the

interior movements of a devout spirit. But all re

verence to the memory of our Doddridges and Howes,

our Venns and Newtons! whose familiar letters, if

some times chargeable with a failure in that graceful

reserve, yet always glow with a holy unction, and can

at least never be charged with the frigid indifference

which these learned Benedictines exhibit on the sub

jects to which they had all most solemnly devoted

their talents and their lives.

Visiting, for the first time, the places which they

regard as the centre of Christian unity, as the seat of

apostolic dominion, as the temple towards which all

the churches of the earth should worship, as the

ever salient fountain of truth, and as the abode of

him who impersonates to his brother men the Divine

Redeemer of mankind, not a solitary word of awe or

of tenderness falls from their pens-_not a fold of

those dark tunics is heaved by any throb of grateful

remembrance or of exulting hope. They could not

have traversed Moscow or Amsterdam with a more
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imperturbable phlegm ; nor have sauntered along the

banks of the Seine or the courts of the Louvre in a

temper more perfectly debonnaire.

Protestant zeal may be sometimes rude, bitter, and

contumelious in denouncing Roman Catholic super

stitions. It is a fault to be sternly rebuked. But

how adequately censure these reverend members of

that communion, who, without one passing sigh, or

one indignant phrase, depict the shameful abuses of

the holiest offices of their Church, with cold sarcasms

and heartless unconcern!

Rome combated her Protestant antagonists by the

aid of the Jesuits in the world, and of the Bene

dictines in the closet. Yet to those alliances she

owes much of the silent revolt against her authority

which has characterised the last hundred years;

and of which the progress is daily becoming more

apparent. The Jesuits involved her in their own too

well merited disesteem. The Benedictines have

armed the philosophy both of France and Germany

with some of the keenest weapons by which she has

been assailed. It was an ill day for the papacy,

when the congregation of St. Maur, at the instance

of Benard, called the attention of their fellow-coun

trymen to the mediwval history of the Church, and

invited the most enlightened generation of men

whom Europe had ever seen, to study and. believe a

mass of fables of which the most audacious Grecian

mythologist would have been ashamed, and at which

the credulity of a whole college of augurs would have

staggered.

It was but a too prolific soil on which this seed

was scattered. At the moment when, in the in

tegrity of his heart, Mabillon was propagating these

legends, the walls of his monastery were often passed
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by a youth, whose falcon eye illuminated with cease

less change one of the most expressive countenances

in which the human soul had ever found a mirror.

If the venerable old man had foreseen how that eye

would one day traverse his Benedictine annals, in a

too successful search for the materials of the most

overwhelming ridicule of all which he held holy,

he' would cheerfully have consigned his unfinished

volumes, and with them his own honoured name, to

oblivion. Not so would Michel Germain, Claude

Estiennot, and the brethren for whose amusement

they wrote, have contemplated, if they could have

foreknown, the approaching career of the young

Arouet. Though they clung to the Church of Rome

with all the ardour of partisans, and though their

attachment to her was probably sincere, their con

victions must have been faint, unripe, and wavering.

The mists of doubt, though insuflicient to deprive

them of their faith in Christianity, had struck a

damp and abiding chill into their hearts. If they

had lived long enough to know the patriarch of

Ferney, they would have been conscious of the close

afiinity between his spirit and their own.

How could it have been otherwise? From dis~

interring legends and traditions revolting to their

hearts and understandings, they passed to Rome,

there to disinter foul masses of holy bones, to con

template sacred processions of mules and asses, to

find a corpulent self-indulgent valetudinarian sus

taining the character of the vicar of Christ, and to

discover that the basest motives of worldly interest

dictated to the papal court the decisions for which

they dared to claim a. divine impulse and a divine

infallibility. From such follies and such pretensions

these learned persons turned away with immea
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surable contempt. The freedom of thought which

unveiled to them these frauds, left them disgusted

with error, but did not carry them forward to the

pursuit of truth. Without the imbecility to respect

such extravagances, they were also without the

courage to denounce and repudiate them. Their

superior light taught them to expose and ridicule

religious error ;_it did not teach them to embrace

unwelcome truth. In that book which is ‘the reli

gion of Protestants,’ they might have read that ‘the

light is the life of men,’ — that is, of men who obey

and follow its guidance. There also they might have

learned that ‘the light which is in us may be dark

ness,’_ that is, may at once illuminate the inqui

sitive intellect, and darken the insensible heart.

The letters which they have bequeathed to us, in

teresting as they are in other respects, afford me

lancholy proof how deeply the younger Benedictines

of the congregation of St. Maur were already imbued

with the spirit of that disastrous philosophy, which

was destined, before the lapse of another century, to

subvert the ancient institutions of their native land,

and, with them, the venerable fabric of their own

illustrious Order.
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THE PORT-ROYALISTS.

ALL religions, and all ages, have their saints; their

men of unearthly mould; self-conquerors; sublime

even in their errors; not altogether hateful in their

very crimes. If a man would understand the dor

mant powers of his own nature, let him read the

Acta Sanctorum. Or, if ‘ too high this price of know~

ledge,’ let him at least acquaint himself with the

legends of the later heroes of the Gallican Church.

Of all asceties they were the least repulsive. They

waged war on dulness with the ardour of Dangeau

and St. Simon, and with still better success. \Vhile

macerating their bodies in the Cloisters of Port

Royal, they did not cease to be French men and

French ‘women of the Augustan age. While prac

tising the monastic virtue of silence, their social spirit

escaped this unwelcome restraint, in a body of Me

moirs as copious as those which record the splendour

and the miseries of Versailles. A rapid sketch of the

substance of those monastic chronicles, may not be

without its use in directing the attention of our

readers to one of the most remarkable episodes in

ecclesiastical history.

He whose journey lies from Versailles to Chevreuse,

will soon find himself at the brow of a steep cleft or

hollow, intersecting the monotonous plain across
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which he has been passing. The brook which winds

through the verdant meadows beneath him, stagnates

into a large pool, reflecting the mutilated Gothic

arch, the water-mill, and the dovecot, which rise from

its banks; with the farm-house, the decayed towers,

the forest trees, and innumerable shrubs and creepers

which clothe the slopes of the valley. France has

many a lovelier prospect, though this is not without

its beauty; and many a field of more heart-stirring

interest, though this, too, has been ennobled by heroic

daring; but through the length and breadth of that

land of chivalry and of song, the traveller will in vain

seek a spot so sacred to genius, to piety, and to virtue.

That arch is all which remains of the once crowded

monastery of Port-Royal. In those woods Racine

first learned the language—the universal language

-of poetry. Under the roof of that humble farm

house, Pascal, Arnauld, Nicole, De Saci, and Tille

mont, meditated those works, which, as long as

civilisation and Christianity survive, will retain their

hold on the gratitude and reverence of mankind.

There were given innumerable proofs of the graceful

good-humour of Henry IV. To this seclusion re

tired the heroine of the Fronde, Ann Genevieve,

Duchess of Longueville, to seek the peace which the

world could not give. Madame de Sevigné discovered

here a place ‘tout propre a inspirer 1e désir de faire

son salut.’ From the Petit Trianon and Marly,

there came hither to worship God, many a courtier

and many a beauty, heartbroken or jaded with the

very vanity of vanities—the idolatry of their fellow

mortals. Survey French society in the seventeenth

century from what aspect you will, it matters not, at

Port-Royal will be found the most illustrious examples

of whatever imparted to that motley assemblage any
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real dignity or permanent regard. Even to the mere

antiquarian, it was not without a lively interest.

At the eve of his departure to the conquest of the

Holy Sepulchre, the good knight, Matthieu de Marli,

cast a wistful gaze over the broad lands of his ances

tors, and entrusted to his spouse, Mathilde de Gar

lande, the care of executing some work of piety by

which to propitiate the Divine favour, and to insure

his safe return. A Benedictine monastery, for the

reception of twelve ladies of the Cistertian order, was.

accordingly erected, in imitation of the cathedral at

Amiens, and by the same architect. Four centuries

witnessed the gradual increase of the wealth and

splendour of the foundation. Prelates of the houses

of Sully and Nemours enlarged its privileges. Pope

Honorius III. authorised the celebration of the sa

cred office Within its walls, even though the whole

country should be lying under a papal interdict; and

of the host consecrated on the profession of a nun,

seven fragments might be solemnly confided to her

own keeping, that, for as many successive days, she

might administer to herself the holy sacrament. Yet

how arrest by spiritual immunities the earthward

tendency of all sublunary things? At the close of

the reign of Henry IV., the religious ladies of Port

Royal had learned to adjust their ‘robes a grandes

manches’ to the best advantage. Promenades by the

margin of the lake relieved the tedium of monastic

life. Gayer strains of music than those of the choir,

might be heard from the adjacent woods; and if a

cavalier from Paris or Chevreuse had chanced to

pursue his game that way, the fair musicians were

not absolutely concealed nor inexorably silent. So

lightly sat the burden of their vows on those amiable

recluses, that the gayest courtier might well covet

VOL. I. F F
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for his portionless daughter the rank of their lady

abbess.

Such at least was the judgment of M. Marion. He

was advocate-general to Henry IV., and maternal

grandfather of Jaqueline Marie Angelique, and of

Agnes Arnauld. Jobbing is not one of the arts to

the invention of which the moderns may lay claim.

M. Marion obtained from ‘the father of his people’

the coadjuterle of the :Abbey of Port-Royal for the

high-spirited Jaqueline, then in her eighth year;

and that of St. Cyr for the more gentle Agnes, over

whom not more than five summers had passed. The

young ladies renounced at once the nursery and the

world. A single step conducted them from the leading

strings to the veil. Before the completion of her first

decade, Angelique, on the death of her immediate

predecessor, found herself, in plenary right, the abbess

and ruler of her monastery; and, in attestation of

her spiritual espousals, assumed the title and the name

of the Mere Angelique, by which she has since been

celebrated in the annals of the church.

To the church, however, must not be imputed this

breach of ecclesiastical discipline. In the ardour of

his parental affections, the learned advocate-general

was hurried into acts for which he would have con

signed a criminal of lower degree to the galleys. He

obtained the requisite bulls from Home by forged

certificates of his grand-daughter’s age ; and to this

treason against the holy see, Henry himself was at

least an accessary after the fact. Hunting in the

Valley of Port-Royal, the gay monarch trespassed on

the precincts of the sacred enclosure. To repel the

royal intruder, a child, bearing in her hand the crosier

which bespoke her high conventual rank, issued from

the gates of the abbey at the head of a solemn pro
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cession of nuns, and rebuked her sovereign with all

the majesty of an infant Ambrose. Henry laughed

and obeyed. Marion’s detected fraud would seem to

have passed for a good practical joke, and for nothing

more. In the result, however, no occurrence ever

contributed less to the comedy of life, or formed the

commencement of a series of events more grave or

touching. It would be difficult or impossible to dis

cover, in the history of the church, the name of any

woman who has left so deep an impress of her cha

racter on the thoughts and the conduct of the Chris

tian commonwealth.

The family of Arnauld held a conspicuous station

among the noblesse of Provence, in the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries. In a later age, a member of

that house enjoyed the singular honour of at once

serving Catharine de Medicis as her procureur-general,

and of defeating, sword in hand, at the head of his

servants, the force sent to assassinate him on the day

of St. Bartholomew. Returning to the bosom of the

church, which had thus roughly wooed him, be trans

mitted his fortune and his office to his son, Antoine

Arnauld, the husband of Catharine Marion. They

were the happy parents of no less than twenty chil

dren. Of these the youngest was the great writer

who has imparted to the name of Arnauld an im

perishable lustre. Five of the daughters of the same

house assumed the veil, in the abbey of Port-Royal.

Their mother, Catharine Marion, was admitted in her

widowhood into that society. Pomponne, the minister

of Louis XIV., Le Maitre, unrivalled among the

masters of forensic eloquence in France, and De Saci,

the author of the best version of the Holy Scriptures

into the French language, were three of her grand

sons. Before her death, the venerable matron had

r r 2
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seen herself surrounded, in the monastery and the

adjoining hermitages, by eighteen of her descendants

in the first and second generations; nor until the

final dispersion of the sisterhood, in the beginning of

the seventeenth century, had the posterity of Antoine

and Catharine Arnauld ceased to rule in the house of

which the Mere Angelique had, seventy years before,

been the renowned reformer.

To those who believe that the psychological. dis

tinction of the sexes may be traced to physical causes,

and that, where they neither marry nor are given in

marriage, those distinctions will for ever disappear,

the character of Angelique is less perplexing than to

the advocates of the opposite theory. Her under

standing, her spirit, and her resolves, were all essen

tially masculine. She was endued with the various

faculties by which man either extorts or wins dominion

over his fellow-men ; — with address, courage, forti

tude, self-reliance, and an unfaltering gaze fixed on

objects at once too vast to be measured, and too re

mote to be discerned, but by the all-searching eye of

faith. Among the Israelites of old, she would have

assumed the office of Judge ; or would have given out

oracles in the forests of ancient Germany. Born in

the reign, and educated near the court of a Bourbon,

the lighter and more gentle elements of her nature

found exercise even under the paralysing influences

of an ascetic life ; for Angelique was gay and light of

heart, and St. Benedict himself might have forgiven

or applauded the playful sallies of his votary. In

scaling the. heights of devotion, she could call to her

own aid, and that of others, all the resources of the

most plaintive or impassioned music. To flowers,

and the glad face of nature, she gave back their own

smiles with a true woman’s sympathy. With such
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literature as might be cultivated within the walls of

her convent, she was intimately conversant; and

would have eclipsed Madame de Sévigné’s epistolary

fame, had it been permitted to her to escape from

theological into popular topics. Concentrated within

a domestic circle, and bestowed on a husband or a

child, the affections which she poured out on every

human being who claimed her pity, would have

burned with a flame as pure and as intense as was

ever hymned in poetry, or dreamt of in romance. A

traveller on the highways of the world, she must

have incurred every peril except that of treading an

obscure and inglorious path. Immured by supersti

tion in a cloister, she opened the way at once to sub

lunary fame and to an immortal recompense; and has

left an example as dangerous as it may be seductive

to feebler minds, who, in a desperate imitation of

such a model, should hazard a similar self-devotion.

Angelique indeed might be fitted for a nunnery ;

for such was the strength, and such the sacred har

mony, of her spirit, that while still a sojourner on

earth, she seemed already a denizen of heaven.

When a child, she understood as a child; enjoying

the sports, the rambles, and the social delights which

the habits of Port-Royal had not then forbidden.

With advancing years came deeper and more melan

choly thoughts. She felt, indeed, (how could she

but feel?) the yearnings of a young heart fora world

where love and homage awaited her. But those

mysteries of our being of which the most frivolous

are not altogether unconscious, pressed with un—

wonted weight on her. A spouse of Christ - a spiri

tual mother of those who sustained the same awful

character - her orisons, her matins, and her vesper

chants, accompanied by unearthly music and by forms

F F 3
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of solemn significance_ the Gothic pile beneath which

she sat enthroned—and the altar where, as she was

taught, the visible presence of her Redeemer was

daily manifested _ all spoke to her of a high destiny,

a fearful responsibility, and of objects for which all

sublunary ties might well be severed, and a sacrifice

wisely made of every selfish feeling. Nor need a

Protestant fear to acknowledge, that on a heart thus

consecrated to the service of her Maker, rested the

holy influence, familiar to all who meekly adore the

great source of wisdom, and reverently acquiesce in

his Will. As a science, religion consists in the know

ledge ofthe relations between God and man; as a living

principle, in the exercise of the corresponding affec

tions; as a rule of duty, in the performance. of the

actions which those affections prescribe. The prin

ciple may thrive in healthful life and energy, though

the science be ill understood, and the rule imperfectly

apprehended. For, after all, the great command is

Love; and He from whom that command proceeded,

is himself Love; and amidst all the absurdities (for

such they were) of her monastic life, Angelique was

still conscious of the presence of a Father, and found

the guidance of a friend.

When, at the age of eleven years, Angelique be

came the abbess of Port-Royal, few things were less

thought of by the French ladies of the Cistertian

order than the rule of their austere founder. During

the wars of the League, religion, by becoming a

watchword, had almost ceased to be a reality. Civil

war, the apology for every crime, had debased the

national character; and the profligacy of manners

which the last generation expiated by their suffer

ings, may be distinct-1y paid back to the age of which

Davila has written the political, and Bassompierre
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the social history. Society will still exert a powerful

influence even over those by whom it has been aban

doned. When Gabrielle d’Etrees reigned at the

Louvre, beads were told and masses sung in neigh

bouring cloisters, by vestals who, in heathen Rome,

would have been consigned to aliving sepulehre. In

a monastery, the spiritual thermometer ranges from

the boiling to the freezing point, with but few inter

mediate pauses. From the ecstasies of devotion there

is but one step to disgust, and thence to sensuality,

for most of those who dare to forego the aids to piety

and virtue which divine wisdom has provided in the

duties and the affections of domestic life.

While this downward progress was advancing at

Port-Royal, it happened that a Capuchin friar sought

and obtained permission to preach there. Of the

man himself, the chroniclers of the house have left a

scandalous report; but they gratefully acknowledge

the efficacy of his sermon. Angelique listened, and

was converted. Such, at least, is her own statement:

and unstirred be all the theological questions con

nected with it. How deep was the impression on her

mind, may be gathered from her own words : _—

‘ Often, ’ she exclaims, ‘ did I wish to fly a hundred

leagues from the spot, and never more to see my

father, mother, or kindred, dearly as I love them.

My desire was to live apart from every one but God,

unknown to any human being, concealed and humble,

with no witness but himself, with no desire but to

please him.’ Her dignity as abbess she now regarded

as a burden. Even her projected reforms had lost

their interest. To live where her holy aspirations

would be thwarted, and where examples of holiness

would not be found, was to soar to a more arduous,

r r 4
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and therefore a more attractive sphere of self-denial.

That such fascinations should dazzle a young lady in

her seventeenth year, is, it must he confessed, no very

memorable prodigy; but to cherish no ineffectual

emotions was one of the characteristics Of the Mere

Angelique; as it is, indeed, of all powerful minds.

To abdicate her ecclesiastical rank, and, by breathing

a tainted moral atmosphere, to nourish, by the force

of contrast, the loftier Christian graces, were purposes

ultimately executed, though for a while postponed.

She paused only till the sisterhood of Port-Royal

should have acquired, from her example or teaching,

that sanctity of manners in which her creed informed

her that the perfection of our nature consists. To

the elder ladies, the prospect had few charms. But

the will of their young abbess prevailed. They laid

at her feet their separate possessions, abandoned

every secular amusement, and, closing the gates of

their monastery against all strangers, retired to that

uninterrupted discharge of their spiritual exercises to

which their vows had consigned them. Much may

be read, in the conventual annals, of the contest with

her family to which the Mere Angelique was exposed

by the last of these resolutions. On a day, subse

quently held in high esteem as the ‘Journée du

Guichet,’ her parents and M. D’Andilly, her eldest

brother, were publicly excluded, by her mandate,

from the hallowed precincts, despite their reproaches

and their prayers, and the filial agonies of her own

heart. That great sacrifice accomplished, the rest

was easy. Poverty resumed his stern dominion.

Linen gave place to the coarsest woollens. Fasting

and vigils subdued the lower appetites; and Port

Royal was once more a temple whence the sacrifices

of devotion rose with an unextinguished flame to
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heaven, thence, as it was piously believed, to draw

down an unbroken stream of blessings upon earth.

Far different were the strains that arose from the

neighbouring abbey of Maubisson, under the rule of

Mde. d’Etrees. That splendid mansion, with its de

pendent bar0nies and forests, resembled far more the

palace and gardens of Armida, than a retreat sacred

to penitence and prayer. She was the sister of the

too famous Gabrielle, to whose influence with Henry

she was indebted for this rich preferment. Indulging

without restraint, not merely in the luxuries but in

the debaucheries of the neighbouring capital, she had

provoked the anger of the king, and the alarm of the

general of the Order. A visitation of the house was

directed. Madame d’Etrees imprisoned the visiters,

and well-nigh starved them. A second body of dele

gates presented themselves. Penances, at least when

compulsory, were not disused at Maubisson. The

new commissioners were locked up in a dungeon,

regaled with bread and water, and soundly whipped

every morning. Supported by a guard, the general

himself then hazarded an encounter with the for

midable termagant. He returned with a whole skin,

but boasting no other advantage. Next appeared

at the abbey gates a band of archers. After two

days of fruitless expostulation, they broke into the

enclosure. Madame now changed her tactics. She

took up a defensive position, till then unheard of in

the science of strategy. In plain terms, she went to

bed. A more embarrassing manoeuvre was never

executed by Turenne or Condé. The siege was

turned into a blockade. Hour after hour elapsed;

night succeeded to day, and day to night, but still

the abbess was recumbent -- unapparelled, -unap

proachable. Driven thus to choose between a ludi
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crous defeat and a sore scandal, what Frenchman

could longer hesitate ? Bed, blankets, abbess and all,

were raised on the profane shoulders of the archers,

lifted into a carriage, and most appropriately turned

over to the keeping of the Filles Penitentes at Paris.

And now was to be gratified the lofty wish of An

gelique to tread in paths where, unsustained by any

human sympathy, she might cast herself with an

undivided reliance on the Arm which she knew could

never fail her. From the solemn repose of Port

Royal, she was called, by the General of the Order,

to assume the government of the ladies of Maubisson.

Thetis passing from the ocean caves to the Grecian

camp, did not make a more abrupt transition. At

Maubisson, the compromise between religious duties

and earthly pleasures was placed on the most singular

footing. Monks and nuns sauntered together through

the gardens of the monastery, or angled in the

lakes which watered them. Fétes were celebrated in

the arbours with every pledge except that of tem

perance. Benedictine cowls and draperies were

blended in the dance with the military uniform and

the stiff brocades of their secular guests; and the

evening closed with cards and dice and amateur thea

tricals, until the curtain fell on scenes than which

none could more require that friendly shelter. . Toil

and care might seem to have fled the place, or rather

to have been reserved exclusively for the confessor.

Even for him relief was provided. Considerately

weighing the extent of the labours which they habitu

ally imposed on him, his fair penitents drew up for

their common use certain written forms of self-arraign

ment, to which he, with equal tenderness, responded

by other established forms of conditional absolution.

But the Lady entered, and Comus and his crew
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fled the hallowed ground which they had thus been

permitted to defile. She entered with all the majesty

of faith, tempered by a meek compassion for the guilt

she abhorred, and strong in that virgin purity of

heart which can endure unharmed the contact even

of pollution. ‘Our health and our lives may be

sacrificed,’ she said to her associates in this work of

mercy; ‘but the work is the work of God:’ and in

the strength of God she performed it. Seclusion

from the world was again established within the re

fectory and the domain of Maubisson. Novices pos

sessing a ‘genuine vocation’ were admitted. Ange

lique directed at once the secular and the spiritual

affairs of the convent. All the details of a feudal

principality, the education of the young, the care of

the sick, the soothing of the penitents, the manage

ment of the perverse, the conduct of the sacred oflices,

alternately engaged her time; and in each she ex

hibited a gentleness, a gaiety, and a firmness of mind,

before which all resistance gave way. The associates

of Madame d’Etrees retained their love of good cheer,

and Angelique caused their table to be elegantly

served. They sang deplorably out of tune, and the

young abbess silently endured the discord which

racked her ear. To their murmurs she answered in

her kindest accents. Their indolence she rebuked

only by performing the most menial offices in their

service; and she inculcated self-denial by assigning to

herself a dormitory which, to say the truth, would

have much better suited the house-dog. The record

of the strange and even sordid self-humiliations to

which she thought it right to bow, can hardly be read

without a smile; but, whatever may have been the

errors of her creed, a more touching picture has never

been drawn of the triumphs of love and of wisdom,
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than in the record left by Madame Suireau des Anges

of this passage of the life of Angelique Arnauld.

But Madame d’Etrees was not yet at the end of

her resources. A company of young men, under the

guidance of her brother-in-law the Count de Sauze',

were observed one evening to loiter near the house of

the Filles Penitentes. By the next morning she was,

under their escort, at the gates of Maubisson. Burst

open by main force, they again admitted the ejected

abbess. The servant who opposed her entrance was

chastised on the spot. Patients who now occupied as

an hospital the once sumptuous chambers of the

Abbatial- lodge, instantly found themselves in much

more humble lodgings. Cooks resumed their long

neglected art, and Madame d’Etrees provided a dinner

worthy of her former hospitality and her recent priva

tions. But in the presence of Angelique, the virago

was abashed. To intimidate or to provoke her rival

proved alike impossible: it might be more easy to

overpower her. De Sauzé and his confederates made

the attempt. They discharged their pistols and

flourished their drawn swords over her head, with

unmanly menaces. She remained unmoved and

silent. The screams which the occasion demanded,

were accordingly supplied by the intrusive abbess.

Clamour and outrage were alike ineffectual. At

length Madame d’Etrees and her respectable confessor,

aided by De Sauzé, laid their hands on Angelique,

and thrust her from the precincts of the monastery.

Thirty of the nuns followed her in solemn procession.

Their veils let down, their eyes cast on the earth,

and their hands clasped in prayer, they slowly moved

to a place of refuge in the neighbouring town of

Pontoise.

But alas, for the vanity of human triumphs!—
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waving banners, and burnished arms glittered through

the advancing column of dust on the road from Paris

to Maubisson. Scouts announced the approach of

two hundred and fifty well-appointed archers.

Madame d’Etrees and her cavaliers escaped by the

postern. A desperate leap saved the worthless life

of her confessor. Her partisan, the Mere de la. Sure,

‘a nun by profession, but otherwise resembling a

trooper,’ mounted through a trapdoor to a hiding

place in the ceiling, thence to be shamefully dragged

by an archer, whom she still more shamefully abused.

Then might be seen through the gloom of night, a

train of priests and nuns drawing near with measured

steps to the venerable abbey; on either side a double

file of cavalry, and in each horseman’s hand a torch,

illuminating the path of the returning exiles. Ange

lique resumed her benignant reign ; but not in peace.

Brigands led by De Sauzé, and encouraged by her

rival, haunted the neighbouring forests; and, though

protected by the archers, the monastery remained in

a state of siege. Shots were fired through the win

dows, and the life of Angelique was endangered.

Strong in the assurance of Divine protection, she

demanded and obtained the removal of the guard.

Her confidence was justified by the event. Madame

d’Etrees was discovered, was restored to her old

quarters at the Filles Penitentes, and in due time

transferred — not without good cause- to the Chate

let; there to close in squalid misery, in quarrels, and

internperance, a career which might, with almost

equal propriety, form the subject of a drama, a homily,

or a satire.

For five successive years Angelique laboured to

bring back the ladies of Maubisson to the exact

observance of their sacred vows. Aided by her
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sister Agnes, the abbess of St. Cyr, she established a

similar reform in a large proportion of the other Cis

tertian nunneries of France. All obstacles yielded

to their love, their prudence, and their self-devotion.

A moral plague was stayed, and excesses which even

the sensual and the worldly condemned, were banished

from the sanctuaries of religion. That in some, the

change was but from shameless riot to hypocritical

conformity; that in others, intemperance merely gave

way to mental lethargy; and that even the most ex

alted virtues of the Cloister hold but a subordinate

and an equivocal place in the scale of Christian graces,

is indeed but too true: yet assuredly it was in no

such critical spirit as this, that the labours of Ange

lique were judged and accepted by Him, in the lowly

imitation of whom she had thus gone about doing

good. ‘She has done what she could,’ was the

apology with which He rescued from a like cold cen

sure the love which had expressed itself in a costly

and painful sacrifice; nor was the gracious benedic

tion which rewarded the woman of Bethany withheld

from the abbess of Port-Royal. To that tranquil

home she bent her steps, there to encounter far

heavier trials than any to which the resentment of

Madame d’Etrees had exposed her.

Accompanied by a large number of the nuns of

Maubisson, Angelique returned to the valley of Chev

-reuse. They brought with them neither silver nor

gold, though rich in treasures of a far higher price in

the account of their devout protectress. Poverty,

disease, and death, were however in their train.

Rising from the marshes below, a humid fog hung

continually on the slopes of the adjacent. hills, and the

now crowded monastery was soon converted into one

great hospital. But for a timely transfer of the whole
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establishment to a hotel purchased for them by the

mother of Angelique in the Faubourg St. Jaques at

Paris, their remaining history might all have been

compressed into a chapter on the influence of malaria.

The restoration of the community to health was

not, however, the most momentous consequence of the

change. It introduced the abbess to the society and

the influence of Hauranne de Verger, the abbot of

St. Cyran, one of the most memorable names in the

ecclesiastical annals of that age. When Richelieu

was yet a simple bishop, he distinguished among the

crowd of his companions one whose graceful bearing,

open countenance, learning, gaiety, and wit, revealed

to his penetrating glance the germs of future emi

nence. But to an eye dazzled by such prospects as

were already dawning on the ambitious statesman,

those which had arrested the upward gaze of his

young associate were altogether inscrutable. With

what possible motive De Verger should for whole

days bury himself in solitude, and chain down that

buoyant spirit to the study of the Greek and Latin

fathers, was one of the few problems which ever en

gaged and baffled the sagacity of M. de Lucon. They

parted; the prelate to his craft, the student to his

books; the one to extort the reluctant admiration of

the world, the other to toil and to suffer in the cause

of piety and truth. They met again ; the cardinal t_o

persecute, and the abbot to be his victim. Death

called them both to their account; leaving to them

in the world they had agitated or improved, nothing

but historical names, as forcibly contrasted as they

had been strangely associated.

Great men (and to few could that title be more

justly given than to Richelieu) differ from other men

chiefly in the power of self-multiplication; in know
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ing how to make other men adopt their views and

execute their purposes. Thus to subjugate the

genius of St. Cyran, the great minister had spared

neither caresses nor bribes. The place of first al

moner to Henrietta of England, the bishoprics of

Clermont and Bayonne, a choice among numerous

abbacies, were successively offered and refused.

‘Gentlemen, I introduce to you the most learned

man in Europe,’ was the courteous phrase by which

the Cardinal made known the friend of his youth to

the courtiers who thronged his levee. But human

applause had lost its charm for the ear of St. Cyran.

The retired and studious habits of his early days, had

not appeared more inexplicable to the worldly-minded

statesman than his present indifference. Self-know

ledge had made Richelieu uncharitable. Incredul'ous

of virtues of which he detected no type in the dark

recesses of his own bosom, he saw in his former com

panion a treacherous enemy, if not a rival. There

were secrets of his early life of which he seems to

have expected and feared the disclosure. St. Cyran

was at least the silent, and might become the open

enemy of the declaration by which the parliament

and clergy of Paris had annulled the marriage of

Gaston Duke of Orleans, in order to pave the way for

his union with the niece of the Cardinal. To his long

eherished scheme of erecting the kingdom of France

into a Patriarchate in his own favour, there could

arise no more probable or more dangerous opponent.

To these imaginary or anticipated wrongs, was added

another, which seems to have excited still more im

placable resentment. An aspirant after every form

of glory, Richelieu had convinced himself, and re

quired others to believe, that his literary and theolo

gical were on a level with his political powers. He
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was the author of a Catechism where might be read

the dogma, that contrition alone, uncombined in the

heart of the penitent with any emotions of love to

wards the Deity, was sufficient to justify an absolu

tion at the Confessional. One Seguenot, a priest of

the Oratory, maintained and published the opposite

opinion. Rumour denied to Seguenot the real parent

age of the book which bore his name, and ascribed

it to St. Cyran. From speculations on the love of

God to feelings of hatred to man, what polemic will

not readily pass, whether his cap be red or black?

Seguenot’s errors were denounced by the Sorbonne,

and the poor man himself was sent to the Bastille,

there, during the rest of his great opponent’s life, to

obtain clearer views on the subject of contrition.

Impartial injustice required that the real, or imputed,

should fare no better than the nominal author; and

St. Cyran was conducted to Vincennes, to breathe no

more the free air of heaven till Richelieu himself

should be laid in the grave.

Never had that gloomy fortress received within its

walls a man better fitted to endure with composure

the utmost reverses of fortune. To him, as their

patriarch or founder, the whole body of the Port

Royalists, with one voice, attribute not merely a

pre-eminence above all their other teachers, but such

a combination of intellectual powers and Christian

graces, as would entitle him not so much to a place

in the calendar, as to a place apart from, and above,

the other luminaries in that spiritual galaxy. Make

every deduction from their eulogies which a rational

scepticism may suggest, and it will yet be impos

sible to evade the accumulated proofs on which they

claim for St. Cyran the reverence of mankind. To

wards the close of the first of the four volumes which

VOL. I. G G
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he has dedicated to the attempt, Claude Lancelot

confesses and laments the difficulty of conveying to

others by words any definite image of the sublime

and simple reality which he daily comtemplat-ed with

more than filial reverence. He describes a man

moving through the whole circle of the virtues which

the Gospel inculcates, with a step so firm as to

indicate the constant aid of a more than human

power, and with a demeanour so lowly as to bespeak

an habitual consciousness of that divine presence.

He depicts a moral hero, by whom every appetite

had been subdued, and every passion tranquillised,

though still exquisitely alive to the pains and the en

joyments of life, and responding with almost feminine

tenderness to every affectionate and kindly feeling

a master of all erudition, but never so happy as when

imparting to little children the elementary truths on

which his own heart reposed_ grave, nay, solemn

in discourse, but with tones so gentle, a Wisdom so

profound, and words of such strange authority to

animate and to soothe the listener, that, in com—

parison with his, all other colloquial eloquence was

wearisome and vapid—rebuking vice far less by

stern reproof than by the contrast of his own serene

aspect, at once the result and the reflection of the

perfect peace in which his mind continually dwelt, _

exhibiting a transcript, however rudely and imper

fectly, yet faithfully drawn, of the great example to

which his eye was ever turned, and where, averting

his regard from all inferior models, it was his wont

to study, to imitate, and to adore. In short, the

St. Cyran of Lancelot’s portraiture is one of those

rare mortals whose mental health is absolute and

unimpaired—whose character consists not so much

in the excellence of particular qualities, as in the
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symmetry, the balance, and the well-adjusted har

monies of all—who concentrate their energies in

one mighty object, because they live under the

habitual influence of one supreme motive —- who are

ceaselessly animated by a love embracing every

rational being, from Him who is the common parent

of the rest, to the meanest and the vilest of those who

were originally created in His image and likeness.

Nor was Lancelot a man inapt to discriminate.

He was the author of the Port-Royal Grammars,

Greek, Latin, and Italian, now fallen into disuse, but

so well known to such of us as ploughed those rugged

soils during the first ten years of the present century.

His biographical labours are not without a tinge of

his style as a grammarian ; - a little tedious perhaps,

and not a little prolix and over-methodical, but

replete in almost every page with such touches of

genuine dignity in the master, and cordial reverence

in the disciple _ with a sympathy so earnest for the

virtues he celebrates, and so simple-hearted a con

sciousness of his own inferiority—that, in the pic

ture he undesignedly draws of himself, he succeeds

more than in any other way in raising a lofty con-

ception of the man by whom he was held in such

willing and grateful subjugation. And he had many

fellow-subjects. Richelieu himself had felt his daring

spirit awed by the union, in the friend of his youth,

of a majestic repose and unwearied activity, which

compelled the great minister to admit that the heart

of man might envelope mysteries beyond his divi

nation. Pascal, Nicole, Arnauld, and many others,

eminent in that age for genius and piety, submitted

themselves to his guidance in their studies as well as

in their lives, with the implicit deference of children

awaiting the commands of a revered and affectionate

G G 2
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father. He was a most voluminous writer; but of

his published works, one only attained a transient

celebrity, and of that book his authorship was more

than doubtful. If he did not disown, he never

claimed it. Of the innumerable incidents recorded

of him during his imprisonment at Vincennes, few

are more characteristic than the sale of a considerable

part of a scanty collection of books he had brought

there, to purchase clothes for two of his fellow

prisoners, the Baron and Baroness de Beau Soleil.

‘ I entreat you,’ he says to the lady to whom he gave

this commission, that the cloth may be fine and good,

and befitting their station in society. I do not know

what is becoming; but, if I remember, some one has

told me that gentlemen and ladies of their condition

ought not to be seen in company without gold lace

for the men, and black lace for the women. If I am

right about this, pray purchase the best, and let every

thing be done modestly, yet handsomely, that when

they see each other, they may, for a few minutes at

least, forget that they are captives.’ It is in the

moral, rather than in the intellectual qualities of St.

Cyran, that his claim to the veneration of posterity

must now be rested. He occupies a place in ec

clesiastical history as the founder of Jansenism in

France.

Of that system of religious belief and practice, the

origin is to be traced to the joint labours of St.

Cyran and Cornelius Jansen, during the six years

which they passed in social study at Bayonne. Re

turning to his native country, Jansen became first a

Professor of Divinity at Louvain, and afterwards

Bishop of Ypres. There he surrendered himself to a

life of unremitting labour. Ten times he read over

every word of the works of Augustine; thirty times
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he studied all those passages of them which relate to

the l’elagian controversy. All the fathers of the

church were elaborately collated for passages illus

trative of the opinions of the Bishop of Hippo. At

length, after an uninterrupted study of twenty years,

was finished the celebrated Augustinus Cornelii Jan

sem'z'. With St. Austin as his text and guide, the

good Bishop proceeded to establish, on the authority

of that illustrious father, those doctrines which, in

our times and country, have been usually distin

guished by the terms Calv'inistic or Evangelical.

Heirs of guilt and corruption, he considered the

human race, and each successive member of it, as

lying in a state of condemnation, and as advancing

towards a state of punishment; until an internal

impulse from on high, awakens one and another to a

sense of this awful truth, and infuses into them a

will to fly from impending vengeance. But this

impulse is imparted only to the few; and on them it

is bestowed in pursuance of a decree existing in the

divine intelligence before the creation of our species.

Of the motives of their preference not even a con

jecture can be formed. So far as human knowledge

extends, it is referable simply to the divine volition;

and is not dependent on any inherent moral difference

between the objects of it, and those from whom such

mercy is withheld. This impulse is not, however,

irresistible. Within the limits of his powers, original

or imparted, man is a free agent ;-free to admit and

free to reject the proffered aid. If rejected, it en

hances his responsibility— if admitted, it leads him

by continual accessions of the same supernatural

assistance to an acquiescence in these opinions, to

the exercise of those affections, and to the practice of

u G 3
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those virtues, which collectively form the substance

of the Christian system.

Such is the general result of the labours of Jansen.

On the day which witnessed the completion of them,

he was removed by the plague to a state of being

where he probably learned at once to rejoice in the

fidelity, and to smile at the simplicity of those sub

lunary toils. \Vithin an hour of his death he made a

will, submitting his work to the judgment of - the

Church of Rome, in the communion of which he

had lived and was about to die. He addressed to

Pope Urban VIII. a letter, laying the fruits of his

studies at the feet of his holiness, ‘approving, con

demning, advancing, or retracting, as should be pre

scribed by the thunder of the apostolic see.’ Both

the will and the letter were suppressed by his exe

cutors. Two years from the death of its author had

not elapsed, before the Augustinus appeared in print.

It was the signal of a contest which for nearly seventy

years agitated the Sorbonne and Versailles, fired the

enthusiasm of the ladies and the divines of France,

and gave to her historians and her wits a theme,

used with fatal success, to swell the tide of hatred

and of ridicule, which has for ever swept away the

temporal greatness, and which for a while silenced

the spiritual ministrations, of the Gallican Church.

Having aided largely in the composition of this

memorable treatise, St. Cyran exerted himself with

still greater effect in building up a society for the

maintenance and promulgation of the principles it

established. Angelique Arnauld and the sisterhood

of Port-Royal were now settled at Paris, but they

were still the proprietors of the deserted monastery;

and there were gradually assembled a college of

learned men, bound by no monastic vows, and living
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according to no positive rule, Benedictine or Fran

ciscan. They were chiefly disciples of St. Cyran, and

under his guidance had retired from the world to

consecrate their lives to penitence. to their own

spiritual improvement, and to the instruction of

mankind.

Of this number was Antoine Le Maitre. At the

age of twenty-seven, he had been advanced to the

rank of Councillor of State, and enjoyed at the bar

an unrivalled reputation for learning and for elo

quence. When he was to speak, even the churches

were abandoned. Quitting their pulpits the preachers

assisted to throng the hall of the palace of justice;

and some of the most celebrated among them, actually

obtained from their superiors a permanent dispen

sation from their ecclesiastical duties at such seasons,

that they might improve in the arts of public speak

ing by listening to the great advocate. When he

spoke, the delight of the audience broke out into

bursts of applause, which the Judges were unable or

unwilling to repress. ‘I would rather be the object

of those plaudits than enjoy all the glory of my Lord

the Cardinal,’ was the somewhat hazardous excla

mation of one of his friends, as he joined, heart and

hand, in the universal tumult.

Far different was the estimate which his devout

mother had formed of the prospects of her son. She

was one of the sisters of Angelique Arnauld; and,

amidst the cares of conjugal life, cherished a piety at

least as pure and as ardent as ever burned in the

bosom of a Carthusian. In the wealth and glory

which rewarded his forensic eminence she could see

only allurements, to which (so she judged) his peace

on earth, and his meetness for a holier state of being

G c 4
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beyond the grave, must be sacrificed. She mourned

over his fame, and prayed that her child might be

abased, that so in due season he might be exalted.

It happened that his aunt, Madame D’Andilly, in the

last awful scene of life, was attended by her kindred,

and amongst the rest by Le Maitre. Her fading eye

was fixed on the crucifix borne in the hand of St.

Cyran, as she listened to his voice, now subdued to

its gentlest accents, and breathing hope, and peace,

and consolation. It was as though some good angel

had overpassed the confines of the earthly and the hea

venly worlds, to give utterance, in human language,

to emotions sacred as his own high abode, and to

thoughts as lofty as his own celestial nature. The

great orator listened, and wondered, and wept. An

eloquence such as eVen his fervent imagination

had never before conceived, enthralled and subdued

his inmost soul. It was but a soft whisper in the

chamber of death; but in those gentle tones, and to

that weeping company, were spoken words, compared

with which his own eloquence appeared to him tri

vial, harsh, and dissonant as the howlings of the

forest. And when his dying relative’s last sigh was

heard, accompanied by the solemn benediction, ‘De

part, 0 Christian soul! from this world, in the name

of the Almighty God who created you,’ Le Maitre

felt that the bonds which attached him to that world

were for ever broken. He yielded himself to the

spiritual guidance of St. Cyran; resigned his office

and his calling; and plunged into a retreat, where in

solitude, silence, and continued penances, he passed

the remaining twenty-one years of his life. By the

advice of his confessor, the eXecution of this design

was postponed till the close of the annual session of

the courts. In the interval he resumed his ordinary
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employments; but the-spirit which till then had ani

mated his efforts was gone. He became languid and

unimpressive; and one of the judges was heard to

mutter, that, after all, the real power of Le Maitre

was that of persuading to sleep. This was too much

even for a penitent. Fixing his eye on the critic, he

once more summoned his dormant strength, and

pouring forth all the energies of his soul in one last

and most triumphant speech, he for ever quitted the

scene of his forensic glories.

At Port-Royal he appropriately charged himself

with the care of the proprietary interests of the

house. A village judge in the neighbourhood was

once attended by the illustrious advocate, on a ques

tion of the purchase of some bullocks. Astounded

by his eloquence, (so runs the story,) the judge fell

on his knees before the pleader, professing his un

worthiness to preside in his presence, and imploring

that they might exchange places. A more likely tale

records that the booksellers had got up, during Le

Maitre’s retreat, an edition of his speeches full of in

terpolations and errors. At ‘the request of friends,’

though not with the consent of his confessors, the

orator undertook a corrected edition. His spiritual

guides interfered. They prescribed, as a new species

of penance, that he should silently acquiesce in this

inroad on his fame as a speaker. The penitent sub

mitted, but not so the booksellers. They (worldly

men!) talked loudly of violated promises, and of

sheets rendered useless. He listened to discourses

on the duty of mortifying these last movements of

vain glory. Under the excitement of the dispute,

his health, already cnfeebled by his mode of life,

gave way. A fever decided the question against

the publishers; and Le Maitre was doomed at length
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to die the victim of the brilliant career he had so

long and resolutely abandoned.

His brother, Mons. de Sericourt, was another of the

converts of St. Cyran. De Sericourt had served with

distinction under Condé. He was taken prisoner at

the siege of Philipsburg, and effected his escape by

leaping from the walls of the fortress at the immi

nent hazard of his life. Under the deep impression,

which this incident left on his mind, of the protecting

care of Providence, he returned to Paris, where his

first object was to visit his brother, the report of

whose retreat from the bar had filled him with as

tonishment. He found him (the words are Fontaine’s)

in a kind of tomb, where he was buried alive; his

manner bespeaking all the gloom of penitence. De

Sericourt was shocked, and in vain endeavoured to

recognise Le Maitre in the person who stood before

him. Immediately changing his demeanour, Le

Maitre embraced his brother with looks full of gaiety

and spirit, exclaiming, ‘Behold the Le Maitre of

former days! He is dead to the world, and now de

sires only to die to himself. I have spoken enough

to men. Henceforth I wish to converse only with

God. I have exerted myself in vain to plead the

cause of others. Now I am to plead my own. Do

you intend to pay me the same compliment which I

receive from the world at large, who believe and pub

lish that I have gone mad ?’ Nothing could be more

remote from the judgment of the soldier. Instead of

regarding his brother as mad, he aspired to share his

solitude, and succeeded. Under the direction of St.

Cyran, he joined in the silence and austerities of the

advocate. During the war of the princes he once

more took up arms for the defence of Port-Royal ; but

his monastic life was soon brought to a close. Phi
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lipsburg had in reality been attended with less danger.

At the age of thirty-nine, he died, a premature vic

tim to fastings, vigils, confinement, and probably to

ennui. Recruits for Port-Royal were but seldom

drawn from the armies of the Most Christian King,

and could hardly have been draughted from a less

promising quarter.

In this memorable brotherhood there was yet a

third, Louis Isaac Le Maitre de Saci. At the early

age of fourteen he was placed by his aunt, the Mere

Angelique, under the guidance of St. Cyran. From

that prophetic eye the future eminence of his pupil

was not hidden. ‘God will restore him to you, for

his death would probably be the greatest loss which

the church could sustain’—was the prediction with

which St. Cyran at once disclosed his own hopes and

allayed the fears of De Saci’s mother, as he watched

over the sick-bed of her child. To ensure the fulfil

ment of those hopes, the mind of the boy was sedu

lously trained. Absolute, unhesitating submission

to human authority, as representing the divine, was

the cardinal principle of his education. Though him

self one of the most conspicuous teachers of his age

as a guide to others, he, on no single question, pre

sumed to guide himself. If no other director could

have been had, he would have placed himself under

the direction of his valet, was the praise with which

his friends eXpressed their admiration of his illustrious

docility. By the advice or commands of St. Cyran,

he accordingly, like his brothers, became one of the

recluses of Port-Royal; and, like them, transferred

to the support of the monastery all his worldly

wealth. With them also he surrendered himself up

to penitence, to solitude, and to silence; and in their

company supplied his emaciated frame with food
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which rather mocked than satisfied its wants. Le

Maitre thus describes one of the petite soupers of Port

Royal :-‘ It is, you know, but a slight repast which

they serve up for us in the evening; but it engages

my brother De Saci as completely as the most sump

tuous meal. For my own part, such is the warmth

of my temperament, the end of my good cheer follows

so hard on its beginning, that I can hardly tell which

is which. When all is over with me, and I have no

thing left to do but to wash my hands, I see my

brother De Saci, as composed and as serious as ever,

take up his quarter of an apple, peel it deliberately,

cut it up with precision, and swallow it at leisure.

Before he begins, I have more than half done. \Vhen

his little all is over, he rises from table as light as

when he sat down, leaving untouched the greater

part of what was set before him, and walks off as

seriously as a man who had been doing great things,

and who never fasted except on fast-days.’

Poor Le Maitre! the gay spirit which had animated

the palace of justice had its transient flashes even in

his ‘living tomb ;’ though the smile was in this case

lighted up at an absurdity which had well-nigh con

ducted his brother to that tomb where all life is

extinct. Under these solemn parodies on what

usually goes on at the dinner table, De Saci pined

away; and was rescued, not without extreme hazard,

from the efiects of his suicidal abstemiousness. He

returned from the gates of death with a spirit unsub

ducd and undaunted; for it was animated by hopes,

and sustained by convictions which gave to that last

enemy the aspect and the welcome of a friend. Ad

mitted, in reluctant obedience to his confessor, to

ordination as a priest, he assumed the office of director

to the recluses of either sex at Port-Royal. Nature
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struggled in the boSom of Le Maitre against laying

bare all the secrets of his soul to the inspection of his

younger brother. But authority prevailed. Their

mother led the way, by placing herself under the

direction of her son. Blaise Pascal himself meekly

took the law of his conscience from the same revered

lips. Days of persecution followed; and De Saci

was' driven from his retreat, and confined for more

than two years in the Bastille. There was fulfilled

the prediction of St. Cyran. Fontaine, the bosom

friend of De Saci, was the associate of his prison

hours. They were hours of suffering and of pain;

but happier by far than the brightest and the most

joyous passed by the revellers in the gay city beneath

them.

In those hours, De Saci executed, and his friend

transcribed, that translation of the Holy Scriptures

which to this moment is regarded in France as the

most perfect version in their own or in any other

modern tongue. While yet under the charge of St.

Cyran, the study of the divine oracles was the cease

less task of De Saci. In mature life, it had been his

continual delight; in the absence of every other

solace, it possessed his mind with all the energy of a

master passion. Of the ten thousand chords which

there blend together in sacred harmony, there was

not one which did not awaken a responsive note in

the heart of the aged prisoner. In a critical know

ledge of the sacred text, he may have had many

superiors, but none in that exquisite sensibility to the

grandeur, the pathos, the superhuman wisdom, and

the awful purity of the divine original, without which

none can truly apprehend, or accurately render into

another idiom, the sense of the inspired writers.

Even the habitual prostration of his judgment to a
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human authority, believed to be divine, aided him as

a translator. lt forbade, indeed, the correction of

errors, but it imparted freedom and confidence to the

expression of all that he acknowledged as truth.

Protestants may with justice except to many a pas

sage of De Saci’s translation; but they will, we fear,

search their own libraries in vain for any, where the

author’s unhcsitating assurance of the real sense of

controvcrtcd words permits his style to flow with a

similar absence of constraint, and an equal warmth

and glow of diction.

Fontainc, the humble companion of his biblical

labours, had also been one of the penitents of De Saci.

He was a man of learning, and his ‘ Memoires sur M.

M. de Port-Royal,’ bespeak a nature gentle, affec

tionate, and devout. But to saturate his memory

with the discourse of minds more exalted than his

own, and to minister to them in collating or tran

scribing the books on which they were employed,

limited his humble desires. He was successively the

amanuensis of De Saci, and the secretary of the

‘great ’ Arnauld. A name so truly great, excepting

that of Pascal, does not appear among the disciples

of St. Cyran, or the inmates of Port-Royal.

Antoine Arnauld was the youngest child of the

parents of the Mere Angelique: he was consequently

the uncle of Le Maitre, Dc Sericourt, and De Saci.

From his earliest years the reputation of his genius

and learning had rendered him the object of universal

notice and expectation. Richelieu himself is recorded

to have stolen silently into his chamber, to enjoy the

unpremeditated conversation of the young student.

The Cardinal had no apparent reason to dread that

in this case his advances would be repulsed; for

Arnauld possessed several rich bencfices, dressed in
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the fashion, and even kept a carriage. But repulsed

they were, and by the influence of the man to whom

similar allurements had been presented in vain. In

his dungeon at Vincennes, St. Cyran received a visit

from the young abbé. That almost magical influence

was again exerted with irresistible power. Arnauld

renounced his preferments, assumed the garb of

penitence, and became the companion of his nephews,

Le Maitre and Sericourt, in their austere retirement.

This abandonment of the world was not, however, so

absolute, but that he still sought the rank of a socz'us

or fellow of the Sorbonne. By the authority of

Richelieu, his claims were rejeCted. But not even

the Cardinal could obstruct the advancement of so

eminent a scholar and divine to the dignity of a

doctor in divinity. ‘To defend the truth, if neces

sar , to the death,’ was in those days one of the vows

of such a graduate—vows, it is to be feared, light

as air with most men, but, in this instance, engraven

as with a pen of iron on the soul of the new professor

of theology.

A year had scarcely elapsed since he had received

from the lips of his dying mother an adjuration to be

faithful in the defence of truth at the expense, were

it possible, of a thousand lives. Touched with the

coincidence of his academical oath and of this maternal

precept, he thenceforward existed but to combat for

what he at least esteemed the truth; and endured

poverty, exile, and reproach, as he would have cheer

fully submitted to death, in that sacred warfare. In

controversy he found his vocation, his triumph, and

perhaps his delight. The author of more than a

hundred volumes, he was engaged in almost as many

contests. His great work, La ji'c'quentc Conunum'on,

is essentially controversial. Ilc warrcd with the
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Jesuits as a body; and with several of their most

eminent writers, as Sirmond, Nouet, and De Bonis,

he carried on separate debates. Apologies for St.

Cyran, Jansenius, and for the ladies of Port-Royal

flowed copiously from his ever ready pen. He

assailed the metaphysical meditations of Des Cartes,

and Malebranche’s theory of miracles. He contended

even with his friend and associate, Nicole, on an

attempt to apply certain geometrical principles to

the solution of some problems in divinity. Claude,

Maimbourg, and Annat, were among his adversaries.

The mere list of his works occupies twenty-six closely

printed octavo pages. A rapid analysis of them fills

a large volume. If that compilation may be trusted,

(he would be a bold man who should undertake to

verify it,) the vast collection of books which bear the

name of Antoine Arnauld scarcely contain a tract,

except those on mathematics, in which he is not

engaged in theological or scientific strife with some

antagonist.

In the catalogue, of course, appears the celebrated

treatise De la Perpe'tuz'té de la Fol sur l’Eucharistie, a

work rewarded with higher applause than any other

of his avowed writings. Twenty-seven Bishops and

twenty Doctors prefaced it with eulogies on the

learning, piety, talents, and orthodoxy of the illus

trious author. He dedicated it to Clement IX., and

was repaid with the most glowing compliments.

Perhaps a still more gratifying tribute to his success

was the conversion to the Roman Catholic faith of

Turenne, of which this book was the occasion ; and

yet nothing is more certain than that the real author

was not Arnauld, but Nicole. In the title-page of a

book, designed to refute the formidable Claude, the

two friends judged the name of a Doctor of the church
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would avail more than that of a simple t0nsuré-on

the side of Arnauld, a literary and pious fraud which

it is impossible to excuse ; and, on the side of Nicole,

an example of zeal for a man’s cause triumphing over

his love of fame, to which it would not be easy to find

a parallel. Such, however, was the height of Arnauld’s

reputation, and such the afiuence of his mind, that it

is scarcely reasonable to attribute this disingenuous

proceedingto selfish motives. Few men have been more

enamoured of the employments, or less covetous of

the rewards of a literary life. For nearly threescore

years he lived pen in hand, except when engaged in

devotion, or in celebrating the offices of the church of

Port-Royal on occasions of peculiar dignity. His

was one of those rare natures to which intellectual

exertion brings relief rather than lassitude ; thus

giving to feebler understandings the assurance, that

the living spirit which is in man, if disunited from

the burdens of mortality, would be capable of efforts

commensurate with an immortal existence.

His book, De la fre'quente Communion, was the

commencement of the seventy years’ religious war

which ended in the destruction of Port-Royal. To

restore the severe maxims of Christian antiquity re

specting the spiritual qualification of communicants,

and thus to raise a standard of church membership

incomparably more exalted than that which pre

vailed in his own generation, was the avowed object

of Arnauld. His scarcely concealed purpose was to

chastise the lax morality to which the Jesuits had

lent their sanction ; and to repel their attacks on the

more rigid system of St. Cyran. Revised in his

prison by that father of the faithful, and sheltered by

the commendation of divines of every rank and order,

the book—forbearing in style, lofty in sentiment,

VOL. I. H H
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replete with various learning, and breathing an ' elo-

quence at once animated by unhesitating faith, and

chastened by the most profound humility _-broke

like a peal of thunder over the heads of his startled

antagonists. Such was the fury of their resentment,

that the Marshal de Vihé sagaciously observed,

‘ There must be some secret in all this. The Jesuits

are never so excited when nothing but the glory of

God is at stake.’ Though at first struck down by the

censures of a conclave of Bishops, with Mazarin at

their head, Nouet, the great advocate of the society,

returned again and again to the assault. Pulpits

fulminated, presses groaned. On the one side, the

Sorbonne invoked the aid of the civil power, then in

feeble hands; on the other, the Jesuits appealed to

the Papal See, then rising in new vigour from the

disasters of the preceding century. Arnauld was

cited by the Pope, and required by the Cardinal

Minister of France to appear in his own defence at

Rome. Against this infringement of the Gallican

liberties, the University, the Sorbonne, and the Par

liament of Paris remonstrated; but Mazarin was

inflexible.

The Holy See took cognizance of the cause, though

the person of the accused was beyond their reach.

In his absence, that infallible tribunal decided not to

let the world know whether, of the thirty erroneous

opinions imputed to Arnauld as heresies, twenty and

nine were heretical or not. Arnauld himself, however,

was unable to stand his ground. For twenty-five years

together, he was compelled to live in a voluntary con

cealment, which his enemies had not the power, nor

perhaps the wish, to violate. His retirement was

. passed in the monastery of Port-Royal, or in one of

the adjacent hermitages. I

That ancient seat of their Order had now been
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long deserted by his sister Angelique and her as

sociates. Their residence at Paris had not been

unfruitful of events. They had exchanged the juris

diction of the General of their Order for that of the

archbishop of Paris. On the voluntary resignation

of Angelique, and by her desire, the abbatial dignity

had been made elective in their house. An inef

fectual scheme of devoting themselves to the per

petual adoration of the Holy Eucharist, had deeply

exercised their thoughts. Occasional miracles had

awakened or rewarded their piety. An inspired

litany (so it was believed) had fallen insensibly from

the pen of sister Agnes, which eight Doctors censured,

St. Cyran vindicated, and the Pope suppressed. From

his prison at Vincennes, their great apologist directed

their consciences, and guided them to the office of

educating children of their own sex—a wise and

happy project, which brought back into the sphere of

ordinary duties, minds soaring with indefinite aims

into the regions of mysticism, and wasting, in efforts

for an ideal perfection, talents eminently fitted to

bless and to improve mankind.

To restore the sisterhood to the quiet valley where

their predecessors had worshipped, was the next care

of St. Cyran. True it threatened their lives ; but ‘is

it not,’ he asked, ‘ as well to serve God in an hospital

as in a church, if such be his pleasure ?’ ‘Are any

prayers more acceptable than those of the afllicted ?’

Angelique’s heart had a ready answer to such ques

tions from such an inquirer. In that sequestered

church where angels, and a still more awful presence,

had once dwelt, they could not but still abide, (such

was his assurance,) and she returned to seek them

there. She came attended by a large proportion of

the ladies of Port-Royal, hailed by the poor and aged,

11112
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whom in former times she had cherished, and wel

comed by her kinsmen and by the companions of their

religious solitude. It was their first and only meet

ing. Les Granges (a farm-house on the hill-side)

became the residence of the recluses, the gates of the

monastery closing on the nuns.

Bound by no monastic vows, the men addressed

themselves to such employments as each was sup

posed best qualified to fill. Schools for the instruc

tion of youth in every branch of literature and science

were kept by Lancelot, Nicole, Fontaine, and De

Saci. Some laboured at translations of the fathers,

and other works of piety. Arnauld plied his cease

less toils in logic, geometry, metaphysics, and theo

logical debate. Physicians of high celebrity exercised

their art in all the neighbouring villages. Le Maitre

and other eminent lawyers addressed themselves to

the work of arbitrating in all the dissensions of the

vicinage. There were to be seen gentlemen working

assiduously as vine-dressers; officers making shoes;

noblemen sawing timber and repairing windows; a

society held together by no vows, governed by no

corporate laws, subject to no common superior, pur

suing no joint designs, yet all living in unbroken har

mony; all following their respective callings; silent,

grave, abstracted, self-afflicted by fastings, watchings,

and humiliations—a body of penitents on their pain

ful progress through a world which they had resolved

at once to serve and to avoid. From year to year,

till death or persecution removed them from the

valley of Port-Royal, the members of this singular

association adhered pertinaciously to their design;

nor among their annals will be found more, we think,

than a single name on which rests the imputation of

infidelity, or fickleness of purpose.
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To the nuns, indeed, no such change was possible.

Like the inhabitants of Les Granges, they employed

themselves in educating the children of the rich and

the poor, in almsgiving, and in other works of mercy.

Their renunciation of secular cares was combined (no

common alliance) with an entire superiority to all

secular interests. Angelique, now the elected abbess,

and in that character the ruler of the temporalities of

the convent, exhibited a princely spirit of munificence

_nourished and sustained by the most severe and

self-denying economy. She and her sisterhood re

served for themselves little more than a place in their

own list of paupers. So firm was her reliance on

the Divine bounty, and so abstemious her use of it,

that she hazarded a long course of heroic impro

vidence, justified by the event and ennobled by the

motive; but at once fitted and designed rather to

eXcite the enthusiasm of ordinary mortals, than to

afford a model for their imitation. Buildings were

erected both at Port-Royal de Paris, and Port-Royal

des Champs; in the serene majesty of which the

worshipper might discern an appropriate vestibule

to the temple made without hands, towards which

his adoration was directed. Wealth was never per

mitted to introduce, nor poverty to exclude, any

candidate for admission as a novice or a pupil. On

one occasion twenty thousand francs were given as

a relief to a distressed community; on another, four

times that sum were restored to a benefactress, whose

heart repented a bounty which she had no longer the

right to reclaim. Their regular expenditure exceeded

by more than sevenfold their certain income; nor

were they ever disappointed in their assurance, that

the annual deficiency of more than forty thousand

H n 3
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francs would be supplied by the benevolence of their

fellow Christians.

What was the constraining force of charity, An

gelique had learned from the study of her own heart,

and she relied with a well-founded confidence in the

same generous impulse in the hearts of others. The

grace, the gaiety, and tenderness of her nature, which

might have embellished courts and palaces, were drawn

into continual exercise to mitigate the anguish of

disease, to soothe the wretched, and to instruct the

young. Her hands ministered, by day and by night,

to the relief of those whose maladies were the most

loathsome or contagious, and her voice, in its most

kindly tones, allayed their terrors. With playful

ingenuity she would teach her associates how to

employ the vestments, the furniture, and, when

other resources failed, even the sacred plate, of the

monastery, in providing clothes for the naked,

though it left themselves in want, and in feeding

the hungry, though it deprived themselves of all

present resources. While thus distributing boun

ties not merely to the necessities of the indigent,

but to the relief of persons of her own rank in

life, there was in the bosom of Angelique a feeling

which revolted, not against dependence on alms, for

her vows of poverty required it, but against solici

ting aid even from her nearest kindred ;_-a feeling

condemned as human, perhaps, in her stern self

judgment, but assuredly one of those emotions which

the best of our race are the last to relinquish.

And if it be true, as true it surely is, that to the

culture and exercise of the benevolent affections as

an ultimate end, all other ends of human life _

knowledge, practical skill, meditative power, self

control, and the rest—are but subservient means,
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who shall deny to such a course of life as that of the

nuns of Port-Royal, the praise of wisdom, however ill

he may judge of the wisdom which established and

maintained conventual institutions ? Some affec

tions, indeed, they could not cultivate. Two of the

deepest and the richest mines of their nature, ma

ternal and conjugal love, lay unwrought and unex

plored. Yet they lived, as wisdom we are told ought

to live, with children round their knees; training

them for every oflice in life, if not with a mother’s

yearnings, with perhaps something more than a

mother’s prudence.

Over this singular theocracy, male and female,

presided St. Cyran, exercising from his dungeon a

supreme authority; and under him ruled Antoine

Singlin, the general confessor both of the recluses and

the nuns. In the conduct of souls, (such is the ap

propriate style,) Singlin was supposed to excel all

the professors of that most critical science. Pascal,

De Saci, and Arnauld sat at his feet with childlike

docility. Ministers of state, advocates, and bishops,

crowded reverently round his pulpit; yet by the

confession, or rather the boast, of his disciples, he

was distinguished neither by learning, talents, nor

eloquence. The mystery of his absolute dominion

over intellects so incomparably superior to his own,

is partly, at least, dispelled by what remains of his

writings. They indicate a mind at once discrimi

nating and devout, conversant alike with human

nature and with the Divine, exerting all its powers

to penetrate the labyrinth of man’s heart, and sus

taining these powers by habitual communion with

the source of wisdom.

Guided by such pastors, the Port-Royalists were

following out a progress more tranquil than that of

H n 4
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John Bunyan’s Pilgrim, when the wars of the Fronde

rudely scattered the shepherd and the flock. Most of

the nuns fled for refuge to Paris, but the recluses

(they were Frenchmen still) appeared three hundred

strong, in defence of their sequestered valley. Above

their hair-shirts glittered coats of mail. As the last

notes of the anthem died away, the trumpet summoned

the worshippers to military exercises. Spears and hel

mets flashed through the woods—plumes waved over

many a furrowed brow -- intrenchments, the course of

which may still be traced, were thrown up; and the

evening-gun, the watch-word, and the heavy tread of

cavalry, broke a silence till then undisturbed, except

by the monastic choir, or the half-uttered prayer of

some lonely penitent. De Sericourt felt once again

his pulse beat high as he drew out the martial co

lumn, and raised the long-forgotten words of peremp

tory command. But ere long a voice more subdued

though not less peremptory, was heard to silence his.

De Saci’s heart mourned over this reliance on an arm

of flesh. Watching the first pause in the new en

thusiasm of his associates, he implored them to lay

aside their weapons; and in long-suffering to submit

themselves and their cause to the Supreme Disposer

of events. At an instant the whole aspect of Port

Royal was changed. Students returned to their

books, penitents to their cells, and handicraftsmen to

their ordinary labours. It was a change as sudden

and as complete as when, at the bidding of the Genius,

the crowded bridge and the rushing river disappeared

from the eyes of Mirza, leaving before him nothing

but the long hollow Valley of Bagdad, with oxen,

sheep, and camels grazing on the sides of it.

To one inmate of Port-Royal the terrors of an im

pending war had brought no disquietude. Ange
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lique remained there, the guardian angel of the place.

Hundreds of ruined peasants were daily fed by her

bounty. ‘Perhaps I shall not be able’ (the quota

tion is from one of her letters written at the time)

‘to send you a letter to-morrow, for all our horses

and asses are dead with hunger. Oh! how little do

princes know the detailed horrors of war. All the

provender of the beasts we have been obliged to

divide between ourselves and the starving poor. We

have concealed as many of the peasants and of their

cattle as we could, in our monastery, to save them

from being murdered and losing all their substance.

Our dormitory and the chapter-house are full of

horses;— we are almost stifled by being pent up with

these beasts, but we could not resist the piercing

lamentations of the starving and the heart-broken

poor. In the cellar we have concealed forty cows.

Our court-yards and out-houses are stuffed full of

fowls, turkeys, ducks, geese, and asses. The church

is piled up to the ceiling with corn, oats, beans, and

peas, and with caldrons, kettles, and other things be

longing to the cottagers. Our laundry is filled by the

aged, the blind, the maimed, the halt, and infants.

The infirmary is full of sick and wounded. We have

torn up all our rags and linen clothing to dress their

sores; we have no more, and are now at our wits’

end. We dare not go into the fields for any more, as

they are full of marauding parties. We hear that the

abbey of St. Cyran has been burned and pillaged.

Our own is threatened with an attack every day.

The cold weather alone preserves us from pestilence.

We are so closely crowded, that deaths happen con

tinually. God, however, is with us, and we are at

peace.’

That inward peace which Angelique was thus en
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abled to maintain during the horrors of civil war, was

soon to be exposed to a more arduous trial. To the

baffled antagonists of Arnauld, Port-Royal was an abo

mination. There dwelt in safety their intended victim,

plying his dreaded pen, surrounded by his kindred, his

scholars, and his allies; and all engaged in the same

contest with the casuistry, the theology, and the morals

of the society'of Jesus. Against these devoted enemies

one Brisacier, a Jesuit, led the assault. His articles

of impeachment bore that they despised the Eucharist,

that they had neither holy water nor images in their

churches, and that they prayed neither to the Virgin

nor the saints. Vain was the clearest refutation of

calumnies so shocking to Catholic ears, and vain the

archiepiscopal thunders which rebuked the slanderer.

Father Megnier, of the same holy company, denounced

to the astonished world a secret conspiracy against

the religion of Christ, the leaders of which were the

Abbot of St. Cyran and Antoine Arnauld --the Vol

taire and the Diderot of their age! But human cre

dulity has its limits, and Megnier had overstepped

them. For a moment the assailants paused; but at

last, the womb of time, fertile in prodigies, gave birth

to the far-famed ‘five propositions’ of Father Coruet

_a ‘palpable obscure,’ lying in the dim regions of

psychological divinity, and doomed for successive

generations to perplex, to exasperate, and to over

whelm with persecution, or with ridicule, no inconsi

derable part of the Christian world.

That these five dogmas on the mystery of the divine

grace, were to be found within the Augustinus of Jan

senius, was not the original charge. They were at first

denounced by Coruet as opinions which had been

derived from the work of the Bishop of Ypres, by Ar

nauld and other Doctors of the Gallican Church, and
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by them inculcated on their own disciples. Innocent

X. condemned the propositions as heretical; and to the

authority of the Holy See, Arnauld and his friends

implicitly bowed. In a woodcut prefixed to this

papal constitution by the triumphant Jesuits, Jan

senius appeared in his episcopal dress, but ac

coutred with the aspect, the wings, and the other

well-known appendages of the evil spirit, around

whom were playing the lightnings of the Vatican.

The man and the heresy thus happily disposed of,

a single question remained _Were the peccant pro

positions really to be found in the Augustinus or not ?

Arnauld declared that he had studied the book from

end to end, and could not find them there. That

there they were nevertheless to be found, the Jesuits

as strongly asserted. To have quoted by chapter and

page the offensive passages, would have spoiled the

most promising quarrel which had arisen in the

Church since the close of the Tridentine Council.

Still-born must then have perished the ever-memo

rable distinction of the droit and the fad—the droit

being the justice of the papal censure of the propo

sitions, which all Catholics admitted—the fait being

the existence, in the Augustinus, of the propositions

so censured, which all Jansenists denied.

The Vulgar mode of trial by quotation, being dis

carded, nothing remained but trial by authority.

Annat, the King’s Confessor, a Jesuit in religion, and

Mazarin, the King’s Minister, a Jesuit in politics,

each, from different motives, found his account in hu

miliating the Port-Royalists. A conclave of Parisian

Doctors, selected by them, decreed that the five propo

sitions were in the book, and should be in the book.

A papal bull affirmed their sentence, and then a se

cond conclave required all the ecclesiastics, and all the
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religious communities of France, to subscribe their

assent to the order which had thus afiiliated these

foundling opinions on poor Jansenius. That such a

defender of the faith as Antoine Arnauld, would re

ceive such a mandate in silence, the authors of it

neither expected nor desired. In words exactly tran

scribed, though not avowedly quoted, from Chrysos

tom and Augustine, he drew up his own creed on the

questions of grace and free-will; and in good round

terms acquitted the Bishop of Ypres of having written

more or less. A third conclave censured the apologist,

unconscious apparently that their fulminations would

reach the holy fathers of Constantinople and Hippo.

They at least reached the object at which they in

reality aimed. ‘Could the most Christian King,’ they

exclaimed, ‘ permit that penitent recluses and young

children should any longer assemble for instruction,

under the influence of a man who had been convicted

of heresy on the subject of efficacious grace, and who

was either unable or unwilling to find in the Augustinus

what the Pope himself had said might be found

there?’ Anne of Austria listened, Mazarin whis

pered, and she obeyed. Armed with her authority,

her lieutenants appeared at Port-Royal with orders

to restore Les Granges and the forests around it to

their ancient solitude; and then had for ever fallen

the glories of that sacred valley, but for an incident so

strange and opportune as to force back the memory

to the precipitate descent from Mount Ida of the

Homeric Deities, to rescue, in the agony of his fate,

some panting hero on the field of Troy.

Mademoiselle Perrier was the niece of Blaise Pas

cal. She was a child in her eleventh year, and a

scholar residing in the monastery of Port-Royal.

For three years and a half she had been afflicted with
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a fistula lacrymalz's. The adjacent bones had become

carious, and the most loathsome ulcers disfigured her

countenance. All remedies had been tried in vain;

the medical faculty had exhausted their resources.

One desperate experiment remained -- it was that of

the actual cautery. For this the day was appointed,

and her father had set out on a journey to be present

at the operation. Now it came to pass that M. de la

Potherie, who was at once a Parisian ecclesiastic, a

great-uncle of Angelique and of Arnauld, and an

assiduous collector of relics, had possessed himself of

one of the thorns composing the crown of which we

read in the Evangelists. Great had been the curiosity

of the various convents to see it, and the ladies of

Port-Royal had earnestly solicited that privilege.

Accordingly, on the 24th of March, in the year 1656,

the day of the week being Friday, and the week the

third in Lent, a solemn procession of nuns, novices,

and scholars, moved along the choir of the monastic

church, chanting appropriate hymns, and each one,

in her turn, kissing the'holy relic. When the turn

of Mademoiselle Perrier arrived, she, by the advice of

the schoolmistress, touched her diseased eye with the

thorn, not doubting that it would effect a cure. She

regained her room, and the malady was gone! The

cure was instantaneous and complete. So strict,

however, was the silence of the abbey, especially in

Lent, that, except to the companion who shared her

chamber, Mademoiselle Perrier did not at first divulge

the miracle. On the following day the surgeon

appeared with his instruments. The afl‘licted father

was present; exhortations to patience were delivered;

every preparation was complete, when the astonished

operator for the first time perceived that every symp

tom of the disease had disappeared. All Paris rang
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with the story. It reached the ear of the queen

mother. By her command, M. Felix, the principal

surgeon to the king, investigated and confirmed the

narrative. The royal conscience was touched. Who

but must be moved with such an attestation from on

high, of the innocence of a monastery divinely selected

as the theatre of so great a miracle? Anne of Austria.

recalled her lieutenant. Again the recluses returned

to their hermitages; the busy hum of schoolboys was

heard once more at Port-Royal; and in his ancient

retreat Arnauld was permitted to resume his unre

mitting labours.

Time must be at some discount with any man who

should employ it in adjusting the ‘balance of im

probabilities’ in such a case as this. But there is

one indisputable marvel connected with it. The

greatest genius, the most profound scholar, and the

most eminent advocate of that age, all possessing the

most ample means of knowledge, all carefully inves

tigated, all admitted, and all defended with their

pens, the miracle of the Holy Thorn. Europe at

that time produced no three men more profoundly

conversant with the laws of the material world, with

the laws of the human mind, and with the municipal

law, than Pascal, Arnauld, and Le Maitre ; and they

were all sincere and earnest believers. Yet our

Protestant incredulity utterly rejects both the tale

itself and the inferences drawn from it, and but for

such mighty names, might yield to the temptation of

regarding it as too contemptible for serious notice.

Why is this ? It is a question which volumes might be

well employed to answer. In this place, a passing

notice is all that can be given to it.

Antecedently to their investigation of the evidence,

Pascal, Arnauld, and Le Maitre may be supposed to
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have reduced their reasonings on the subject to the

following syllogism:-- The true Church is distin

guished from all others by the perennial possession of

miraculous gifts. But the Church of Rome is the

true church. Therefore, when a miracle is alleged to

have happened within her fold, the presumption is

not against, but in favour of the truth of the state

ment; and therefore, aided by that presumption,

credit is due in such a case to testimony which would

be insufficient to substantiate the fact under any

other circumstances. Negamus majorem. It is not in

the spirit of paradox, far less in that of irreverence

or levity, that we would maintain the reverse—

namely, that a church, really distinguished by the

permanent exercise of miraculous powers, would

presumably be not a true church, but a false.

Probability is the expectation of the recurrence of

usual sequences. Certainty is the expectation of the

recurrence of sequences believed to be invariable.

The disappointment of such an expectation may be

the disclosure of some uniform sequence hitherto

unknown; that is, one of the laws of nature; or it

may be a miracle; that is, the disturbance of those

laws by some power capable of controlling them. He

who alleges a miracle, alleges the existence of natural

laws; for there can be no exception where there is no

rule. Now, to ascribe the laws of nature to any

power but that of God, would be atheism. But to

ascribe an habitual infringement of these laws to

powers subordinate, yet opposed, to the divine, is

not atheistic, but is, on the contrary, consistent alike

with piety and with reason.

The analogies of natural and revealed religion not

only permit, but require, us thus to judge. For ex—

ample, the moral law of God is love. That law is
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habitually infringed by human selfishness. Sub

mission to the legitimate exercise of legitimate au—

thority, is a law from Heaven. That law is habitually

infringed by human self-will. That within the range

of his powers of action, man should be a free agent,

is the divine law. That law, as we learn from the

Gospels, was habitually infringed in the case of

demoniacs.

That the blood of the dead should corrupt and not

liquefy; that houses should be built and not fly; that

diseases should be cured by therapeutics, or not at

all, are all physical laws of nature -that is, of God.

Those physical laws, we are told, are habitually

infringed within the fold of the Roman Catholic

Church. Be it so. But if so, what is the inference?

That the Roman Catholic Church is the depositary of

divine truth, and the special object of divine favour ?

—We wot not. Where such truth resides, and such

favour rests, there will be a harmony, not elsewhere

to be found, with the general laws of the divine

economy, and the general principles of the divine

government. The law is higher than the anomaly.

The rule is more worthy than the exception. That

conformity to the eternal ordinances of Heaven,

whether psychological or physical, should indicate

the possession of truth and holiness in a Church, is

intelligible. That a systematic counteraction of any

such ordinances should indicate the same, is not

intelligible. If in any society any law of the divine

government, whether moral or physical, is habitually

reversed, the inference would seem to be, that such

a society is subject to the control of some power

opposed to the divine.

Will it be answered that every disturbance of the

laws of God must proceed from the Author of those
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laws, and attest his agency and approbation ? \Vhy

so? His moral laws are violated every instant by

rebel man, why not his physical laws by rebel angels?

Moses and Paul, and that divine teacher to whom

Pascal, Arnauld, and Le Maitre bowed their hearts,

and desired to bow their understandings, all assure

us that this is no impossible supposition. Or will it

be answered that such reasonings impugn the mi

racles of Christ himself? If so, we abandon them

as fallacious; for, sooner should our right hand

forget its cunning, than be employed to write one

word having that tendency. But the cases are

utterly dissimilar. Assume the reality both of the

series of miracles recorded in the Gospels, and of the

series of miracles recorded in the Roman Catholic

legends, and without any inconsistency we may re

gard the one as stamped with the seal of truth, and

the other as bearing the impress of error. Our Re

deemer’s miracles blend in perfect harmony, though not

in absolute unison, with those laws, physical and moral,

which he established in the creation, and fulfilled in

the redemption, of the world. In their occasion-in

their object-in their fulfilment of prophecy—in

their attendant doctrine - and in their exceptional

character, they are essentially distinguished from the

perennial miracles of Rome. These are at absolute

discord with the laws which the miracles of Christ

fulfil. If compelled to believe them true, we should

not be compelled to refer them to a divine original.

But that the truth of such stories as that of the Holy

Thorn should ever have commanded the assent of

such men as Pascal, Arnauld, and Le Maitre, is, after

all, a standing wonder, and can be accounted for only

by remembering that they'assumed as inevitable, and

hailed as invaluable, an inference which, as it seems to

VOL. I. 1 I
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us, is not to be drawn from the premises, even if

established.

Judge as we may of the miraculous attestation to

the innocence of Port-Royal, which thus obtained the

advocacy of Pascal, sentence is irreversibly passed by

mankind on the prodigies wrought, at the same time

and in the Same cause, by the pen of that wonder

working controversialist. In the whole compass of

literature, ancient and modern, there is probably

nothing in the same style which could bear a com

parison with the ‘Provincial Letters.’ Their peculiar

excellence can be illustrated only by the force of

contrast; and, in that sense, the ‘ Letters of Junius ’

may afford the illustration.

To either series of anonymous satires must be

ascribed the praise of exquisite address, and of irre

sistible vigour. Each attained an immediate and a.

lasting popularity; and each has exercised a powerful

influence on the literature of succeeding times. But

here all resemblance ends. No writer ever earned so

much fame as Junius with so little claim to the re—

spect or gratitude of his readers. He embraced no

large principles; he awakened no generous feelings;

he scarcely advocated any great social interest. He

gives equally little proof of the love of man, and of

the love of books. He contributed nothing to the

increase of knowledge, and but :seldom ministered to

blameless delight. His topics and his thoughts were

all of the passing day. Ilis invective is merciless and

extravagant; and the veil of public spirit is barely

thrown over his personal antipathies and inordinate

self-esteem. No man was ever so greatly indebted to

mere style; yet, with all its recommendations, his is

a style eminently vicious. It is laboured, pompous,

antithetical—never self-forgetful, never fiowing freely,
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never in repose. The admiration he extorts is yielded

grudgingly; nor is there any book so universally read

which might become extinct with so little loss to the

world as ‘ The Letters of Junius.’

Reverse all this, and you have the characteristics

of the ‘Provincial Letters.’ Their language is but

the transparent, elastic, unobtrusive medium of

thought. It moves with such quiet gracefulness as

entirely to escape attention, until the matchless per

spicacity of discussions, so incomprehensible under

any management but his, forces on the mind an

inquiry into the causes of so welcome a phenomenon.

Pascal’s wit, even when most formidable, is so tem

pered by kindness, as to show that the infliction of

pain, however salutary, was a reluctant tribute to his

supreme love of truth. His playfulness is the buoyancy

of a heart which has no burden to throw off, and is

gay without an effort. His indignation is never

morose, vindictive, or supercilious: it is but philan

thropy kindling into righteous anger and generous

resentment, and imparting to them a tone of awful

majesty. The unostentatious master of all learning,

he finds recreation in toils which would paralyse an

ordinary understanding; yet so sublimated is that

learning with the spirit of philosophy, as to make

him heedless of whatever is trivial, transient, and

minute, except as it suggests or leads to what is com

prehensive and eternal.

But the canons of mere literary criticism were

never designed to measure that which constitutes the

peculiar greatness of the author of the ‘Provincial

Letters.’ His own claim was to be tried by his peers

-by those who, in common with him, possess a

mental vision purified by contemplating that light in

which is no darkness at all, and affections enlarged

1 1 2
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by a benevolence which, having its springs in heaven,

has no limits to its diffusion on earth. Among his

ascetic brethren in the valley of Port-Royal, he him

self recognised the meet, if not the impartial, judges of

his labours. They hailed with transport an ally who,

to their own sanctity of manners, and to more than

their own genius, added popular arts to which they

could make no pretension. We infer indeed, though

doubtfully, that they were taught by the excellent

M. Singlin to regard and censure such exultation as

merely human. That great spiritual anatomist pro

bably rebuked and punished the glee which could not

but agitate the innermost folds of Arnauld’s heart,

as he read his apologist’s exquisite analysis of the

Pouvoz'r Prochain, and of the Graces Sufisantes qui ne

sont pas eficaces. For history reCords the misgivings

of Mademoiselle Pascal on the question, whether M.

Singlin would put up with the indomitable gaiety

which would still chequer with some gleams of mirth

her brother’s cell at Les Granges, even after his pre

ternatural ingenuity had been exhausted in rendering

it the most desolate and cheerless of human abodes.

Whatever may have been his treatment of his illus

trious penitents, the good man was not long permitted

to guide them through their weary pilgrimage. The

respite obtained for Port-Royal by the Holy Thorn

and the ‘ Provincial Letters,’ expired with the death

of Mazarin and with the authority of the Queen

mothcr. Louis began, as he believed, to act for

himself -_ a vain attempt for a man who could never

think for himself. The genius, such as it was, of the

dead minister, had still the mastery over the inferior

mind of the surviving monarch. Louis had been

taught by the Cardinal to fear and to hate De Retz,

Janscnism, and Port-Royal. Poor Singlin was there
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fore driven away, and in due time consigned to the

Bastille. At the bidding of the King, a synod of the

clergy of France drew up an anti-Jansenist test, to

be taken by all ecclesiastics, and by all religious com

munities, male and female; fortified, of course, by

effective penalties. They were all required to sub

s'cribe their names to a declaration that the ‘.five

propositions,’ in their heretical sense, were to be found

in the Augustinus; nor was there any exception in

favour of those who had never seen the book, or of

those who could not read Latin. This was no ineffectual

menace. Blow after blow fell on those who refused,

and even on those who were expected to refuse, thus

to condemn the Bishop of Ypres. Port-Royal was

foremost among such obdurate recusants. Their

schools, male and female, were dispersed. Arnauld

and the other recluses were banished from the valley.

The admission of novices and postulantes was inter

dicted to the abbess ; and her ancient monastery was

threatened with suppression as contumacious and

heretical.

Angelique Arnauld was now sinking under the

pressure of infirmity and of old age. Half a century

had elapsed since the commencement of her reforms,

and her tale of threescore years and ten had been

fully told ; but, ere she yielded her soul to Him who

gave it, she rose from her dying bed to make one

more effort for the preservation of the house so long

devoted, under her guidance, to works of mercy and

to exercises of penitence and prayer. Surrounded

by a throng of weeping children, and by her elder

associates maintaining their wonted composure, she,

for the last time, quitted Port-Royal des Champs,

giving and receiving benedictions, and went to die at

the convent of Port-Royal de Paris.

I I 3
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She found the gates guarded, and the court-yards

filled by a troop of archers, the-executioners of the

royal mandate for expelling the scholars, novices,

postulantes, and other unprofessed inmates of the

house. During eight successive days, one after

another of these helpless women was torn from the

place around which their affections had twined; and

from the arms of the dying mother, whom they

loved with the tenderness of children, and regarded

with more than filial reverence. Seventy-five per

sons were thus successively separated from. her,

as from hour to hour she descended to the tomb,

under bodily and mental sufferings described with

fearful minuteness in the obituaries of Port-Royal.

‘ At length our good Lord has seen fit to deprive us

of all. Fathers, sisters, disciples, children-all are

gone. Blessed be the name of the Lord.’ Such was

her announcement to Madame de Sevigné of the

emptying of this first vial of kingly wrath. To the

Queen-mother, she addressed herself in a loftier,

though not in a less gentle, tone. At each m0

mentary remission of her agonies, she dictated to

Anne of Austria a letter, long and justly celebrated

as a model of epistolary eloquence. It has no trace

of debility, still less of resentment. Her defence is

as clear and as collected as though, in the fulness of

health, she had been conducting the cause of another.

Without a reproach or a murmur, she exposes the

wrongs of her sisterhood, and the error of her perse

cutors. For herself she asks no sympathy; but, from

the verge of the world she had so long renounced,

and was now about to quit for ever, she invokes from

the depositaries of worldly power the justice they

owed to man, and the submission due to the ordi

nances of Heaven. ‘Now, my earthly business is
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done 1’ was her grateful exclamation as this letter

was closed; and then commenced a mental and bodily

strife, recorded, perhaps, but too faithfully by her

biographers. These pages, at least, are no fit place

for the delineation of a scene over which the sternest

spectator must have wept, and the most hardened

must have prayed fervently for the sufferer and for

himself. From the dark close of a life so holy and

so blameless, and from the hope, and peace, and joy

which at length cast over her departing spirit some

radiance from that better state on the confines of

which she stood, lessons may be drawn which we

have no commission to teach, and which are perhaps

best learned without the intervention of any human

teacher. Yet, even in Port-Royal itself, there were

not wanting some to whom this admonition of the

vanity of human things was addressed in vain.

Among that venerable society, the Soeur Flavie

Passart was unrivalled in the severity of her self

discipline, and the splendour of her superhuman gifts.

As often as illness confined her to her bed, so often

did a miracle restore her. The dead returned to her

with messages from the other world. No saint in the

calendar withheld his powerful influence in the court of

heaven when she invoked it. Like many wiser folks,

Sceur Flavie discovered at last, and doubtless to her

own surprise, that she had become (there are none

but masculine terms to express it) a liar and a knave.

The same discovery was opportunely made by her

associates, and arrested her progress to the elective

dignities of the abbey. A penitent confession of her

Jansenist errors, a denunciation of the more eminent

ladies of Port-Royal as her seduccrs, and a retracta

tion of her heretical belief in the innocence of Jan

senius, might, however, still pave her way to the

1 1 4
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abbatial throne. S0 judged the Steur Flavie, and

so decided M. Perifixe, the then archbishop of Paris.

She merely asked the imprisonment of twenty-six of

her rivals. He cheerfully accorded so reasonable a

boon. Repairing in pontifical state to the Parisian

monastery, he again tendered the anti-Jansenist test.

Angelique was gone; but her spirit and her con

stancy survived. -The simple-hearted nuns thought

that it would be a mere falsehood to attest the exist

ence of ‘ five propositions’ in a book which they had

never seen, and could not read; and truth, they knew,

was the command of God, let Pope, Cardinal, or Arch

bishop say what they would to the contrary. Perifixe

interdicted their admission to the holy sacrament.

‘Well, my lord,’ they replied, ‘there is in heaven a

Judge who reads the heart, and to him we commend

our cause.’ ‘ Ay, ay,’ rejoined the exemplary prelate,

‘ when we get to heaven it will be time enough to

consider that, and see how things go there.’

Eight days elapsed; and still no change of pur

pose, no subscription to the test. Preceded by his

crosier, the mitre on his brows, his train borne by

ecclesiastics, and followed by a long line of archers,

the Archbishop reappeared. Much he discoursed re

specting his own mildness, and much of the obduracy

of the nuns. In proof of both, twenty-three of their

number were conveyed to separate places of confine

ment. But the fruits of her treachery were not

reaped by the Smur Flavie. By the influence of the

Archbishop, the Socur Dorothée Perdreau was elected

abbess. That lady established her residence at Paris.

She effected a final separation of the two monasteries;

and gave entertainments at the Parisian convent

which might vie with the most brilliant of any which

formed the beast of the neighbouring hotels. For
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ten months her exiled sisters remained in prison.

Perifixe then ordered their return to Port-Royal des

Champs, there to be excluded from the sacraments

of the church, and to die without her benedictions.

The recluses of the valley were to be seen there no

more. They lived in hiding-places, or pined away

in dungeons. Singlin died of extremity of suffering

in the Bastille. It must be admitted, therefore, that

if the existence of the ‘five propositions’ in the

Augustinus was not verified by the attestation of a

score or two of old ladies, Louis and his clergy have

not to bear the responsibility of so great a misfortune

to the church.

Twelve years before, the miracle of the Holy Thorn

and the genius of Pascal had rescued Port-Royal from

impending destruction. A person scarcely less unlike

the common herd of mortals than the author of the

‘Provincial Letters,’ and whose elevation had been

owing to events which some may think more miracu

lous than the cure of Pascal’s niece, now interposed in

their behalf, and with not inferior success.

Anne Genevieve de Bourbon was born in the year

1619, in the castle of Vincennes, where her father,

Henry, Prince of Orleans, was then confined. The

misfortunes of her family, and especially the execu

tion of the Constable Montmorency, her maternal

uncle, had predisposed in early youth, to serious

thought, a mind distinguished to the last by an insa

tiable craving for strong emotions. To renounce the

world, and to take the veil among the sisterhood of

Carmelites 0f the Faubourg St. Jaques, were the

earliest of the projects she had formed to baffle the

foul fiend ennui. A counter-project, devised by her

mother, was, that the young princess should present

herself at a court ball. Maternal authority, perhaps
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inclination, on the one side, and conscientious scruples

on the other, balanced and distressed the spirit of the

high-born maiden. She betook herself for guidance

to the Faubourg St. Jaques. A council on the ar

duous question was held with all the forms, conven

tual and theatrical, which the statutes of the Order

and the fancy of the nuns required or suggested.

As presidents, sat tWo of their number, one imper

sonating the grace of Penitence, the other the virtue

of Discretion. From the judgment-seat so occupied,

went forth the sentence that Anne Genevieve de

Bourbon should attend the ball, and should surrender

herself ‘de bonne foi’ to all the dress and ornaments

prepared for her ; but that in immediate contact with

her person she should be armed with the penitential

robe of hair-cloth, commonly called a cilice. Above the

talisman which thus encircled that young and lovely

form, glowed the bright panoply of the marchande de

modes. Beneath it throbbed a heart responsive in

every pulse to the new intoxication. Penitenee and

Discretion took their flight, no more to return till,

after the lapse of many a chequered year, the cilice

was again drawn over a heart, then, alas! aching

with remorse, and bowed down with the contrite

retrospect of many a crime and many a folly.

At the Hotel de Rambouillet, she was initiated,

with her brother, afterwards ‘the great Condé,’ into

the Parisian mystery of throwing over the cold hard

lineaments of downright selfishness the fine woven

draperies of polite literature, of sentimentality, and of

taste. She had scarcely read any books; but she

could discourse eloquently on all. Mistress of the

histrionic art, all words fell bewitchingly from a

voice with which every look, and gesture, and attitude

combined in graceful harmony. De Retz notices
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the exquisite effect of the sudden bursts of gaiety

which would at times dispel her habitual, but not in

expressive, languor. Sarazin and Voiture were proud

to receive their laurels from her hand, or to beg them

at her feet. Statesmen and generals sought, or seemed

to seek, her counsels. Even her mitred correspond

ents infused into their pastoral admonitions a de

licacy and a glow of language, which reveal alike her

skill to fascinate, and their desire to please.

Vows of celibacy no longer promised an escape

from lassitude. At the age of twenty-three, she gave

her hand to Henri D’Orléans, Due de Longueville,

who had already numbered forty-seven years. The

Duke repaired as plenipotentiary to the conferences

at Munster. The Duchess remained at Paris, the

idol of the court. Unexplored, at least by us, be the

scandalous chronicle of a scandalous age. She re

joined him in time to shelter, if not entirely to save,

her reputation.

As she floated down the Meuse in a royal progress

(for it was nothing less), the sister of Condé was

received with more than royal honours. Troops

lined the banks; fortresses poured forth their gar

risons to welcome her approach; the keys of Namur,

then held by Spain, were laid at her feet; compli

mentary harangues hailed her arrival at Liege,

Maestricht, and Ruremondc ; and amidst the roar of

cannon, and the acclamations of ten thousand voices,

the triumphant beauty was restored to the arms of

her husband. At Munster she exhibited the state

and splendour of a crowned head. But her heart

was depressed by ennui, if not agitated by more

guilty emotions. Tours were undertaken, palaces

built, wars of etiquette successfully waged with rival

princesses, diplomatic intrigues twisted and un
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twisted: but gloom still settled on the spirit of her

to whose diversion all other minds were minister

ing.

She returned to Paris. Condé had exalted the

glories of her house. Mazarin got up an Italian

opera for her amusement. Benserade and Voiture

referred to her award the question, then agitating the

whole Parisian world, of the comparative excellence

of their rival sonnets. She became a mother. On

every side the tedium of existence was assailed by

new excitements; but melancholy still brooded over

her. Relief was however at hand. The dissensions,

the wars, the intrigues of the Fronde, filled the void

which nothing else could fill. Her share in that mad

revel is known to all the readers of De Retz, La

Rochefoucault, De Monspensier, and De Motteville.

Her younger brother, the Prince de Conti, Was but

a puppet in her hands. With Condé she quarrelled

one day and made it up the next. De Retz was

alternately her ruler and her dupe. Marsaillac alone

acquired a lasting influence over her mind. He

flattered, amused, animated, and governed her, to

whose government alone the factious and the fri

volous were alike willing to bow. With her infant

in her arms, she appeared on the balcony, at the

Hotel de Ville, ‘beautiful,’ says De Retz, ‘with her

dress apparently, but not really, neglected; while at

the Greve, from the pavement to the tiles, was a

countless multitude of men shouting with transport,

and women shedding tears of tenderness.’ Never

did mob-idolatry assume a more bewitching aspect.

llushed into affectionate silence were the harsh voices

of the many-headed monster, as the peerless dame

gave birth to ‘Charles Paris,’ 1101' second son.

Crowded even was that sick-chamber with black
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robed councillors, and plumed officers, soliciting her

commands for the defence of the blockaded capital.

Peace came, and she met almost on equal terms

the haughty widow and mother of the kings of

France. For her brother and her husband, she de

manded and obtained the government of provinces;

for herself, a state ball at the Hotel de Ville, with the

presence of the queen-mother to grace her triumph;

for Marsaillac the entrée at the Louvre in his car

riage ; for his wife a tabouret.

There are limits to human endurance. Against

the entree and the tabouret the whole nobility of

France awoke in generous resentment. Astraea once

more took her flight. Condé, Conti, and poor De

Longueville himself, were conducted to Vincennes;

our heroine fled to Normandy. Besieged in the

castle of Dieppe, she escaped on foot, and, after a

march of some leagues along the coast, reached a

fishing-boat, which lay at anchor there, awaiting her

arrival. A storm was raging; but, in defiance of all

remonstrances, she resolved to embark. In an instant

she was struggling for life in the water. Rescued

with difliculty, but nothing daunted, she mounted

behind a horseman, and for fifteen days evaded the

pursuit of her enemies, in mean and desolate hiding

places. At length, reaching Havre, an English

vessel conveyed her to Rotterdam. From that dis

astrous eclipse, she emerged with undiminished

splendour. From Stenay, Turenne advanced to meet

her at the head of all his forces. She became/a

party with him to the convention by which the King

of Spain bound himself to maintain the war with

France till the liberation of the three captive princes;

and sixty thousand crowns were promised for the

support of the table and equipagcs of Turcnnc and
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the Princesse de Longueville. That more tender

bonds than those of war and treason did not unite

them, is ascribed by her biographers to her preference

for one La Moussaye, the commandant of Stenay.

There she braved the denunciations of her sovereign,

opposing one manifesto to another, and adding to her

other glories the praise of diplomatic eloquence.

Again the centre of all intrigue, the delirium,

Whether ambitious or voluptuous, of her heart,

yielded for a while (and where beats the heart which

is not enigmatical? ) to remembrances, at once bitter

and soothing, of the Carmelites of St. Jaques, with

whom, in days of youth and innocency, she had

joined in far different aspirations. But in the phan

tasmagorz'a at Paris the scenes are again shifted.

The parliaments remonstrate, the Princes are en

larged, the Cardinal exiled, and a royal declaration

attests the innocence of Madame de Longueville,

‘ Vous n’etes plus criminelle, si ce n’est de lese amours,’

was the greeting on this occasion of her favourite

Sarazin. She rewarded the poet with an embassy to

the Spanish government; for the Duchesse had now

undertaken a negotiation for peace between the two

crowns. Her second triumph, however, was still in

complete. She returned in all the pomp of a con

queror to Paris, and once more met on equal terms

the majesty of France.

It may reasonably be doubted whether there

exists at this day one human being who has found

leisure and inclination to study with exact atten

tion, in all its tedious details, the history of the

wars of the ‘Fronde.’ But that they disturbed

the peace, and postponed the rising greatness, of a

mighty nation, they would have as little to commend

them to serious regard as the cabals one may sup
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pose to distract the fair council presiding over the

internal economy of Almacks. To assert, during the

weakness of a long minority, some popular rights not

otherwise to be maintained, and to restore the greater

nobility to the powers of which Richelieu had dis

possessed them, were indeed motives which gave some

show of dignity to the first movement of the Fron

deurs; but meaner passions, more frivolous questions,

interests more nakedly selfish, or in themselves more

contemptible, never before or since roused a people

to war, or formed a pretext for rebellion. Cardinals,

Judges, Monarchs, Princesses, Courtiers, and Generals

whirl before the eye in that giddy maze _intriguing,

lying, jesting, imprisoning, and killing, as though

Bacchus, anus, and Moloch had for a while usurped

a joint and absolute dominion over the distracted

land.

Among the figurantes in this dance of death, 'none

is more conspicuous than the Duchesse de Longuevillc.

In the third and last of those preposterous wars, the

royal authority triumphed, and her star declined;

but it now set to rise again in a new and far purer

radiance. Like the wisest of the sons of men, she

had applied her heart to see if there was any good

thing under the sun; and, like him, she returned

with a spirit oppressed by the hopeless pursuit, and

proclaiming that all is vanity. ‘l. have no wish so

ardent ’ (such is her confession to the Prioress of the

Carl'nclitcs) ‘as to see this war at an end, that, for

the rest of my days, 1 may dwell with you, and apart

from all the world besides. Till peace is concluded, I

may not do so. My life seems to have been given

me but to prove how bitter and how oppressive are

the sorrows of this mortal existence. My attach

ments to it are broken, or rather crushed. Write to
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me often, and confirm the loathing I feel for this sub

lunary state.’

It was a weary way which the returning penitent

had to retrace. Now rising towards the heaven to

which she aspired, her fainting spirit would again

sink down to the earth she had too much loved.

Long and arduous was the struggle -- tardy, and to

the last precarious, the conquest. But the conquest

was achieved. Gainsay it who will, the spirit of man

is the not unfrequent, though the hidden, scene of

revolutions as real as that which, from the seed cor

rupting in the soil beneath us, draws forth the petals,

diffusing on every side their fragrance, and reflecting

in every varied hue the light of heaven. He who,

with disappointed hopes, and the satiety of all the

pleasures which 'earth has to ofier, seeks refuge in

that sanctuary which in the heat and confidence of

youth he had despised, may well expect that human

judges will note the change with incredulity or

derision: nor, perhaps, has he much right to com

plain. There ever must be some ground for others

to doubt whether the seeming love of long-neglected

virtues be more than a real distaste for long-practised

vices. That the rouée should pass into the ennuyée,

and the ennuyée into the dévote, may appear as

natural as that the worm should become a chrysalis,

and the chrysalis a butterfly. To the wits be their

jests, and to the mockers their gibes. To those who

can feel for some of the deepest agonies of our com

mon nature, such jests will be at least less wel

come than the belief that, when innocence is gone, all

is not lost; and the conviction, that over the soul

blighted and depraved by criminal indulgence, may

still be effectually brooding an influence more gentle
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than a mother’s love, and mightier than all the con

federate powers of darkness and of guilt.

Few readers of the later correspondence of the

Duchesse de Longueville will doubt that the change

in her character was the result of such a renovating

energy. At the age of thirty-four she finally retired

from the cabals in which she had borne so conspicuous

a part. Condé had now taken up arms against her

native country, and Turenne commanded her armies.

The Duchesse mourned alike the success and the

reverses of her brother. De Longueville, a kind

hearted man, hailed With unabated tenderness her re

turn to the paths of wisdom and peace. She watched

with true conjugal care over his declining years, and

even extended her kindness to one of his illegitimate

daughters.

Touched by her altered conduct, the King and

the Queen-mother admitted her not merely to their

favour, but to a high place in their regard ; nor are

there many incidents in the life of Louis so amiable,

as the affectionate gentleness of his demeanour to this

once dangerous but now self-humbled enemy. On

the death of her husband, she expended immense

sums in the attempt to repair, in some degree, the

calamities which the war of the Princes had inflicted

on the peasantry. In a single year she restored to

freedom, at her own expense, nine hundred persons

imprisoned for debt; and had a list of no less than

four thousand pensioners subsisting altogether on her

bounty. The austere penances, which, at least, at

tested her sincerity, were combined, on all becoming

occasions, with the princely magnificence due to her

exalted station. Her eldest. son, the Comte Du

Dunois, a feeble-minded youth, turned Jesuit, took

VOL. 1. K K
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orders, escaped to Rome, and was placed under per

manent restraint. The Comte St. Paul, her only

other child, was a wild profligate. He enjoyed ec

clesiastical benefices of the annual value of 50,000

crowns, which she compelled him to resign uncon

ditionally to the disposal of the King.

Louis revered and applauded such unwonted dis

interestedness, and exerted all the magic of his flattery

to win her back again to the court and t0 the world.

But she had learnt a salutary lesson of self-distrust.

In the valley of Port-Royal she built a modest resi

dence, where she found repose, if not serenity; and

soothed with humble hopes a spirit too deeply con

trite to be visited by more buoyant feelings. Her

own hand has traced the history of her declining

years ; nor have the most pathetic preachers of that

age of pulpit eloquence, bequeathed to us a more im—

pressive admonition. Whoever would learn what are

the woes of ministering, by reckless self-indulgence,

to the morbid cravings of the heart for excitement;

or how revolting is the late return to more tranquil

pursuits; or how gloomy is the shadow which cri

minal passions, even when exorcised, will yet cast

over the soul they have long possessed; or how,

through that gloom, a light pure as its divine ori

ginal, may dawn over the- benighted mind with still

expanding warmth and brightness—should study

the Letters and the Confessions of Anne Genevieve,

Duchesse de Longueville.

Such, and so conversant with the ways of the

world, was the diplomatist who at length appeared

for the rescue of the ladies of Port-Royal. No

less skilful hand could have unravelled the folds in

which the subject had been wrapped by intrigue

and bigotry.
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To explain what was the task she undertook, we

must return a little on our former steps.

The original anti-Jansenist test had been promul

gated by a synod of the clergy of France, adopted by

the Sorbonne, and enforced by Louis. To the re

monstrances of the nuns against being required to

attest by their signatures a matter of fact of which

they had, and could have, no knowledge, the King had

answered only by reiterating the demand for a ‘pure

and simple’ subscription. ‘His Majesty,’ observed

the Princesse de Guime’ne’, ‘is supreme. He can make

princes of the blood, bishops, and archbishops. Why

not martyrs also?’ It was a branch of the royal

prerogative which he was nothing loath to exercise.

De Retz abdicated the see of Paris, and was suc

ceeded by De Marca, the author of the Formulary.

Availing themselves of so happy an occasion, the

Jesuits at Clermont drew up a thesis, in which was

propounded, for the acceptance of the faithful, the

naked dogma of Papal infallibility, not only on points

of doctrine, but as to mere matters of fact. Arnauld

and his friends protested. Their protest was refuted

by the hand and the torch of one of the great po

lemics of that age —the public executioner. De

Marca did not live long; and his death brought with

it a truce in this holy war. His successor in the see

of Paris, M. de Perifixe, resumed it, but with greater

subtlety. He taught that it was enough if a matter

of fact, asserted by the Pope, were believed not d’une

foi divine, but d’une foz' humaine. \thther, in the

Virgilian elysium, the recompense‘awarded to the in

ventors of useful arts awaits the authors of useful

distinctions, has not been revealed to us; but if so,

De Perifixe may there have found his recompense.

On earth it was his hard fate to be refuted by Nicole,

KK2
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to be laughed at by the Parisians, and to be opposed

by the ladies of Port-Royal. They had no faith,

divine or human, and they would profess none, as to

the contents of a large folio written in a language of

which they were entirely ignorant. ‘ Pure as angels,’

said the incensed Archbishop; ‘they are proud as

devils !’ How he punished their pride has already

been recorded.

When a great dignitary has lost his temper, there

is nothing which he should more studiously avoid

than the being hooked into the sort of contemporary

record which the French call a proces verbal. In the

midst of the nuns of Port-Royal, De Perifixe had

stormed and scolded more in the style of a poissarde

than of an Archbishop of Paris; and when the

chronicle of all his sayings and doings on the occasion

stole into light, with all the forms of notarial cer

tificates, he found himself, to his unutterable dismay,

the hero of as broad a farce as had ever delighted

that laughter-loving city. It was the singlejoke of

which the nuns had ever been either the willing or

the unintentional authors; and they soon found to

their cost that it was no light matter to have di

rected the current ofridicule against an archiepiscopal,

and, through him, against a royal censor.

The invincible opposition of the Port-Royalists to

the test, had awakened a more extended resistance.

Men had begun to deny the right of assemblies of the

clergy, or of the King himself, to impose such sub

scriptions. To retreat was, however, no longer pos

sible. Louis, therefore, by the advice of the Jesuits,

desired the Pope himself first to draw up a Formula,

which should declare his oWn infallible knowledge of

matters of fact; and then to require the universal

acceptance of it. Alexander VII. exultingly com
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plied. Subscription to De Marca’s test was now

exacted by papal authority, with the addition that the

subscribers should call on the Deity himself to attest

their sincerity. To this demand the great body of

the clergy of France submitted; but still the resist

ance of the nuns of Port-Royal was unsubdued.

Four years of persecution—0f mean, unmanly, wor

rying persecution-followed. The history of it fills

many volumes of the Conventual Annals, exciting in

the mind of him who reads them, feelings of amaze

ment and disgust, of respect and pity, strong enough

to carry him through what it must be confessed is

but a wearisome task. From the poor remnant of

earthly comforts which these aged women had re

tained, the mean-spirited king, his bigoted confessors,

and his absurd archbishop, daily stole whatever could

be so pilfered. From their means of preparing for

the world where the wicked cease from troubling,

every deduction was made which sacerdotal tyranny

could enforce. But no tyranny eculd induce them to

call on the God of Truth to attest a lie. One after

another went down, with no priestly absolution, to

graves which no priest would bless; strong, even

amidst the weakness and the mortal agonies of nature,

in the assurance, that the path to heaven could not be

found in disobedience to the immutable laws which

Heaven itself had established.

Among the bishops of France, four had been faith

ful enough to insist on the distinction between the

droit and the fait. In publishing the papal bull, they

attached to it an express statement of their dissent

from this new pretension of Rome. Of these prelates,

one was a brother of the great Arnauld, and bore

the same name. Alexander VII. was now on his

death-bed ; he had even received extreme auction.

1: K 3
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But at that awful hour he retained enough of human

or of papal feeling to launch against the four prelates

a brief, full of menaces, which it devolved on his suc

cessor, Rospigliosi, to execute.

But Clement IX. was a man of a far greater and

more Christian spirit. He had mourned over the dis

tractions of the Church, and had made it his appro

priate glory to mediate between the contending

crowns of Spain and Portugal. To him the Duchesse

De Longueville addressed herself on behalf of Port

Royal, in a letter of the most insinuating and im

pressive eloquence. His nuncio at Paris was made to

feel all the powers of that fascinating influence which

she still knew how to employ. At her hotel, and in

her presence, a secret committee met daily for the

management of this affair. It was composed of three

bishops, aided by Arnauld and Nicole. Condé him

self was induced by his sister~to lend the weight of

his authority to her projects. Even Le Tellier was

circumvented by the toils spread for him by this

great mistress of intrigue. For nearly eighteen

months she laboured to overcome the obstacles which

the pride of Rome and of Louis, and the ill-will of

the Father Annat, his confessor, opposed to her. All

difficulties at length yielded to‘ her perseverance and

her diplomatic skill. The four bishops were content to

denounce the ‘five propositions’ as heretical, and to

promise ‘a submission of respect and discipline’ as to

the fact, declaring that ‘they would not contest the

papal decision, but would maintain an absolute

silence on the subject.’ One of them insisted on

adding an express statement of the fallibility of the

Church respecting such matters of fact as the con

tents of a book. Clement IX. was, however, satis

fied. Peace was restored to the Gallican Church.
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Medals were struck, speeches made, and solemn

audiences accorded by Louis to Arnauld and his as

sociates. De Saci and his fellow-prisoners were set

at liberty. Port-Royal was once more permitted to

recruit her monastery, to open her schools, and to

give shelter to her dispersed recluses. Among the

events which signalised the pacification of Clement

IX., one demands especial notice. Malebranche had

signed the Formulary. He now frankly avowed

that he had condemned Jansenius without reading

his book, and implored the pardon of God and of man

for his guilty compliance.

It may perhaps be consolatory to some, in our own

times, to be informed, that in censuring as heretical

the book of a professor of divinity, of which they

knew nothing but the title-page, they might have

pleaded the example of so great a man—a comfort,

however, to which they will not be entitled, unless

they imitate also the example of his repentance.

Ten years elapsed from this pacification before the

close of the extraordinary career of the Duchesse de

Longueville; and they were years distinguished in

the chronicle of Port-Royal by little else than the

peaceful lives and the tranquil deaths of many of the

inhabitants of the valley. In their annals are to be

found more than a century of names, to which their

admirers have promised not only an eternal reward,

but such immortality as the world has to bestow.

Overburdened as we are by the ever increasing

debt of admiration to the illustrious dead, these pro

mises will hardly be fulfilled, at least by our busy

age: nor is it easy even for one who has carefully

travelled through the whole of these biographies, to

select from among the female candidates for posthu

mous renown, those to whom such homage is especially

K K 4
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due. Their portraitures have a strong resemblance

to each other. To each, in her turn, is awarded the

praise of passive virtue, of fervent piety, and of

austerities from which nature shrinks. If a sense of

the ludicrous will occasionally provoke a passing

smile, or if a sigh must now and then be given to the

melancholy superstitions of which they were the

blameless victims, it is at least impossible to contem

plate, irreverently or unmoved, the image of Purity

and peace, of mutual kindness and cheerful acquies

cence in the Divine will, which discloses itself at each

successive aspect of that holy sisterhood.

The sternest Protestant cannot rouse himself at

once from the influence of this course of reading; nor

resume, without an effort, his conviction, that it is

amidst the charities of domestic life that female virtue

finds the highest exercise, and female piety the most

sublime elevation. He knows, indeed, that exuberant

as is the charter of his faith in models of every human

virtue, and in precepts of Wisdom under every varied

form, it contains not so much as a single example, or

a solitary admonition, from which the Confessors of

Port-Royal could have shown that a retreat to such

cloisters was in accordance with the revealed will of

God. He knows also, that thus to counteract the

eternal laws of nature, and the manifest designs of

providence, must be folly, howeverspecious the pre

text or solemn the guise which such folly may assume.

He is assured that filial affection, cheerfully, temper

ately, bountifully, and thankfully using the gifts of

heaven, is the best tribute which man can render to

Him who claims for himself the name and the cha

racter of a Father. But with all this knowledge, the

disciple of Luther or of Calvin will yet close the vies

édz'fiantes and the ne'crologies of these holy women, not
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without a reluctance to doubt, and a wish to believe,

that they really occupied the high and awful station

to which they aspired; and stood apart from the

world, its pollutions, and its cares, to offer with purer

hearts than others, and with more acceptable inter

cessions, the sacrifice of an uninterrupted worship,

replete with blessings to themselves and to mankind.

Peace then to their errors, and unquoted be any of

the innumerable extravagances which abound in the

records of their lives. To the Recluses who shared,

without ever breaking their solitude, we rather turn

for illustrations of the spirit which animated and cha~

racterised the valley of Port-Royal.

On the pacification of Clement IX., Louis Sebastian

le Nain de Tillemont, who had been educated in the

schools of Nicole and Lancelot, returned in the ma

turity of his manhood to a hermitage which he had

erected near the court-yard of the abbey. Such had

been his attainments as a boy, that the pupil had soon

exhausted the resources of those profound teachers,

and in his twentieth year had commenced those works

on ecclesiastical history, which have placed him in the

very foremost rank, if not at the head, of all who

have laboured in that fertile though rugged field.

To the culture of it, his life was unceasingly devoted.

Though under the direction of De Saci he had ob

tained admission to holy orders, he refused all the

rich preferments pressed on him by the admirers of

his genius. Year after year passed over him, un

marked by any event which even the pen of his

affectionate biographer, Fontaine, could record. ‘He

lived,’ says that amiable writer, ‘alone, and with no

witness but God himself, who was ever present with

him, and who was all in all to him.’ It was only

in an habitual and placid communion with that one
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associate, that he sought relief from his gigantic toils ;

and with a spirit recruited by that communion, he

returned to the society of the Emperors, the Popes,

the Fathers, and the Saints, who were to him as com

panions and as friends. To a man long conversant

with the anxieties of a secular calling, the soft lights

and the harmonious repose of such a picture may

perhaps exhibit a delusive aspect; yet it can hardly

be a delusion to believe, that for such colloquy with

the minds which yet live in books, and with that

Mind which is the source of all life, would be wisely

abandoned whatever ambition, society, fame, or for

tune, have to confer on their most favoured votaries.

So at least judged one, whom fame and fortune

wooed with their most alluring smiles. Racine had

been trained at Port-Royal, in the same schools and

by the same masters as Tillemont. For the great

dramatist, no sympathy could of course be expressed

by 'the austere dwellers in the desert; and perhaps

the friendship of Boileau may have consoled him for

the alienation of his old teacher Nicole. But when,

in his Visionnaz'res, that devout and learned man de

nounced the writers of stage-plays as the Empoz'son

nearspublics des ames, Racine keenly felt and resented

the reproach. Like most controversialists, he lived

to repent the asperity of his language: but his re

pentance yielded fruits, the like of which have rarely

been gathered from that bitter stem. The author of

Andromaque not only sought the pardon, and regained

the friendship of Arnauld and Nicole, but actually

renounced the drama, exhorted his son to abandon

poetry, became the advocate and the historian of

Port-Royal, and secured for his bones a resting-place

in that consecrated soil.

Happily for the world, a method was afterwards
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discovered of reconciling the exercise of Racine’s

genius with the severe principles which Nicole had

instilled into him when a boy, and had revived with

such decisive effect in his riper days. Esther and Athalz'e

were allowed, even at Port-Royal, to he works not

unseemly for a man whose single talent was that of

writing verses, and who, if he_ could do nothing

better, was at least acknowledged to do that well.

But alas for human consistency! He who traced

those majestie scenes where reliance on the Divine arm

triumphs over all human regards and terrors, was

doomed himself to pine away and even to die of a hard

saying of the hard master it was his ill fate to serve.

His guilt was to have drawn up a Memoir on the

means of relieving the starving poor at Paris. His

punishment, the indignant exclamation of the great

Louis, ‘Because he is an all-accomplished versifier,

does he presume that he knows every thing? Be

cause he is a great poet, does he mean to become a

minister?’ Well might the sensitive spirit which

such a feather could crush, Wish with Wolsey that he

had served his God as faithfully as his King, and

repine amidst the pageantries of Versailles for the

devout composure of Port-Royal.

And many were the eminent men who sought and

enjoyed that repose. There dwelt the Prince de

Conti, one of the heroes of the Fronde, and still more

memorable for his penitence and restitutions; of

whom it is recorded, that his young children were so

impressed by his absolute dcvotedness to the Divine

will, as to conceal from him the story of Abraham,

lest the example of the sacrifice of Isaac should be

imitated at their own expense. There, too, resided

the Due de Laincourt, on whom fortune had ex

hausted all her bounties, and who, under the loss of
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them all, rose to the utmost heroism of a meek, unre

pining, and cheerful resignation. Pontchateau, a noble,

a courtier, an ambassador, and at length the apostolical

prothonotary at Rome, brought all the strange vicis

situdes of his life to an end, by becoming, under the

name of Le Mercier, a common labourer in the gar

dens, and a devout worshipper in the church of Port—

Royal. But this chronicle of worthies, spreading

out into interminable length, must give place to a

very brief account of the events which reduced to a

desert the solitudes which they had cultivated and

adorned.

Amidst the contentions of the Gallican Church,

full proof had been given of the keen edge of those

weapons which might be borrowed from the papal

arsenals. It readily occurred to the sufferers, that

the resource which the Jesuits had so successfully

employed, might be turned against themselves. Pas

cal had startled the civilised world with the exposure

of Molinist errors, hostile not merely to the Catholic

creed, but to those principles of virtue which are the

very cement of human society. They had imputed

to Jansenius five heresies on the obscure subjects of

divine grace and human freedom; but who could

number the propositions in which Escobar and his

associates had spurned the authority of the decalogue

itself? The assiduity of the bishops of Arras and

St. Pons collected sixty-five of these scandalous dog

mas, and these they transmitted to Rome in a me

morial of which Nicole was believed to be the writer,

and known to be the translator. Righteous, unqua

lified, and decisive was the papal condemnation of

the morality of the Jesuits; but fatal to the repose

of Port-Royal was this triumph of one of her brightest

ornaments. The Duchesse dc Longucville had lately
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died, and with her had disappeared the motive which

had induced Louis to show some forbearance to the

objects of her affectionate solicitude. Harlay now

governed the see of Paris. He was a man of dis

reputable character, and the mere instrument of the

King. Louis was in bondage to Madame de Maintenon,

and she to the Jesuits. Their vengeance scarcely

sought a pretext, and soon found its gratification.

In the exercise of his archiepiscopal authority,

Harlay banished De Saci, Tillemont, and Pontcha

teau, from the valley of Port-Royal. Nicole and

Arnauld sought shelter in the Netherlands from his

menaces. The postulantes and scholars were once

more expelled, and the admission of novices was again

forbidden.

At this epoch, another lady of the house of Arnauld

-- a cousin and namesake of the Mere Angelique _

was invested with the dignity of abbess. Her ge

nius, her virtue, and her learning, are the subject of

eulogies too indistinct to be impressive, and too hy

perbolical to win implicit credence. Yet, if she was

the writer of the memoir in defence of her monastery

which bears her name, there was no apparent obstacle,

but her sex and her profession, to her successful

rivalry of the greatest masters of juridical eloquence

in France. Ineffectual, however, would have been all

the rhetoric which ever adorned the parliament of

Paris, to avert the threatened doom of the strong

hold of Jansenism. As he approached the tomb,

Harlay’s resentment became more deep and settled.

He left it a fatal inheritance to his successor, the

Cardinal De Noailles. A weak and obstinate, but

not an unfeeling man, De Noailles owed his promo

tion to the see of Paris to his fixed hostility to Port

loyal, and his known willingness to hazard the odium
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of subverting that ancient seat of piety and learning.

The apology soon presented itself.

Several years had elapsed since the dispute about

‘Le Droit et le Fait de Jansenius’ had apparently

reached its close. Revolving this passage of bygone

history, a priest had improved or amused his leisure,

by drawing up, for the decision of the Sorbonne,

‘a case of conscience,’ which, it must be owned, was a

hard problem for the most expert casuist. Of two in

fallible Popes, one had with his dying breath affirmed,

as a momentous truth, a proposition which the other

had abandoned, if not retracted. What was it the

duty of the faithful to believe on the subject ? Forty

doctors answered, that it was enough to maintain a

respectful silence as to the ‘fait de Jansenius.’ Ar

chiepiscopal mandaments, treatises of the learned,

royal orders in council, and parliamentary arréts,

flew thick and fast through the troubled air, and

obscured the daylight of common sense. Again

the eldest son of the church invoked the authority

of her spiritual father. In oracular darkness went

forth from the Vatican, the sentence, that ‘respeetful

silence is not a sufficient deference for apostolical con

stitutions.’ This is what is called, in ecclesiastical

story, the bull ‘Vineam Domini Sabaoth.’ Under

shelter of an abstract theorem which no Catholic

could deny, it ingeniously concealed the conflict of

opinion of two infallible Pontiffs. Subscription of

their unqualified assent to the bull ‘Vineam’ was

demanded from the nuns of Port-Royal, and from

them alone. They cheerfully subscribed; but with

the addition, that their signature was not to be

understood as derogating from what had been deter

mined on the pacification of Clement IX. This was

their final and their fatal act of contumacy. Decree
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after decree was fulminated by De Noailles. He for

bade the admission of any new members of their house.

He prohibited the election of an abbess. He despoiled

them of a large part of their estates. He interdicted

to them all the sacraments of the church. He ob

tained a papal bull for the suppression of their

monastery; and in October 1709, he carried it into

effect by an armed force, under the Marquis D’Ar

genson.

There is in Westminster Hall a tradition that an

eminent advocate of our own times addressed to the

House of Peers, during sixteen successive days, a

speech, in the course of which (such is the calculation)

he employed all the words in Johnson’s Dictionary,

one with another, just thirty-five times over. Neither

boasting the copiousness, nor presuming on the pa

tience which were at the command of that great

lawyer, we have compressed into a few sentences the

history of a contest, which, if not so abridged, would

have swollen to the utmost limits of that unparalleled

oration. But to those who have leisure for such

studies, and who delight in a well-fought forensic

field, we can promise that pleasure in the highest

degree from a perusal of the contest between the aged

ladies of Port-Royal, and their royal, mitred, and er

mincd antagonists. Never was a more gallant struggle

against injustice. After exhausting all the resources

of legal defence, those helpless and apparently feeble

women disputed every inch of ground by protests,

remonstrances, and petitions, which, for the moment

at least, held their assailants in check, and which yet

remain a wondrous monument of their perseverance

and capacity, and of the absolute self-control which,

amidst the outpourings of their griefs, and the ex

posure of their wrongs, restrained every expression of
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asperity or resentment. Never was the genius of

the family of Arnauld exhibited with greater lustre,

and never with less effect.

In a grey autumnal morning, a long file of armed

horsemen, under the command of D’Argenson, was

seen to issue from the woods which overhung the ill

fated monastery. In the name of Louis he demanded

and obtained admission into that sacred inclosure.

Seated on the abbatial throne, he summoned the

nuns into his presence. They appeared before him

veiled, silent, and submissive. _Their papers, their

title-deeds, and their property were then seized, and

proclamation made of a royal decree which directed

their immediate exile. It was instantly carried into

effect. Far and wide, along the summits of the

neighbouring hills, might be seen a thronging multi

tude of the peasants whom they had instructed, and

of the poor whom they had relieved. Bitter cries of

indignation and of grief, joined with fervent prayers,

arose from those helpless people, as, one after another,

the nuns entered the carriages drawn up for their

reception. Each pursued her solitary journey to the

prison destined for her. _Of these venerable women,

some had passed their eightieth year, and the young

est was far advanced in life. Labouring under pa

ralysis and other infirmities of old age, several of them

reached at once their prisons and their graves. Others

died under the distress and fatigues of their journey.

Some possessed energies which no sufferings could

subdue. Madame de Remicourt, for example, was

kept for two years in solitary confinement; in a cell

lighted and ventilated only through the chimney;

without fire, society, or books. ‘ You may persecute,

but you will never change Madame de Remicourt,’

said the archbishop; ‘for’ (such was his profound
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view of the phenomenon) ‘ she has a square head,

and people with square heads are always obstinate.’

Last in the number of exiles appeared, at the gates

of the abbey, the prioress, Louise de St. Anastasie

Mesnil de Courtiaux. She had seen her aged sisters

one by one quit for ever the abode, the associates, and

the employments of their lives. To each she had given

her parting benediction. She shed no tear, she

breathed no murmur, nor for a moment betrayed the

dignity of her ofiice, or the constancy of her mind.

‘Be faithful to the end,’ were the last words which

she addressed to the last companion of her sorrows.

And nobly did she fulfil her own counsels. She was

conducted to a convent, where, under a close guard,

she was compelled to endure the utmost rigours of a

jail. Deprived of all those religious comforts which

it is in the power of man to minister, she enjoyed a

solace, and found a strength, which it was not in the

power of man to take away. In common with the

greater part of her fellow-sufferers, she died without

any priestly absolution, and was consigned to an un

hallowed grave. They died the martyrs of sincerity;

strong in the faith that a lie must ever be hateful in

the sight of God, though infallible popes should exact

it, or an infallible church, as represented by cardinals

and confessors, should persuade it.

Unsatiated by the calamities of the nuns, the ven

geance of the enemies of Port-Royal was directed

against the buildings where they had dwelt, the sacred

edifice where they had worshipped, and the tombs in

which their dead had been interred. The monastery

and the adjacent church were overthrown from their

foundations. Workmen, prepared by hard drinking for

their task, broke open the graves in which the nuns

and recluses of former times had been interred. With

VOL. 1. L L
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obscene ribaldry, and outrages too disgusting to be

detailed, they piled up a loathsome heap of bones and

corpses, on which the dogs were permitted to feed.

What remained was thrown into a pit, prepared for

the purpose, near the neighbouring churchyard of St.

Lambert. A wooden cross, erected by the villagers,

marked the spot; and many a pilgrim resorted to it, to

pray for the souls of the departed, and for his own.

At length no trace remained of the Fortress of Jan

senism to offend the eye of the Jesuits, or to per

petuate the memory of the illustrious dead with whom

they had so long contended. The mutilated Gothic

arch, the water-mill, and the dovecot, rising from the

banks of the pool, with the decayed towers and the

farm-house on the slopes of the valley, are all that

now attest that it was once the crowded abode of the

wise, the learned, and the good. In that spot, how

ever, may still be seen the winding brook, the verdant

hills, and the quiet meadows, nature’s indestructible

monuments to the devout men and holy women who

nurtured there affections which made them lovely in

their lives, and hopes which rendered them triumphant

in death. Nor in her long roll of martyrs has history

to record the names of any who suffered with greater

constancy, or in a nobler cause ; for their conflict was

with the very church which they most profoundly

revered, and their cause was that of devotedness to

sincerity and abhorrence of falsehood.

Amongst the interpreters of the counsels of Divine

Providence in that age, there were not wanting many

who found, in the calamities which overwhelmed the

declining years of Louis, the retribution of an aveng

ing Deity for the wrongs inflicted on Port-Royal. If

it were given to man to decipher the mysterious

characters engraven on the scroll of this world’s his

tory, it might not be difficult to find, in the annals
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of his reign, other and yet more weighty reasons for

the awakening of Nemesis in France at the com

mencement of the eighteenth century. But of the

mere chronological fact, there is no doubt. The

deaths of the three Dauphins, and the victories of

Eugene and Marlborough, followed hard on the dis

persion of the nuns. With his dying breath, Louis

cast the responsibility of his conduct towards them

on the Jesuits who stood round his bed. ‘ If, indeed,

you have misled and deceived me’-- such was his

last address to his confessors- ‘you are deeply

guilty, for in truth I acted in good faith. I sincerely

sought the peace of the church.’

The humiliation of his spiritual advisers quickly

followed. It was preceded by the retirement and

death of Madame de Maintenon, who had both pro

voked and derided the sufferings of the Port-Royalists.

The very type of mediocrity out of place, she is to

our mind the least attractive of all the ladies of

equivocal or desperate reputation who, in modern

times, have stood on the steps of European thrones.

Her power was sustained by the feebleness of the

mind she had subdued, and by the craftiness of those

who had subjugated her own. Her prudery and her

religiousness, such as it was, served but to deepen

the aversion which her intriguing, selfish, narrow~

minded, and bigoted spirit excite and justify; al

though, in her own view of the matter, she probably

hoped to propitiate the favour of heaven and the

applause of the world, by directing against the un

offending women of Port-Royal the deadly wrath of

the worn-out debauchee, whose jaded spirits and

unquiet conscience it was her daily task to sustain

and flatter.

De Noailles, the instrument of her cruelty, lived to

L L 2
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bewail his guilt with such strange agonies of remorse,

as to rescue his memory from hatred, although it is

difficult to contemplate, without some contempt, such

a paroxysm of emotions, which, however just in

themselves, deprived their victim of all powers of

self-control, and of every semblance of decorous com

posure. His howlings are described by the witness

of them, to have been more like those of a wild beast

or a maniac, than of a reasonable man.

If these slight notices of the heroes and heroines of

Port-Royal (slight, indeed, when compared with the

materials from which they have been drawn) should

be ascribed by any one to a pen plighted to do

suit and service to the cause of Rome, no surmise

could be wider of the mark. .No Protestant can read

the writings of the Port-Royalists themselves, without

gratitude for his deliverance from the superstitions

of a church which calls herself Catholic, and boasts

that she is eternal. That she will flourish as long as

the race of man shall endure, is indeed a conclusion

which may reasonably be adopted by him who divines

the future only from the past. For where is the land, or

what the age in which a conspicuous place has not been

held by phenomena essentially the same, however cir

cumstantially different ? In what aera has man not been

a worshipper of the visible? In what country has

imagination—the sensuous property of the mind-

failed to triumph over those mental powers which are

purely contemplative ? Who can discover a period

in which religion has not more or less assumed the

form of a compromise-between the self-dependence

and the self-distrust of her votaries —between their

abasement before a merely human authority and their

conviction that no such allegiance is really due—

between their awe of the divine power and their
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habitual revolt against the divine will? Of every

such compromise, the indications have ever been

the same—a worship of pomp and ceremonial—

a spiritual despotism exercised by a sacerdotal caste—

bodily penances and costly expiations-and the

constant intervention of man, and of the works of

man, between the worshipper and the supreme

object of his worship. So long as human nature

shall continue what it is, the religion of human

nature will be unchanged. The Church of Rome will

be eternal, if man, such as he now is, shall himself

be eternal.

But for every labour under the sun, says the Wise

Man, there is a time. There is a time for hearing

testimony against the errors of Rome, why not also a

time for testifying to the sublime virtues with which

those errors have been so often associated ? Are we

for ever to admit and never to practise the duties of

kindness and mutual forbearance ? Does Christianity

consist in a vivid perception of the faults, and an

obtuse blindness to the merits, of those who differ

from us? Is charity a virtue only when we our

selves are the objects of it ? Is there not a church as

pure and more catholic than those of Oxford 0r Rome

_a church comprehending within its limits every

human being who, according to the measure of the

knowledge placed within his reach, strives habitually

to be conformed to the will of the common Father of

us all? To indulge hope beyond the pale of some

narrow communion, has, by each Christian society in

its turn, been denounced as a daring presumption.

.Yet Hope has come to all, and with her Faith and

Charity, her inseparable companions. Amidst the

shock of contending creeds, and the uproar of anathe

mas, good men have listened to gentler and more

kindly sounds. They may have debated as polemics,
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but they have felt as Christians. On the universal

mind of Christendom is indelibly engraven one image,

towards which the eyes of every true disciple of

Christ are more or less earnestly directed. Whoever

has himself caught any resemblance, however faint

and imperfect, to that divine and benignant Original,

has, in his measure, learnt to recognise a brother in

every one in whom he can discern the same resem

blance.*‘

There is an essential unity in that ‘Kingdom which

is not of this world.’ But within the provinces of

that mighty state there is room for endless varieties

of administration, and for local laws and customs

widely differing from each other. The unity consists

in the one object of worship -- the one object of

affiance — the one source of virtue - the one cement

ing principle of mutual loVe, which pervade and ani

mate the whole. The diversities are, and must be,

as numerous and intractable as are the essential dis

tinctions which nature, habit, and circumstances have

created amongst men. Uniformity of creeds, of dis

cipline, of ritual, and of ceremonies, in such a world

as ours ! - a world where no two men are not as dis

tinguishable in their mental as in their physical

aspect; where every petty community has its separate

system of civil government; where all that meets the

eye, and all that arrests the ear, has the stamp of

boundless and infinite variety! What are the har

monies of tone, of colour, and of form, but the result

of contrasts—of contrasts held in subordination to

* See on this subject a book entitled ‘ The Catholic Spirit of

Christianity,’ the anonymous work of the Rev. E. M‘Vicar, now a

minister of the Church of Scotland, in Ceylon. Why such a. book

should not have attained an extensive celebrity, or why such a

writer should have been permitted to quit his native land, are

questions to which we fear no satisfactory answer could be given

by the dispensers of fame or of church prefer-ment.
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one all-pervading principle, which reconciles without

confounding the component elements of the music,

the painting, or the structure ? In the physical works

of God, beauty could have no existence without end

less diversities. Why assume that in religious society

-- a work not less surely to be ascribed to the supreme

Author of all things—this law is absolutely reversed?
Were it possible to subdue that innate tendency of W

the human mind, which compels men to differ in

religious opinions and Observances, at least as widely

as on all other subjects, what would be the results of

such a triumph? Where then would be the free com

parison, and the continual enlargement of thought;

where the self-distrusts which are the springs of

humility, or the mutual dependencies which are the

bonds of love? He who made us with this infinite

variety in our intellectual and physical constitution,

must have foreseen, and foreseeing, must have in

tended, a corresponding dissimilarity in the opinions

of his creatures on all questions submitted to their

judgment, and proposed for their acceptance. For

truth is his law; and if all men will profess to think

alike, all men must live in the habitual violation of

that law.

Zeal for uniformity attests the latent distrusts, not

the firm convictions of the zealot. In proportion to

the strength of those convictions in our minds, is our

indifference to the multiplication of sufi'rages in favour

ofourjudgment. Our thoughts are steeped in imagery;

and Where the palpable form is not, the impalpable

spirit escapes the notice of the unreflecting multitude.

In common hands, analysis stops at the species or the

genus, and cannot rise to the order or the class. To

distinguish birds from fishes, beasts from insects, limits

the efforts of the vulgar observer of the face of ani

mated nature. But Cuvier could trace the sublime
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unity, the universal type, the fontal Idea, existing in

the creative intelligence, which connects as one the

mammoth and the snail. So, common observers can

distinguish from each other the different varieties of

religious society, and can rise no higher. Where one

assembly worships with harmonies of music, fumes of

incense, ancient liturgies, and a gorgeous ceremonial,

and another listens to the unaided voice of a single

pastor, they can perceive and record the differ

ences; but the hidden ties which unite them both

escape such observation. All appears as contrast,

and all ministers to antipathy and discord. It is our

belief that these things may be rightly viewed in a

different aspect, and yet with the most severe con

formity to the divine will, whether as intimated by

natural religion, or as revealed in Holy Scripture.

We believe that, in the judgment of an enlightened

charity, many Christian societies, who are accustomed

to denounce each other’s errors, will at length come

to be regarded as members in common of the one

great and comprehensive Church, in which diversities

of forms are harmonised by an all-pervading unity of

spirit. For ourselves, at least, we should deeply

regret to conclude that we were aliens from that

great Christian Commonwealth of which the Nuns

and Recluses of the valley of Port-Royal were

members, and members assuredly of no common

excellence.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.
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